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Abstract—With the spread of mobile devices, image and video
transmission is in great demand. The use of multiuser multiple-
input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) systems, where multiple data
can be sent to multiple users, is highly expected. This paper pro-
poses a novel power allocation scheme for MU-MIMO systems,
which minimizes the variance of channel capacities of each spatial
stream of all users to achieve user fairness in terms of video
quality. In addition to the user fairness, we make the spatial
streams which convey visually more important information be
high-quality for achieving high video quality. Simulation results
show that the proposed power allocation enables to equalize video
quality even if the distances between a transmitter and users are
different.

Index Terms—Wireless Video Transmission, MU-MIMO Sys-
tems, User Fairness

I. INTRODUCTION

The demand of image and video transmission has increased

lately because of the dissemination of mobile devices. The

use of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, which

increase the channel capacity owing to multiple antennas [1], is

highly expected. In multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO), an access

point can transmit multiple data to multiple users. Recently,

studies on the maximization of channel capacities of MU-

MIMO have actively been conducted [2], [3].

In current standards of images and videos, the different parts

of a code stream have different importance. Scalably encoded

videos are composed of multiple units called layers. Each layer

differs in the contribution to video quality. Even if the code

stream has some errors, it is possible to improve video quality

by protecting more significant layers [4].

In image and video transmission with MU-MIMO, it can

happen that the video quality of the user in a poor com-

munication environment remains low. Thus, it is important

not only to improve sum throughput but also to keep the

video quality of all users high as much as possible. This

paper focuses on the user fairness in terms of video quality;

that is, to equalize the video quality of all users. We present

a fair power allocation (FPA) scheme, which minimizes the

variance of channel capacities of each spatial stream of all

users on condition that signals of more significant layers are

sent through larger capacity spatial streams.
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Research Grant Number JP17H01735 and by JSPS Grant-in-Aid for JSPS

Research Fellow Grant Number 18J12075.
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Fig. 1. Proposed transmitter which has NTX transmit antennas and NU

users.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A system model of the proposed transmitter with the MU-

MIMO system is shown in Fig. 1. The received signal vector

for user i is expressed as

y(i) = H(i)W
(i)
BDW

(i)
E-SDMP(i)x(i) + z(i), (1)

where H(i) is a channel matrix, W
(i)
BD is a weight matrix of

a block diagonalization [5], W
(i)
E-SDM is a weight matrix of

eigenbeam space division multiplexing (E-SDM) [6], P(i) is a

power allocation matrix, x(i) is a transmitted signal vector, and

z(i) is an additive Gaussian noise vector. The Scalable Encoder

block generates a code stream which consists of NL layers.

Signals of each layer are transmitted through different spatial

streams and the signals of more important layers are supposed

to be transmitted through the higher-quality spatial streams. In

the Power Allocation block, we determine a power allocation

matrix based on the proposed method which we shall discuss

later. In the E-SDM blocks, W
(i)
E-SDM is applied to each user to

increase channel capacities. The Block Diagonalization block

makes it possible to eliminate inter-user interference, where

the MU-MIMO channel can be considered as multiple single-

user MIMO (SU-MIMO) channels. In this paper, the number

of spatial streams per user is equal to NL as a prerequisite.

The E-SDM blocks make it possible to regard a SU-MIMO

channel as NL parallel spatial streams.



III. A PROPOSED FAIR POWER ALLOCATION

We denote by C
(i)
k and Ck,ave a channel capacity of the

k-th stream of user i and an average channel capacity of the

k-th stream over all users, respectively. C
(i)
k is expressed as

C
(i)
k = log2

(
1 +

λ
(i)
k

P
(i)
z

P
(i)
k

)
, (2)

where P
(i)
z is the additive Gaussian noise power for user i, P

(i)
k

is the power allocated to the k-th stream for user i, and λ
(i)
k

is the k-th largest eigenvalue of
(
H(i)W

(i)
BD

)H (
H(i)W

(i)
BD

)
.

To equalize video quality of all users, the variance of channel

capacities of each spatial stream of all users should be zero:

1

NU

NU∑
i=1

{
C

(i)
k − Ck,ave

}2

= 0, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NL} , (3)

where NU is the number of users. In order to enhance video

quality, spatial streams where more significant signals are sent

should be higher-quality. Therefore, the following equation

should be established:

w
(i)
1

(
λ
(i)
1 P

(i)
1

)
= w

(i)
2

(
λ
(i)
2 P

(i)
2

)
= · · · = w

(i)
NL

(
λ
(i)
NL

P
(i)
NL

)
, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NU} , (4)

where w
(i)
k is the weight value of the k-th stream for user i ,

w
(i)
1 < w

(i)
2 < · · · < w

(i)
NL

, and w
(1)
k = w

(2)
k = · · · = w

(NU )
k .

Since the total transmission power is limited, the following

equation should be established:

NU∑
i=1

NL∑
k=1

P
(i)
k = Ptot, (5)

where Ptot is the total transmission power. We determine P
(i)
k

to satisfy (3), (4), and (5), utilizing the fact that (3) means

C
(1)
k = C

(2)
k = · · · = C

(NU )
k , ∀k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NL}.

IV. SIMULATIONS

We use JPEG 2000 to encode and decode 100 color

1920 × 1080 images for each user. 1 bit per pixel source

coding rate is used for every image and frame rate is 24 fps.

The images consist of 2 layers. We assume quadrature phase

shift keying modulation and i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel.

Convolutional codes whose coding rate is 2/3 are used for

forward error correction. We use the path loss model defined

by ITU-R [7] to assume indoor surroundings. The distance

power loss coefficient is 3.1 and the number of floors between

the transmitter and the user is 1. The transmit power is

10 dBm. The transmitter which has 4 antennas sends images to

2 users and each user has 2 antennas. Let the weight values be(
w

(1)
1 , w

(1)
2 , w

(2)
1 , w

(2)
2

)
= (1, 35, 1, 35). The bandwidth used

by this system is 80 MHz and the carrier frequency is 5.2 GHz.

We make use of a minimum mean square error decoder to

estimate the transmitted signals. We assess the quality of the

received images with its peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR).
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Fig. 2. Average PSNR curves with FPA and UPA schemes.

Fig. 2 shows the average PSNR versus distance between

user 2 and the transmitter curves with the proposed FPA

scheme and a conventional equal power allocation (EPA)

scheme. The distance between user 1 and the transmitter

is always one meter in the both schemes. With EPA, the

PSNR curve of user 1 keeps a high constant value, while the

counterpart of user 2 drops off very rapidly. By contrast, the

PSNR curves with FPA of both user 1 and user 2 similarly

drop off. In other words, video quality of all users is almost

equal even when a user is far from the transmitter. The PSNR

difference between user 1 and user 2 with EPA is up to 36 dB,

while the counterpart with FPA is up to 1 dB.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed the power allocation scheme for

wireless video transmission over MU-MIMO systems. The

proposed power allocation scheme is based on the user fairness

in terms of video quality. Simulation results indicate that it is

possible to equalize video quality even if the distances between

a transmitter and each user are different.
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Abstract— Halftone based block truncation coding images (H-
BTC) are the improved version of BTC images which can offer 
superior representation and enhanced image quality. The 
application of the H-BTC images range from image compression 
and retrieval, indexing, reconstruction, classification and so on. In 
this paper, a brief introduction to various H-BTC images is 
presented and their evaluation is carried out in terms of image 
quality and computational demand. Further, the application 
prospective of the H-BTC images are also provided.   The 
developed H-BTC database comprises of 30K images comprising 
of the five types of H-BTC images in which three categories are 
constructed based on digital halftoning and two types are based on 
digital multitoning. The database would be very useful to carry out 
deep learning research and various image processing tasks. The 
database along with its source code will be made open source for 
the research and academic purpose.  
Keywords:  Digital halftoning, block truncation coding image, 
image database, image compression 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Block truncation coding (BTC) [1] is a very popular choice of 
image compression method for its simplistic approach and less 
computational demand. The technique performs the 
compression in the block-wise manner and the original image 
block is replaced in terms of its high and low mean value of the 
block. The image quality of the BTC usually reduce with 
increasing block size and suffer from serious blocking artifacts. 
On the other hand, the halftone based BTC achieves 
significantly better image quality and suffer from less blocking 
artifacts. The digital halftoning [5] is performed predominantly 
using four methods such as ordered dithering (OD), error 
diffusion (ED) [2], dot diffusion (DD) [3] and direct binary 
search (DBS) algorithm. Among them, the first three methods 
are extended to BTC to obtain ODBTC, EDBTC and DDBTC 
images. In latest, the digital multitoning is getting prominence 
which is the upgraded version of halftone. With the previous 
relevance, the digital multitoning version is also extended to 
BTC to obtain the multitone BTC images (MTBTC) [4]. The 
MTBTC images have better image quality than the halftone 
BTC but suffers from low compression ratio.  

II. H-BTC DATABASE 

The database consists BTC images along with its five halftone 
BTC versions such as ODBTC, EDBTC, DDBTC, MTBTC-
DD and MTBTC-DD. For each class, 5K images are provided 
and the database comprise of 30K images of size 512x512. The 
database images are constructed for the block size of 16x16. 
The brief explanation of various halftone based BTC is 
provided below. 

A. ODBTC 

The ODTC image is constructed based on the ordered dithering 
method of halftones. To begin with, the original image is 

processed in a block wise manner and the maximum and 
minimum term corresponding to a block is computed. Based on 
the difference, a specific dithering array is picked from the look 
up table and the block is thresholded using that dithering screen 
as shown in Fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1. ODBTC Scheme 

 
Usually, the dithering screen pertaining to the blue noise 
spectrum are used as it results in dispersed halftone patterns. 
Finally, the 1’s and 0’s in the halftone binary image is assigned 
with maximum and minimum term. 

B. EDBTC 

The error diffusion method is an improved version of ordered 
dithering and it involves processing the image in a sequence 
manner. Initially the gray scale image of range 0-255 is 
thresholded using its mid value 128. The difference between the 
output and the actual image is computed and it is further 
distributed to the neighborhood pixels. The error kernels for 
distributing the difference is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Floyd-Steinberg 
Once the halftone image is generated, it is replaced with the 
maximum and minimum term of the corresponding block.  

C. DDBTC 

The dot diffusion is a combination of ordered dithering and 
error diffusion technique. In contrast to error diffusion, the dot 
diffusion comprises of two matrices such as class and diffusion 
matrix. The class matrix dictates the order in which the pixels 
are processed, and the difference is distributed to the 
neighborhood pixels. Among different class matrix 
configurations, the Knuth dot diffusion kernel is used in this 
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work. The class matrix adopted in this work is shown in Fig. 3, 
the class matrix is of size 8x8 with diffuse matrix of size 3x3.  

 
Fig. 3. Class Matrix of Dot-Diffusion 

D. MTBTC 

The MTBTC is an upgradation of the ODBTC technique and 
offers a better image quality than the former one. In comparison 
to ODBTC, the MTBTC use more dithering screens and their 
corresponding output is assigned with more number of tones 
other than maximum and minimum. The generation of 4-tone 
MTBTC image is shown in Eq. 1.  

 

 
Where  refers to the multitone BTC image comprise of four 
tones such as maximum, minimum and its intermediate values. 

 refers to the dithering screens.  

III. H-BTC ANALYSIS 

In the section, the H-BTC images are compared in terms of the 
image quality, computational demand and their application 
prospective is also presented. Table I shows the result of image 
quality analysis of the considered H-BTC images. 

 
Table 1 shows the image quality assessment of the various 
halftone BTC images. The MTBTC-DD image offer high image 

quality as it has more number of tones than the other halftone 
BTC versions. Among the other BTC versions, DDBTC is 
found to obtain the better image quality.  

TABLE   I. COMPARISON OF IMAGE QUALITY FOR VARIOUS H-BTC VERSIONS 

Block 
Size 

MTBTC 
-DD  

ODBTC EDBTC DDBTC BTC 

8 0.970 0.9267 0.9347 0.936 0.941 
16 0.966 0.8674 0.8730 0.8815 0.851 
32 0.934 0.784 0.7880 0.7916 0.731 
64 0.889 0.717 0.7020 0.7232 0.683 

TABLE II. COMPUTATIONAL DEMAND OF THE DIFFERENT METHODS 

Type Addition/ 
Subtraction/ 
Comparison 

Multiplication/ 
Division 

Square Root 

BTC 2 x (M x N)+3 M x N + 9 2 
ODBTC M x N 0 0 
EDBTC M x N + 1 (M x N) x 6  0 
DDBTC M x N + 1 (M x N) x 6   
MTBTC (T-1) M x N 0 0 

Table II shows the computational demand of the various H-
BTC techniques. In general, the ordered dithering based 
ODBTC and MTBTC are found to have lowest computation as 
it involves only a comparison, and moreover, ED, DD and BTC 
have slightly more computations.  
Some application prospects of this database is provided below, 
• Image Compression: The primary intention of H-BTC 
images is to obtain the compressed image format. The H-BTC 
can achieve a compression ratio up to 8. 
• Image Retrieval: ODBTC, EDBTC and DDBTC images 
features are found to be very effective to perform image 
retrieval tasks. In recent works, this image features are 
combined with deep learning features to perform image 
retrieval with improved accuracy. 
• Image Forensics: The color and bit features of the EDBTC 
images is used to detect copy-move forgery image regions.  
• Others: Image Indexing, Watermarking, Reconstruction and 
classification tasks.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this work, a H-BTC database is generated and is made open-
source for research and academic purpose. The database 
comprises of 30K images and would be an ideal to perform deep 
learning and image processing tasks. A brief summary of the H-
BTC generation, its analysis and application prospects are also 
provided for better understanding.  
Code: https://github.com/SankarSrin 
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Abstract—Energy consumption and flash-memory usage are very
limited in microcontrollers that make up the sensor network,
accordingly, the process of updating the embedded firmware
should also be low cost and energy efficient. This work proposes
a technique that overcomes limitations due to increased costs of
configuring the sensor network by additional memory usages and
increased energy consumption resulting from firmware updates.
Instead of dealing with the whole firmware, we split the firmware
into function blocks and managed them with a function map that
indicate each function block address. Further, by only updating
function blocks where differences exist, we successfully reduced
flash memory usage and energy consumption that occurred dur-
ing the firmware update process. We implemented the proposed
technique with the target measurement environment, and the
result shows that maximum flash memory usage reduced by
91.4% and that 71.4% reduction in execution time resulted in
a 69% reduction in energy consumption over the conventional
method.

Keywords–firmware update, microcontroller, function block,

flash memory, energy consumption

I. INTRODUCTION

With the recent explosive growth of Internet-of-Thing
(IoT), demand for a microcontroller unit (MCU), which plays
a key role in the edge nodes that make up the sensor network,
is also growing rapidly. Due to the characteristics of MCU
that repeat only a certain action once the code is stored in
a flash memory, users must update embedded software, or
firmware, to change MCUs’ hardware behavior. Since available
resources in the embedded systems are constrained compared
to the PC or server, energy consumption or memory usage that
occurs during firmware updates is becoming more important
[1]. Therefore, diverse studies have been conducted from
various perspectives to reduce the energy consumption [2]
and overhead generated by the firmware update process [3].
Unlike previous studies focused on the differences between the
two firmware [4], this approach concentrated on the energy
consumption and flash memory usage that occurred during
firmware updates. The key idea of the proposed technique is
to first divide firmware into function blocks (FBs) and to only
replace FBs differences exist with a function map that stores
the FB addresses.

II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION

Fig, 1 summarized the conventional firmware update pro-
cess, which is represented with a flash memory map for each
step. The purpose of the update is to exchange FW old to
FW new. To update old firmware, we need to store new
firmware on flash memory space, because the update may not
be able to finish for several reasons. When the new firmware is
stored, we can erase the old firmware from the flash memory.
Assuming that the size of the new firmware does not increase

compared to the existing firmware, we can copy the pre-
stored new firmware into the space created after erasing the
existing firmware. Finally, erasing the pre-stored new firmware
will complete the whole update process. This update process
requires additional flash memory space for storing firmware
and consumes much more energy for frequent flash writing
and erasing.

The firmware structure proposed in this paper consists of
a partitioned FB and function map pointing to each FB start
address. Fig. 2 illustrates the firmware difference-only update
processing when upgrading from FW old to FW new. Be-
fore the update, we need to analyze the difference between
old and new firmware and recognize that it belongs to which
FB. Only FBs with a difference will be exchanged from the
previous firmware. Among the f1, f2, and f3 that make up
the FW old, we detected the difference between FW old and
the latest version of the firmware in FB f1; thus, exchange
FB f1 to revised FB f4. After storing FB f4 on the flash
memory space, we reassigned the function map FB f1 pointer
to the updated FB f4. We finished the whole update process
by erasing FB f1. Different from the conventional method,
the proposed technique required additional flash memory space
only for a specific FB and also reduced energy consumption
from the flash memory writing and erasing.

III. EVALUATION RESULTS

Fig. 3 shows the evaluation environment of the proposed
technique. We used STM32F4DISCOVERY which embeds
STM32F407VGT6 MCU as a target board and measures
energy consumption and execution time with an Atmel energy
debugger. We updated the firmware and sent the command
from the computer to the bootloader via USB-CDC com-
munication. Bootloader analyzes commands, and determines
what operations to complete, such as programming firmware
on flash memory. In the case of the conventional firmware
update process, we used 140KB firmware and updated it. As
shown in Fig. 4 (a), this process spent 8.821s of execution
time and consumed 3.315J amount of energy. To implement
the technique proposed in this paper, we assumed that the
changed part of the firmware belongs to the FB of 12KB, and
we made a section for a function map that points to each FB.
We changed the address of the FB pointed out in the function
map after flashing the new FB to the flash memory. In contrast
with the conventional method, Fig. 4 (b) shows the result of
the proposed technique, which spent 2.521s of execution time
and consumed 1.025J of energy. As a result, not only was the
execution time reduced by 71.4% but there was also a 69%
reduction in energy consumption and memory usage, as the
additional required memory space only needed the size of the
FB being changed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conventionally, there is a method to use auscultation when
medical doctors diagnose a disease from heartbeats with heart
noise. However, the respiratory sound and the heart sound
are mixed. Further, it is difficult for the desired heart sound
to be heard. For solving this problem, we propose a method
to separate respiratory sound and heart sound based on blind
source separation (BSS). In BSS method, we use a non-linear
function corresponding to the probability distribution of source
signals in order to separate. A distribution of the respira-
tory sound is a high-order sub-Gaussian distribution close to
uniform distribution, a distribution of the heart sound is a
super Gaussian distribution. In the conventional method, there
is no non-linear function corresponding to both distribution.
Therefore, in this paper, in order to separate the respiratory
sound and the heart sound, we propose new non-linear function
accurately separated from super Gaussian distribution through
sub-Gaussian distribution to uniform distribution. Then, we
build the BSS method based on the proposed non-linear
function. We evaluate the proposed method by computer
simulation.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

The method of Ref. [1] and the method of Ref. [2] are
known as methods with a relatively wide range of correspond-
ing distribution in the conventional methods. The method of
Ref. [1] corresponds from low-order sub-Gaussian distribu-
tion through high-order sub-Gaussian distribution to uniform
distribution. The method of Ref. [2] corresponds from super
Gaussian distribution to low-order sub-Gaussian distribution.
However, both methods do not correspond to everything from
super Gaussian distribution through sub-Gaussian distribu-
tion to uniform distribution. From that reasons above, these
methods are insufficient separation precision for respiratory
sound and heart sound. Therefore, in this section, we propose
a method to appropriately correspond from super Gaussian
distribution to uniform distribution by giving an optimal non-
linear function. Fig.1 shows a model of the BSS.

Fig. 1. A model of the BSS

For the model of Fig.1, the following shows the procedure
of the proposed algorithm.
1.Estimate the kurtosis Ky(n) of the separated signal.
2.From the kurtosis, determine non-linear function ϕ(y(n)).
3.Update separation matrix W (n + 1) = W (n) + η[I −
ϕ(y(n))(y(n))T ]W (n).
4.Go to 1.
First, we describe the kurtosis. The kurtosis Ky(n) is calcu-
lated by

Kyi
(n) = σ4(n)

(σ2(n))2 = (1−λ)σ4(n−1)+λ(yi(n)−yi(n))
4

((1−λ)σ2(n−1)+λ(yi(n)−yi(n))2)
2 (1)

,where y(n) is the average of y(n). σ4(n) is the central
moment of order 4th, σ2(n) is variance.λ (0 < λ � 1) is a
forgetting factor, and i=1 or 2. Next, the proposed non-linear
function vector ϕ(y(n)) is given by

ϕ(y(n)) = ϕ1(y(n)) + ϕ2(y(n)) . (2)

In equation(2), based on both conventional methods, the non-
linear functions are as follows:

ϕ1(y(n)) = [a1 tanh(y1(n)), a2 tanh(y2(n))]
T (3)

ϕ2(y(n)) =
[
(1− a1)

q1y1(n)|y1(n)|
q1−2

42 ,

(1− a2)
q2y2(n)|y2(n)|

q2−2

42

]T
. (4)

Fig.2 shows the relationship between parameters ai and qi
in the non-linear function of the proposed method. Fig.3
shows graph of proposed and conventional non-linear function.
From Fig.2 and Fig.3, the proposed non-linear function can
correspond to everything from super Gaussian distribution
through sub-Gaussian distribution to uniform distribution.

III. COMPUTER SIMULATION AND CONSIDERATION

First, we show a example in the case of separation according
to the proposed method. The simulation conditions are as
follows. Sampling frequency is 8[kHz](The number of samples
m is 16000), loop is 10 times. Fig.4 shows source signals.
Fig.5 shows observed signals. Fig.6 shows separated signals.
Next, we compare the proposed method with the conventional
method. The comparison is performed by the similarity sim

of the separated signal to the source signal. sim is given by

sim =
1

1 + d
, (5)

where, d is the euclidean distance,

d =

√√√√m−1∑
n=0

(si(n)− yi(n))
2 (i = 1, 2). (6)



Fig. 2. The relationship between parameters ai and qi

Fig. 3. Graph of proposed and conventional non-linear function

Fig. 4. Source signals

Fig. 5. Observed signals

Fig. 6. Separated signals

TABLE I
THE RESULTS OF SIMILARITY sim

non− linear function heart lung
Proposed method 0.522 0.823

Ref.[1] 0.502 0.454
Ref.[2] 0.475 0.467
y(n)3 0.313 0.235

tanh(y(n)) 0.059 0.072

Table I shows the results of similarity sim. From Table I, the
separation precision is higher than the conventional method.
Because it is thought that proposed non-linear function is given
appropriately correspond to the distributions of both source
signals.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, we proposed the BSS method that appropri-
ately corresponds to the probability density distributions of
source signals. Since the separation precision is higher than
the conventional method, it is suitable for separation etc of
respiratory sound and heart sound in auscultation sound. The
future work is to consider for practical use.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a normalised least mean square
algorithm based on Hammerstein spline adaptive filtering. A
nonlinear Hammerstein adaptive filters consists of memory-less
function modified during learning and the spline control point
is automatically controlled by gradient-based method. Simula-
tion results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm exhibits
more robust performance compared with the conventional spline
adaptive filtering algorithms.

I. HAMMERSTEIN SPLINE ADAPTIVE FILTERING

Following [1], the Hammerstein spline adaptive filter is

called linear-nonlinear network, as shown in Fig. 1. This

network is consisting of two parts as linear and nonlinear

network. An adaptive function is applied to the input of

linear adaptive filter. Part of nonlinear network is used for

the identification of Hammerstein-type nonlinear systems [2].

Other part of non-linear network is combined with an adaptive

look-up table [3] and spline interpolation network. Nonlinear

SAF has been used practically to model and identify nonlinear

systems [4]-[6]. Consider an error e(n) as

en = dn − yn = dn − wT
n sn , (1)

where yn is the output of Hammerstein spline adaptive filtering

(HSAF), dn is the desired signal and wn is the adaptive tap-

weight vector. The output of nonlinearity s(n) is given [5]

sn = ϕ(un) = uT
n C qi,n , (2)

un = [u3
n, u2

n, un, 1]T , (3)

where qin
is the control point vector as

qi,n = [ qi,n qi+1,n qi+2,n qi+3,n ]T .

Following [5], the local parameter un and index i can be

evaluated as

un =
xn

Δx
−
⌊ xn

Δx

⌋
, (4)

i =
⌊ xn

Δx

⌋
+

Q− 1

2
, (5)

where Δx is the uniform space between two-adjacent control

points, xn is the input vector with the length of tap delay N ,

Q is the number of control point, and �·� is floor operator.

The output of nonlinearity sn is related with a nonlinear

activation function using the span index i and the local

Fig. 1. Linear-Nonlinear network of Hammerstein SAF-NLMS structure.

parameter u, where u ∈ [0, 1]. Since, spline basis matrix CB

is called B-spline [5].

II. PROPOSED HAMMERSTEIN SAF-NLMS

Following [1], the cost function of normalised least mean

square for Hammerstein spline adaptive filter (HSAF-NLMS)

can be minimised as

J(wn, qi,n) = min
wn

{1
2
(uT

n un)
−1 | en |2

}
, (6)

where en is given in Eq.(1).

Considering the chain rule by differentiating the cost func-

tion in Eq.(6) with respect to wn, we arrive at

∂J(wn, qi,n)

∂wn

= −(uT
n un)

−1
{
en sn

}
, (7)

Let the derivative of cost function in Eq.(6) with respect to

qi,n with the chain rule, we arrive at

∂J(wn, qi,n)

∂qi,n

= −(uT
n un)

−1
{∂wn uT

n C qi,n en

∂qi,n

}
. (8)

So, we can get

∂J(wn, qi,n)

∂qi,n

= −(uT
n un)

−1
{

CT un wn en

}
. (9)



Further, the proposed tap-weight vector wn of HSAF-NLMS

algorithm is obtained by

∴ wn+1 = wn +
μw sn en

uT
n un

, (10)

where μw is the step-size parameter for learning rate of linear

network part of HSAF structure, sn and un are defined in Eqs.

(2) and (3), respectively.

Therefore, the proposed control points vector qi,n of HSAF-

NLMS can be expressed as

∴ qi,n+1 = qi,n + μq

CT un wn en

uT
n un

, (11)

where μq is the step-size parameter for learning rate of

nonlinear network part of HSAF structure.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

We simulate the random processes for the computer simu-

lations. Performance of proposed HSAF-NLMS algorithm is

compared with the SAF-LMS [5] in the Wiener system over

100 Monte-Carlo trials and 3,000 samples used. The input

signal can be generated by

xn = α · xn−1 +
√
1− α2ζn , (12)

where ζn is a zero mean white Gaussian noise with unitary

variance and α is set to [0.01, 0.99].
In the identification, the experiment consists of an unknown

Wiener system composed by a linear component as [5].

w0 = [0.6, −0.4, 0.25, −0.15, 0.1] .

A nonlinear memoryless target function implemented by a

23-point length LUT q0 which is interpolated by a uniform

third degree spline with an interval sampling Δx = 0.2 as [7]

q0 ={−2.2,−2,−1.8, . . . ,−1.0,−0.8,−0.91, 0.42,

− 0.01,−0.1, 0.1,−0.15, 0.58, 1.2, 1.0, 1.2, . . . , 2.0, 2.2}

Initial parameters of SAF model for adaptive FIR filter are

as δw = 0.001, μw = μq = 7.5× 10−3, a signal to noise ratio

at SNR = 10, 20 dB. Length of tap (M ) coefficients of filter

is of 5 for both algorithms and CB is used by following in

[5].

Comparison of mean square error (MSE) for the experi-

ments with the different of α = 0.1, 0.5 in Fig. 2 and Fig.

3 that show the MSE curves of proposed HSAF-NLMS and

SAF-LMS [5] with the two different choices of the parameter

α shown in Eq.(12) and the different of SNR is used. While

the MSE is calculated as 10 log(e2n) in dB. It is found that the

MSE curves of proposed HSAF-NLMS algorithm can attain

the fast convergence compared with the SAF-LMS algorithm

at the steady state.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have introduced the proposed normalised

least mean square algorithm for Hammerstein spline adaptive

filtering (HSAF-NLMS) model. In addition, a constraint on
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Fig. 2. MSE curves of proposed HSAF-NLMS and SAF-LMS [5] with the
different SNR, where α = 0.1.
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Fig. 3. MSE curves of proposed HSAF-NLMS and SAF-LMS [5] with the
different SNR, where α = 0.5.

the choice of learning rate is to assure the algorithm conver-

gence. The proposed HSAF-NLMS algorithm can achieve the

good performance compared with the conventional SAF-LMS

algorithm in the area of system identification.
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Abstract—This paper proposes train radio communications for
high-speed railways to achieve the following: 1) higher frequency
efficiency; 2) faster mobile speed; 3) larger cell radius. Compared
with Global System for Mobile Communications-Railway (GSM-
R) and Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA) in European train
radio communications, although the conventional Japanese train
radio communications have excellent frequency efficiency and
communication quality, they have lower mobile speed and smaller
cell radius. This paper proposes train radio communications that
can achieve the same levels as GSM-R and TETRA for the items
2) and 3) while maintaining the advantages of the conventional
Japanese systems for the item 1). Finally, computer simulation
results show that the proposed systems can extend the cell radius
of the base station to be comparable to those of GSM-R and
TETRA at a mobile speed of 300km/h.

Index Terms—Train Radio Communications, High-Speed Rail-
ways, Large-Cell, Double Selectivity, Multiple Single Carrier

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, European mobile communications such as Global

System for Mobile Communications-Railway (GSM-R) and

Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA) [1], [2] are widely used

in the world for train radio communications. On the other

hand, the train radio communications currently used in Japan

can be roughly divided into the space wave method [3] and the

leaky coaxial cable (LCX) method [2]. Since the LCX method

requires a higher cost than the space wave method, there

are strong demands for realizing wireless high-speed train

radio communications. The conventional Japanese train radio

communications are superior in terms of frequency efficiency

and communication quality; however, they have problems in

terms of mobile speed and cell radius compared with GSM-

R and TETRA. Thus, the problems of wireless high-speed

train radio communications are as follows: a) to achieve higher

frequency efficiency; b) to cope with faster mobile speed; c) to

achieve longer distance between adjacent base stations (BSs).

To cope with these problems, this paper proposes train

radio communications employing point to multi-point (P-MP)

communications where multiple BSs simultaneously transmit

the same information at the same frequency band, i.e., P-MP

communications with a single frequency network (SFN), per-

survivor processing maximum-likelihood sequence estimation

(PSP-MLSE) with channel prediction [4], and narrowband

multiple single carrier (MSC) modulation scheme for problems

a), b), and c), respectively. Finally, computer simulation results

show that the proposed system can extend the distance between

adjacent BSs to approximately 46km at a mobile speed of

300km/h while maintaining the same communication quality

and frequency efficiency as the conventional Japanese systems.

II. PROBLEMS OF TRAIN RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

Table I shows a comparison of GSM-R and TETRA with

Japanese train radio communications.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF EUROPEAN AND JAPANESE SYSTEMS

GSM-R TETRA Space wave LCX

cell radius 5-10km 10-25km 1.5km -

bit error rate (BER) several% several% 0.01% 0.01%

frequency repetition number multiple multiple 1 1

carrier frequency band 900MHz 400MHz 400MHz 400MHz

train speed 300-500km/h 150km/h 300km/h

Table I shows that GSM-R and TETRA are more effective

than the Japanese systems in terms of cell radius and train

speed, and the Japanese systems are more effective than GSM-

R and TETRA in terms of communication quality and fre-

quency efficiency. This paper proposes train radio communica-

tions migrating the conventional Japanese space wave method

that can cope with large-cell and high-speed movement equal

to or greater than those of GSM-R and TETRA. However,

high-speed train radio P-MP communications with an SFN

have the following problems:

i) larger Doppler shift due to the high-speed of the train;
ii) larger delay spreads of signals from adjacent BSs due to

larger cell radius Rcell.

The problems i) and ii) are related to time selectivity and

frequency selectivity, respectively, and the simultaneous oc-

currence of the two sensitivities is called double selectivity. In

general, the time selectivity is often defined as the maximum

Doppler frequency (fD) normalized by the symbol rate (fs =
1/T ), fDT , and the frequency selectivity is often defined as

the maximum delay interval (τD) normalized by the symbol

period (T ), τD/T .

Table II shows fDT in high-speed train radio commu-

nications. This paper assumes that the multi-carrier (MC)

modulation schemes achieve 4.8ksps by parallel transmission

of multiple subcarriers, v is the mobile speed, fc is the carrier



frequency, and NSC is the number of subcarriers.

TABLE II
fDT IN HIGH-SPEED RAILWAYS

Items SC MC

NSC 1 2 4

fs(= 1/T ) 4.8ksps 2.4ksps×2 1.2ksps×4

fc 400MHz

v 300km/h = 83.3m/s

fD 111Hz

fDT 2.3% 4.6% 9.3%

Table II shows that the MC modulation schemes must cope

with fDT more than NSC times the normalized Doppler

frequency for the SC modulation scheme, assuming a constant

occupied bandwidth of the modulation schemes.

III. PROPOSED TRAIN RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

A. P-MP Communications for High Frequency Efficiency

This paper employs P-MP communications where BSs in

the zone transmit the same information at the same frequency

band to realize high frequency efficiency.

Fig. 1. P-MP communications model.

In the system shown in Fig. 1, only a single frequency (fc) is

allocated to all BSs. Thus, the frequency efficiency is high,

but the mobile station (MS) needs to cope with the delay

difference corresponding to more than 4Rcell.

B. PSP-MLSE with Channel Prediction for Severe fDT

This paper employs PSP-MLSE for differential encoding

of joint detection to cope with severe time selectivity, where

fDT is more than several percent [4]. PSP-MLSE estimates

information sequence based on the Viterbi algorithm and can

control the trade-off between receiver sensitivity and track-

ing performance by selecting appropriate channel estimation

weights.

C. MSC Modulation Schemes for Large-Cell

To cope with severe frequency selectivity associated with

the expansion of cell size, this paper employs narrowband

MSC modulation scheme, which is a migrated version of SC

modulation scheme employed by the conventional Japanese

train radio communications. In addition, MSC modulation

scheme can improve the resistance to intersymbol interference

because of the small bandwidth occupied by the subcarriers.

IV. COMPUTER SIMULATION

Let us discuss the simulation parameters. The modulation

scheme is π/4-shifted differential QPSK, the number of trans-

mit antennas is 1, the number of receive antennas is 4, and the

demodulation scheme is PSP-MLSE. The case of differential

detection (DD) is also plotted for reference. Channels are

assumed to be independent Rayleigh fading channels, where

fDT0 is 2.3% and T0 is the symbol period in SC modulation

scheme shown in Table II. This simulation assumes P-MP

communications with an SFN with 6 BSs. The distances

between the MT and BSs are Rcell, 3Rcell, · · · , 11Rcell,

where the distance attenuation is based on the 2.5th-law.

Fig. 2 shows BER performance as a function of Δτ/T0,

where Δτ is the delay difference between adjacent BSs.

Fig. 2. BER performance as a function of Δτ/T0 at average Eb/N0 of
25dB.

Fig. 2 shows that the proposed narrowband 4SC modulation

scheme achieves BER of less than 10−4 on doubly-selective

fading channels with fDT0 of 2.3% and Δτ/T0 is less than

3/4. In addition, that the distance d is 46km between BSs can

be obtained from 1/T0 of 4.8ksps and Δτ of 3T0/4.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed train radio communications em-

ploying P-MP communications with an SFN, PSP-MLSE with

channel prediction, and narrowband MSC modulation scheme

to cope with the problems in wireless high-speed train radio

communications. Finally, computer simulation results have

confirmed that the proposed systems can extend the cell radius

of the BS to a value comparable to those of GSM-R and

TETRA at a mobile speed of 300km/h and BER of 10−4.
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Abstract—In this paper, a preprocessing method for sound
source separation by forming the directivity is studied. A complex
weighted sum circuit is used to form the directivity. Furthermore,
multiple complex weighted sum circuits are used to spread the
suppression interval. However, even if the suppression interval
has been spread, the interference sound may be remained due to
the reverberation. In the proposed method, as a preprocessing
for separation, the frames including just the interference sound is
suppressed selectively. To detect the frames having just only the
interference sound, the DOA (Direction-Of-Arrival) of the source
is used. Applying this preprocessing, the interference sound
that can not be suppressed by forming the directivity can be
suppressed, and an improvement of the separation performance
is expected.

Index Terms—signal processing, sound source separation, mi-
crophone array

I. INTRODUCTION

Sound source separation is an important technique for

various applications such as a speech recognition and a tele-

conferencing system.

When the sound source direction is known in advance, the

sound source separation can be carried out by forming the

spatial directivity. The directivity is adjusted by forming a

unity gain toward the target sound direction while keeping

forming a null toward the interference sound direction. Fur-

thermore, multiple complex weighted sum circuits are used

and the suppression interval is spread. However, the sound

sources are expected to come from a wide direction due to

the reverberation. Therefore, even if the suppression interval

has been expanded, the interference sound may be remained.

In the proposed method, the frames including just the

interference sound are detected and suppressed as a prepro-

cessing for separation. In [1], the frequency distribution is

created from the DOA estimation results. Then, the frames

dominated by single sound source energy are detected by

evaluating the frequency distribution with the Hoyer’s cri-

terion[2]. In the proposed method, Root-MUSIC (MUltiple

SIgnal Classification) is used for the DOA estimation[3]. Then,

the histogram is estimated from the DOA estimation results.

Finally, the histogram is evaluated by Hoyer’s criterion to

detect and suppress the frames having just the interference

sound. Applying this preprocessing, it is expected to improve

separation performance by suppressing the interference sound

that can not be suppressed by complex weighted sum circuits.

Several experimental results in a real environment are shown

to present the effectiveness of the proposed method.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Two sound sources, si(n), i = 1, 2, where i is the sound

source index and n is discrete time, are received by two

microphones placed at a width d. In a frequency domain, the

received signal at the m-th microphone can be expressed as

Xm(t, k) =

2∑
i=1

Si(t, k)e
−jωk(m−1)τi(t) + Γm(t, k), (1)

where t is the frame index, k is the frequency index, Si(t, k) is

a complex amplitude of si(n), ωk is the angular frequency at

the k-th frequency index and Γm(t, k) is the noise component

observed at the m-th microphone. τi(t) is the TDOA (Time-

Difference-Of-Arrival) between two microphones of si(n),
and is expressed as τi(n) = d sinθi(t)/c, where θi(t) is a

sound source direction of si(n), c is the speed of sound. The

aim of the sound source separation is to separate the sound

source si(n) from the received signal xm(n).

III. FORMING THE DIRECTIVITY

To form the directivity, the received signals Xm(t, k) are

weighted by the complex weights Wi,m(t, k) and summed.

The complex weights Wi,m(t, k) are calculated by following

equations,{
Wi,1(t, k) +Wi,2(t, k)e

−jωkτsi (t) = 1

Wi,1(t, k) +Wi,2(t, k)e
−jωkτni (t) = 0

, (2)

where τsi(t), τni(t) are the TDOA of the target sound direction

θsi(t) and the interference sound direction θni(t). In the

equation (2), the first equation means the gain to the i-th target

sound equals to 1 and the second equation means the gain to

the i-th interference sound equals to 0. Thus, the output signal

Yi(t, k) can be calculated as

Yi(t, k) = Wi,1(t, k)X1(t, k) +Wi,2(t, k)X2(t, k). (3)

To spread the suppression interval, multiple complex

weighted sum circuits [W [q]], q = 0, 1, · · · , Q − 1, are used

and the amplitude of the output signal of each circuit are

multiplied. Then, the output signals of the multiple weighted

sum circuits ‖Yi(t, k)‖ are calculated as

‖Yi(t, k)‖ = ‖Y
[0]
i (t, k)‖ × ‖Y

[1]
i (t, k)‖ × · · · × ‖Y

[Q−1]
i (t, k)‖

=

Q−1∏
q=0

‖W
[q]
i,1X1(t, k) +W

[q]
i,2X2(t, k)‖. (4)



Because Q output signals of the multiple weighted sum

circuits are multiplied, a correction of the amplitude and phase

characteristic are required. The amplitude characteristics is

corrected as

〈Yi(t, k)〉 =

∏Q−1
q=0 ‖Y

[q]
i (t, k)‖(

1

Q

∑Q−1
q=0 ‖Y

[q]
i (t, k)‖

)Q−1
. (5)

To correct the phase characteristics, ∠Y
[0]
i (t, k) is used. The

separated signals yi(n) are obtained by IDFT (Inverse Discrete

Fourier Transform) of Yi(t, k). The circuit configuration of the

complex weighted sum circuits is shown in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. The circuit configuration of complex weighted sum circuits

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

In the proposed method, as a preprocessing for separation,

the frames having just the interference sound are suppressed.

The process of the proposed method is shown as follows.

step.1 The received signals xm(n) are transformed to the

frequency domain as Xm(t, k) by DFT (Discrete

Fourier Transform).

step.2 The DOA is estimated using Root-MUSIC and the

histogram is created from the estimation results of

the DOA.

step.3 Evaluation of Hoyer’s criterion H from the his-

togram. H is defined as

H =

⎛⎝√
N −

∑N

n=1 Pn√∑N

n=1 P
2
n

⎞⎠(√
N − 1

)
−1

, (6)

where N is division number of the histograms and

Pn is the signal power ratio at the n-th direction.

H takes a value from 0 to 1. The larger the value

of H , the larger the one sound source component is

indicated.

step.4 If H>α, where α is the threshold, the frame is

judged as one sound source frame and go to step.5.

Otherwise, it is judged as two sound source frame or

the silent frame and go to step.7.

step.5 Determine the direction θpeak in which the signal

power ratio takes maximum in the histogram.

step.6 If θinterf−30 < θpeak < θinterf+30, where θinterf
is the interference sound direction, it is judged as the

frame having just the interference sound and multiply

Xm(t, k) by the attenuation factor β. Otherwise, it

is judged as the frame having just the target sound

and go to step.7.

step.7 Xm(t, k) is input to the complex weighted sum

circuits and the output signals Yi(t, k) is output.

step.8 The separated signals yi(n) are obtained by IDFT

(Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform) of Yi(t, k).

V. EXPERIMENTS

Several experiments were conducted in the real environment

to present the efficiency of the proposed method. The experi-

mental conditions are listed in Table 1. The reverberation time

was 1.09[s], and the noise level was 39.8[dB]. The direction

of each sound were set to 30◦ and -30◦. The distance from

the sound sources to the microphones was set to 1[m].

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

sampling frequency 8000[Hz]

signal length 10[s]

frame size 2048

overlap size 50[%]

microphone width 0.04[m]

frequency band for separation 80–4000[Hz]

number of nulls 31

threshold 0.5

attenuation factor 0.15

The accuracy of the separation was measured by the SIR

(Source to Interference Ratio)[4]. The larger the value of

SIR, the higher separation performance is indicated. In the

experiments, 5 patterns of sound sources were used.

From the experimental results, the average value of SIR

was 8.21[dB] in the previous method. On the other hand, the

average value of SIR was 12.3[dB] in the proposed method.

Furthermore, we confirmed that SIR was improved in all

sound source patterns. This indicates that the proposed method

suppresses interference sound that can not be suppressed by

the complex weighted sum circuits.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a preprocessing for sound source separation

using complex weighted sum circuits was studied. The DOA

was used to detect the frames with only the interference sound.

Several experimental results in real environment were shown

to present the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new Feedback Active
Noise Control (FB-ANC) system to improve the suppression
performance for narrow-band noise buried in colored wide-
band background noise. The proposed system adopts a linear
prediction filter to the input signal in order to separate narrow-
band noise and wide-band noise. The simulation result shows the
proposed method can perform robust noise suppression.

I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic noise problems become more and more serious as

increasing number of industrial equipment such as engines,

blowers, fans, transformers, compressors, and so on. As the

conventional approach to suppress the acoustic noise, we

often use the passive techniques such as enclosures, barriers,

and silencers. Such the passive silencers require extremely

high spatially costs for the satisfactory attenuation over broad

frequency range.

Active Noise Control (ANC) is an electroacoustic system

that cancels the primary undesired noise by the antinoise

sound emitted from the second source speaker. ANC system

can be categorized into 2 types, which are the feedforward

ANC and the feedback ANC. The feedback ANC system

efficiently attenuates narrow-band noise but has a problem

that the noise suppression effect is degraded when the narrow-

band noise is disturbed by colored wide-band noise. This is

because the whitening effect of the feedback ANC strongly

affects the colored wide-band noise when the wide-band noise

level is high. To solve this, this paper describes a method for

separating narrow-band noise and colored wide-band noise

using a linear predictor to efficiently attenuate narrow-band

noise.

II. ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL USING LINEAR PREDICTION

We describes the principle of the proposed method. Figure 1

shows the structure of the proposed method. Comparing with

the original feedback ANC system, three linear predictors are

added to the error signal e(n), the filtered restoration noise

r(n), and presudo-output signal with secondary path model

y′(n). These linear predictors have common filter coefficients.

The detail of the signals in Fig. 1 are shown as below.

d(n) :Noise

y(n) :Output signal

e(n) :Error signal

Fig. 1. The structure of linear prediction feedback ANC.

Fig. 2. The structure of linear prediction.

ê(n) :Predicted error signal

r(n) :Filtered-restoration noise

r̂(n) :Predicted filtered-restoration noise

d′(n) :Restoration noise

y′(n) :Pseudo output signal with secondary path model

ŷ′(n) :Predicted pseudo output signal with secondary path

model

To achieve the linear predictor reducing the wide-band

noise, we utilize an adaptive filter. The structure of the linear

predictor is shown in Figure 2. The output signal p(n) is



obtained by

p(n) =
M∑
i

hi(n)x(n− i), (1)

where x(n) is the input, hi(n) is the i-th filter coefficient

corresponding to x(n−i), and M is the filter order. prediction

error used for updating the filter coefficients is calculated by

pe(n) = x(n)− p(n), (2)

The filter coefficient hi(n) is updated using Normalized Least

Mean-Square (NLMS) algorithm. The updation is defined by

hi(n+ 1) = hi(n)− μ
pe(n)x(n− i)

E[x2(n− i)]
, i = 1, · · · ,M, (3)

where μ is the step-size parameter and E[·] is a mean operator.

The linear predictor can predict only the periodic compo-

nents included in the input. After convergence, ideally the

output of the linear predictor includes only a narrow-band

noise signal since the background wide-band signal is weakly

periodic.

III. NOISE SUPPRESSION EXPERIMENT USING HARMONIC

NOISE

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method,

the noise suppression simulation was performed. As the

narrow-band noise, the recorded sound of driving vacuum

cleaner is used. In the proposed method, we set M = 40
and μ = 0.5. For comparison, we used the normal feedback

ANC which is the same system as shown in Fig. 1 without the

linear predictors. In the feedback ANC, the order of the noise

control filter is 150, the order of the secondary path model is

100. The secondary path model is appropriately estimated in

advance. For updating the noise control filter, we used NLMS

algorithm with μ = 0.01.

Figure 3 shows the output waveforms for three methods,

which are no ANC, the conventional ANC, and the proposed

ANC. From this figure, ANC works well for suppressing the

noise, but there is a little difference between the result of the

conventional ANC and the one of the proposed ANC.

Figure 4 shows the power spectrum of the error signal

after convergence. From this figure, we can see that the input

narrow-band noise whose fundamental frequency is 500Hz

is buried in the wide-band colored noise. The conventional

ANC, which corresponds to the green line, provides the highly

suppression noise performance for low frequency band, since

the conventional ANC works so as to whiten the input signal,

that is, to suppress the high level narrow-band noise such

as 500Hz frequency component and 1000Hz one. On the

other hand, the low level narrow-band noise such as 5000Hz

frequency component or 6000Hz one tends to be ignored. The

proposed method, which is blue line, can suppress not only

the high level narrow-band noise but also the low level one.

In Fig. 4, it is clear that the proposed method can effectively

suppress the narrow-band noise and output only the wide-band

noise. From the above results, we can verify the effectiveness

of the proposed method.

Fig. 3. Waveform obtained from error microphone of noise suppression
experiment.

Fig. 4. Spectrum of the error signal after convergence ( red: only noise, green
: the conventional method, blue : the proposed method.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new feedback ANC system

using three linear predictors. Since the linear predictor allows

only narrowband noise to pass, we can separate the narrow-

band noise from the background wide-band noise which

degrades the noise suppression effect. From the experiment,

the effectiveness of the method was confirmed.
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Abstract—Our previous study has developed a chord esti-
mation system. Depending on the guitars, however, there are
problem which it would be erroneously estimated as different
chords. To solve this problem, this study proposes an improved
method by focusing on the performance sound estimation in
signal processing. As a result, it is found that the differences
between the kinds of guitars are reduced using the method to be
proposed in this study.

Index Terms—chord label estimation, electric guitar, signal
processing, comb filter, pitch class profiles

I. INTRODUCTION

Tonal music is constructed by melodies and accompanying

harmonies. Therefore, the chord constructing harmony is an

important element for musical excerpts in tonal music. For this

reason, many studies, which aim at realizing chord recognition,

have been intensively conducted [1-4]. In chord label estima-

tion from acoustic signals, pitches estimation included in a

chord has been the primal problem. A solution to this problem

has been attempted using several methods such as the pitch

class profiles (PCP)[5] or the chroma vectors[6], so a chord

label is obtained according to these estimated pitches. At this

point, many studies assume that the chord label is uniquely

determined by a combination of pitches or notes. Chord is

defined as the combination of pitches or notes, but it is difficult

to determine an appropriate chord label by observing the

combination of notes because of the following reasons. In

actual musical performances or musical compositions, some

techniques concerning allocations of chord notes such as

“omitting”, “inversions” and “tension voicing” are often used.

By using these techniques, the allocation of notes are not

the same as the definition of chords, that is, the allocated

notes are sometimes reduced, increased, and changed to other

notes. Therefore, to determine a chord label by observing

such “altered” notes, it is hard to determine an appropriate

chord label even if we know the definition of the chord as a

combination of notes.

We tried to solve these problems by constructing and

applying a “Searching tree for chord labels” and “Chord

progression database”[8]. However, the estimation accuracy

depended on the played guitar. Here, this study attempt to

solve the dependence by investigating the difference in electric

guitars. All of the chord types employed in this study are the

sixteen patterns frequently used in chord guitar performances.

II. CHORD LABEL ESTIMATION METHOD [8]

First, sounds from an electric guitar are converted into

the chroma vectors, which represent the power of all pitch

classes on a twelve-tone scale. Then, performed notes, which

represent a combination of notes that are recognized by the

system as actually performed pitch classes using electric

guitar, are obtained by calculating the ratio of powers in

the chroma vectors. Next, possible chord labels, which have

a combination of notes in the performed notes are listed

by using the “Searching tree”. Then, the performed chord

progression (it is also regarded as a sequence of chords

which are recognized by the system for past performances)

is compared with chord progression patterns included in the

“Chord progression database” to estimate chord labels with a

high possibility that should be performed at the time. Finally,

the chord label for performance is estimated by calculating a

logical AND operation between results from the search tree

and the chord progression database.

A. Chroma Vectors

The chroma vectors show the total number of powers in

the same pitch class of each octave. Thus, the powers in

each frequency domain included in input sounds are calculated

using fast Fourier transform (FFT). Input sounds sampled at

a rate of 22 kHz are divided into 8182 points and quantized

at 16 bits. The range of pitches dealt with is approximately

from 82 to 5000 Hz (E2 – D#8) and the chroma vectors are

calculated in six octaves. Therefore, the chroma vectors vc(c:

pitch class) are calculated with the following equations.

c = {E, F, F#, G, G#, A, A#, B, C, C#, D,D#}
E(E2 – E7) ≤ c ≤ B(B2 – B7)

vc =
7∑

o=2

Pc,o (1)

C(C3 – C8) ≤ c ≤ D#(D#3 – D#8)

vc =

8∑
o=3

Pc,o (2)

where o is the number of octave (e.g. 2 of E2) and Pc,o is the

powers of the oth octave in pitch class c. Each power in the

Pc,o is calculated using a comb filter shown in Fig. 1 because

there is a possibility that the performed pitches are different



Fig. 1. Shape of individual comb filter[8]

from the theoretical frequency f . The comb filter introduced

here corresponds to the normal distribution, and the standard

deviation is 1
24f ( 1

12octave).

B. Estimating Performed Notes

First, averages of each power in the chroma vectors within

a set time is calculated. Next, stronger four pitch-classes are

extracted in order from the top. If the pitch class with the

strongest power is over the threshold, the system regards that

the chord performance has been done and the pitch class is

decided as one of the performed notes. The remaining pitch

classes are dealt with as performed notes if each power is

over 65% in the power of the strongest pitch class. Thus, the

maximum number of performed notes is four.

III. INVESTIGATION OF DIFFERENCE IN ELECTRIC GUITARS

To investigate the influence of the difference in electric

guitars on performed notes estimation, we compared the

spectrum of each open notes on two guitars. The used guitars

were Godin’s xtSA (Gt 1) and Gibson’s LesPaul Classic (Gt

2). As a result, the harmonic structure was almost the same,

but the power around each harmonic overtone was different.

To investigate characteristics that influence the estimation

accuracy in single chord performance played by those guitars,

estimated performed notes, chord label, and temporal change

of power on each performed notes were recorded when single

played chord was input into the chord label estimation system

developed in our previous study [8]. Played chords were a total

of 48 chords of 12 tones in 4 types. As a result, the power

on the third and fourth performed notes influenced chord label

estimation.

IV. EVALUATION EXPERIMENT

A. Method

From the result described in III, it is shown that calculating

chroma vectors and estimating performed note have some

problems. So, this study employed cutting high frequency

components and another comb filter corresponding to Cauchy

distribution in calculating chroma vectors, another threshold

value in estimating performed notes. In this experiment, a

player with five years of experience was asked to perform

twenty conjunctive chords extracted from ten Japanese popular

songs constructed from the chords employed in this study. The

used guitars were Gt 1, Gt 2, Ibanez’s RG1520GK 5(Gt 3),

Greco’s SE-600(Gt 4). This experiment was conducted five

times with those guitars.

B. Result and Discussion

The average chord label estimation accuracy on each gui-

tar(Gt 1 - Gt 4) was calculated. The estimation accuracy is

defined as the chord label estimation rate for chord perfor-

mances in the musical excerpt. In the case of only Gt 3,

the average estimation accuracy of our previous method [8]

is the highest in all methods. In the case of the others, the

average estimation accuracy of the method employed cutting

high frequency components is higher than the accuracy of the

other methods. Thus, it is thought that cutting high frequency

components is effective for reducing the influence of the

difference in electric guitars. However, the average estimation

accuracy using cutting high frequency is 40 %, the average

accuracies in Gt 1(42 %), Gt 2(38 %) and Gt 4(39 %) are lower

than 50 %. Improving estimation accuracy will be discussed

in the near future.

V. CONCLUSION

This study proposes an improved method by focusing on

the performance sound estimation in signal processing. As a

result, it is found that the differences between the kinds of

guitars are reduced using the method proposed in this study.

Future works are to improve the influence of difference in

electric guitars, to enlarge patterns of chord progression and

prioritize chord labels in a database, and to deal with many

more chord types.
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Abstract—The homework tidiness assessment aims to auto
evaluate the writing tidiness of homework, playing an important
role in daily teaching.However, there is still no comprehensive
basis for homework tidiness assessment. For this, a benchmark
for homework tidiness assessment (HTA) is proposed. Firstly,
a database named HTA 1.0 containing 1000 homework images
is collected. Each image is manually annotated by multiple
volunteers. Secondly, a comprehensive evaluation protocol is
designed, using mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square

error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and
accuracy (Acc) as performance indicators. Finally, three deep
learning models (i.e., LeNet, AlexNet and VGGNet) are applied
as baseline methods and the results are reported and analyzed.

Index Terms—Homework Tidiness Assessment, Deep Learning,
Benchmark

I. INTRODUCTION

Homework plays an important role in daily teaching for

each teacher and also is an indispensable part of everyone’s

study life. Therefore, it is interesting to design an automatic

grading method for homework tidiness assessment.

The most relevant works in this paper include aesthetic

image analysis [1]–[3]. For example, Datta et al. [1] models

the aesthetic image analysis task as a regression problem. Jin

et al. [3] proposed a normalized regression model for aesthetic

quality assessment. Kao et al. [2] achieved the most advanced

aesthetic quality assessment results by using a convolutional

neural network based regression model. Homework images

usually do not contain complex backgrounds or intricate

aesthetic meanings, however homework tidiness assessment

is still underestimated since there is no public database ded-

icated to it so far. For this, a homework tidiness assessment

benchmark is proposed in this paper.

The main contributions can be summarized into three as-

pects. 1) HTA 1.0 database, which contains 1000 homework

images annotated with multiple volunteers. 2)A comprehen-

sive evaluation protocol, which uses root mean square error

(RMSE) [4], mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) [5],

mean absolute error (MAE) [6] and accuracy (Acc) as per-

formance indicators. 3) Baseline results, three deep learning

based baseline methods are evaluated and analyzed.

* Jianqing Zhu is the corresponding author.

Fig. 1. Classical homework samples selected from HTA 1.0 dataset. The
homework images of the same grade are arranged in the same column.

II. METHOD

A. Database Collection

We collect the HTA 1.0 database including 1000 homework

written on B5 sized papers and transcribe them into digital

images by using a high definition camera equipment (Kemi

GP-3000 ). Fig. 1 shows the same classical samples of the

HTA 1.0 database. All these homework are from the Thing of

Internet major and the Information Engineering major.

The annotation of each sample in the HTA 1.0 database

is finished by at least 10 volunteers in different majors(i.e.,

Business Administration, Law, Pharmacy, etc.) For each

homework, each volunteer is told to give a score ranged from

0 to 10. The larger score means the better tidiness. When all

volunteers finish annotations, the highest score and the lowest

score of a homework are firstly removed to avoid possible

prejudices. Then, the average of each homework image is

taken to get the final tidiness score. Table I shows the statistics

of the homework tidiness assessment (HTA) 1.0 database. As

shown in Table I, there are fail, medium, good and excellent

grades resulted from discretizing scores. We release the HTA

1.0 database on BaiduYun, which can be downloaded from

https://pan.baidu.com/s/1WDRco3sQiTNnEVC9rMZmQA,

and the enter code is s51u.

B. Evaluation Protocol

To test the performance of a homework tidiness assessment

method, RMSE [4], MAPE [5] and MAE [6] are applied as



TABLE I
THE STATISTICS OF THE HOMEWORK TIDINESS ASSESSMENT (HTA) 1.0

DATABASE.

Grade Fail Medium Good Excellent

Score s<6 6�s<7 7�s<8 s�8

Number 58 229 415 298

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT METRICS ON HTA 1.0 DATA SETS

RMSE [4] MAE [6] MAPE [5] Acc

LeNet [7] 8.28 8.07 27.55 75.10

AlexNet [8] 2.77 1.92 1.65 87.15

VGGNet [9] 1.44 1.09 2.37 78.69

indicators. In addition, we further design an accuracy (Acc)

indicator to evaluate the performance intuitively, which is

formulated as follows:

Acc =
R+Q× 0.5 +W × 0

N
, (1)

where R represents the number of samples whose predicted

grades are equal to ground truths (i.e., manual annotated

grades); Q represents the number of samples whose predicted

grades are one grade different from those ground truths; W

denotes the count of samples whose predicted scores are > 1
scores different from those ground truths; N represents the

total number of samples. Based on Eq. (1), a 5-fold cross-

validation is implemented to report the baseline performance.

C. Baseline Methods

LeNet [7], ALexNet [8] and VGGNet [9] are adopted as

baseline methods. For both these three deep models, the mean

square error function is applied as the loss function. The input

data are uniformly resized into 256×256 sized images, and

all max pooling layers use 3×3 sized pooling window. Other

configurations are the same with those in [7]–[9].

III. EXPERIMENT

As can be seen from Table II, AlexNet [8] performs best in

MAPE [5], while VGGNet [9] performs best in RMSE [4]

and MAE [6]. In addition, AlexNet [8] performs best in

homework tidiness accuracy. Figure. 2 shows the prediction of

tidiness results of 20 test samples selected randomly in three

different depth networks. It can be seen that in test samples,

the prediction results in AlexNet [8] are close to the real value,

but LeNet [7] and VGGNet [9] fluctuated greatly.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a homework tidiness assessment benchmark

is proposed. A database named HTA 1.0 is firstly collected,

which is composed of 1000 manually annotated images.

Moreover, a comprehensive evaluation protocol using RMSE,

MAPE, MAE, and accuracy as performance indicators are

designed. In addition, three deep learning models (i.e., LeNet,

ALexNet and VGGNet) are applied as baseline methods and

the corresponding results are reported and analyzed. The

baseline results show that the homework tidiness assessment

is still challenging. We hope that the proposed benchmark will

facilitate the study of homework tidiness assessment.

Fig. 2. Prediction results of homework tidiness assessment.
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Abstract—The autonomous vehicle should be properly op-
erated according to the road geometry and behavior of the
surrounding vehicles. For this purpose, we propose a supervisor
that predicts the motion of the surrounding vehicle using the
artificial potential field method, determines the collision risk of
the vehicle with the collision check algorithm and generates
the velocity distribution map considering the velocity of the
surrounding vehicles. In addition, the trajectory planner is
designed to minimize the jerk for passenger comfort, considering
the road shape and the velocity distribution determined by the
supervisor. Finally, the nonlinear model predictive controller is
formulated considering the limit of the actuator and collision
avoidance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, the autonomous vehicle technology covers the

extended level of driving workload. But, there is an opinion

that it is premature to move on to higher self-driving level [1].

The main argument is that the self-driving system has not been

fully developed. Since the roads are still occupied by human-

driven vehicles, the autonomous vehicle should be developed

considering the human-driven vehicles. Autonomous vehicle

system usually consists of the localization, perception, super-

visor, trajectory planner, and a tracking controller [2]. Each

component is interconnected.

In this paper, an autonomous vehicle control system is

proposed including a supervisor, motion planning, and tracking

controller. The supervisor includes predicting traffic motion

with artificial dynamics, assessing collision risk with geo-

metric collision check, and determining the desired cruise

speed using velocity field. The trajectory planner is designed

to determine the desired trajectory and velocity profile using

risk and velocity information from the supervisor. Finally, the

tracking controller is formulated based on nonlinear vehicle

dynamics and surrounding vehicle constraints.

II. VEHICLE MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM

The proposed self-driving system architecture is shown in

Fig. 1. It is assumed that the host vehicle is equipped with a

built-in speed controller and active steering. The threatening

This work was supported by the Industrial Strategic Technology Develop-
ment Program(10079730, Development and Evaluation of Automated Driving
Systems for Motorway and City Road) funded By the Ministry of Trade,
Industry & Energy(MOTIE, Korea)

Fig. 1. System architecture

level of the surrounding vehicle is evaluated with the geometric

collision detection algorithm. Then, utilizing the information

from the supervisor, the trajectory planner generates the de-

sired trajectory considering the comport and collision risk.

Finally, the tracking controller drives the host vehicle with

steering and in-vehicle speed controller.

III. SUPERVISOR

In order to determine the collision-free trajectory and speed

of the autonomous vehicle, traffic motion prediction is consid-

ered. Dynamics of a surrounding vehicle is described utilizing

the artificial potential field (APF) of the road. The APF of

the road consists of the repulsive road boundary potential and

attractive lane center potential.

The collision risk needs to be evaluated not only by consid-

ering the future position of the surrounding vehicles but also

by considering its shape. Because the vehicle shape can be

described as a rectangle, the simplified version of the Gilbert-

Johnson-Keerthi (GJK) algorithm is utilized as shown in Fig.

2 [3].

The velocity field is defined with a reference velocity map

near the surrounding vehicle and speed limit. The safe speed



Fig. 2. Collision checked by the simplified GJK algorithm

of the ego vehicle and velocities of surrounding vehicles are

determined depending on the road geometry. Because the road

shape is not consistent, it is difficult to define the velocity field

in the Cartesian coordinate system. Instead, the velocity field

is described on the curvilinear coordinate.

IV. TRAJECTORY PLANNER

Longitudinal movement of the ego vehicle is obtained

using a constant acceleration set. Here, longitudinal velocity

is assumed equal to the s-axis velocity and has the same

direction as the road. When trajectory planning is carried out,

there are several restrictions to exclude some invalid trajectory

candidates. Firstly, collision check with surrounding vehicles

is performed using the simplified GJK algorithm explained

in Section III.Next, longitudinal and lateral trajectories are

generated in the curvilinear coordinates. The acceleration

candidate set is used to define s-axis velocity. Also, the

lateral trajectory candidates are generated by utilizing a cubic

polynomial function.

To select optimal trajectory, a cost function is constructed

with respect to the longitudinal jerk, lateral jerk, road APF,

velocity field, and consistency of the consecutive paths.

Collision-free trajectory against the cut-in vehicle and overtak-

ing trajectory results are demonstrated. The selected optimal

trajectory through the cost function is transformed back to the

Cartesian coordinates for the control part in Section V.

V. TRACKING CONTROLLER

The optimal control input for the nonlinear model predic-

tive control (NMPC) is calculated considering the nonlinear

vehicle dynamics and actuator limit. In order to predict the

trajectory of the vehicle, a model is needed to represent the

position of the ego vehicle with respect to the fixed coor-

dinate defined at every control period. The lateral dynamics

is described as a bicycle model [4], and the speed-controlled

longitudinal dynamics is included with the 1st order delay

system. The vehicle planar motion dynamics is discretized

utilizing the Euler method.

NMPC is designed considering nonlinearity of the vehicle

model and non-convexity of the collision risk. At first, the

Fig. 3. Trajectory planning results: (a) cut-in vehicle collision avoidance
with brake (b) overtaking slow vehicle (c) predicting front vehicle cut-in and
collision avoidance with steering maneuver

objective function is defined to track the reference position

and target velocity profile from the trajectory planner. The

defined NMPC problem is solved by Primal-dual interior point

algorithm [5]. The optimal path planning and control results

are shown in Fig. 3.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an autonomous vehicle control system is

constructed utilizing the risk predictive supervisor, trajectory

planner, and NMPC. The trajectory planner determines the

desired position and velocity profile using the evaluated risk

and the velocity field from the supervisor. Finally, NMPC

calculates the optimal steering and acceleration considering the

vehicle dynamics, actuator limit, and surrounding vehicles. In

the future project, more sophisticated supervisor and trajectory

planner will be implemented, and NMPC will be reorganized

considering the real-time performance.
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Abstract—In this paper, we develop a traffic sign detection and
recognition technique based on the YOLOv3 framework. The
public traffic dataset TT100K and our own Taiwan road scene
image dataset are used for network training. In the performance
evaluation, we have extensively compared different input image
resolution and ROI for network training and testing. In the
experiments, the proposed method is able to achieve the mAP of
92.99% with 21 most common traffic signs on the road.

Index Terms—traffic sign detection, recognition, CNN

I. INTRODUCTION

In the advanced driver assistance system (ADAS), the

detection and identification of traffic signs is very important.

It provides the necessary information for a vehicle to fol-

low the traffic regulations. There have been many traditional

methods in the past using image features such as color,

shape and gradients for traffic sign detection and recognition

[1]. Recently, machine learning approaches have successfully

achieved significant progress on object recognition [2]. This

paper presents a road sign detection method using convolu-

tional neural networks. We adopt YOLOv3 [3] as the detection

framework and evaluate with different image resolutions.

Due to the difference of traffic signs in different countries

and the number of available samples, in addition to the use of

public datasets such as TT100K [4], we also collect our own

traffic sign images for training and testing. In our dataset, the

images are used with the resolution of 512× 512 and 2048×
2048. The features of high resolution 2048 × 2048 images

might be suppressed after resizing for YOLOv3 input, while

the features of 512 × 512 images can be preserved. We set

23 and 21 classes for traffic sign recognition for the high and

low resolution images respectively, based on the frequency of

appearance in the dataset. The class will be gradually increased

as the image data and annotation grow in the future.

II. METHOD

This work adopts YOLOv3, it has relatively good detection

and classification results, and the training time is much less

than other deep neural networks (such as ResNet-101). The

network can also generate different weight files which can be

used to compare the accuracy easily. The YOLOv3 network

architecture uses successive 3 × 3 and 1 × 1 convolutional

The support of this work in part by Create Electronic Optical Co., LTD,
Taiwan, is gratefully acknowledged.

TABLE I
THE COMPARISON OF SEVERAL BACKBONES: ACCURACY, BILLION OF

OPERATIONS, BILLION FLOATING POINT OPERATIONS PER SECOND, AND

FPS OF VARIOUS NETWORKS.

Backbone Top-1 Top-5 Bn Ops BFLOP/s fps

Darknet-19 [5] 74.1 91.8 7.29 1246 171

ResNet-101 [6] 77.1 93.7 19.7 1039 53

ResNet-152 [6] 77.6 93.8 29.4 1090 37

Darknet-53 [3] 77.2 93.8 18.7 1457 78

layers with some shortcut connections. It is better utilized for

GPU, and thus faster and efficient to evaluate compared to

other network structures. The comparison with ResNet-101

and ResNet-152 is shown Table I.

The system predicts bounding boxes using dimension clus-

ters as anchor boxes [5]. It predicts 4 coordinates for each

bounding box. An objectness score for each bounding box is

predicted using logistic regression. If a bounding box prior

overlaps a ground truth object by more than any other bound-

ing box prior, then the score is 1. Each bounding box predicts

the class using multi-label classification. YOLOv3 does not

use a softmax since it is not necessary for good performance.

Instead, independent logistic classifiers are adopted. During

network training, YOLOv3 uses binary cross-entropy loss for

class prediction. A multi-label approach is used to better model

the data.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The experiment is first carried out using the original image

size of 2048 × 2048, but the mAP is low due to resizing the

images as inputs to the network. We then crop the images in

512× 512 for network training and testing, and use TT100K

dataset [4]. To make the approach suitable for common Taiwan

road scenes, we add 2 more traffic sign types to increase the

dataset to 23 classes. In the experiments, still images and

videos are used for testing. The still image test on TT100K is

carried out with the resolution of 2048×2048 and 512×512,

and the video test on our own dataset is performed using the

image size of 1280× 750 and 612× 512.

Table II shows the mAP results of different training and

testing image sizes. If the training images are large (e.g. 2048×
2048) and the testing images are small (e.g.608×608 or 1024×
1024), the mAP drops due to the features suppressed. While



TABLE II
THE MAPS OF DIFFERENT TRAINING AND TESTING IMAGE SIZES.

Number of classes Training size Testing size mAP

23 2048×2048 608×608 48.44%

23 2048×2048 1024×1024 47.35%

21 512×512 512×512 92.99%

TABLE III
THE MAPS OF DIFFERENT TESTING IMAGE SIZES WITH OR WITHOUT

RESIZING USING THE NETWORK TRAINED BY 512× 512 IMAGES.

Number of classes Testing size Input resize mAP

21 512×512 512×512 92.99%

21 2048×2048 512×512 77.72%

21 2048×2048 1024×1024 83.11%

the resolution of the training and testing images is equivalent,

the mAP is much higher as 92.99%. Table III shows the mAP

results of different testing image sizes with or without resizing

using the network trained by 512×512 images. In the case of

2048×2048 images, resizing to a smaller resolution (say, 512×
512) results in a lower mAP (77.72% compared to 83.11% of

the 1024× 1024 input).

Table IV shows the video test results. The resolution of

input video sequences is 1280 × 750, and an additional ROI

for testing is set as 612×512, as shown in Fig. 1. The mAP for

the original input size is high, but it requires more computation

and results in the processing speed of 8.9 fps. If the input is

resized to 512× 512, the fps can increase to 30 but the mAP

dropped significantly. Finally, there is a good balance between

the processing time and mAP for the input ROI of 612× 512.

Further tests are carried out with more annotated Taiwan

road scene images. The dataset is increased by 1,686 images

to a total of 31,045 training samples. Fig. 2 shows the results

with and without additional training data of Taiwan road scene

images. The mAP is improved significantly from 25.98% to

97.52%. Fig. 3 shows the results on test videos. Although the

mAP is generally lower than the image cases, it is improved

with the training data from Taiwan road scenes.
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Abstract—This paper presents a traffic light detection system
based on convolutional neural networks and lidar data. The
proposed approach contains two stages. In the first detection
stage, the map information is adopted to assist the object
detection, and two cameras with different focal lengths are used
to detect traffic lights at different distances. In the following
recognition stage, we combine detector and classifier to deal with
the problem of many light states. A dataset is created with urban
road scenes in Taiwan. The experiments have demonstrated the
advance in traffic light detection and recognition.

Index Terms—traffic light detection, state recognition, ADAS

I. INTRODUCTION

The techniques for traffic light detection are mainly divided

into two approaches. The first method is to make traffic lights

have communication capabilities with vehicles through V2I

(vehicle-to-infrastructure) [1]. The second one is to detect

the position and state of the traffic lights by vehicle on-

board sensors. These two methods have both pros and cons.

However, the first one requires the installation or replacement

of basic equipment, which are normally expensive and time-

consuming. The sensor based method has been developed for

a long time [2]. However, the outdoor environment has many

effects in detection, which results in a limited accuracy. With

the success of deep learning in recently years, researchers have

applied convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to traffic light

detection [3] to cope with these problems.

In this work, we present a traffic light detection system

for Taiwan road scenes using CNNs and lidar data. There

are mainly two technical challenges in our application scenar-

ios. First, the public datasets currently available contain the

traffic lights arranged vertically, which are different from the

horizontally arranged case we have to deal with. Second, the

arrow lights for the direction instruction are very common in

Taiwan’s traffic scenes, but most existing works use classifiers

to recognize the circle lights only. These issues lead to the

solution of collecting the traffic data by ourselves. Moreover,

data unbalance among multiple classes due to the lack of

sufficient arrow light images further complicates the network

training. Thus, a method by combining the object detector and

classifier for light state recognition is proposed.

The support of this work in part by Industrial Technology Research Institute,
Taiwan, is gratefully acknowledged.

II. METHOD

The proposed technique is to detect the traffic lights in

Taiwan road scenes. After investigating the public datasets,

there are no suitable resources specifically for our purpose.

In this work, we cooperate with ITRI/MMSL to collect our

own traffic dataset on two commuter routes. One is from ITRI

to THSR Hsinchu station (16 km, 40 minutes), and the other

is from CCU to THSR Chiayi station (30 km, 50 minutes).

Two cameras, with 3.5mm and 12mm lenses respectively,

are mounted below the rear view mirror for video recording.

The images are captured at 36 fps with the resolution of

2048×1536. The lidar data are also acquired, which are used

to provide the traffic light distances. We also use the HD map

with annotated information about the traffic lights, such as ID,

position, horizontal and vertical angles.

The first route is recorded three times, and the second route

is recorded once. We pick 5 images per second, and label

the positions of the traffic lights and the classes of the light

states. There are totally 26,868 frames and 29,963 traffic lights

labeled. The traffic lights are divided into 14 classes. When

the vehicle is driving, the position between the vehicle and

the traffic light can be determined by the lidar data and HD

map. We use this information to crop the image, and find the

accurate position of the traffic light and the light state.

Our method is a two-stage approach. The first stage detects

the position of the traffic light, and the second stage recognizes

the light state. We adopt YOLOv3 as the first stage traffic

light detector [4] since the accuracy is fairly good with real-

time processing capability. For the second stage, we adopt

YOLOv3-tiny to detect the light states (red, green, yellow,

and arrows), followed by LeNet to distinguish the arrows with

different directions. This approach is expected to solve the data

class unbalance problem. In addition, it is also flexible for the

detection of less common light states.

Since the network detection is based on the cropped images,

the training data are also cropped to simulate the lidar pro-

cessing. Fig. 1 shows some sample images. Each traffic light

image is cropped 3 times, and we let the traffic light randomly

distributed at a different position of the cropped image. Be-

cause our dataset mainly contain red, yellow, green, straight,

and straight-right classes, we employ data augmentation to



Fig. 1. Examples of the cropped training sample.

Fig. 2. Examples of data augmentation images with arrow lights.

generate more training images of other classes. One important

case is the rotation of arrow lights as shown in Fig. 2.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table I shows the comparison of two traffic detection

techniques using our datasets. The first method uses YOLOv3

to detect the traffic lights and AlexNet [5] to classify the

light states. The second method is presented in this pa-

per. In addition to traffic light detection using YOLOv3, it

adopts YOLOv3-tiny for light state recognition and LeNet

for arrow light classification [6]. The table shows that our

approach with YOLOv3+YOLOv3-tiny+LeNet outperforms

YOLOv3+AlexNet, but requires more computation time.

Table II shows the precision, recall, mAP, and F1-score for

each stage of the network. The values of ‘State’ and ‘Type’

are based on the results of the previous stage. There are larger

errors in ‘State’ classification, especially for the Green class.

This could be caused by its similar appearance to the arrow

lights at a far away distance. Table III shows the precision,

recall, mAP, and F1-score of the network final outputs. The

classes with sufficient training samples such as red, green and

yellow lights, the mAPs are higher as expected. For the classes

with insufficient training data, the results are not improved

even with data augmentation.

Finally, we compare the results with or without the map

information. If the HD map and lidar data used to provide a

rough ROI in the image, the mAP is 0.97. It is significantly

higher than the result of 0.78 without the HD map and lidar

information. Some of the traffic light detection results are

shown in Fig. 3.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a new method to generate
pseudo-annotations from manual bounding boxes for semantic
segmentation. Different from traditional local data driven based
methods such as Conditional Random Field (CRF) and GrabCut,
we aim at using class-agnostic bounding box based segmentation
models. To this end, we propose a new segmentation network,
which formulates segmentation task as a sparse boundary point
detection task rather than dense pixel label prediction task, and
therefore can provide new type of pseudo-annotations. Further-
more, we detect object boundary based on direction, and use
multiple directions to handle various shapes of objects. Moreover,
we further enhance the pseudo generation by combining different
types of segmentation masks. Classical Fully Convolutional Net-
works (FCN) network based on dense prediction is also modified
to generate diverse foreground masks. A simple fusion method
based on intersection operation is proposed to combine the two
types of pseudo-annotations. We verify the effectiveness of our
method on PASCAL VOC 2012 validation dataset. The mIoU
value is 67.9%, which outperforms the state-of-the-art method
by 1.1%.

Index Terms—Weakly Supervised Semantic Segmentation,
Pseudo-annotation, Bounding Box, Boundary Prediction

I. INTRODUCTION

Semantic segmentation requires a large number of pixel-

level annotations [1]. However, manually generating the an-

notations is an extremely time-consuming task. To this end,

researchers replace pixel-level manual annotations with simple

annotations such as windows, scribbles, and image-level labels

[2], [3]. An efficient method is to generate pseudo-annotations

from manual bounding boxes, and then uses the pseudo-

annotations to train the segmentation model [4].

Good pseudo-annotation generation for bounding box based

method relies on accurate transformation from window region

to object region. By observing the fact that single segmen-

tation method is hard to ensure the robust transformation,

researchers propose fusion method that combines different

types of pseudo-annotations generated by diverse methods to

form more accurate pseudo-annotations. Experiments show

that fusion method improves the quality of pseudo-annotation

well [4]. However, the performance of fusion method depends

on the diversity of initial pseudo-annotations.

Based on the fusion strategy, we try to build class-agnostic

segmentation models to generate different types of pseudo-

annotations. Two pseudo-annotation generation networks are

proposed. One is boundary point detection network which for-

mulates segmentation task as sparse boundary point detection

task. Such method can not only provide new type of pseudo-

annotation, but also reduce the prediction cost by three times.

Meanwhile, the boundary point prediction is implemented

in multiple directions, and their combination can ensure the

robust segmentation of objects with diverse shapes. The other

is classical FCN model which is dense prediction of pixel

labels, and achieves segmentation by learning the mapping

between windows and annotations. Since the two kinds of

pseudo-annotation models formulate segmentation problem as

sparse boundary point detection problem and dense pixel label

prediction problem respectively, with different segmentation

processes and segmentation results, their results are totally

different, and their fusion can ensure high-quality generation

of pseudo-annotations. Experiments demonstrate the effective-

ness of the proposed method.

II. THE PROPOSED METHOD

A. Overview

The proposed method consists of two steps: foreground

mask generation and foreground mask combination. Two class-

agnostic segmentation networks are firstly introduced. Then,

the fusion methods for both multiple bounding boxes and

multiple semantic segmentation annotations are proposed to

form the final pseudo-annotations.

B. Foreground Mask Generation

1) Boundary Point Detection Network: The pipeline and

details of the proposed segmentation network are shown in Fig.

1, where the idea is to formulate the segmentation problem as

the boundary point detection problem. Our method predicts

the boundary points based on a certain direction, such as

the horizontal direction. Moreover, in order to achieve sparse

prediction for low computation burden, we uniformly sample

n lines in the direction and predict two edge points (such

as left and right point for horizontal direction) on each line.

Therefore, the segmentation problem is transformed into a

prediction problem of 2×n points. By setting n to be a small

value, it is possible to achieve sparse and fast prediction. By

connecting the boundary points, the object region is obtained.

Meanwhile, single direction cannot predict inner boundary

points of concave shape. To overcome such shortcoming, we

employ multiple directions, such as horizontal and vertical

directions. The advantage of using multiple predictions is that

the edge of failure in one direction will be compensated by

other directions. Better boundary can be generated by com-

bining multiple directions. Specifically, we use the prediction

method to generate boundary points on each direction. Then,

we combine the results of all directions to produce the final



Fig. 1. The pipeline of our proposed boundary point detection network.

TABLE I
THE MIOU VALUES ON PASCAL VOC 2012 VALIDATION DATASET. OUR

BACKBONE NETWORK IS SET TO VGG-16 FOR FAIR COMPARISON.

Methods mIoU

BoxSupBox(ICCV’2015) [6] 52.3

WSSLCRF (ICCV’2015) [7] 60.6

GAIN (CVPR’2018) [8] 55.3

MCOF (CVPR’2018) [9] 56.2

AffinityNet(CVPR’2018) [10] 58.4

DSRG(CVPR’2018) [2] 59.0

MDC(CVPR’2018) [11] 60.4

FickleNet(CVPR’2019) [3] 61.2

SDIM+G(CVPR’2017) [4] 65.7

BCM-FRCRF (CVPR’2019) [12] 66.8

Ours 67.9

object boundary. We simply use the intersection of regions

to combine the regions of multiple directions. We use mean

square error loss function to train the model.

2) FCN Network: FCN Network adopts the classical FCN

in [5], with simple modification that the input is the cropped

regions, and the output is binary mask. The binary cross

entropy loss function is used to train the model.

C. Forming semantic segmentation Annotation

For each network, we next form the semantic segmentation

annotations based on the results of the bounding boxes. Our

idea is to put the segmentation result into the image mask

according to the position of the window. Note that some pixels

may be segmented into different foregrounds (For example,

when the “Cat” is on the “Sofa”, the Cat’s area will be assigned

to the labels of “Sofa” and “Cat” simultaneously). For such

case, we merge the results according to the size of the region

and assign pixel with the label of small object. Experiments

show that such method can ensure high-quality training.

D. Combining the Annotations

Given two pseudo-annotations, we merge them by keeping

their same labels, and filtering out the different labels (ignored

when calculating losses). We use the pseudo-annotations gen-

erated above to train and establish the semantic segmentation

model.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We verify our method on PASCAL VOC 2012 validation

dataset. For fair verification, we use all the images in MS

COCO 2017 except the 20 classes in PASCAL VOC 2012

to train the two class-agnostic segmentation networks. Each

window region is resized to 224 × 224. We set n = 14.

Horizontal and vertical directions are used empirically. The

performance is measured by the mean intersection-over-union

(mIoU) value.

We compare our proposed method with several semantic

segmentation methods which are based on bounding boxes or

other weak annotations. The mIoU values are shown in Table

I. It is seen that the mIoU value of the proposed method is

67.9%, which is 1.1% larger than the mIoU value 66.8% of

the state-of-the-art method such as BCM-FRCRF .

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a method to generate pseudo-

annotations from bounding boxes for weakly supervised

semantic segmentation. Boundary Point Detection network

and FCN network are firstly proposed to generate regions.

Then simple fusion strategies are proposed to form pseudo-

annotations. The experimental results on PASCAL VOC 2012

dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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A Metropolis within Gibbs Algorithm for Estimating the 
Bayesian Reduced Reparameterized Unified Model  

 

 
 Abstract - The Reduced Reparameterized Unified Model 
(RRUM) is a model frequently seen in studies on educational 
data mining. The objective of this research is to advance an 
MCMC algorithm for the Bayesian RRUM. The algorithm starts 
with estimating correlated attributes. Using a saturated model 
and a binary decimal conversion, the algorithm transforms 
possible attribute patterns to a Multinomial distribution. Along 
with the likelihood of an attribute pattern, a Dirichlet 
distribution is used as the prior to sample from the posterior. 
Correlated attributes of examinees are generated using the 
inverse transform sampling. Model parameters are estimated 
using the Metropolis within Gibbs sampler sequentially. A 
simulation is conducted to evaluate the performance of the 
algorithm. 
 

 Index Terms - RRUM, CDM, Bayesian, MCMC. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 Educational Data Mining is an emerging discipline that 
concerns with developing methods for better understanding 
students and the settings in which they learn. Cognitive 
diagnostic assessment (CDA) is a framework that aims to 
evaluate whether an examinee has mastered a particular 
cognitive process called attribute [1]. In CDA, exam items are 
each associated with attributes that are required for mastery. 
Using examinees' attribute states, CDA provides effective 
information for examinees to improve their learning and for 
educators to adjust their teaching.  
 
 A few cognitive diagnosis models (CDMs) have been 
developed, including the deterministic input, noisy-and gate 
(DINA) model [2], the noisy input, deterministic-and gate 
(NIDA) model [3], and the reparameterized unified model 
(RUM) [4]. All these models use the Q-matrix [5] to measure 
attribute states of examinees. The Q-matrix is represented as a 
J by K binary matrix, QJxK = (qjk)JxK. If attribute k is required 
by item j, qjk = 1. If attribute k is not required by item j, qjk = 
0. Suppose that there are a total of I examinees taking the 
exam that measures K attributes. To reveal the attribute state 
of an examinee, we use the the following binary matrix AIxK = 
( ik)IxK to represent. If examinee i does not master the attribute 
k, then ik = 0. If examinee i masters the attribute k, then  

ik = 1. 
 
 Extending the NIDA model, [3] proposed a model that 
attempts to estimate the slip and guess parameters for different 
items. That is, the the slip and guess parameters have 
subscripts for both items and attributes. To improve this 
model, [6] advances the unified model that incorporates a 
unidimensional ability parameter. However, these two models 
are not statistically identifiable. [4] reparameterizes the unified 
model so that the parameters of the model can be identified 
while retaining their interpretability. As is expected, this 

reparameterized unified model is a more complicated 
conjunctive CDM. The RRUM has a more complex item 
response function (IRF) than other CDMs. The IRF of the 
RRUM is 

 

 This research proposes a Metropolis within Gibbs 
algorithm for estimating the Bayesian RRUM. Specifically, a 
saturated model using the inverse transform sampling is used 
to estimate correlated attributes, and the Metropolis with 
Gibbs sampling is adopted to estimate the * and r* 
parameters. The proposed algorithm is implemented in R [7]. 
 

II.  PROPOSED METROPOLIS WITHIN GIBBS SAMPLING 

ALGORITHM 

Step 1: Binary Decimal Conversion 
 The setting for the estimation is comprised of responses 
from I examinees to J items that measure K attributes. Given a 
J by K Q-matrix, the following steps perform sequentially at 
iteration t, t = 1, ...., T.  
 
 With K attributes, there are a total of 2K possible attribute 
patterns for examinee i. Let 2K = M, and let the matrix x be the 
matrix of possible attribute patterns. Each of the M rows in x 
represents a possible attribute pattern, which is converted to a 
decimal number. After the conversion, these M possible 
attribute patterns become a Multinomial distribution. To 
estimate correlated attributes, a saturated Multinomial model 
is used that assumes no restrictions on the probabilities of the 
attribute patterns.  

 
Step 2: Updating Probability of Attribute Pattern 
 Let y and q be the data and the Q-matrix. As the 
conjugate prior for a Multinomial distribution is also a 
Dirichlet distribution, Dirichlet(1, 1, ....,1) is used as the prior 
and therefore the conditional posterior is distributed as 
Dirichlet(1 + y1, 1 + y2, ....,1 + yM), where yl (l = 1, ... , M) is 
the number examinees possessing the lth attribute pattern 
obtained from iteration t - 1. 
 
Step 3: Updating Attribute 
 The full conditional posterior distribution is sampled 
using the discrete version of inverse transform sampling. Let 
the posterior (p1, p2, ...., pM) be the PMF of the M possible 
attribute patterns. The CDF is computed by adding up the 
probabilities for the M points of the distribution.  
 
 Updating the attribute state of examinee i is achieved by 
checking which subinterval the value u falls into. This 



subinterval number is then converted to its corresponding 
binary number (see step 1) that represents the attribute state of 
examinee i. After step 3 is applied to each examinee, attribute 
states for all examinees. 

Step 4: Updating r* and * Parameters 
 A Metropolis within Gibbs algorithm is used to sample * 
and r*. The non-informative Beta (1,1) prior is applied. 
Candidate values for r* is sampled from Uniform (r*(t-1) - , 
r*(t-1) + ). It should be noted that candidate values for r* are 
restricted to the interval (0, 1), and that  is adjusted so that 
the acceptance rate is between 25% and 40% (see Gilks et al., 
1996). The updated  from step 3 is carried to step 4. As * 
and r* are assumed to be independent of each other, p( *, r*) 
= p( *)p(r*).  
 

TABLE I 
Q-MATRIX FOR SIMULATION 

 

Item 
Attribute 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 1 0 0 0 0 

2 0 1 0 0 0 

3 0 0 1 0 0 

4 0 0 0 1 0 

5 0 0 0 0 1 

6 1 0 0 0 0 

7 0 1 0 0 0 

8 0 0 1 0 0 

9 0 0 0 1 0 

10 0 0 0 0 1 

11 1 1 0 0 0 

12 1 0 1 0 0 

13 1 0 0 1 0 

14 1 0 0 0 1 

15 0 1 1 0 0 

 
E. Simulation Design 
 The Q-matrix for simulation is shown in Table 1. 30 items 
that measure 5 attributes comprise this artificial Q-matrix, 
which is constructed in a way that each attribute appears 
alone, in a pair, or in triple the same number of times as other 
attributes. An attribute is on average measured by 12 items. 
This Q-matrix is complete, containing at least one item 
devoted solely to each attribute. 

III.  RESULTS 

 The  is set to 0.052 in step 4, so that the acceptance rate 
is around 35%. Table 2 presents the results from the 
simulation. For this complete and balanced Q-matrix, the 
recovery rates range from 0.919 to 0.941. It should be noted 

that using the independent model for simulation with sample 
size 2000 and correlation 0.5, we notice that the average of 
recovery rates from 20 data sets drops to 0.835, indicating that 
using the saturate model for correlated attributes is indeed 
improving the accuracy of attribute estimates. 

 
TABLE 2 

TRESULTS FOR THE SIMULATION 
 

Size 
Correlation 

0.1 0.3 0.5 

500 0.919 0.925 0.928 

1000 0.922 0.929 0.936 

2000 0.926 0.931 0.941 

 

IV.  DISCUSSION  

 The current research proposes an MCMC algorithm for 
estimating parameters of the RRUM in a Bayesian framework. 
The algorithm is summarized as follows. Using the binary 
decimal conversion, possible attribute patterns are transformed 
to a Multinomial distribution (step 1). Along with the 
likelihood of an attribute pattern, a Dirichlet distribution is 
used as the prior to sample from the posterior. The Dirichlet 
distribution is constructed using Gamma distributions (step 2), 
and attributes of examinees are updated using the inverse 
transform sampling (step 3). Sequentially, r* and * are 
generated using the Metropolis within Gibbs sampler (step 4).  
 
 Like most of the studies, the simulation uses a complete 
and balanced Q-matrix. The measure of accuracy is on 
average 0.929. It is suggested that future research compare the 
estimated examinees' attribute patterns with the estimate from 
other CDMs such as the popular DINA model. 
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Investigation on Distributed Joint Optimization of

User Association and ICIC Based on PF Criteria

in Small Cell Deployments
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Abstract—To support the continuous growth of mobile traffic,
small cell deployments are promising. In small cell deployments,
combined usage of user association (UA) and inter-cell inter-
ference coordination (ICIC) is inevitable, which requires joint
optimization of both techniques. Therefore, we propose joint
optimization of UA and ICIC via distributed control. In our
distributed control method, “distributed” control units (DCUs)
were located at the macro base stations (BSs). Each DCU
collected achievable data rates of users that were connecting to
the macro BS and low-power (LP) BSs within the macro coverage.
To obtain the high performance similar to centralized control,
achievable data rates of users in the neighboring macro BSs
were collected via the backhaul. Furthermore, we showed the
effectiveness of our proposed scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

To support the continuous growth of mobile traffic, small

cell deployments, that include a large number of low-power

(LP) base stations (BSs) to heavy traffic area in addition to

macro BSs, are promising. In small cell deployments, LP BSs

are limited to a small coverage owing to the low transmission

power. As a result, the radio resources of LP BSs are not

effectively utilized, because the number of users connected

to LP BSs is limited. Therefore, it is beneficial to offload

users from macro BSs to LP BSs. However, offloaded users

suffer from severe interference from macro BSs. Thus, to

obtain an offloading gain, inter-cell interference coordination

(ICIC) is essential. These two techniques, i.e., user association

(UA) and ICIC, are strongly coupled and directly influence

each other. Therefore, joint optimization of UA and ICIC is

inevitable[1],[2]1. Using various optimization criteria, in this

study, we used a utility-based approach to employ “propor-

tional fair (PF)” criteria, because it can achieve a good tradeoff

between the cell throughput and cell-edge user throughput.

Joint optimizations described in many related papers have

been performed via centralized control. In this type of config-

uration, the central control unit, which collects achievable data

rates of all users in the network, is assumed. However, in an ac-

tual system, it is difficult to perform centralized control. There-

fore, in this study, we employed a more realistic assumption,

i.e., distributed control. Although there are many studies that

have employed distributed controls, the joint optimization of

1Reference [1] discusses the necessity of joint optimization, and includes
related reference papers. Section III in [2] also includes a discussion of the
necessity of joint optimization, and Table II provides a list of the reference
papers.

UA and ICIC based on PF criteria has not yet been presented.

For example, in [3], they performed joint optimization of UA

and ICIC based on PF criteria via centralized control, and in

[4], they performed UA optimization based on PF criteria via

distributed control. Therefore, we propose joint optimization

of UA and ICIC based on PF criteria via distributed control.

In our distributed control method, “distributed” control units

(DCUs) were located at the macro BSs. Each DCU collected

achievable data rates of users that were connecting to the

macro BS and LP BSs within the macro coverage. To obtain

the high performance similar close to centralized control,

achievable data rates of users in the neighboring macro BSs

were collected via the backhaul (See details in the subsequent

section). Furthermore, we performed a computer simulation to

show the effectiveness of our proposed scheme.

II. PROPOSED DISTRIBUTED CONTROL

In this study, we assumed the cell deployments which the

LP BSs were overlaid with macro BSs. The macro and LP BS

groups were defined as Mm and Mp, respectively. A 4-tier

hexagonal cell layout that included 37 (= 1 + 7 + 11 + 18)
BSs and that employed an omni-sector with wrap-around was

used for the macro BSs. np = 6 LP BSs were randomly

installed within every one macro BS coverage. The np LP

BSs were assumed to be connected to the macro BS by an

optical fiber, which enabled joint optimization of UA and

ICIC among each macro BS and np LP BS. This BS group

was defined as Sm, where m denotes the index of the macro

BS. In the figure1, S1 = {Macro BS1, LP BS1, LP BS2}.

Furthermore, macro BSs were assumed to be connected to the

neighboring six macro BSs via the X2 interface. Although it is

difficult to apply joint scheduling and UA between connecting

macro BSs via the X2 interface owing to the large delay, it is

possible to exchange information between macro BSs to utilize

scheduling. We defined the macro BS group neighboring the

m-th macro BS as Rm. In the figure1, R1 = {Macro BS2,

LP BS3}.

The system bandwidth was divided into L = 2 subbands.

The macro BSs transmitted signals at the first subband, B1,

with a transmission power spectrum density of P , whereas

the macro BSs stopped transmission to reduce the inter-

cell interference to the LP BSs in the second subband, B2.

Furthermore, the LP BSs transmit signals at both subbands

with a transmission power spectrum density of p.



A. UA with Multiple BSs

Here, we will first describe the UA with multiple BSs. Each

user first searches the BS with the maximum reference signal

received signal power (RSRP) plus the common offset value

for all LP BSs. Here the maximum RSRP plus the common

offset value of the n-th user, γmax
n , is defined as γmax

n =
maxm∈M (γ′

mn), where γ′

mn is defined as γ′

mn = γmn +
δ (m ∈ Mp), γ

′

mn = γmn (m ∈ Mm), where γmn denotes

the RSRP of the n-th user from the m-th BS. The δ value

denotes the common offset value for all LP BSs.

In the next step, the n-th user determines the set of

BSs for the n-th user, Tn, which is described as Tn =
{m ∈ M | γ′

mn ≥ γmax
n − φ}. Finally, the n-th user is asso-

ciated with multiple BSs within Tn.

B. Algorithm for the Proposed Distributed Control

Fig. 1: Proposed distributed control.

The DCU located at the m-th macro BS (m-th DCU)

performs joint user scheduling that belongs to Sm. However,

different macro BSs perform the scheduling independently.

If the users are associated with different macro BSs, the

independent scheduling causes a performance degradation. To

avoid this degradation, the scheduling results are exchanged

between neighboring macro BSs. More concretely, the m-

th DCU schedules users associated with BSs that belong to

Sm by utilizing the scheduling results of the m′-th DCUs

(m′ ∈ Rm′).

III. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

In this section, we describe the evaluation of the perfor-

mance of the proposed scheme based on a multi-cell simula-

tion that employs macro and pico BSs (pico BSs were used as

LP BSs in this study). Table I shows the simulation parameters.

We assumed that 6 pico BSs and 24 users per one cell were

randomly located within each cell with a uniform distribution.

The δ value was set to be 21 dB.

Figure2 shows the cumulative distribution of the user

throughput that employs the proposed distributed control

scheme for the respective φ value. The cumulative distribution

of the user throughput that employs the centralized control

scheme is also plotted. This centralized control scheme is

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters.

Parameters
Value

Macro Pico

Cell layout 37 cell-sites 6 pico BSs per cell
Cell radius 289 m

Distant-dependent 37.6 logR 36.7 logR
path loss +128.1 dB +140.7 dB

Max. Tx power 46 dBm 30 dBm

Antenna gain 11 dBi 5 dBi

Carrier frequency 2 GHz

Transmission bandwidth 10 MHz

R: distance from the BS in km.

described in [5]. A proposed distributed control scheme with

more than φ = 15dB can achieve comparable performance

when the centralized control scheme is employed.

IV. CONCLUSION

This study proposed joint optimization of UA and ICIC via

distributed control. We performed a computer simulation to

show that the proposed distributed control scheme can achieve

comparable performance when the centralized control scheme

is employed.

Fig. 2: Performance degradation of distributed control com-

pared to centralized control.
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designed at 2.4, 3.5, and 5.2 
GHz

GHz, 
with 3dB fractional bandwidth f01 = 4.22%, f02 = 3.98% and 
f03 = 3.

 The lumped circuit 
element values of the low-pass prototype filter are found to 
be g0 = 1, g1 = 0.94982. g2 = 1.35473, J1 = -0.12333, J2 =



1.0181. The required coupling coefficients were found to be 
M  = M

I 

21 = 0.0433 at 2.4 GHz, M
II 

12 = M
II 

21 = 0.0408 at 3.5 
GHz and M

III 

12  = M
III 

21  = 0.0351 at 5.2 GHz [4]. Fig. 3 shows 
simulated frequency shift ability of different lengths (P1 and 
P2) for each resonant path. To simplify the design, the filter 
changes the lengths of P1 and P2 for evaluating the effects of 
three passbands. For an example as path 1, 1st passband 
(2.4GHz) and 3rd passband (5.2GHz) are shifted to lower 
frequency when P1 is increased. Similarly, the resonant 
frequency of path 2, 2nd passband (3.5 GHz) and 3rd 
passband (5.2GHz) are shifted to lower frequency when P2 
is increased.  
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Abstract—This paper presents a design of overflow-free real-
izations for linear time-invariant digital filters. Under a sufficient
condition for no-overflow, the noise gain from the quantization
error to the filter output is minimized to obtain an overflow-free
realization. A numerical example is provided to see the advantage
of our design over the conventional design.

Index Terms—digital filter, quantization, overflow

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital filters are still often implemented by fixed-point

arithmetic digital signal processors (DSP), since they require

less implementation cost and smaller power consumption than

floating point DSPs. Since real numbers are quantized to

binary numbers with a finite precision, finite word-length

(FWL) effects cannot be negligible when a sufficient number

of bits cannot be assigned to each number.

There are two major effects resulted from the finite number

of bits for quantization; overflow and roundoff error. The

overflow occurs when the real number to be quantized does not

lie in the dynamic range of the binary number. On the other

hand, the roundoff error is the difference between the original

real number and the rounded quantized binary number due to

the finite precision of the binary number. There is a trade-

off between the overflow and the roundoff error, since for a

fixed number of bits, the increase of the dynamic range also

increases the roundoff error. It is not that easy to balance the

overflow and the roundoff error.

The digital filter is implemented according to its state-space

realization. For a given transfer function of a digital filter,

there exists an infinite number of state-space realizations. It

is known that state-space realizations for an identical trans-

fer function have different characteristic to quantization. To

mitigate the overflow, state variables of state-space realization

have to be scaled based on the impulse responses from the

input of the digital filter to the state variables. The scaling

by the l2 norm of the impulse response has been utilized to

assign the bits to minimize the variance of the roundoff noise

[1]. However, not the l2 norm scaling but the l1 norm scaling

guarantees no-overflow.

This paper presents overflow-free state-space realizations,

based on the l1 norm scaling. Since the l1 norm is difficult to

be evaluated, a sufficient condition for no-overflow is utilized

as in [2]. Under this condition, the noise gain is minimized

to obtain an overflow-free realization. A numerical example is

provided to show that our design has smaller noise gains than

the conventional design by the l2 norm scaling.

II. SYSTEM REALIZATION AND QUANTIZATION

Let us consider realizations of a single-input/single-output

discrete-time linear time-invariant (LTI) digital filter, whose

transfer function is a strictly proper rational function H[z] of

order n in z−1. The filter is realized according to space state

matrices A ∈ R
n×n, B ∈ R

n×1, and C ∈ R
1×n for equations:

xk+1 = Axk +Bwk, yk = Cxk, (1)

where wk ∈ R is the filter input, xk ∈ R
n×1 is the state

vector, and yk ∈ R is the filter output. The filter is assumed

to be stable, i.e., all of the eigenvalues of A lie in the unit

circle, reachable and observable.

The transfer function H[z] is expressed by the state-space

expression (A,B,C) as

H[z] = C(zI −A)−1B. (2)

Let T be an n × n non-singular matrix. It is well-known

that the change of variable defined as

x̃k = T−1xk (3)

leads to another state-space expression (T−1AT, T−1B,CT ).
There exist an infinite number of realizations for a given

transfer function.

When the filter is implemented as a real digital circuit, only

a finite number of bits is assigned to describe a real number. If

a sufficient number of bits cannot be assigned, roundoff errors

cannot be neglected.

Let us consider the quantization of the state vector when a

same type of binary expression is used for each entry of the

state vector. Since the precision of each value is identical, we

assume that roundoff errors have zero mean and an identical

variance. The transfer function from the roundoff error to the

filter output is given by G[z] = C(zI−A)−1. Then, the effect

of the roundoff error on the filter output can be evaluated by

the system norm of G[z], which is called the noise gain.

Overflow is another major disadvantage of quantization.

which occurs if the value to be quantized does not fall into the

fixed given dynamic range. The overflow can cause a signifi-

cant effect on the filter output, since it is generally unbounded.

Our objective is to design an overflow-free realization that

minimizes the noise gain for a given transfer function.



III. REALIZATIONS BY THE l1 NORM SCALING

Without loss of generality, we assume that the input wk of

the system is bounded such that

|wk| ≤ 1, ∀k. (4)

We utilize the H2 norm ‖G[z]‖2 to measure the noise gain.

For given (A,C) matrices, the H2 norm is given by

‖G[z]‖22 = traceWo (5)

where Wo is the observability Gramian that satisfies the

Riccati equation: Wo = ATWoA+ CTC.

We denote the transfer function of the input to the ith entry

of the state vector x̃k as F̃i[z], which is given by the the ith

entry of F̃ [z] = T−1(zI − A)−1B. Let the impulse response

of the ith entry of F̃ [z] as {f̃i(k)}k=0,1,2,.... The l1 norm of

the impulse response is defined as

‖f̃i‖1 =
∞∑
k=0

|f̃i(k)|. (6)

The absolute value for the ith state variable is bounded by

‖[f̃ ]i‖1 such that

sup
k

|[x̃k]i| ≤ ‖f̃i‖1 sup
k

|wk| = ‖f̃i‖1 (7)

where we denote the ith entry of x̃k as [x̃k]i. Let the maximum

of the dynamic range for the state variables be γx. Then, if

sup
k

|[x̃k]i| ≤ γx (8)

for i ∈ [1, n], any overflow never occurs. It follows from (7)

and (8) that if

‖f̃i‖1 ≤ γx (9)

for every i ∈ [1, n], then there is no overflow. The condition

on the l1 norm of the impulse response is called the l1 norm

scaling. On the other hand, the l2 norm of the impulse response

is defined as ‖f̃i‖2 =
(∑

∞

k=0 |f̃i(k)|
2)
) 1

2

and the scaling by

the l2 norm is called the l2 norm scaling.

In this paper, we use a sufficient condition for the l1 norm

scaling to avoid overflow. Let E(P ) be the ellipsoid defined

by an n × n real symmetric positive definite matrix P � 0

as E(P ) = {x ∈ R
n : xTPx ≤ 1}. When T−1 = γxP

1

2 ,

it follows from xT
k Pxk = xT

k T
−TT−1xk/γ

2
x = x̃T

k x̃k/γ
2
x

that if xT
k Pxk ≤ 1, then x̃T

k x̃k ≤ γ2
x. This implies that if

xT
k Pxk ≤ 1, then supk |[xk]i| ≤ γx and hence any overflow

never happens. Using this, we would like to find a non-negative

matrix P that minimizes the noise gain trace(TTWoT ) =
trace(TTTWo) = trace(P−1Wo) subject to xT

k Pxk ≤ 1.

We denote the spectrum radius of A as ρ(A). Let P (α) is

a solution of the Riccati equation given by

1

1− α
AP−1(α)AT − P−1(α) +

1

α
BBT = 0 (10)

for α ∈ (0, 1 − ρ2(A)). Then, using the results in [3], we

can show that our problem is equivalent to the following

optimization problem:

min
α∈(0,1−ρ2(A))

trace(P (α)−1Wo). (11)

TABLE I
NOISE GAIN FOR PROPOSED/CONVENTIONAL REALIZATION

full re-scaling proportional re-scaling

l1 norm scaling 6.285 7.992
l2 norm scaling 11.362 14.896

For a given α, we can obtain the solution of the Riccati

equation (10). Thus, we can find the optimal α using a

numerical search for α ∈ (0, 1− ρ2(A)).

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

We compare our realization with the realization by the l2
norm scaling. Our realization by the l1 norm scaling is sub-

optimal, that is, the l1 norms of the obtained realization are

below 1, whereas the realization by the l2 norm scaling does

not satisfy the l1 norm scaling condition in general. We need

re-scaling for both realizations to prevent overflows.

We have tested two kinds of re-scaling. Let T̂ be the

transformation matrix of an obtained realization and f̂i(k) be

the impulse response of the ith entry of F̂ [z] = T̂ (zI−A)−1B.

One re-scaling is T = ΛT̂ , where Λ is a diagonal matrix

given by

Λ = diag(‖f̂1‖1, ‖f̂1‖2, . . . , ‖f̂1‖n). (12)

For this re-scaling, the equality holds in (8) for every i ∈ [1, n].
The other re-scaling is T = maxi∈[1,n] ‖f̂i‖1T̂ with which the

equality holds in (8) for one i ∈ [1, n] and the inequality holds

for the remaining i. For convenience, we refer to the former re-

scaling as the full re-scaling and the latter as the proportional

re-scaling.

We consider a 6th-order lowpass digital Butterworth filter

with normalized cutoff frequency 0.5. Table I shows the noise

gains of the l1 and the l2 norm scaling with the full and

the proportional re-scaling. For each re-scaling, the realization

by the l1 norm scaling exhibits smaller noise gains than the

realization by the l2 norm scaling.

V. CONCLUSION

We have developed a design of overflow-free realizations

for digital filters. A numerical example has been provided to

demonstrate its effectiveness.
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Abstract—In recent years, various data are used with the
development of IoT (Internet of Things). In similarity search,
DTW (Dynamic Time Warping) distance is often used. However,
the calculation of the DTW distance has a problem that the
amount of calculation becomes enormous. In order to solve this
problem, many approaches of algorithm improvement have been
proposed. We consider that the DTW distance can be calculated
more quickly by using dedicated circuits for various improved
algorithms. In this paper, we propose a circuit to calculate the
DTW distance. In addition, we perform HSPICE simulation of
the proposed circuit.

Index Terms—DTW distance, neuron CMOS inverter, similar-
ity search

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, big data has been used in various fields
with the development of IoT (Internet of Things). In order
to stack such data efficiently, a system is necessary to ana-
lyze continuously the stream data (sequence data) sent from
some sensors. Similarity search using DTW (Dynamic Time
Warping) distance is one of the methods used to analyze
stream data. However, the calculation of the DTW distance
has a problem that the amount of calculation increases if the
amount of data is vast. Many algorithm improvements have
been proposed to solve this problem [1,2]. We consider that
the amount of calculation of the DTW distance can be reduced
by applying the improved algorithm with dedicated hardware.
However, few papers have been proposed for hardware to
execute the DTW algorithms. In this paper, we design a circuit
to calculate the DTW distance between two sequence data.
From the simulation results by HSPICE, it is confirmed that
the proposed circuit can obtain the same result as the DTW
definition shown in Section II.

II. PROPOSED CIRCUIT TO CALCULATE DTW DISTANCE

The definition of DTW distance described in [1] follows
below. For a sequence X=(x1,x2,x3,. . .,xn) of length n and a
sequence Y =(y1,y2,y3,. . .,ym) of length m, the DTW distance
D(X ,Y ) is defined by

D(X,Y ) = f(n,m)

f(t, i) = |xt − yi|+Min

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
f(t, i− 1)

f(t− 1, i)

f(t− 1, i− 1)

(1)

f(0, 0) = 0, f(t, 0) = f(0, i) = ∞

(t = 1, . . . , n; i = 1, . . . ,m).

The circuit which performs the equation (1) is shown in
Fig. 1. The 8-bit SRAMi(i = 1, 2, 3,. . . ,m) and the address
decoder are circuits for storing the sequence Y . The difference
absolute circuit calculates a difference absolute value between
the sequence Y and xt of the sequence X which is stored to
the register A1 to A8. The ADL (After Difference Latch) is
stored the calculated value. The value of ADL and the value of
Min. circuit are added, and the results of adder is outputted
through the registers of AAL (After Adder Latch) and DRL
(DTW Result Latch).

The Min. circuit compares three values expressed as
equation (1). For that reason, the Min. circuit is constructed
with neuron CMOS inverters, which can take appropriate data
out of multiple data at one time [3]. The neuron CMOS
inverter can calculate the weighted sum of all input signals
at the gate level, and controls the inversion behavior based on
the result of such weighted sum calculation.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed circuit to calculate DTW distance between sequence X and sequence Y

Next, each control signals are described. AD is for the
address decoder. SEL specifies data to be subtracted, and is
a signal for writing data of |xt − yi| in DLatch of the ADL
part. COUNT is for operating i of f (t, i) to be calculated the
difference absolute value. SHIFT is for writing distance data
to the DRL after writing of AAL data is completed.

The proposed circuit stores the data of sequence Y in 8-
bit SRAMi. Thereafter, the data of sequence X is inputted
in order. Then, the proposed circuit outputs DTW distance
f(xt, y16) of sequence X and sequence Y .

III. SIMULATION RESULT AND CONCLUSION

The proposed circuit was simulated by HSPICE using
ROHM 0.18 μm CMOS process to design neuron CMOS
inverter. In the simulation, VDD = 1.8 [V] and GND = 0
[V]. Sequence X and sequence Y are input data according to
TABLE I. Since the values shown in Fig. 2 and the values
shown in TABLE I are the same, it can be confirmed that the
circuit operation can be sufficiently performed. Further, even
if the number is larger than the sequence X , the calculation
can be performed similarly.

We proposed a circuit that can calculate DTW distance.
From simulation results, we confirmed that the proposed
circuit is the same as the solution obtained by equation (1).

In the future, we would like to confirm the usefulness by
prototyping this circuit and comparing with software.

�

Fig. 2. HSPICE Simulated result of proposed calculator for DTW distance

TABLE I
DTW DISTANCE CALCULATION TABLE

16 y 16= 3 � 40 43

15 y 15= 1 � 38 40

14 y 14= 7 � 38 33

13 y 13= 3 � 32 35

12 y 12= 1 � 30 32

11 y 11= 7 � 30 25

10 y 10= 3 � 24 27

9 y 9= 1 � 22 29

8 y 8= 1 � 22 24

7 y 7= 7 � 22 17

6 y 6= 3 � 16 19

5 y 5= 1 � 14 16

4 y 4= 7 � 14 9

3 y 3= 3 � 8 11

2 y 2= 1 � 6 13

1 y 1= 7 � 6 7

0 y i 0 � �

i       x t x 1=1 x 2=8

t 0 1 2

: f (n,m ) = D (X,Y )

: f (t ,i )

sequence
Y

sequence
X
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Abstract—In the digital information era, biometric recognition
systems have been widely deployed for identity authentication.
Among several biometrics, human fingerprint has became one of
the most popular biometrics traits. However, the manipulation
of the fingerprint data rises the urgent needs of fingerprint
data authentication to protect the digital content and ensure
authenticity. In this paper, we propose a protection scheme to
provide authenticity as well as integrity for individual finger-
print data. A well known reversible data embedding technique
named different expansion (DE) is adopted to allow the exact
recovery of the hashed fingerprint data with personal secret for
authentication. Depending on the size of the data to be embedded,
the proposed scheme is able to maintain low distortion over the
source fingerprint data, hence maintaining its visual quality and
original data structure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, biometrics has been widely utilized for personal
authentication. In order for the system to function, biometric
data of the registered users need to be stored in a database
for subsequent authentication. However, the stored data is
likely to be compromised and modified by an adversary.
Due to the fact that biometric is permanently associated to
individual’s identity, a compromised database lead to the loss
of individual privacy and identity. As a solution for this,
biometric protection schemes such as biometric cryptosystem
[1], [2], and cancellable biometric [3], [4] are introduced.

Despite the relative high security could be offered by
biometric cryptosystem and cancellable biometric, both ap-
proaches inevitably destroyed the structure of the original
biometric data. Such distortion applied can pique the interest
of potential attacker, suggesting the existance of a secret data
[5], [6]. In view of this issue, maintaining the quality of
the original biometric data, at least visually, is preferable.
Biometric data hiding [7] [8], conceals the secret in the
biometric template imperceptibly, becomes our resort for such
goal.

In this paper, we focus on protecting fingerprint data stored
in a database by providing authenticity and integrity check
for individual enrolled templates. Our main contribution is to
allow exact recovery of the original fingerprint data from its
distorted version once the user authenticity is claimed.

A. Fingerprint Minutiae Templates

The fingerprint minutiae templates capture the detailed
features of a fingerprint called minutia point. A minutia point

can be represented in various way, such as the ridge bifurcation
or end. A fingerprint minutiae template can be expressed as
a set of n minutia points, {m1, . . . ,mN}, where each point
mi = (xi, yi, θi) consists of the x-coordinate, y-coordinate,
and its orientation information θ, respectively.

B. Reversible Data Embedding using Difference Expansion

The differences expansion first proposed by Tian [9] is
a reversible data embedding technique for data embedding.
Given a pair of integer values α = 206, β = 201, denote
d = |α − β| be the distance between α and β. Suppose
we wanted to embed one bit of data as s ∈ {0, 1}. Given
s = 1, then the embedding start from appending s to the
binary representation of d = 206 − 201 = 5 = 1012, which
becomes 101s2 = 10112 = 11, refers to the new distance
between α and β.

To achieve reversibility, one simply transform α and β

to their new coordinate α′ and β′ follows Eq. 1 and Eq. 2
respectively, yielding α′ = 209 and β′ = 198.

α′ = α+ 
(d+ s+ 1)/2� (1)

β′ = β − 
(d+ s)/2� (2)

From the new transformed pair (α′, β′), we can extract the
embedded bit data s ∈ {0, 1} by first computing s′ = |α′ −
β′| = 11 = 10112, then refer to its least significant bit, which
is 1. With that, the original (α, β) pair can be reverted via Eq.
1 and Eq. 2 in its reverse manner.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

Our proposed method embeds additional data in each
elements of the fingerprint minutiae templates. The embedded
information can later be retrieved exactly by the provider
with a helper data generated during the embedding process.
For the purpose of this work, we adopt the DE method due
to its reversible property. In particular, we applied DE in
an unorthodox way by generating two perturbed fingerprint
minutiae templates. One of these perturbed template will be
stored and the other serves as a helper data to facilitate the
extraction of the embedded data for template authentication.
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TABLE I: Example of embedding data with our strategy

s
M = M ′

(Original)
M

(Perturbed)
M ′

(Perturbed)
3, 2, 3 50, 75, 224 52, 76, 226 49, 74, 223
3, 0, 1 130, 95, 135 132, 95, 136 129, 95, 135
0, 1, 2 88, 101, 149 88, 102, 150 88, 101, 148

A. Data Embedding for Fingerprint Minutiae Templates

Suppose a minutia template M = {m1,m2, . . . ,mN}
consists of N minutia points, where mi = (xi, yi, θi) is the
i-th minutia point. We first denote a string of all zeros 0n

of n bits, viewed as the distance between the minutia points
defined as:

d(mi,mj) = (|xi − xj |, |yi − yj|, |θi − θj |) (3)

We exploit d(mi,mj) to embed our data. As we shall
see, for i = j, then d(mi,mj) = (0n, 0n, 0n). The value
of n indicates the number of bits to be embedded. Such
representation implies that at most 3 × n bits of data can be
embedded in each minutia point. To do so, we first generate
an exact copy of the original minutia template, denoted as
M ′ = M , then apply DE by introducing a pairwise distance
d(mi,m

′

i) equal to the three desired values si,1, si,2, si,3 to
be embedded for x, y, and θ, respectively.

For instance, to embed a string si = 001011, let n = 2,
then we can view si = (0, 3, 4). By Eq. 3, we can express
d(mi,mj) = (si,1, si,2, si,3) = (|xi−xj |, |yi−yj |, |θi−θj |) =
(0, 3, 4). We let xi = α = β and d = 0 to compute (α′, β′) us-
ing Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, then repeat such computation by replacing
xi to yi and θi subsequently, yielding three different perturbed
pairs (α′, β′) as (x̂i, x̌i), (ŷi, y̌i), and (θ̂i, θ̌i) at the end (for
i = 1, . . . , N ). Define M(Perturbed) ={(x̂1, ŷ1, θ̂1), . . .}
and M ′(Perturbed) ={(x̌1, y̌1, θ̌1), . . .}, Table I depicted an
example of proposed embedding strategy over an minutia
template M of N = 3 minutia points.

III. DISCUSSION

This section discuss the authenticity, template integrity, data
embedding capacity and visual distortion of our proposal.

A. Authenticity and Integrity of Minutiae templates

During the embedding process, a cryptographic hash func-
tion H can be used to hash a secret w with M(Perturbed)
. Therefore, the embedding data can be expressed as s =
H(w,M(Perturbed)). Then, M(perturbed) will be stored
instead of M(Original) . At the same point, M ′(perturbed)
serves as the helper data to be kept by the provider. For
authentication, suppose the provider processes the secret
w′ and the helper data, then H(w,M(Perturbed)) can
be extracted and authentication can be done successfully
if H(w,M(Perturbed))=H(w′,M(Perturbed)). In view of
this, any provider with the helper data M ′(Perturbed) must
know the secret w in order to get authenticated. With such
argument, authenticity of the minutia template can be claimed.

On the other hand, we provide the second argument to
claim the integrity of the minutia templates. Suppose H is

a collision resistant cryptographic hash function, where any
tampering over the stored minutia templates M(Perturbed)
must lead to different hash output. If H(w,M(Perturbed)) �=
H(w′,M(Perturbed)) (by assuming w = w′), then the stored
M(Perturbed) must be tempered with, thus offering template
integrity check.

B. Embedding Capacity vs Template Distortion

The number of bits to be embedded n comes with a price
of greater perturbation applied over the original template
M = M ′(Original) . To embed more data, greater distance
has to be introduced and thus leading to greater distortion to
the original template M . Given n bits of embedding, it creates
a perturbation of at most 2n−1 over individual elements of
M(Original) . Note that such perturbation would increase
exponentially with the increment of n, lead to trade-off in
between the data embedding capacity and the template distor-
tion. Especially for data hiding and stenography communities,
such perturbation over the original template is always not a
desired outcome for suppressing the attention to the embedded
data as an object of scrutiny. In our case, we suggested to
use n = 1, 2, 3, or 4 for reasonable embedding capacity and
template distortion. With such setting, one can easily embed
N×3× n bits of data while keeping the distortion in between
2 to 8.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a reversible data embedding
strategy for fingerprint minutia template authentication. The
proposed strategy supporting low template distortion and en-
able the exact recovery of the original minutia template for
error-free authentication (given the helper data is presented).
We also show that the template authenticity and integrity can
be checked by using a collision resistance hash function H

with a given secret w.
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Abstract—Spatial permutation modulation (SPM) has been
proposed and demonstrated as an efficiency multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) technique which generalizes spatial
modulation (SM) by exploiting the time coordinate for further
transmit diversity gain. In particular, SPM activates the transmit
antennas at successive time instants by the permutation vector
which brings the information bits. In this work, we elaborate
on the design of the permutation set of SPM and the mapping
between the permutation vector and the information bits. A
MIMO system with 6 transmit antennas and 16 permutation
vectors in the adopted set is applied as an example for these two
design issues. Numerical results demonstrate that, by using our
mapping rules and designed permutation sets, the error rate of
the SPM system is greatly improved.

Index Terms—Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), spatial
modulation (SM), spatial permutation modulation (SPM), permu-
tation, mapping.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology has

been applied in numerous wireless standards. The technique

called spatial modulation (SM) [1] is considered one of the

promising MIMO technique, which actives one transmit an-

tenna at a time according to the informaion data. The resulting

spatial symbol is used to bring the information, together with

the transmitted QAM symbols.

Based on SM, the spatial permutation modulation (SPM)

has been proposed [2] by exploiting the time coordinate with

the aid of the permutation vector. In this way, the transmit

diversity is improved and more flexible trade-off between the

reliability and rate is achieved. Specifically, a permutation

vector is selected from the set according to the information

data. The transmit antennas are then successive activated with

the indices equal to the entries of the selected permutation

vector. As can be seen, the design of the permutation set

for SPM and the mapping between the permutation vector

to the information bits are essential for SPM. In this work,

we exemplarily explain these two issues by considering a

MIMO system with 6 transmit antennas and 4 bits of the

spaital symbol, i.e., 16 permutation vectors of the adopted set.

Note that this permutation can also be utilized to the system

with 4 transmit antennas with 2 activate transmit antennas

simultaneously.

The rest paragraphs of this paper are as follows: Section

II revisits the SPM-MIMO system. Section III introduces the

mapping and permutation set design. Section IV shows the

bit error rate (BER) performance of the proposed SPM. The

conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Define C̃Nt,T as the set of different ordered arrangements

of a T -element subset of an Nt-set. For example,

C̃3,3 =

⎧⎨⎩
⎡⎣ 1

2
3

⎤⎦ ,

⎡⎣ 1
3
2

⎤⎦ ,

⎡⎣ 2
1
3

⎤⎦ ,

⎡⎣ 2
3
1

⎤⎦ ,

⎡⎣ 3
1
2

⎤⎦ ,

⎡⎣ 3
2
1

⎤⎦⎫⎬⎭ .

(1)

We depict the permutation set with defining Hamming distance

matrix D whose(i, j)th entry di,j represents the Hamming

distance between the ith and jth permutation vectors. For

example, the set {[1, 3, 2]�, [2, 1, 3]�, [2, 3, 1]�, [3, 1, 2]�} ⊂
C̃3,3 its hamming distance matrix is

D =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 3 2 2
3 0 2 2
2 2 0 3
2 2 3 0

⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (2)

The minimum Hamming distance of a permutation set

i.e., smallest off-diagonal component in the matrix D can be

described by

dmin = min
i,j i �=j

di,j . (3)

We denote the subset CNt,T (K, dmin) ⊆ C̃Nt,T which

selects K permutation vectors with the minimum Hamming

distance dmin from C̃Nt,T . The SPM transmitter modulates


log2K� bits by using CNt,T (K, d). The error rate perfor-

mance and throughput of SPM can be exchanged by adjusting

K and dmin of CNt,T (K, dmin). For the SPM transmission,

SPM modulates partial data bits to a permutation p =
[p1, ..., pT ]

� ∈ CNt,T (K, d) in order that the ptth transmit

antenna is activated at the tth time instant. The received signal

vector at the tth time instant is given by

yt = hpt
s
	

t

M


+ nt, (4)

where hpt is the ptth column of the channel matrix H, and

s is the QAM symbol, which is selected from the QAM

constellation set χ. The parameter M represents the number

of repetitive transmission of the QAM symbol, and �·� is the

ceiling operation. That is, we have the QAM vector

s = [s1, . . . , s1︸ ︷︷ ︸
M

, s2, . . . , s2︸ ︷︷ ︸
M

, . . . , s T

M

, . . . , s T

M︸ ︷︷ ︸
M

]�, (5)

which is transmited at one SPM transmission. By cascading

yt at all time instants, i.e., t = 1, ...,T , into a received matrix

Y = [y1, . . . ,yT ] ∈ C
Nt×T , we get

Y = H(p)diag(s) +V, (6)



2

where H(p) is the permuted channel matrix, and diag(s) is a

diagonal matrix with diagonal entries being [s1, . . . , s T

M

] and

V = [n1 . . . , nT ] is the noise matrix.

III. MAPPING AND PERMUTATION SET DESIGN

SPM is sensitive to the design of the permutation set for

SPM and the mapping between the permutation vector to the

information bits. For design of the permutation set in a general

situation, we consider about spatially-correlated channels, the

spatial correlation matrix model is adopted [3] , [4]

Hsc = R
1/2
T HR

1/2
R , (7)

where R
1/2
T ∈ C

Nt×Nt and R
1/2
R ∈ C

Nr×Nr with RTi,j
=

RRi,j
= ρ−|i−j| correlation matrices which used to model the

correlation at the both transmitter and the receiver sides.

In the part of design of the permutation set, we consider

the dmin of permutation set and spatial correlation which can

easily affect the performance. Take (Nt,T ,K) = (4, 2, 4)
as an example, frist we select the permutation sets which

have maximum dmin as candidates. Then, due to the spa-

tial correlations, the neighbor antennas have similar fading

gains and thus should be avoided even they are different

antennas. For example, the permutation pair between [1, 2]�

and [1, 3]� is more likely to be erroneously detected than

the pair between [1, 2]� and [1, 4]�. As a result, we get

{[1, 3]�, [2, 4]�, [3, 1]�, [4, 2]�} which has maximum dmin =
2 and the lowest spatial correlation.

SPM can flexibly adjust the permutation set CNt,T (K, dmin)
to achieve the desired balance between the error rate perfor-

mance and throughput. In order to increase throughput, the

transmitter equips more antennas to increase the number of

usable permutation vectors. Take for the case of (Nt,T ,K) =
(6, 2, 16) SPM transmission for example which shows in Fig.

1, there are Nt!
(Nt−T )! candidate permutation vectors and the

dmin = 1. We remove the grey permutation vectors because

of spatial correlation which causes similar channels in different

time instants, this will make more bit error in process of

decoding.

For the mapping rule, since the permutation pairs with

larger Hamming distances result in lower pair-wise error

probabilities, we map those pairs to the bit pairs with larger

Hamming distances as well. In this way, the cases with large

error bits are less likely to occur.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the performance of transmission in fast-

fading channels with Nt = 6 and Nr = 2 is evaluated

by means of Monte Carlo simulation. We compare SPM

which applies our proposed method and the one that randomly

generates the permutation set with random mapping rule.

Different throughputs and different number of receive antennas

are considered. We set ρ = 0.9 to simulate the highly-

correlated scenario.

Fig. 2 shows the BER comparisons with parameters

(T ,M , dmin,K) = (2, 1, 1, 16). In modulation we adopt

QPSK and 16-QAM, resulting in throughput 4 bps/Hz and

6 bps/Hz, respectively. As can be seen, the SPM with the

Fig. 1. Example of K = 16 permutation set design. Frist row and column
represent the transmit antenna which is activated at tth time instant. After
design process, we remove grey permutation vectors.

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33
10−4

10−3

10−2

10−1

100

SNR (dB)

B
E

R

SPM, random, 6 bps/Hz

SPM, proposed, 6 bps/Hz

SPM, random, 4 bps/Hz

SPM, proposed, 4 bps/Hz

Fig. 2. BER comparisons of SPM with different permutation set design in
spatially-correlated fast-fading channel and (Nt,Nr) = (6, 2), under various
rate constraints.

proposed permutation set and mapping rule delivers better

error rate performance, which is up to 5 dB SNR gain when

the target BER is 10−4 in 4 bps/Hz.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we propose the mapping and permutation set

design for SPM. The permutation set is designed to maximize

the minimum Hamming distance and reduces the effect of

the spatial correlation, while the mapping rule is designed

to protect the those bit pairs with large Hamming distance.

Numerical results demonstrate the novelty of such design and

mapping guideline.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a hybrid multiple access scheme
using both non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) and orthog-
onal multiple access (OMA) to overcome the inherent problems
of NOMA. In NOMA, as multiple access is performed within the
power domain, a small difference in the channel gain between
users or an increase in the number of simultaneous users reduces
the effectiveness. To cope with these problems, the proposed
scheme applies a novel combination of NOMA and OMA as
well as NOMA for multiple access patterns, and then determines
the best pattern based on the system capacity. The effectiveness
of the proposed scheme is demonstrated in comparison with
conventional hybrid multiple access using NOMA and OMA
through computer simulations.

I. Introduction

The fifth-generation mobile communication systems (5G),

to be realized after 2020, require higher speed, greater ca-

pacity, and lower latency. One promising approach being

considered is non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [1]–

[3], employing successive interference cancellation (SIC). This

is because NOMA is a multiple access technique to allocate

radio resources within the power domain, thus making it

possible to offer more bandwidth per user and to achieve better

spectral efficiency than orthogonal multiple access (OMA).

However, NOMA suffers from the inherent problem that

if the difference in the channel gain between users is small,

then resource allocation becomes insufficient owing to inter-

user interference. This results in a lower system capacity than

that of OMA [1]–[3]. Moreover, it has also been reported that

an increase in the number of simultaneously connected users

reduces the benefits of NOMA [2]. To cope with this problem,

hybrid multiple access [4], [5], which adaptively switches

between NOMA and OMA, in the time domain has been

proposed, and its effectiveness has been confirmed. However,

as this approach adopts either NOMA or OMA using the entire

bandwidth at any time, the improvement of the system capacity

is limited.

With this background, we propose a hybrid multiple access

scheme using both NOMA and OMA, to further improve the

system capacity of NOMA. The proposed approach involves

applying a combination of NOMA and OMA as well as

NOMA to multiple access patterns, and determining the best

multiple access pattern based on the system capacity. In the

proposed scheme, as a novel combination of NOMA and OMA

is introduced in the same bandwidth, the problems of NOMA

under small differences in the channel gain and increases in the

number of users can be effectively resolved. The effectiveness

of the proposed scheme is demonstrated in comparison with

conventional hybrid multiple access in terms of the system

capacity through computer simulations.

II. Proposed Scheme

NOMA shares the entire bandwidth with all simultaneous

users, allowing inter-user interference to occur, while OMA

orthogonally allocates resources for all users. To cope with

such inter-user interference, SIC is applied on the receiving

side to extract transmitted signals with superposition coding.

Figure 1 depicts the system configuration of NOMA. As

shown in Fig. 1, NOMA allocates more transmit power for

users with poor channel gains, while less transmit power is

allocated for users with satisfactory channel gains. Moreover,

considering that the users with less transmit power face severe

interference from other simultaneous users, such inter-user

interference is first decoded and then canceled out using SIC.

However, this approach suffers from the inherent problem that

when the difference in the channel gain is small SIC fails

to decode inter-user interference, which leads to a system

performance degradation. In such cases, NOMA provides a

lower system performance than OMA [1]–[3], and therefore

countermeasures to this problem are expected to be consid-

ered. With this background, we propose a hybrid multiple

access scheme, simultaneously using NOMA and OMA. In

the proposed scheme, as the combination of NOMA and OMA

is introduced in the same bandwidth, the resource allocation

flexibility can be increased, thereby alleviating the problems

occurring for small differences. Moreover, the coexistence

of OMA and NOMA in the entire bandwidth can reduce

the actual number of simultaneous users in NOMA, which

enhances the effectiveness of NOMA.

Figure 2 illustrates the concept of the proposed scheme,

where the number of existing users is set to three. As shown

in Fig. 2, the three different multiple access patterns of

NOMA, OMA, and a combination of NOMA and OMA are

adaptively employed. Considering the possible combinations

of users, there are five types of resource pattern in total. In

the proposed scheme, the instantaneous system capacities of

possible multiple access patterns are first calculated using the

channel state information (CSI), and then the access pattern

achieving the maximum system capacity is determined as

the best multiple access pattern. Using the channel gain |hk |
2
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Fig. 1. System configuration of NOMA.
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Fig. 2. Concept of the proposed scheme.

obtained from the CSI, the instantaneous channel capacity of

each multiple access is given by

Rk,NOMA = Wk log2(1 + Pk |hk |
2/(
∑

j,|hk |
2<|h j |

2 Pj|hk |
2 + N0)), (1)

Rk,OMA = Wk log2(1 + Pk |hk |
2/N0), (2)

where Wk and Pk denote the bandwidth and transmit power of

the k-th user, respectively. N0 is the noise power.

III. Numerical Results

In this section, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed

scheme by comparison with NOMA and OMA only in terms

of the system capacity. Table I presents the simulation param-

eters. In our performance evaluation, the number of cells is

set to 37, with a frequency reuse factor of 1. Moreover, we

assumed two types of calls: calls from an entire cell and calls

made only from the cell edge, reflecting the worst case with

a low SINR and only small differences in the channel gain

between users. Fixed power allocation (FPA) is adopted for

the transmit power allocation in NOMA, and the fixed power

ratio α f pa (0 < α f pa < 1) is set to 0.25, which defines the

difference in the transmit power between simultaneous users.

Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution of the system ca-

pacity for the proposed scheme, where the number of existing

users is set to three. For our comparison, the performances

of NOMA only, OMA only, and the conventional hybrid

multiple access scheme [4], [5] are presented for reference.

From Fig. 3(a), it can be seen that NOMA only achieves a

high system capacity and OMA only reduces the probability of

a low system capacity for the entire-cell scenario. In contrast,

it is found from Fig. 3(b) that NOMA dramatically reduces

the system capacity in the cell-edge scenario owing to a small

difference in the channel gain. These performances represent

the general properties of NOMA and OMA. Moreover, it

TABLE I
Simulation Parameters

Number of existing users per cell 3

Total bandwitdh / Transmit power 20 [MHz] / 12 [W]

Cell radius / Path loss model 1000 [m] / L = d−3.5 (d in m)

Channel model Rayleigh fading channel

Thermal noise density / Noise figure −174 [dBm/Hz] / 10 [dB]
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Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution of system capacity for the proposed scheme.

can be observed that the proposed scheme outperforms the

conventional scheme, and yields the best system capacity

performance regardless of the type of call. This is because

the proposed scheme can effectively utilize a combination of

NOMA and OMA in the same bandwidth.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a hybrid multiple access scheme

using NOMA and OMA to further improve the system capac-

ity of NOMA. The proposed scheme features the application

of a combination of NOMA and OMA, as well as NOMA

or OMA, for multiple access patterns. The numerical results

demonstrated that because the adoption of OMA can im-

prove the effectiveness of NOMA in the same bandwidth, the

proposed scheme outperforms conventional hybrid multiple

access approaches using NOMA and OMA in a typical multi-

cell scenario.
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Abstract—Space–time block coded spatial permutation modu-
lation (STBC-SPM) is a new MIMO technique that integraes the
STBC-spatial modulation (STBC-SM) and the recently-proposed
spatial permutation modulation (SPM). Specifically, SPM exploits
the permutation vector to achieve diversity gain by dispersing
the signal along the time coordinate. In this work, we examine
the STBC-SPM in more details and propose a low-complexity
decoder for STBC-SPM by utilizing the orthogonality of the
STBC Alamouti code. The numerical simulations demonstrate
the superior performance of the STBC-SPM from various as-
pects. Moreover, the proposed decoder structure achieves up to
90.6%∼99.9% complexity saving without sacrificing the error
rate performance, compared with the optimal maximum likeli-
hood (ML) decoder implemented by the exhaustive search.

Index Terms—multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), per-
mutation, spatial modulation (SM), spatial permutation modula-
tion (SPM), space-time block coded spatial modulation (STBC-
SM), space-time block coded spatial permutation modulation
(STBC-SPM), maximum likelihood (ML)

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems are widely

adopted in many wireless standards. Among numerous MIMO

techniques, spatial modulation (SM) has recently gained in-

creasing attention due to its efficiency [1]. Put simply, SM

actives one transmit antenna at a time based on the transmitted

binary data. In this way, the spatial symbol is constructed

and transmitted in addition to the conventional QAM symbols.

In [2], we have proposed the spatial permutation modulation

(SPM) which further exploits the time coordinate by the per-

mutation vector to gain the transmit diversity. Specifically, the

transmitted binary data is used to select a permutation vector

from a permutation set. Then, at successive time instants, the

transmit antenna is sequentially activated according to the en-

tries of the selected permutation vector. SPM is demonstrated

to be more efficient than SM, and can be integrated with

different SM-based techniques to further enhance their per-

formance. As an example, the space-time block coded spatial

permutation modulation (STBC-SPM) is the combination of

STBC-SM and SPM [2]. In this work, we further elaborate

on the STBC-SPM and propose an low-complexity optimal

STBC-SPM decoder based on the maximum likelihood (ML)

criterion. Numerical experiments demonstrate that, compared

to the exhaustive search, the proposed low-complexity decoder

reduces the complexity by two orders of magnitudes.
II. REVIEW OF STBC-SM

STBC-SM is a scheme that combines STBC and SM to

improve error rate performance by using Alamouti code [3] in

[4]. For example, define s̃1 = [s1 − s∗2]
� and s̃2 = [s2 s∗1]

�

and assuming for transmit antennas, the STBC has the four

codewords:
χ̃1(s̃1, s̃2) = [s̃1 s̃2 0 0]�, χ̃2(s̃1, s̃2) = [ 0 0 s̃1 s̃2]

�,

χ̃3(s̃1, s̃2) = [0 s̃1 s̃2 0]�ejθ1 , χ̃4(s̃1, s̃2) = [s̃2 0 0 s̃1]
�ejθ1 ,

(1)

where two transmit antennas are activated simultaneously at

two time instants. In addition to two QAM symbols (s1, s2),
each transmission also transmits two bits which are used to

select codewords χ̃i. For instance, bits ‘00’ and ‘01’ express

to utilize the codewords χ̃1 and χ̃2 respectively. In (1) rotation

angle θ1 is used to maximize coding gain and diversity [4].

III. SYSTEM MODEL OF STBC-SPM

In [2], STBC-SPM was proposed to improve the error

rate performance of STBC-SM, where the codeword length

is increased compared with STBC-SM. Taking T = 2 as an

example

χ(s1, s2, s3, s4) = [χ̃i(s̃1, s̃2) χ̃j,j �=i(s̃3, s̃4)] , (2)

where the selection of the successive STBC-SM codewords

are based on the permutation vectors. For example, if permu-

tation vector [1, 2]� is used, the first and second STBC-SM

codewords are selected to form the STBC-SPM. As can be

seen, compared with the STBC-SM, the data are conveyed by

the permutation vectors, rather than the index of the STBC-

SM codeword. In fact, for STBC-SM with Nt = 4 we can

have another two codewords in addition to those in (1)

χ̃5(s̃1, s̃2) = [s̃1 0 s̃2 0]�ejθ2 , χ̃6(s̃1, s̃2) = [0 s̃1 0 s̃2]
�ejθ2

(3)

where Nt and θ2 are number of transmit antennas and an-

other rotation angle imposed for performance optimization,

respectively. When used codewords change from 4 to 6, the

number of combinations that can be used are also increased

from 4 · 3 = 12 to 6 · 5 = 30. In other words, the number of

bits that can be transmitted is also increased from 3 bits to 4

bits. In this case, numebr of codebooks n is 3. Accroding to

[4],
θk = (k−1)π

2n , for QPSK, 16QAM (4)

for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we can get θ1 and θ2. In addition, STBC-

SPM maximize coding gain and diversity by using rotation

angle to further improve error rate performance like STBC-

SM. We group the permutation vectors and give each ones a

rotation angle. In this way, the minimum Hamming distance of

the permutation set can be maximized by rotation. When two

STBC-SM codewords, we can group the permutation vectors

as the following

P1 =

{[
6
3

]
,

[
4
1

]
,

[
5
2

]
,

[
1
6

]}
,P2 =

{[
4
5

]
,

[
2
3

]
,

[
5
6

]
,

[
1
2

]}
,

P3 =

{[
6
5

]
,

[
2
1

]
,

[
5
4

]
,

[
3
2

]}
,P4 =

{[
6
1

]
,

[
2
5

]
,

[
3
6

]
,

[
1
4

]}
.

(5)Then, according to the group index, rotation angle

ϕi =
(i− 1)π

8
(6)
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is imposed respectively as stated in [3]. Following (3), the

transmitted codeword of STBC-SPM is given by

χ(s1, s2, s3, s4) =
[
χ̃pl,1

(s1, s2)e
jϕi χ̃pl,2

(s3, s4)e
jϕi

]
(7)

with pl ∈ Pi and pl,j = 1, . . . , 6.

IV. LOW-COMPLEXITY ML DECODER FOR STBC-SPM

In this section, we formulate the ML decoder for STBC-

SPM system with Nt transmit and Nr receive antenna. The

received Nr× 4 signal Y can be expressed as

Y = HX+N (8)

where X ∈ χ is the Nt × 4 STBC-SPM transmission signal.

H and N represent the Nr × Nt quasi-static Rayleigh flat

fading channel and Nr×4 complex Gaussian random variable

with zero mean and unit variance noise, respectively. The ML

detection chooses a codeword that minimizes the following

decision metric:

X̂ = arg min
X∈χ

∥∥Y −HX
∥∥2 . (9)

The minimization in (8) can be simplified by first reformulat-

ing the equivalent channel model from (8):

y1 = Hp,1

[
s1 s2

]
�

+n1, y2 = Hp,2

[
s3 s4

]
�

+n2 (10)

where Hp,i is the 2Nr×2 equivalent channel matrix, p means

permutation vector . yi and ni represent the 2Nr×1 equivalent

received signal and noise vectors, i = 1, 2, respectively.

Due to the orthogonality of Alamouti’s STBC, the columns

of H� are orthogonal to each other. Consider the STBC-SPM

transmission model, we have six different realizations for H�,

which are given for Nr receive antennas as

Hi,� =

[
h1,�aφi h∗

1,�b
φ∗

i · · · hNr,�aφi h∗

Nr,�b
φ∗

i

h1,�bφi h∗

1,�a
φ∗

i · · · hNr,�bφi h∗

Nr,�a
φ∗

i

]�
(11)

where h is the channel fading coefficient and φi = ejϕi . In

this case i = 1, . . . , 4 indicates the rotated angles. The groups

�a, �b denote transmit antenna pair.

ŝi,�j = argmin
si∈γ

∥∥y − hi,�jsi
∥∥2 i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2 (12)

where Hi,�1 = [h1,�1h2,�1 ] and Hi,�2 = [h1,�2h2,�2 ], 1 ≤
�1, �2 ≤ 6, group �1, �2 ∈ P . hi,�1 and hi,�2 , j = 1, 2, are

2Nr × 1 column vector. The associated minimum ML metrics

mi,pj
for si are

mi,�j = min
si∈γ

∥∥y − hi,�jsi
∥∥2 i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2 (13)

respectively. Their summation

mp = m1,�1 +m2,�1 +m1,�2 +m2,�2 , 1 ≤ p ≤ 16. (14)

By using the accumulated metrics, the decoder can optimally

identify the transmitted permutation vector p̂:

p̂ = argmin
p

mp. (15)

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

In this section, the performance of transmission in slow-

fading channels with Nr =1 is evaluated by means of Monte

Carlo simulation. Fig. 1 compares STBC-SM and STBC-SPM

with Nt = 3 and 4. STBC-SPM shows better error performance

than STBC-SM.

For the complexity comparison, the total number of ML

metric calculations is listed in Table. 1. In particular, the

complexity of exhaustive search is C ·M4, where C and M
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Fig. 1. BER comparisons of MIMO systems using STBC-SM and STBC-
SPM with various Nt and modulation alphabets.

TABLE I
STBC-SM AND STBC-SPM COMPLEXITY COMPARISON

Nt modulation exhaustive search proposed method complexity saving

3
QPSK 1024 96 90.6%

16QAM 262144 384 99.9%

4
QPSK 4096 384 90.6%

16QAM 1048576 1536 99.9%

represent the number of permutation vectors and number of

constellation points, respectively. Meanwhile, the proposed

low-complexity decoder requires 4c · P · M , where c and P

denotes the number of codewords and number of permutation

groups in (5). As can be seen, the complexity saving is up to

three order of magnitudes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we elaborate on the STBC-SPM MIMO

scheme and its low complexity ML decoder. We can see that

STBC-SPM achieves better error rate performance than STBC-

SM. Additionally, by using the complexity structure, the

optimal STBC-SPM decoder only requires 0.1% complexity

compared with the exhaustive search. The work report here

can be generalized to STBC-SPM with arbrtiary number of

transmit antennas, and the design of suboptimal decoder with

further complexity reduction, which are our future research

directions.
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Abstract—In the present paper, we compare inter-cell and
co-channel interference power between A-ZCZ sequence sets
and that of GMO-ZCZ sequence sets by computer simulation.
The simulation results shows that the A-ZCZ sequence set is
advantageous when the cell radius is small and the GMO-ZCZ
sequence set is advantageous when it is large.

Index Terms—ZCZ sequence sets, AS-CDMA, inter-cell inter-
ference, co-channel interference

I. INTRODUCTION

Code-division multiple-access (CDMA) has been widely

applied in digital cellular systems. In CDMA systems, channel

separation is provided by pseudo-random codes referred to as

spreading sequences.

In recent years, approximately synchronized CDMA (AS-

CDMA) systems have attracted a great deal of attention

because co-channel interference within a cell does not exist

in some types of AS-CDMA systems. In such AS-CDMA

systems, zero-correlation zone (ZCZ) sequence sets are used as

spreading sequences in order to realize this advantage [1], [2].

In addition, asymmetric ZCZ (A-ZCZ) sequence sets [3] and

generalized mutually orthogonal ZCZ (GMO-ZCZ) sequence

sets [4] have been proposed by extending the ZCZ sequence

sets. An A-ZCZ sequence set is composed of several ZCZ

sequence subsets, and has the property whereby the zero-cross-

correlation zone (ZCCZ) length between different sequence

subsets is larger than the ZCZ length of the same sequence

subset. Similarly, a GMO-ZCZ sequence set is composed of

several ZCZ sequence subsets. However, it has the property

whereby the ZCZ length of the same sequence subset is larger

than the ZCCZ length between different sequence subsets. By

assigning the sequence subsets of the A-ZCZ sequence sets

or the GMO-ZCZ sequence sets to different cells, there is a

possibility that inter-cell interference power from neighboring

cells is reduced. However, concrete comparison of inter-cell

interference power between the A-ZCZ sequence sets and

the GMO-ZCZ sequence sets has not been done until now.

In the present paper, we compare inter-cell and co-channel

interference power of the A-ZCZ sequence sets and that of the

GMO-ZCZ sequence sets by computer simulation, and clarify

the property of their interference power.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we define A-ZCZ sequence sets, GMO-ZCZ

sequence sets, and related terms.

Let Z be a set with N sequence sets containing M se-

quences of period P . Z can be represented as

Z = {Zn | 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1} ,

Zn =
{
Z(n)
m | 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 1

}
,

Z(n)
m =

(
z
(n,m)
0 , · · · , z(n,m)

p , · · · , z
(n,m)
P−1

)
, (1)

where Zn, Z
(n)
m , and z

(n,m)
p denote a sequence subset, a

sequence, and a sequence element, respectively. Suppose that

all of the sequences in Z satisfy the following conditions:

∀n, ∀m, 1 ≤ |τ | ≤ Ls,

R
Z

(n)

m ,Z
(n)

m

(τ) = 0, (2)

∀n, ∀m0 �= m1, |τ | ≤ Ls,

R
Z

(n)

m0
,Z

(n)

m1

(τ) = 0, (3)

∀n0 �= n1, ∀m0, ∀m1, |τ | ≤ Ld,

R
Z

(n0)

m0
,Z

(n1)

m1

(τ) = 0, (4)

where Rx,y (τ) is the periodic correlation function between

x and y. In addition, Ls is referred to as a ZCZ length

in each sequence subset, and Ld is referred to as a ZCCZ

length between different sequence subsets. If Ls < Ld is

satisfied, Z is referred to as an A-ZCZ sequence set, and it is

represented as A (P, {N ×M} , {Ls, Ld}) in order to exhibit

its parameters. On the other hand, if Ls > Ld is satisfied, Z is

referred to as a GMO-ZCZ sequence set, and it is represented

as G (P, {N ×M} , {Ls, Ld}).

III. COMPUTER SIMULATION

In this simulation, we assume two cells, that is, one is a

desired cell and the other is a neighboring cell. In addition, we

assume that a base station receives signals of the same power



from each terminal in a cell because of power control. How-

ever, inter-cell interference signals from the neighboring cell

attenuate depending on the distance. A (128, {2× 8} , {6, 14})
and G (128, {2× 8} , {14, 6}) are constructed using a quadri-

phase perfect sequence of period 16 and a bi-phase 8 dimen-

sional orthogonal matrix from the methods mentioned in [3]

and [4], respectively. The A-ZCZ sequence set and the GMO-

ZCZ sequence set have 2 sequence subsets, and each sequence

subset includes 8 sequences. In this simulation, one sequence

subset is assigned to the desired cell and the other sequence

subset is assigned to the a neighboring cell. Therefore, the

maximum number of terminals in each cell is 8. Table I shows

simulation parameters.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Number of cells 2

Type of ZCZ sequence sets A-ZCZ, GMO-ZCZ

Sequence length 128 [chips]

Total number of sequences 16

Number of sequence
subsets

2

Number of sequences
in each sequence subset

8

ZCZ length of the same
sequence subset

6 [chips] (A-ZCZ),
14 [chips] (GMO-ZCZ)

ZCCZ length between
different sequence subsets

14 [chips] (A-ZCZ),
6 [chips] (GMO-ZCZ)

Modulation method QPSK

Chip rate 3.0 [Mchips/sec]

Cell radius 600(m), 1400(m)

Maximum number of
terminals in each cell

8

Distribution of terminals Uniform distribution

Figure 1 shows a simulation result when the cell radius is

600(m). In this case, although co-channel interference in a

cell does not occurs theoretically, inter-cell interference may

occurs. The horizontal axis is the number of terminals in each

cell and the vertical axis is the ratio of average interference

power to desired signal power. The result shows that the

average interference power of the GMO-ZCZ sequence set

is larger than that of A-ZCZ sequence set regardless of the

number of terminals in each cell.

Figure 2 shows a simulation result when the cell radius is

1400(m). In this case, although co-channel interference of the

GMO-ZCZ sequence set in a cell does not occurs theoretically,

that of the A-ZCZ sequence set and inter-cell interference may

occurs. The result shows that the average interference power

of the A-ZCZ sequence set is larger than that of GMO-ZCZ

sequence set when the number of terminals is greater than or

equal to 3.

From both the results, the A-ZCZ sequence set is advanta-

geous when the cell radius is adequately small, the GMO-ZCZ

sequence set is advantageous when it is large. Note that in the

all cases, the average interference power is extremely small.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, we have compared inter-cell and co-

channel interference power of A-ZCZ sequence sets and that

of GMO-ZCZ sequence sets by computer simulation. The

simulation results shows that the A-ZCZ sequence set is

advantageous when the cell radius is small and the GMO-ZCZ

sequence set is advantageous when it is large. This result is

expected to be useful for designing AS-CDMA systems using

A-ZCZ sequence sets or GMO-ZCZ sequence sets.
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Fig. 1. Number of terminals vs. mean value of I/S (Cell radius is 600(m))
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Fig. 2. Number of terminals vs. mean value of I/S (Cell radius is 1400(m))
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Abstract—This paper proposes transmission technologies for
acoustic communications in order to mitigate doubly-selective en-
vironments. The single carrier block (SCB) transmission schemes
using frequency domain equalization (FDE) are effective for
frequency selectivity, but it suffers from performance degradation
due to time selectivity. This paper proposes SCB transmission
schemes for acoustic communications which introduce a frame
format suitable for channel interpolation (CI), and employs cyclic
delay diversity (CDD) in order to extend communication distance.
In particular, the proposed schemes can mitigate tracking error
caused by time-varying channels, owing to CI based on mul-
tiple estimated channel impulse responses (CIRs). Finally, it is
confirmed that the proposed schemes of 8kbps have excellent
performance in a delay spread of up to 10msec and a Doppler
frequency of around 1Hz, on the basis of field evaluation results
in terrestrial and shallow underwater environments.

Index Terms—Acoustic Communications, Single Carrier Block
Transmission, Frequency Domain Equalization, Doubly-Selective
Channels, Channel Estimation

I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic communications suffer from severe doubly-

selective environment regardless of terrestrial environment or

underwater environments [1],[2]. It is difficult for acoustic

communications to employ automatic repeat-request (ARQ), if

acoustic communications assume point to multi-point (P-MP)

communications and data communications with small latency.

Thus, there are the three problems for the above mentioned

acoustic communications: 1) to cope with several msec delay

spread in acoustic communication environment; 2) to cope

with slowly time-varying channel caused by human body

movement in terrestrial acoustic communications (TRACs)

or wave fluctuations in underwater acoustic communications

(UWACs); 3) to maintain communication quality and com-

munication distance regardless of speaker performance and

communication environment.

This paper proposes single carrier block (SCB) transmission

schemes for acoustic communications using frequency domain

equalization (FDE) [3]. As a feature of the proposed schemes,

for the item 1), it employs the SCB transmission schemes

in the presence of intersymbol interference (ISI). For the

item 2), it employs a frame structure suitable for channel

interpolation (CI), using multiple estimated channel impulse

responses (CIRs) to improve tracking performance. For the

item 3), it employs cyclic delay diversity (CDD) to improve

the receiver sensitivity [4]. Finally, it is confirmed that the

proposed schemes have excellent performance in TRAC and

shallow UWAC channels.

II. PROPOSED FRAME STRUCTURE

Fig. 1 shows the proposed frame structure for acoustic

communications. In the proposed frame structure, one training

sequence (TS) is inserted every two data blocks. The data

block transmits ND-symbol information with an NC-symbol

cyclic prefix (CP). The training sequence consists of an NM -

symbol M-sequence and NC-symbol CP, where the order of

the primitive polynomial for the M-sequence is g.

Fig. 1. Proposed frame structure.

III. PROPOSED CHANNEL INTERPOLATION METHOD

This section proposes CI in order to track time-varying

channels. To improve the tracking performance, the proposed

CI interpolates the two CIR estimated by the closest two TSs

in the time domain, where CIR estimation in the time domain

is described in [5]. The proposed CI estimates the CIR as

follows: it derives discrete timing from TSs located prior to

and posterior to data block. it derives the estimated CIR by

means of CI according to the derived timing.

IV. TRAC FIELD EVALUATION RESULTS

This section shows the field evaluation results of the pro-

posed SCB transmission schemes under the following two

conditions: a) bit error rate (BER) and block error rate (BLER)



performances with and without CDD in a TRAC static envi-

ronment; b) BER and BLER performances with and without CI

in the terrestrial quasi-static environment. These experiments

evaluated 8kbps communications. Table I shows experimental

parameters of the proposed SCB transmission schemes.

Fig. 2 shows BER and BLER performances in actual field

experiments as a function of distance in a 10m×10m room

corresponding to the condition a). N of CDD (N ) indicates

the number of cyclic symbols in CDD. As shown in Fig. 2,

CDD (4) which introduced 4 symbol delay, has obtained path

diversity gain. The performance of CDD (0) at 7m seems

to degrade owing to beat interference caused by zero delay

CDD. Fig. 3 shows BER and BLER performances in an

actual field experiment as a function of fDT corresponding

to the condition b). Fig. 3 shows that CI can improve tracking

performance on time-varying channels.

TABLE I
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

data modulation QPSK

frame structure
block size ND=512
CP size NC=64

SW length NM=127

filter
raised cosine filter

roll-off factor 0.2

demodulator FDE weight MMSE

error correction code Reed-Solomon RS(255, 225)

sampling rate 96kHz

quantization bit 24bit

carrier frequency
TRAC 22.6kHz
UWAC 30kHz

Fig. 2. BER and BLER performances in actual field experiment as a function
of distance.

V. UWAC FIELD EVALUATION RESULTS

This section shows field evaluation results in the shallow-sea

quasi-static environment, where the Tx transducer depth is 2m,

the Rx transducer depth is 0.7m, and the communication dis-

tance is 370m. Table II shows the field evaluation results. In the

shallow underwater channel, the proposed schemes improve

BER and BLER performances for the sake of equalization

Fig. 3. BER and BLER performances in actual field experiment as a function
of fDT .

using CI. This is because quasi-static shallow-sea channels

change due to wave fluctuations.

TABLE II
UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC COMMUNICATION RESULTS CONDUCTED AT A

COMMUNICATION DISTANCE OF 370M

BER BLER

w/o CI 1.45×10−2 1.00×100

w/ CI 1.49×10−3 error free

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed the SCB transmission employing

the CI and CDD for large time-dispersive channels of acoustic

communications. Through field evaluation results using actual

speakers, it has confirmed that CDD improves receiver sensi-

tivity and CI improves tracking performance on time-varying

channels. The field evaluation results have confirmed that the

proposed SCB transmission schemes are suitable for actual

quasi-static acoustic communication environments.
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Abstract—This paper discusses actual evaluation results of a
differential multiple single carrier (MSC) modulation scheme for
underwater acoustic communications (UWACs). UWACs suffer
from severe doubly-selective channels and inter-carrier interfer-
ence due to non-uniform frequency offset. In addition, assuming
image data communications, UWACs require improved frequency
efficiency. To resolve these issues, this paper proposes a wireless
transmission scheme that employs differential MSC modulation
scheme. Next, this paper investigates the parameters for 8kbps-
UWACs and 64kbps-UWACs aiming at wireless control of au-
tonomous underwater vehicles and image data communications,
respectively. Finally, two actual evaluation results in an acoustic
experimental pool and an actual shallow-sea environment confirm
that the UWAC MODEMs have excellent performance on severe
doubly-selective channels.

Index Terms—Underwater Acoustic Communications, Channel
Prediction, Doubly-Selective Channels, Per-Survivor Processing,
Multi-Carrier Modulation Scheme, Multi-Level Modulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, wireless control of autonomous underwater ve-

hicles (AUVs) and image data communications for ocean

resource search are of increasing interest [1]. For realization by

underwater acoustic communications (UWACs), the following

issues must be resolved: 1) to improve performance on severe

doubly-selective channels; 2) to cope with inter-carrier inter-

ference due to non-uniform frequency offset; 3) to improve fre-

quency efficiency for image data communications. To resolve

these issues, this paper proposes a communication scheme that

employs multi-carrier (MC) modulation scheme and differ-

ential encoding/multiple differential detection based on per-

survivor processing (PSP-MDD) with channel prediction [2]

for frequency selectivity and time selectivity of the item 1),

respectively. With respect to the items 2) and 3), this paper

employs multiple single carrier (MSC) modulation scheme and

multi-level modulation, respectively. MSC modulation scheme

parallely transmits information using narrowband single car-

riers. Next, this paper investigates transmission schemes that

realize 8kbps and 64kbps for wireless control of AUVs and

image data communications, respectively. Finally, this paper

performs two experimental evaluations and confirms that the

UWAC MODEMs using the proposed scheme are effective on

severe doubly-selective UWAC channels.

II. COMMUNICATION SCHEME FOR UWACS

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the communication model

employing the proposed scheme.

Fig. 1. Communication model employing the proposed scheme.

A. MSC Modulation Scheme

This paper employs MSC modulation scheme, which is one

of MC modulation schemes. This is because the extremely

large signal frequency bandwidth to center carrier frequency

ratio in UWACs. Under the above-mentioned condition, it

is problematic that the Doppler shifts differ significantly at

the upper and lower ends of the occupied bandwidth. MSC

modulation scheme can compensate the Doppler shift for each

carrier, so MSC scheme is suitable for the above-mentioned

condition.

B. PSP-MDD with Channel Prediction

PSP-MDD [2] discussed in this paper is equivalent to

PSP-MLSE (maximum-likelihood sequence estimation). The

previous work [2] discusses the channel estimation weights for

the inverse-modulated value, which are used in calculating the

estimated channel impulse response (CIR). The channel esti-

mation weights for the improvement of the receiver sensitivity

is averaging of the estimated CIR the most recent N symbols.

N is the observation range of the received signals. Also,

regarding the channel estimation weights for the improvement

of the tracking capability on fast time-varying channels, the

order of channel prediction L depends on N , and L = N −1.

C. Algorithm to Reduce the Number of States

This paper employs decision-feedback sequence estimation

(DFSE) [3]. The number of states for the Viterbi algorithm



is MN−1−ΔV , where the symbol length referring to the

surviving path for DFSE is ΔV and the multi-level modulation

index is M . PSP-DFSE with ΔV = 0 corresponds to PSP-

MLSE.

III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

A. Parameters of UWAC MODEMs

Table I shows the parameters of the transmission schemes.
TABLE I

PARAMETERS OF THE TRANSMISSION SCHEMES

Items Wireless control of AUVs Image data communications

Transmission rate 8kbps 64kbps

Modulation QPSK 16PSK

Filter 20% root cosine roll-off

Transmission rate per subcarrier 93.75sps

The number of subcarriers 64 256

The center frequency 30kHz 28kHz

Reed-Solomon code (240, 166, 8) (255, 177, 8)

Abbreviation DMSC2 DMSC4

B. Evaluation Results in Acoustic Experimental Pool

This section discusses an actual evaluation for a doubly-

selective environment. In an acoustic experimental pool, two

receive transducers are separated by 1.0m and fixed at a water

depth of 1.0m. A transmit transducer is placed below the center

of each receive transducer and moves periodically a distance of

0.25m to 1.25m from the receive transducer at average speed v.

The moving speed is not constant, therefore, v is approximated

using the average speed obtained from the moving distance

and the corresponding time. In this experiment, a delay wave

is generated mechanically by a reflector to simulate a doubly-

selective environment.

Figs. 2 and 3 show block error rate (BLER) performances

of PSP-MDD as a function of v, where the transmission

schemes are DMSC2 and DMSC4, respectively. In addition,

BLER performances of differential detection (DD) are also

plotted for references. In Figs. 2 and 3, NR is the number

of receive antennas. In Fig. 3, PSP-DFSE exhibits better

BLER performance than PSP-MLSE, therefore, the BLER

performance of PSP-DFSE is plotted only when L = 3. ΔV in

PSP-DFSE is 1. It seems that the results may be influenced by

the estimated CIR obtained by channel prediction, and details

are currently under investigation.

Fig. 2. BLER performance as a function of v (DMSC2).

Figs. 2 and 3 show the following results: PSP-MDD with 1st

channel prediction has the best tracking performance in both

Fig. 3. BLER performance as a function of v (DMSC4).

DMSC2 and DMSC4; the tracking performance of PSP-MDD

in the doubly-selective environment is improved compared

with that of DD.

C. Evaluation Results in Actual Shallow-Sea Environment

This section discusses the BLER performances of UWAC

MODEMs in an actual shallow-sea environment in the pres-

ence of frequency selectivity. When the transmission scheme

is DMSC4, the evaluation results confirm that PSP-MDD

(L = 0) has a BLER of less than 10−3, assuming a 0.7m

distance between the two receive transducers, a water depth

of 25m, and a 10m distance between the transmit transducer

and the receive transducers. When the transmission scheme

is DMSC2, the evaluation results confirm that PSP-MDD

(L = 0) is free of block error, assuming a 0.7m distance

between the two receive transducers, a water depth of 2m,

and 370m distance between the transmit transducer and the

receive transducers.

IV. CONCLUTION

This paper has proposed a wireless transmission scheme

based on differential MSC modulation scheme for severe

doubly-selective channels like UWACs. This paper also exper-

imentally has evaluated UWAC MODEMs with the proposed

scheme in two environments. Evaluation results in an acoustic

experimental pool have confirmed that PSP-MDD with 1st

channel prediction has excellent performance in a doubly-

selective environment. Next, evaluation results in a shallow-sea

environment have confirmed that the proposed schemes using

16PSK and QPSK enable communication up to distances of

around 10m and 370m, respectively.
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The proposed method used Python language for 
development and implementation in the Atom. Our method 
was executed on compilation environment via a personal 
computer with an Intel i7  2.00 GHz CPU, and 8GB of 
RAM. The operating system of the experimental computer 

was Windows 10.

the lack of data 
available in the existing literature. However, all test images 
are the real road images 

 including both straight and curve 
lane lines. The size of test images is 1280  720. Moreover, 
there are buildings, other vehicles, tree and shadows.

Fig. 1. The example of result image from our proposed method.
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Abstract—For autonomous vehicles, lane changes on crowded
roads are difficult to be performed without interactions and
cooperation between vehicles. This paper proposes a novel
method to learn interaction and cooperate between the multiple
vehicles to solve the complex traffic problem through Multi-
Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL). The proposed network
is designed based on the interaction network to learn optimal
control strategies considering interaction between vehicles. By
applying the proposed algorithm, the network can control and
train the agents regardless of the number of agents. It is a
practical advantage because the number of the vehicles is con-
stantly changed in the real environment. The proposed method
is evaluated in the connected car environment where all vehicles
can exchange information with each other.

Index Terms—multi-agent reinforcement learning, interaction
network, cooperative driving, connected car

I. INTRODUCTION

Driving on the congested roads is one of the most difficult

problem for autonomous vehicles. Autonomous vehicles have

mostly defensive path planning algorithms, so it is difficult to

try to change lanes in congested situations. However, in an

urban environment such as intersections, branch and merge

roads, the ability to reach the desired lane in a complex traffic

is essential. Fig. 1 (a) shows an example of a crowded traffic

environment requiring the lane change. Human drivers, in the

crowded roads, can change lanes by showing intention to other

vehicles and understanding their interactions. In light of this

fact, autonomous vehicle also requires the ability to understand

the interactions with other vehicles.

The purpose of this study is to design and train a MARL

network that solves the lane change problem in crowded roads

without interfering the overall traffic flow. Several methods

are applied to solve this problem. Interaction network [1] is

designed to learn the physical interactions of the multiple

objects and used to predict the motion of the objects. In this

study, a new method, which applies interaction network to

the reinforcement learning, is proposed. The reinforcement

learning method is designed based on Proximal Policy Op-

timization (PPO). Curriculum learning [3] is applied from

a few agents to many agents in the environment. It solves

This work was supported by the Industrial Strategic Technology Develop-
ment Program(10079730, Development and Evaluation of Automated Driving
Systems for Motorway and City Road) funded By the Ministry of Trade,
Industry & Energy(MOTIE, Korea)

Fig. 1. The image of the crowded roads and the simulation environment

the difficulty of exploration in multi-agent environment. We

assumed that all vehicles are connected via vehicle-to-vehicle

(V2V) communication. The main contributions of this paper

can be summarized as follows:

• A new network structure is designed for multi-agent

cooperative driving using PPO and interaction network.

The proposed structure learns the best actions of multiple

vehicles considering interactions.

• Since the proposed network can generate the actions

regardless of the number of agents, training and inference

can be performed even when the number of vehicles is

changing.

• The proposed method have the centralized structure that

can simultaneously control all vehicles with a single

network.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Environment

The proposed algorithm is trained and evaluated using the

environment, which is made with Unity ML-agents [4]. The

sample image of the simulation environment is shown in Fig.

1 (b). The environment provides the following information

for each agent: [position, velocity, current lane, target lane].

Each agent has 5 discrete actions: [maintaining current state,

acceleration, deceleration, lane change to left, lane change to

right]. The reward function (r(s)) is designed to allow the

agent to reach the target lane as fast as possible.

r(s) =
v

vmax

+ rlc + rc + rg (1)

where v is the current velocity of the vehicle, vmax is the

maximum velocity (40km/h) of the vehicle. rlc is the lane

change penalty for preventing unnecessary lane changes. rc is



Fig. 2. Overall network structure of the proposed method

the collision penalty. rg is the goal reward received when the

agent reaches the target lane.

B. Network design

The proposed network creates an embedded feature through

the interaction network. It creates relation vectors using in-

formation received from other vehicles (sender). The relation

vector b can be expressed as follows.

bi = [sr; ss,i;ui] (2)

where i is the index of other vehicles. sr and ss are the

states of the receiver and sender, respectively. u is the relation

attribute. In order to learn the intention of other vehicles, the

relation attribute contains the target lane of the sender.

A Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is used to learn the

relation and to calculate the effect of each relation. This layer

fr can have multiple hidden layers.

ei = fr(bi) (3)

where e is output of fr, representing the effect of each relation.

All effect vectors of the relations are obtained on the same

network fr.

The original interaction network uses the sum operation to

obtain the summarized effect for each agent. However, in the

proposed structure, the summarized effect is calculated using

average operation. It is designed to learn abstract interactions

regardless of the number of agents. The summarized effect of

each agent can be expressed as follows.

c =
1

N − 1

N−1∑
k=1

ek (4)

The summarized effect calculated in (4) is used as one of the

input features of the PPO network. Other input features are the

state of agent and external input. External input is additional

information for making decision. The proposed method uses

the target lane of the own vehicle as external input. The

features are concatenated as follows.

g = [s; c; d] (5)

where g indicates the input of the PPO network. s is the state

of the own vehicle. d is the external input.

The PPO network consists of actor and critic network. The

actor network generates the policy and critic network evaluates

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

Number of Agents

Algorithm
Evaluation

Factor
3 6 9 12 15

CRL
# of Success 302 15 8 0 0

Velocity [km/h] 37.9 36.5 37.3 38.7 38.6

CommNet
# of Success 258 83 46 47 40

Velocity [km/h] 28.7 27.3 26.0 25.4 25.8

Proposed
Method

# of Success 245 191 151 145 133
Velocity [km/h] 37.1 36.3 34.7 33.2 33.2

the value of the current state. The actor and the critic network

use the same input g. The proposed network structure is shown

in Fig. 2. All vehicles have the network with same parameters.

The network is trained as the same method in [2].

III. RESULT

The proposed network is trained using curriculum learning

from simple environment (3 vehicles) to complex environment

(15 vehicles). To show the effectiveness of the proposed

method, we compared it with the two other methods. The

first method is centralized deep reinforcement learning (CRL)

method with parameter sharing. The second is CommNet [5],

which can also be trained even when the number of agents

changes. The PPO algorithm is applied to all methods, and

the structures of actor and critic are same.

Table 1 shows the test results for 2000 steps. There are

the number of success that the vehicle reached the target lane

and the average velocity. The results show that the proposed

method outperforms other methods. Especially when there

are many vehicles, the performance difference is remarkable.

This suggests that the proposed method can learn interactions

between vehicles more effectively.

The overall results of the proposed method can be found in

the video at the following link.

https://youtu.be/CacRZmjDIr4

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the novel MARL method is proposed to learn

the cooperative driving strategy in crowded traffic scenarios.

The result shows that the proposed method has better ability to

understand the traffic situation and to find the optimal policy

using the interactions between vehicles. It can be applied to

other problems that many agents need to collaborate with.
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Abstract—This paper studies an iteration reduction of channel
estimation method using matrix factorization (MF) based inter-
polation. It is important to set the initial value close to the optimal
solution to reduce the iteration. To obtain an appropriate initial
value, exploiting the existing methods with low computational
complexity such as linear interpolation is reasonable. While MF-
based interpolation can achieve high accuracy when randomly
determined pilot symbol allocation, it is not suitable for the
existing method. This paper proposes a pilot allocation where
fixed position and the randomly determined position are mixed
to perform both the linear interpolation and MF-based inter-
polation. Computational simulation result shows the iteration
reduction by the proposed pilot symbol allocation.

Index Terms—iteration reduction, channel estimation, interpo-
lation, matrix factorization, OFDM

I. INTRODUCTION

In current OFDM (orthogonal frequency division multi-

plexing) based wireless communication systems such as LTE

(long term evolution) and WLAN (wireless local area net-

work), channel estimation is essential. Since the performance

of channel estimation affects the following equalization and

error-correcting, the channel estimation should be performed

as accurately as possible. Recently, the channel estimation

using matrix factorization (MF) based interpolation [1] has

been proposed, which shows high accuracy compared with the

conventional interpolation method such as sinc interpolation

and DFT based interpolation [2].

In MF-based channel estimation, the optimization problem

is iteratively solved by alternative least square (ALS) [3]. This

results in a large number of iterations and a long processing

delay. It is important to set the initial value as close to the

optimal solution as possible. To obtain an appropriate initial

value, exploiting the existing methods with low computational

complexity such as linear interpolation is reasonable. On the

other hand, the estimation accuracy of the MF-based interpola-

tion method is significantly degraded when the pilot symbols

arranged in periodic. Moreover, if some subcarriers/OFDM

symbols do not include any pilot symbol, the performance is

also degraded. Therefore, in [1], pilot symbols are randomly

allocated under the constraint that at least one pilot symbol is

included for all the subcarriers and OFDM symbols. However,

since the pilot symbols may not surround some data symbols,

the estimation by the conventional method is difficult to be

performed.

Therefore, this paper proposes a pilot allocation that en-

ables to perform both the linear interpolation and MF-based

interpolation. In the proposed allocation, fixed position and the

randomly determined position are mixed. Then, the proposed

allocation enables MF-based interpolation with the estimated

value by the linear interpolation as the initial value and reduces

the number of iterations. The contribution of this paper is that

we propose the pilot symbol allocation for the MF-based inter-

polation method to reduce the number of iteration and confirm

the iteration reduction by the computational simulation.

Notations: Underlined letters represent vectors. Boldface

capital letters represent matrices. Calligraphic letter means

sets. (·)H represents Hermitian transpose.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

A channel frequency response (CFR) of k-th subcarrier in

i-th OFDM symbol is denoted by Hi,k. When the number of

subcarriers is Nsub, the i-th CFR Hi ∈ CNsub×1 is given as

Hi = Ghi where G ∈ CNsub×L is DFT matrix, hi ∈ CL×1 is

i-th CIR, and Cm×n is the complex matrix set with size m×n.

The channel matrix is represented as H = [H1, · · · , HNsym
]

where Nsym is the number of OFDM symbols. Each column

of the channel matrix is a linear combination of Fourier basis,

and the rank of the channel matrix is limited to L.

Here, we define a two-dimensional integer set K whose

element (i′, k′) indicates pilot symbol location in the time-

frequency domain. The CFR at pilot symbol location Hi′,k′

can be estimated by, for example, linear square (LS) estimation

or minimum mean square error estimation [5]. Since the rank

of the channel matrix is L, the channel matrix can be factorized

to H = PHQ where P ∈ CL×Nsub and Q ∈ CL×Nsym .

According to [4], MF problem is formulated as follows:

min
P,Q

∑
(i′,k′)∈K

(
Ĥi′,k′ − pH

i′
q
k′

)2
+ λ

(
||p

i′
||2 + ||q

k′

||2
)

(1)

where p
i′

and q
k′

are the i′ and k′-th column of P and Q, and

λ is the parameter which controls the extent of regularization.

The optimization problem in Eq. 1 can be iteratively solved

by ALS [3].

Since we update matrices P and Q alternately, a large

number of updating is required to get an accurate channel

estimate. However, in the communication systems such as

LTE and WLAN, processing delay is an issue. It is expected

to obtain an accurate estimated value with less updating by

using roughly estimated value by the existing interpolation

method as an initial value. While MF-based interpolation

can achieve high accuracy when randomly determined pilot



Fig. 1. Pilot symbol allocation in the proposed method.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Frequency band 1.7 GHz
Bandwidth 10 MHz

Number of Subcarriers 600
Number of OFDM symbols 600

OFDM symbol duration (include CP) 66.67 + 4.69 μsec
Delay profile ETU [6]

Maximum Doppler frequency 300 Hz
Number of rays 20

symbol allocation, It is not suitable for the existing method.

Therefore, we propose new pilot allocation where some of

the pilot symbols are arranged to a fixed location, and the

others are arranged to a random location. The example of the

proposed pilot allocation is shown in Fig. 1. In this example,

the four corner shows the fixed pilot allocation, and the other

pilot symbol allocation is randomly determined under the

constraint that each row and column includes at least one pilot

symbol.

III. COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATION

This section shows simulation result to confirm the reduc-

tion of number of iteration. We assume LTE downlink sys-

tems and the Rayleigh channel with additive white Gaussian

noise. The simulation parameters are shown in Table I. The

least square estimation is used as the estimation of CFR at

each pilot symbol location. The estimated value is given as

Ĥi,k = Hi,k+wi,k where wi,k is estimation error which obeys

complex Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance

σ2. SNR (signal to noise ratio) is defined as 1
σ2 . For the MF-

based interpolation, we set λ is 10−5. The estimation accuracy

is measured by mean absolute error (MAE) which is calculated

by 1
NsymNsub

∑
i,k |Hi,k − Ĥi,k|.

Figure 2 shows the MAE performance of the proposed

method (’Prop.’ in Fig. 2) and the conventional ones (’Conv.’

in Fig. 2) in the ETU scenario [6] with maximum Doppler

frequency 300 Hz. The conventional method uses the estimated

value by LS estimation at the pilot location and zero-padded

at the data symbol location. We can observe that the proposed

method shows fast convergence performance compared with

the MF-based method [1]. The proposed method enables to

start the iteration algorithm from a position which closes to the

Fig. 2. MAE performance comparison between the conventional method and
the proposed method.

optimal solution because the initial value is roughly estimated

by linear interpolation. We can confirm the reduction of the

iteration count by the proposed method when SNR is both 20

and 40. In particular, when the SNR is 20 dB, the proposed

method converges to the optimal solution in about ten times,

but the conventional method requires about twenty times.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed the new pilot symbol allocation

to apply the conventional interpolation method such as linear

interpolation as the initial value of MF based interpolation

method. We validated that the proposed method can reduce

the number of iteration of MF based interpolation method in

LTE downlink channel. A part of our future work will consider

the effect of frequency offset for the MF-based interpolation

method.
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Abstract—Approximate computing is a way to help 

computer system greatly improve computing efficiency. 

Compared with traditional computer system's computing mode, 

the approximate computation of computers may be able to 

accomplish more tasks under the same resource consumption. 

In general, DSP hardware architecture requires using a large 

number of floating-point operations and multiplier, which will 

cost a large amount of hardware resources; using fixed-point 

arithmetic implemented in hardware enables the DSP algorithm 

to processing the constant multiplication simultaneously. 

However, on the other hand, this can affect the accuracy of the 

calculation results. Facing these hardware circuit design 

problems, this research attempt to realize the Probabilistic 

Neural Network (PNN) hardware architecture of approximate 

calculation with using genetic algorithm (GA). Considering 

hardware resource consumption and computing speed, we hope 

that by sacrificing the precision of operational results to reduce 

the hardware complexity of the PNN hardware circuit. 

Keywords—Approximate computing, floating-point, fixed-

point, Probabilistic Neural Network, genetic algorithm 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of Approximate Computing is to improve the 

computing efficiency of the system by eliminating some minor 

computation. Approximate computing is a way that might help 

computer systems improve computing performance. For some 

systems, even if the imprecision of the result, such inaccuracy will 

not affect users' final judgment or perception. Take the algorithm of 

machine learning as example, the reduction of accuracy in the 

process can be tolerated as long as the final classification result is 

correct. In this sense, there is no dramatic difference between an 

imprecise output and an exact output. When implementing DSP 

algorithms in hardware, the floating-point multiplication and 

division often appear in the algorithm, are the main reasons that 

cause the calculation time-consuming. These modules are also 

significant at consuming hardware resources when it comes to 

hardware. To improve the performance of hardware and reduce the 

cost of hardware resources, we often convert part of a floating-point 

operation to a fixed-point operation. However, using different bits 

for a fixed-point operation will affect both the cost of hardware 

resources and the accuracy of the system. In general, we can reduce 

the cost of hardware resources by approximating computations 

while maintaining acceptable accuracy. 

For an evolvable hardware design problem, the most basic 

standard of performance evaluation is the correctness of the circuit 

output and cost both hardware resources. Our efforts to achieve is to 

make an efficient compact circuit approximate with the original 

algorithm of calculation results while ensuring the precision 

conditions. In this study, we use Genetic Algorithm (GA) to realize 

approximate calculation of the hardware circuit of Probabilistic 

neural network (PNN)[1], the main purpose is to achieve the best 

balance between maintaining good classification ability and the least 

hardware resource consumption. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Probabilistic neural network 

Probabilistic neural network (PNN) is proposed by Specht [1], 

which is a supervised learning neural network based on Bayesian 

decision rule. Its network architecture is divided into four layers, 

including input layer, hidden layer, summation layer and output layer, 

as shown in Fig.1. 

Input layer

Gaussian 

neuron

Summation layer Output layerHidden layer

xn-1

xn

Fig. 1. The structure of PNN model 

The input layer represents each feature of the input vector as a 

node. In hidden layer, the probability density function of the ith

neuron is the following form 
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where X is the input vector, Yai is the ith pattern from class CA, �  is

the smoothing factor of Gaussian function.  

The third layer is the summation layer. In the summation layer, 

the probability density function PA(X) of class CA is defined by
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where m is the number of training patterns from class CA.

The output layer unit classifies the input vector in accordance 

with the Bayesian decision rule based on the output of all the 

summation layer neurons. 

B. Optimized design of PNN hardware using GA 

1) Basics of GA algorithm
GA algorithm [2] was proposed by Prof. J.Holland in the 

United States in 1975. The key concept of GA is to imitate the 

natural evolution law of natural selection in nature and to solve the 

optimization problem. There are three main operators in the GA 

algorithm: reproduction, crossover, and mutation. Firstly, encode all 

the parameters into chromosomes, and define fitness function. The 

evolution started from the population of completely random 

individuals, evaluated the adaptability of each chromosome to the 

environment in each iteration process, and then generate the new 

population through natural selection and mutation. Repeat until the 

final break conditions are met. 
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Fig. 2. The flowchart of GA 

 

2) The proposed method 

 
The hidden layer neurons of PNN are responsible for the 

computer rate density function, which performs the nonlinear 

transformation from the input space to the hidden layer. The weight 

vector of hidden layer neurons represents a training pattern, and the 

probability density function is a Gaussian function in 

multidimensional feature space, which is a nonlinear function. Such 

nonlinear functions are often implemented on hardware. In addition, 

the Gaussian function is decided by a smoothing coefficient of σ its 

distribution scope. The larger the σ, the wider the breadth, and the 

smaller σ, the narrower the breadth. When the input vector is near 

the center of the Gaussian function, the hidden layer node will 

produce a larger output. In practical engineering, the look-up table 

is often used to approximate these nonlinear functions. In this study, 

the number of bits encoded by the smoothing parameters and 

probability values of PNN is used as the gene encodes of each 

individual in GA, and the recognition rate of the PNN classifier is 

used as the fitness function, using GA to optimize the parameters to 

obtain the circuit structure with both the correct rate and the low 

memory resource consumption. 

III. RESULTS 

In order to reduce the amount of logic gate usage, we store the 

Gaussian probability values in the memory, so the resource usage is 

expressed in memory units (bits). In order to understand the impact 

of different indicators on the system, we conducted two experiments 

with IRIS dataset separately. Table I shows the effect of different 

smoothing parameters on the amount of memory used in the case of 

the same number of bits (7 bits) and the same accuracy of 

classification. It can be known that the smaller the smoothing 

parameters, the lower the amount of hardware resources usage is. 

Table II shows the influence of different bits on the usage and 

accuracy of memory after obtaining the best smoothing parameters, 

reducing the number of data bits while also reducing the number of 

logic gates of synthesis register. 

 
TABLE I. EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT SMOOTHING PARAMETERS ON 

MEMORY USAGE 

smoothing parameter 25.283 22.412 20.096 18.763 11.571 

No. of probability 

values 
7,077 5,561 4469 3,879 1,482 

Memory usage (bits) 49,539 38,927 31,283 27,153 10,374 

 

TABLE II. THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT BITS ON MEMORY USAGE 

 16 bits 8 bits 4 bits 3 bits 2 bits 

The best 
smoothing 
parameter 

396.509 18.275 4.860 2.528 2.238 

Classification 
accuracy 

0.962 0.962 0.962 0.971 0.962 

No. of probability 
values 

3,705,185 4,164 160 33 17 

Memory usage 
(bits) 

59,282,960 33,312 640 99 34 

 

Under the condition of ensuring classification accuracy, after 

using GA to search the optimal solution set of the best parameters 

of the PNN hardware architecture, that is, the smoothing coefficient 

σ and the number of encoded bits of the probability value, and 

implementing the circuit on Altera MAX 10 device, the circuit 

module with simplified circuit and high performance can be 

obtained. The hardware resources used are as shown in Table III. 

Fig.3 and Fig.4 are the waveform simulation results of the partial 

operation. The number in the red line is the classification test result 

of inputting a feature vector. When the stimulation clock frequency 

is set to have 2 ns clock period with 1 ns high and 1 ns low, the 

circuit outputs the classification result at 373 ns. In conclusion, 186 

clock cycles are required to complete a classification process. 

 

TABLE III. THE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION OF PNN HARDWARE 

CIRUCIT  DESIGN FOR IRIS CLASSIFICATION PROBLEM. 

FPGA Device Altera MAX 10 

10M50DAF484C7G 
EDA Tool Altera Quartus 
Total Logic Elements 97 / 49,760 (<1%) 
Total Register 55 

Total Pins 11 / 360 (3%) 
Total memory bits 2,560 / 1,677,312 (<1%) 
Performance (Slow 1200mV 85C Model) 144.68 MHz 
Performance (Slow 1200mV 0C Model) 159.85 MHz 

 

 

Fig. 3. Waveform simulation result 

 

Fig. 4. Simulation of classification result 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study introduces a method for implementing the 

approximate calculation of PNN hardware circuits using GA. While 

ensuring that the correct rate is not affected, we use GA to search 

for the optimal parameters of the PNN and establish a look-up table 

method for nonlinear functions to simplify the complexity of the 

hardware architecture, reduce the use of logic gates, and increase the 

operation speed. 
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Abstract—In Japan, as the rate of dementia increases, the
interest in preventing dementia also increases. In this paper, we
propose a flowerpot-type robot system called Famileaf. Growing
a plant using Famileaf is expected to prevent dementia. The robot
comprises a flowerpot, microcomputer, multiple sensors, and a
battery. Famileaf can post a comment on a social networking site
(SNS) to interact with an elderly person who is a grower. The
users of the robot can grow plants in the same manner as they
take care of a pet. Because the users can grow plants with more
attachment, the use of Famileaf is expected to prevent dementia.
Herein, the concept and the prototype of Famileaf have been
described.

Index Terms—Famileaf, Dementia prevention

I. INTRODUCTION

A survey conducted by the Cabinet Office of Japan [1],

estimates that the number of people suffering from dementia

aged 65 or above will be approximately 7 million in 2025

(comprising approximately 20% of the population of this

age group). Furthermore, the number of carers needed is

increasing. Therefore, efforts to prevent dementia are urgently

required for patients with dementia in their homes as well as

assisted living residences.

It has been reported that, the activation of brain functions

through activities such as reading, writing, conversing, phys-

ical exercise, and improving eating habits are effective for

preventing dementia [2]. Hence, various activities for residents

are performed in assisted living residences in an effort to

prevent dementia.

Herein, we aim to develop a flowerpot-type robot system

called Famileaf that combines a planter with plants, sensors,

etc. Famileaf enables its users to grow plants with more

attachment, which is expected to prevent dementia. This study

introduces the concept and prototype of Famileaf.

II. CONVENTIONAL APPROACH TO DEMENTIA

PREVENTION

In assisted living residences, at present, various efforts are

undertaken for preventing dementia. This chapter describes

the methods based on the measure of dementia prevention,

particularly the interaction of an elderly person with an animal,

robot, and plant.

Generally, interaction with animals is considered beneficial

for dementia prevention. In assisted living residences, animal

therapy, wherein animals such as dogs and cats are in contact

Fig. 1. The prototype of the flowerpot robot called ’Famileaf’ (left) and its
internal structure (right).

with each other, is implemented to this end; it has been re-

ported to a positive mental and physical impact on participants

[3]. However, in animal therapy, there are problems related to

the hygiene and time-consuming training of animals.

In recent years, robot therapy that uses an robot instead of a

real animal has been proposed [4]. Although robot therapy can

solve the problems associated with animal therapy [5], [6], the

expense of a robot for the therapy is high, which is a major

obstacle for its wide application.

Plant therapy has been implemented; it is expected to foster

the user’s sense of responsibility and attachment to his/her

plant through cultivation. Further, plant therapy is beneficial

for motor function maintenance [7]. However, unlike with

animals and robots, it is difficult for the grower to immediately

interact with plants during cultivation. A grower often becomes

tired of growing a plant and therefore fails to maintain it.

Here, the following is an example of an immediate inter-

action is explained. For example, when a dog owner feeds

a hungry dog, the owner can immediately confirm the dog’s

happy reaction about receiving the food. Hence, there is an

immediate response to one’s own behavior, and confirming

this response is called immediate interaction in this research.

III. FLOWERPOT-TYPE ROBOT

We propose a flowerpot-type robot system called Famileaf

to realize the immediate interaction between growers and

plants. Famileaf is a planter equipped with a micro computer

and sensors that are used while growing plants (Fig. 1). Based



Famileaf

Grower

Nurture of plant
(e.g. Watering)

Post a comment
(e.g. I feel thirsty !)

Fig. 2. Interaction of Famileaf and the grower (left). Encouragement of
conversation through Famileaf (right).

on sensor output, the robots post various comments on a

social networking service (SNS). Famileaf is intended for

use in environments wherein multiple subjects of dementia

prevention reside, such as assisted living residences.

A. System overview

Famileaf has functions such as nurturing and situation

feedback that enables immediate interaction. The details of

each function are described below.

The nurturing and situation feedback function is used to

generate a greater sense of responsibility and attachment in

users (Fig. 2 (left)). The function detects changes in the

grower’s care and its environment by means of sensors and

accordingly posts comments on SNS, e.g., wanting water when

the soil dries up and thanking when the plant receives water.

Such a process enables immediate interaction with plants,

which is similar to an interaction with animals and robots.

Additionally, to prevent user boredom, it posts meaningless

comments. Additionally, Famileaf sounds a buzzer when post-

ing a comment; the aim is to make users aware that the plants

need attention because producing sounds like a pet is also

expected to create more attachment.

Famileaf is expected to solve the problems by using the

advantages of the conventional dementia prevention methods

described in the previous chapter. Additionally, because this

robot does not require complicated components like actuators,

it can be realized at a relatively low cost. Therefore, the

hurdles of operation in assisted living residences are lowered

and widespread application of Famileaf is expected.

B. Prototyping of Famileaf

Till date, the hardware for potted robots has been created

and the nurturing and situation feedback function has been

implemented. The hardware is designed using 3D CAD and

created using a 3D printer. The weight of the potted robot is

about 1 kg including soil and plants, and the size is W120

mm × D120 mm × H150 mm.

It comprises a microcomputer (Raspberry Pi ZERO W),

multiple sensors, and a battery. A soil humidity sensor

(SEN0114, DFRobot) and ultraviolet sensor (GUVA-S12SD

3528, Keyestudio) are installed to monitor plant condi-

tions. Temperature and humidity sensors (DHT11, Aosong

Guangzhou Electronics) monitor the environment where the

flowerpot robot is placed. It costs only one hundred dollars to

produce this prototype.

To implement the nurturing and situation feedback function,

the microcomputer submits messages to the SNS based on

sensors output. There are two categories of messages: one

is about the demands of the plant and the other is about

consideration for the user. For example, when a plant needs

water, the comment I feel thirsty! is posted on the SNS.

IV. RELATED APPROACHES

Over the past few years, studies have been conducted on

engineering systems about growing plants [8], [9], [10], [11].

Among others, the flowerpot-type robot system has been

proposed [11]. The system can create relaxed communication

with a third person in a public space. This system allows the

users to indirectly recognize third persons.

Our proposed robot also aims at fostering direct con-

versation between growers with the viewpoint of dementia

prevention (Fig. 2 (right)). Generally, direct communication

involves significant psychological hurdles. However, robot

users are assumed to belong to the same facility (such as

an assisted living residence), so the psychological hurdles in

communication are considered relatively low.

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE ISSUES

This research proposes a flowerpot-type robot system called

Famileaf, and its application is expected to prevent dementia.

Herein, the concept and prototype of Famileaf have been

explained.

In future, a field study will be conducted to verify the

effectiveness of Famileaf.
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Abstract— In this paper, a channel selection metric is
presented for WLAN. It is based on SNR and the number of
users. A delay time is employed to define metric of channel
selection. N th-order polynomials are introduced to obtain
a polynomial metric in a tractable form. The advantage of
formulation is that more parameters other than SNR or the
number of users can be added to metric without taking up
complex delay analysis. Numerical results are presented to
demonstrate metric as a function of SNR and the number
of users. The effective range of metric is discussed with a
difference between the polynomial and delay time metrics.

Index Terms— SNR, CSMA/CA, Channel Selection, a poly-
nomial metric.

I. INTRODUCTION

A channel selection improves the communication effi-

ciency, which often deteriorates by a change of channel

conditions. The channel selection is employed to switch

dynamically the channel to the optimal channel using

channel state information (CSI). The key parameters repre-

senting CSI in WLAN include signal to noise power ratio

(SNR), as packet error rate (PER) is dominated by SNR.

Another important parameter is the number of users which

is closely related with the packet collisions in CSMA/CA.

The transmission opportunities decrease as the number of

users increases.

For 802.11 a channel model is presented by Bianchi us-

ing Markov chain for performance analyses of CSMA/CA

[1]. The influence of bit error rate (BER) on the perfor-

mance of CSMA/CA is evaluated in [2]. Bianchi takes

into account the saturation that each user always holds

the packet to send. However, the saturation assumption

is not in most real 802.11 networks. An analysis method

in the non-saturation state in proposed by defining the

probability of packet occurrence [3]. With regard to the

metric for the channel selection, an analysis formula is

derived for a delay time in the non-saturation state [4].

In [5], a delay time is derived considering packet errors

with SNR. The analytical results show that a delay time is

increased significantly when SNR is low.

II. CHANNEL SELESTION METRIC

In this paper, metric is presented for a channel selection

or an access point selection in WLAN. A delay time [5] is

employed as metric. It is defined from the occurrence of a

packet to the completion of transmission. Each station first

estimates the delay time for each AP, and then selects the

AP being expected to provide the minimum delay time.

In order to have more tractable metric than the delay time

metric, a polynomial metric is proposed. The polynomial

metric has a form of N th-order polynomials, and derived

from the delay time metric by a least square method. The

first order and third order polynomials are examined for

the polynomial metric. The least square method yields the

polynomial metric Δ1 of the first order and Δ3 of the third

order.

Δ1 = θ0 + θ1n+ θ2γ, (1)

θ =

⎛⎝ 747.50
1513.6
−118.57

⎞⎠
Δ3 = θ0 + θ1n+ θ2γ + θ3n

2 + θ4nγ + θ5γ
2

+θ6n
3 + θ7n

2γ + θ8nγ
2 + θ9γ

3,
(2)

θ =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

61407
3705.9
−15091
28.659
−375.13
1212.9
−0.6589
0.1350
13.839
−31.972

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
where γ and n are SNR and the number of users. θ is

a coefficient matrix representing θ0,θ1,θ2 or θ0,θ1,· · · ,θ9.

The polynomial metric Δ1 and Δ3 are shown in Figs.1

and 2. In Figs.3 and 4, the polynomial metric Δ1 of the

first order has some differences with Δ3 of the order in

the low SNR, and can not express rapid increase of delay

time with SNR.

Differences of metric between the polynomial and delay

time metrics are shown in Fig.3 for Δ1 and Fig.4 for Δ3,

where the difference of 5% or less, that from 5% to 10%,



Fig. 1. Polynomial metric Δ1

Fig. 2. Polynomial metric Δ3

and that over 10% are denoted by rich blue, light blue, and

white circles respectively. From Figs.3 and 4, it is noted

that the polynomial metric Δ1 of the first order has more

light blue and white circles in the low SNR and small n

(the number of users) regions than Δ3 of the third order.

In most parameters of SNR and n, the polynomial metric

Δ3 of the third order has the small difference with the

delay time metric.

III. CONCLUSION

A channel selection is a significant issue as it improves

the communication efficiency. In this paper, a channel

selection metric based on SNR and the number of users

has been presented for WLAN. It is based on SNR and

the number of users. we define a polynomial metric. The

channel selection metric may include more parameters

other than SNR or the number of users without taking up

complex delay analysis. The effective range of metric has

been discussed with a difference between the polynomial

and delay time metrics.

Fig. 3. Difference of metric between Δ1 and the delay time
metric

Fig. 4. Difference of metric between Δ3 and the delay time
metric
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Abstract—In a situation where a robot initiates interaction
with groups of people, questions such as ”where is the people”
should be addressed. This paper proposed a real-time method
that enables a robot to find the position and orientation of people.
The method is mainly to fuse depth-related data to track the
positions of people and compute orientations of those people
by using depth-related data. The conducted experimental results
demonstrate the properness of the proposed method in knowing
where people are.

Index Terms—human-robot interaction, sensory data fusion,
human tracking

I. INTRODUCTION

H uman-robot interaction (HRI) is an important issue con-

cerning the sociality between robots and humans. A

significant aspect of this is the robot’s initiation of interactions

upon encountering a group of people. If the robot were to be

replaced by a human, the above-mentioned aspect is actually

a simple matter for most humans, because they are able to

achieve sociality almost unconsciously; however, we know

it is definitely not a trivial matter for any robot. To realize

this, the robot requires a variety of skills demonstrating three

fundamental abilities [1]:

- human-oriented perception: skills in detection and track-

ing of humans as well as recognition of face, speech, and

gestures.

- user modeling: ability to understand human behavior and

to make appropriate decisions [2].

- sensitivity to the user: capability of measuring feedback

from users and adapting to the responses received.

This paper addresses first issues: 1). human-oriented per-

ception, which refers to the skills of a robot used to detect

human’s anatomical features, such as the legs [3], torsos, and

faces.

II. TRACKING PEOPLE THROUGH DATA FUSION

Figure 1 presents the flowchart of this work. Essentially, the

proposed method that allows a robot to find the position and

orientation of people is through the following three steps: 1)

to get the positions of people through the fusion of different

depth-related data, 2) tracking positions using Kalman filter, 3)

to compute the orientations of people based on human joints.

This research was supported by Ministry of Science and Technology of
R.O.C. (MOST grants 108-2218-E-992-310)

A. Data fusion using covariance intersection

we employ multiple sensing devices in our system and

adopt a sensor fusion approach referred to as covariance

intersection (CI) [4]. This method is able to overcome the

disadvantages of using single sensors and thereby enhance the

accuracy of detection. We also employ Gaussian distribution

for representation of the data attributes of each sensor, wherein

the probability distributions are fused into a robot-centered

map using the CI algorithm.

Fig. 1. The three layers of the system architecture

B. Tracking positions using Kalman filter

When the positions of people are located, we apply Kalman

filters to track each person. Let the sensor model and pre-

diction model be both assumed as Gaussian ones. Then, the

Kalman filter model can be expressed as follows:

p(xt|z1:t) = αN(Hxt : zt,Σz)

∫
xt−1

N(xt : Fxt−1,Σx)dxt−1

(1)

where F and Σx are matrices describing the linear transition

model and the transition covariance, where H and Σz are the

corresponding matrices for the sensor model. Now the mean

and covariance of fusion result are used as the parameters in

our overall sensor model, namely, zt = μfusion and Σz =
σfusion respectively.



(a) t=1 (b) t=4

(c) t=7 (d) t=10

Fig. 2. Snapshots of tracking with depth-related data fusion: 1) The right hand side snapshots show the estimation results including the positions and heading
angles of peoples. 2)There are delays in some figures because the human subject walks with inconsistent speed occasionally. 3) The Kalman filter method
deals with the occlusion as shown in Fig. 2(c). 4) The robot can keep track of the person when he comes up as shown in Fig. 2(d) and Fig. ??

TABLE I
CONFUSION MATRIX AND ACCURACY IN IDENTIFYING THE POSITIONS OF

SUBJECTS VIA DATA FUSION (LEGS ARE NOT OCCLUDED)

True number
Fused number

1 2 3 4 5 Accuracy

1 10 0 0 0 0 100%

2 1 9 0 0 0 90%

3 0 2 8 0 0 80%

4 0 1 2 7 0 70%

5 0 0 1 2 7 70%

C. Orientations of People

We define the angle of the human body relative to the robot

coordinate system as follows:

θbody = arctan(
yRshoulder − yLshoulder

xRshoulder − xLshoulder

) + π/2 (2)

where [xRshoulder, yRshoulder] and [xLshoulder, yLshoulder, ]
are the 3D coordinates of the right shoulder joint and left

shoulder joint of the person observed by the robot.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experiment platform

We adopt the self-made office robot, called ARIO (Agile

Robot In Office) as the experiment platform to demonstrate

the effectiveness of the method. This robot is equipped with

a RGB-D sensor (ASUS Xtion Pro) to detect torsos and

shoulders. A high resolution color sensor is to detect faces.

We also installed a SICK LMS 100 laser range finder located

40 centimeters above the floor to detect legs.

B. Results

Kalman filter with fusion of different depth-related data

allows our robot to track the positions of people success-

fully. Figure. 2 demonstrates snapshots of one person who

moves around other persons by snapshots. The right hand

side snapshots in Fig. 2 show the estimation results includ-

ing the positions and heading angles of peoples. There are

delays in some figures because the human subject walks with

inconsistent speed occasionally. The covariance intersection

method can overcome the false positives of leg detection even

under the circumstance where there are many leg-like objects

circumstance as shown in left hand side snapshots in Fig. 2.

The Kalman filter method deals with the occlusion as shown

in Fig. 2(c), where the robot still keeps previous position of

the person although it loses the fusion result. When the person

comes up as shown in Figs. 2(d), the robot can keep track of

the person and get new the positions and heading angles of

this person. Table I presents the confusion matrix and accuracy

of the data fusion process.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a real-time method was proposed that enables

a robot to find the position and orientation of people. Exper-

iment results have demonstrated the promise of the proposed

method in efficiently knowing where people are.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, in order to compensate for distortion of the
received signals, the blind equalization method has been
studied. The blind equalizer is designed by using only received
signals. However, equalization precision is lower when noise
is included in the received signals [1]. Therefore, in order to
solve the problem, we propose a method to equalize accurately
even in the noisy environment by using Total Least Squares
(TLS). Specifically, the procedures of equalization with noise
reduction function are as follows:

1) First, we estimate the channel accurately even in the
noisy environment by using TLS. Next, we calculate the
noise by using the result. Last, we subtract noise from
the received signals.

2) We perform blind equalization on the received signals
without noise.

The advantage of proposed method is evaluated by computer
simulation.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we propose a method to equalize accurately
even in the noisy environment.

A. Proposed model

Fig.1. shows the proposed model.

Fig. 1. Proposed model

The proposed model is consisted of three blocks (trans-
mission channel, on-line noise reduction function, on-line
blind equalizer). In the next subsection, we describe the noise
reduction function.

B. Noise reduction function

In this subsection, we describe noise estimation by using
the TLS method and noise reduction function.
First, in order to reduce noise, we describe the estimation
of channel. We use TLS for channel estimation because this
method can accurately estimate the channel even in noisy
environment [2]. In the model, x(m) is transmitted signals.
s(m) is received signals including channel output signals y(m)
and noise n(m). Letting the estimation system of H(z) be
W1(z), parameter vector w1(m) of W1(z) is given by

w1(m) = [w1(0)(m), w1(1)(m), · · · , w1(M−1)(m)]T , (1)

and letting the dummy system of W1(z) be W2(z), parameter
vector w2(m) of W2(z) is given by

w2(m) = [w2(0)(m), w2(1)(m), · · · , w2(M−1)(m)]T . (2)

where,M is the tap length of w1(m) and w2(m). Input signals
vector s1(m) of W1(z), input signals vector s2(m) of W2(z)
are given by

s1(m) = [s1(m), s1(m− 1), · · · , s1(m− (M − 1))]T (3)

s2(m) = [s2(m), s2(m− 1), · · · , s2(m− (M − 1))]T , (4)

where,s1(m), s2(m) are twice oversampling signals of s(m).
D is the delay of one sample and n̂(m) is the estimated noise.
Specifically, the update equation of w(m) based on the TLS
is given by

w(m+ 1) = w(m)− μ((s(m)sT (m)) + e2(m)I)w(m), (5)

where,

w(m) = [wT
2 (m),wT

1 (m)]T , (6)

s(m) = [sT2 (m),−sT1 (m)]T , (7)

e(m) = sT (m)w(m), (8)

μ is step gain.
Next, based on the TLS [3], the noise n̂1(m) is given by

n̂1(m) = ||ψ(m)||sinθ3, (9)

θ3 = π − (θ1 + θ2), (10)

where,ψ(m) is given by sT (m)w(m)
||w(m)|| , θ1 and θ2 are given by

θ1 = cos−1 sT (m)w(m)

||s(m)|| · ||w(m)||
(11)



θ2 = tan−1 ||s1(m)||

||s2(m)||
. (12)

Finally, equalizer input signals ŷ(m) without noise is given
by

ŷ(m) = s1(m)− n̂1(m). (13)

Letting equalizer input signals vector without noise be ŷ(m),
ŷ(m) is given by

ŷ(m) = [ŷ(m), ŷ(m− 1), · · · , ŷ(m− (L− 1))]T . (14)

where, L is the tap length of the equalizer.

C. Blind deconvolution

In this subsection, we describe the adaptive blind equaliza-
tion. We use the minimum entropy method for equalization
because equalization precisition with this method is relatively
high [4]. Letting parameter vector of equalizer F (z) be f(m),
f(m) is given by

f(m) = [f(0)(m), f(1)(m), · · · , f(L−1)(m)]T . (15)

Letting regenerated signals be z(m), z(m) is given by

z(m) = ŷ(m)fT (m). (16)

The update equation of f(m) based on the minimum entropy
method is given by

f(m+ 1) = f(m)− αŷ(m)z(m)(|z(m)|q−2 − rq), (17)

where, α is step gain, q = 4 and rq = 3
(q+1) [4].

D. Proposed algorithm

In this subsection, Table 1 shows the proposed algorithm of
on-line equalization with noise reduction function.

TABLE I
PROPOSED ALGORITHM

III. COMPUTER SIMULATION

A. Simulation conditions

In this simulation, we compare the equalization precision
of the regenerated signals with the conventional method and
the proposed method. The conditions are as follows:
The parameter vector h of H(z) is h =
[0.1,−0.3, 1.0, 0.4,−0.1]T . The distribution of the transmitted
signals is uniform distribution and the distribution of the
noise is Gaussian distribution. The SNR is 10dB. The tap
length of estimation system for the channel, the dummy
system and the equalizer are 5th-order, and the step gain α is
0.01. The algorithm is evaluated by using Mean Square Error
(MSE). MSE is given by

MSE = 10log10
E[(x(m)− z(m))2]

E[(x(0)− z(0))2]
. (18)

B. Results and Discussion

Fig.2. shows the result.

Fig. 2. Transmitted signal:uniform distribution,noise:gaussian distribution

From the Fig.2, the proposed method has high accuracy.
In the proposed method, since the noise reduction function is
effectively implemented, it is thought that equalization can be
performed even in noisy environment.

IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed the adaptive blind equalizer with noise re-
duction function. In the proposed method, we confirmed that
equalization precision is higher. The future works is to analyze
equalization accuracy in noisy conditions.
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Abstract—Muscles can cause injury by training to improve
physical performance. However, there are few ways to assess
muscle fatigue currently. Therefore, in this paper, muscle fatigue
is evaluated using surface EMG(ElectroMyoGram). For discrim-
ination, we used linear regression analysis and support vector
regression, and performed comparative verification.

Index Terms—Biometrics, Wrist EMG, Regression analysis,
SVR

I. INTRODUCTION

Athlete and student club activities train to improve physical

performance almost every day. Meanwhile, excessive strain

can cause injury and as a result poor performance.

Presently, evaluation of muscle fatigue is made by subjective

evaluation using visual analog scale (VAS) and questionnaires

[1]. Several methods were presented based on biochemical

evaluations, physiological evaluations, etc. to objectively eval-

uate muscle fatigue [2]. However, it is considered that those

are not easy to use because they require medical specialized

knowledge or need to visit a specialized institution.

Therefore, in this paper, a method is proposed to evaluate

muscle fatigue easily in any environment with personal com-

puters. This paper focuses on muscle action potentials that are

easy to handle as a method of evaluation and could be handled

anywhere. Most of the previous researches on muscle fatigue

using electromyography were performed by attaching a sensor

to a part with high muscle mass. However, measurement in a

location with a large amount of muscle, burdens subjects and is

contrary to the purpose of facilitating measurement. Therefore,

we use wrist EMG(ElectroMyoGram) in this paper

II. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Measurement

The measurement part measures the

EMG(ElectroMyoGram) data used in the learning

identification part. We use P-EMG plus and dry type

sensors for measurement of EMG [3]. Measurement method

uses surface electromyography examination. It can be easily

measured without using expert knowledge.

Fig. 1. P-EMG plus Fig. 2. Dry type sensor Fig. 3. Measurement

As for measurement, sensors at the time of measurement

are prevented from being dislocated by attaching around the

wrist like a wristwatch.

B. Pre-processing

In this paper dry type sensors are used, but their characteris-

tics are low in stability and preprocessing is therefore required.

1) Data extraction: About 3 seconds data are manually cut

out of the part where EMG signals are stable state. The stable

state indicates that the hand is bent and the movement is stable

state. Thereafter, from the center point of the cut out data,

1024 points of data back and forth respectively are cut out for

2 seconds (2048 points). Then, overlap is made with a fixed

width of 512 points and data is cut out to make it raw data.

2) Noise removal: Hum noise and drift noise were ob-

served from EMG signals. Hum noise is mainly caused by

electromagnetic induction, electrostatic induction, and leakage

current. As a method of removing the hum noise, the power

supply frequency band affected by the hum noise is the

removal target. The value to be substituted for the value to

be removed by the following formula is calculated. Let x(i)

be the value to be removed.

x(i) =
{
x(i− 5) + x(i− 4) + x(i− 3)

+x(i+ 3) + x(i+ 4) + x(i+ 5)
}
/6 (1)



Therefore, we can remove clearly large values, which are a

commercial frequency and its multiples.

Drift noise is caused by the fact that power lead wires

shake with operation and electrodes float from the skin. Since

this noise is characterized by affecting low frequencies, it is

removed using a high pass filter. The high pass filter is a

filter that has the function of passing frequencies higher than

the cutoff frequency as it is and reducing low frequencies.

Removal of frequencies below 20 Hz was carried out to

remove drift noise while leaving muscle fatigue features.

C. Feature extraction

The pre-processed EMG signal is converted by Fast Fourier

transform (FFT) to calculate power spectral values. FFT is

a generic term for operations that perform discrete Fourier

transform(DFT) processing at high speed. When the values

of the data to be used differ significantly, distortion of the

high frequency component occurs owing to the rapid change.

In order to avoid this phenomenon, after using a Hamming

window, frequency analysis by FFT is carried out to calculate

power spectra. Characteristics of muscle fatigue usually appear

in low frequency components [4]. The more you get tired,

the lower the frequency band is. By using power spectral

values, we can confirm features of muscle fatigue that cannot

be confirmed in raw EMG data.

D. Learning identification

Regression analysis, which is a type of analysis in statistics,

has the advantage of being able to model curve relationships.

It is classified into linear regression and nonlinear regression.

Linear regression is one in which the relationship between

the objective variable and the explanatory variable is linear.

It determines a regression equation using the least squares

method, which is a method of finding the regression equation

so that the sum of squares of the estimated error values is

minimized. On the other hand, in nonlinear regression, the

relationship between the objective variable and the explanatory

variable is nonlinear. we used support vector regression in non-

linear analysis. In support vector regression, linear analysis is

performed after mapping to a multidimensional space using a

non-linear function called a kernel. In this paper, we used

RBF kernel(Radial basis function kernel). In addition, We

performed multiple regression analysis to use many features

for identification.

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

A. Experiment

Subjects of experiment were three men and a woman in

their twenties. We left for more than 2 days so that there

was no influence between experiments. Experiment alternated

between measurement and muscle training. Measurement re-

peated identification operation and weakness operation for

5 seconds for 10 times. The discrimination operation was

measured with the finger bent. Strength training was carried

out using a hand grip. The subjects held the handgrip to the

limit and recorded the number of times. The discrimination

operation was carried out 4 times a day for 3 days. Below is

data used for verification.

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

days 3 days

stages 4 stages

Number of channels 8 ch

Number of data 360

B. Result

There is a problem with versatility on individual difference

in muscle fatigue. Therefore, we made learning identification

by each personal model. Verification was performed from two

results of regression analysis. The result of discrimination

using linear regression analysis is indicated by ”Dataset 1”,

and the result of discrimination using support vector regression

is ”Dataset 2”. Below is the result.

TABLE II
RESULT OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS

A B C D Avg.

Dataset 1 43.4 20.66 39.83 49.99 38.47

Dataset 2 67.69 70.17 77.26 71.74 71.74

IV. CONSIDERATION

In this paper, we were able to confirm the usefulness of

support vector regression. As a factor that the non-linear dis-

crimination rate was better than the linear one, it is mentioned

that the non-linear error was acceptable. In linear regression,

the regression equation was determined using the least squares

method, but since support vector regression uses the kernel

function to determine the regression equation, it is considered

that it could be fitted to a state of fatigue by linear regression.

In the future, we would like to increase the number of data

by increasing the load to increase identification accuracy.

Furthermore, in this paper, the values of all measured channels

were used as they were for identification, but by adding weight

to the channel measuring data of flexor muscles loaded with

strength training, we think that identification accuracy can be

improved. In addition, the number of data can be increased by

providing the overlap of data for improvement of identification

accuracy.
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Abstract—In this research, we address distant sound source
suppression based on Multichannel Nonnegative Matrix Fac-
torization (MNMF), and propose a new penalized method. A
conventional method based on MNMF separates an observed
signal into a target signal and other distant sound sources. Un-
fortunately, MNMF often degrades the separation performance
owing to the basis-sharing problem. Our penalized method forces
the target basis to become different from the nontarget one.
Experimental results show that the proposed method can improve
the separation capability more than the conventional one.

Index Terms—nonnegative matrix factorization, distant sound
source suppression, semi-supervised method

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to prevent the sound quality deterioration of conver-

sational speech, it is required to suppress the noises mixed with

the target signal. In this research, we separate signals observed

by the microphone array into a target signal and distant noises,

and suppress only the distant noises. Conventionally, Mul-

tichannel Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (MNMF) [1] is

used as the distant sound source suppression method. MNMF

decomposes an observed signal into a basis matrix and an

activation matrix. The basis matrix involves gain patterns for

each microphones in the observed signal by frequency, and the

activation matrix involves the time-varying gain corresponding

to each basis.

In addition, Semi-Supervised MNMF (SSM) [1] has been

proposed, which utilizes a distant sound source as supervision

for a priori training. In SSM, an observed signal is separated

by using the supervised distant basis and the target basis. SSM

incurs a risk of degrading the separation performance owing

to the sharing of bases in the supervised distant basis and

the target basis [2]. To solve this problem, we propose a new

penalized SSM (PSSM), which employs a penalty term based

on bases distance maximization in the cost function to force

the target basis to become different from the supervised distant

basis. In the following, we assume that the observed signals

consist of a single target sound source and multiple distant

ones. In this case, SSM can have only two bases where one is

the target basis and the other is the nontarget basis for distant

sound sources.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Decomposition Model of SSM

The following equation represents the decomposition model

of SSM:

Y(ω) ≈ B(ω)A(ω), (1)

where Y(ω)(∈ R
M×T
≥0 ) is an observed spectrogram, B(ω)(∈

R
M×K
≥0 ) is the bases matrix that includes the target basis

BS(ω)(∈ R
M×1
≥0 ) and the supervised distant basis BD(ω)(∈

R
M×1
≥0 ), and A(ω)(∈ R

K×T
≥0 ) is the activation matrix that

corresponds to B(ω). Also, ω is frequency bin, M is the

number of microphones, T is the number of frames of the

observed signal, and K is the number of sources (= 2). In

the following, the symbol ω representing frequency is omitted

because we always discuss in frequency bins. In SSM, the

supervised distant basis BD is trained in advance via a distant

sound source. After fixing BD, the matrices BS and A are

optimized.

B. Cost Functions

In this section, we propose PSSM algorithm. Hereafter,

we denote the entries of the nonnegative matrices Y, B, BS,

BD, and A as ym,t, bm,k, bS
m, bD

m, and ak,t, repectively. The

cost function of SSM is determined by generalized Kullback-

Leibler divergence (KL-divergence) [3] between Y and BA.

In this study, we propose the use of the following generalized

cost function:
J = DKL(Y ‖ BA) (2)

In PSSM, to avoid the sharing of bases, we make BS as

different as possible from BD. We consider the maximization

of Euclidean distance between these bases , which is given by

arg max
bS
m

∑
m

(bS
m − bD

m)2. (3)

This maximization corresponds to the minimization of this

reciprocal. Hence, the cost function with the bases distance

maximization penalty is given by

L = J +
μ∑

m(bS
m − bD

m)2
, (4)



TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Sampling frequency 16,000 Hz
Frame length 4,096 samples
Frame shift 2,048 samples

Reverberation time 0.33 s
Number of MNMF iterations 300

Channels 8 ch
Signal to distant noise ratio −5, 0 dB

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Recording condition and (b) the microphone array used in (a).

where μ is the nonnegative weighting parameter.

C. Auxiliary Functions and Update Rules

In this section, we derive the update rules based on the

cost function (4), similarly to [2], [3]. Since it is difficult to

analytically derive the optimal BS and A, we define auxiliary

function L+, J +, and P+ that represent the upper bound of L,

J , and the penalty term in (4), respectively. Applying Jensen’s

inequality to the penalty term, we obtain

μ∑
m(bS

m − bD
m)2

≤ μ
∑
m

φ2
m

(bS
m − bD

m)2
≡ P+, (5)

where φm (≥ 0) is an auxiliary variable that satisfies∑
m φm = 1 and the equality in (5) holds if and only if the

auxiliary variable is set to

φm =
(bS

m − bD
m)2∑

m′
(bS

m′
− bD

m′
)2
. (6)

Using (4) and (5), we can define the upper bound function L+

as

L+ = J + + P+, (7)

The update rules with respect to each variable are deter-

mined by setting the gradient of the cost function (7) to zero.

By solving ∂L+/∂bS
m = 0, we can obtain the update rules of

bS
m and ak,t with the bases distance maximization penalty as

bS
m ← bS

m

( ∑
t ym,ta

S
t (
∑

k bm,kak,t)
−1∑

t a
S
t − 2μ(bS

m − bD
m){

∑
m′

(bS
m′

− bD
m′

)2}
2

)
, (8)

ak,t ← ak,t

(∑
m ym,tbm,k(

∑
k bm,kak,t)

−1∑
m bm,k

)
, (9)

where aS
t is a entry of matrix AS(∈ R

1×T
≥0 ) which is the

target activation included in A. Since bS
m is nonnegative, the

denominator on the right side of (8) has to be nonnegative.

Before each update, nonnegative variable μ is determined by

TABLE II
AVERAGE SCORES OF SDR OF 9 OBSERVED SIGNALS IN EACH SNR CASE

Method SNR = −5 [dB] SNR = 0 [dB]

SSM −3.5 2.5
PSSM −1.2 3.1

μ ← min
m

∑
t a

S
t

2(bS
m − bD

m){
∑

m′
(bS

m′
− bD

m′
)2}

2 . (10)

III. EXPERIMENT

To confirm the efficacy of PSSM, we compared the ap-

plicability of PSSM and SSM (μ = 0 in (8)) for separating

mixture signals into the target and the distant sound source.

The experimental conditions used are shown in Table I. We

prepared 3 kinds of target speech signals with female and

male speech, and 3 kinds of environmental sound sources with

car, machine and babble noises. The observed signals were

obtained by recording two sources selected from the target and

environmental signals. Therefore we prepared 9 combinations

of observed signals. When recording the observed signals, the

target signal is placed in nearby position from a microphone

array (30cm), and the environment one is in distant position

(300cm), as shown in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) shows a circular mi-

crophone array we use, which has 8ch microphones. Moreover,

the target signal to distant noise ratio (SNR) of the observed

signal is −5[dB] and 0[dB].

As the evaluation score, we used the signal to distortion

ratio (SDR) [4] that indicates the quality of the separated

target sound. Table II shows the average scores of SDR of

9 observed signals in two conditions that SNR is −5[dB] and

0[dB]. From this result, we can confirm that our proposed

method can achieve higher separation accuracy compared with

the conventional method.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, we propose a new penalized SSM that forces

the target basis to become different from the distant basis

trained in advance. From the experimental result, it can be

confirmed that the proposed method increases the separation

performance compared with the conventional method.
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Abstract—In this study, we conducted feature extraction for
speech training by hearing-loss people alone. We targeted alve-
olar frictional consonant (/s, z/), which is particularly error
prone, and divided its features into three parts: fricativeness,
articulation point, and voicing. The indicators created by these
features are easily interpretable and help correct incorrect
pronunciation.

Index Terms—Speech Training, Phoneme Detection, Fricative-
ness, Articulation Point, Voicing

I. INTRODUCTION

The incidence of hearing loss in newborns is 0.133% [1].

Congenital hearing loss can cause speech problems. Speech

disorders are improved with the help of a speech therapist,

but support systems for speech therapy that do not require

specialists are also being studied [2], [3]. However, some

computer-based systems require people to assist in training

[4]. There is also a system for practicing alone, but there are

many that only show how speech is actually perceived and

do not teach what mistakes are being made [5]. Therefore we

developed a speech training system that can be trained by itself

and presents improvement methods. In this method, alveolar

fricative consonant (/s/ and /z/) is detected using three easily

interpretable feature quantities. In this case, only the /s/ and

/z/ utterances with many mistakes were targeted, but we plan

to support other consonants in the future.

II. METHOD

A. Characteristics of alveolar fricative consonants

To prepare interpretable features, consider Phonetic features

of alveolar fricative consonants. They have the following

Phonetic features.

• They are fricative consonant. (Fricativeness)

• They are alveolar consonant. (Articulation point)

• /s/ is unvoiced, and /z/ is voiced consonant. (Voicing)

Create an index that represents each feature.

B. Fricativeness

/s/ and /z/ are fricative consonants, so they has high

energy of high-frequency component. Therefore, the energy of

the high frequency component can be used to determine the

fricative consonant. The following F (t) is used as an index of

friction. Note that t is a frame number.

F (t) =
1

fF
high − fF

low + 1

fF

high∑
i=fF

low

log |S(t, i)| (1)

S(t, i) represents the t-th frame and the i-th frequency com-

ponent, and |S(t, i)| is its amplitude. fF
low and fF

high are fixed

threshold frequencies representing the range of high frequency

components.

In the investigation of Li et al., the frequency serving

as a clue to recognize /s/ and /z/ became high frequency

components including around 8 kHz, and the frequency used

as a clue of /S, Z/ is 2-4 kHz [6]. So we use fF
low = 2 kHz,

and fF
high is maximum frequency.

C. Articulation point

Resonance of alveolar fricative consonant occurs in the

space between teeth and lips. This space is short so the

resonance frequency is high. Therefore, a spectral gradient can

be used as a feature representing the shape of the amplitude

spectrum. Jesus et al. utilized spectral gradients around the

peak frequency to analyze consonants [7]. In this research,

since /s/ and /z/ are targeted, the interval for calculating the

gradient is a fixed range. The slopes of the log amplitude

spectra from 0 Hz to fG
low Hz andfG

high Hz to 20 kHz are

Glow(t) and Ghigh(t), respectively. Their units are dB/kHz. In

[7], threshold frequencies are 6 kHz for /s, z/ and 4 kHz for /S,
Z/, so we use the same values: fG

low = 4 kHz, fG
high = 6 kHz.

These gradients are calculated by simple regression. In /s,
z/, the values of both Glow(t) and Ghigh(t) decrease, and in

the other consonants, the value of either or both increases.

Therefore, alveolar fricative consonant can be detected using

the following G(t).

G(t) = − (Glow(t) + αGhigh(t)) (2)

α is a constant that adjusts the scale of Glow(t) and Ghigh(t).

D. Voicing

/z/ is a voiced sound with vocal cord vibration and /s/ is

an unvoiced sound without it. Voiced speech has a harmonic

structure whose fundamental frequency is the frequency of



vocal cord vibration. That is, the amplitude spectrum of voiced

speech has peaks at equal intervals at integral multiples of

the fundamental frequency. The following V (t) is used as an

index to detect such structures. V (t) is a feature that fixes the

fundamental frequency f0 and adds the amplitude up to its

N -th harmonic. In this research, N = 5. In order to reduce

the influence of volume, the average value of amplitude is

subtracted.

V (t) = max
fV

low
≤f0≤fV

high

N∑
i=1

(|S(t, if0)| −m(t)) (3)

m(t) =
1

NfV
high + 1

NfV

high∑
i=0

|S(t, i)| (4)

fV
low, f

V
high represents a possible range as a fundamental fre-

quency of human voice. In the investigation of Titze et al.,

achievable fundamental frequency ranges of human are 90-

450 Hz for male and 120-800 Hz for female [8]. So we use

fV
low = 90 Hz, fV

high = 800 Hz.

E. s-indicator and z-indicator

The s-indicator and z-indicator are configured using the

above three indices. After the three indicators are calculated

from the frequency spectrum of audio input, each is clipped

with an appropriate threshold and normalized to 0 or more

and 1 or less.

The clipping threshold of [−50,−25] was used for F (t),
[22, 27] for G(t), and [0.5, 2.5] for V (t), respectively. /s/ is

friction sound when gum sound is silent and /z/ is friction

sound when gum sound is vocal. Therefore, s-indicator Is(t)
and z-indicator Iz(t) are configured by the following expres-

sions.

Is(t) = min{F (t), G(t), 1− V (t)} (5)

Iz(t) = min{F (t), G(t), V (t)} (6)

The value of Is(t) is higher when /s/ is pronounced, and the

value of Iz(t) is higher for /z/. If neither is pronounced, both

values will be smaller. These indicators can explain the reason

when they become smaller than intended. For example, when

the value of Is(t) is small even though /s/ is pronounced,

the breath or narrowing is insufficient if F (t) is small, the

positions of teeth or tongue is bad if G(t) is small, and vocal

cord vibration has occurred if V (t) is large.

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

In order to confirm whether Is(t), Iz(t) work properly,

experiments were performed to calculate their values for

speech uttering various phonemes. Fig. 1 is an example of

the value of each index. The voice used is one in which /s,
z, S, Z, ç, F, h, u/ is pronounced in order. The sampling rate is

44.1kHz. Fig. 1 shows that the value of F (t) is large except

for the vowel (/u/), the value of G(t) is large only with /s/
and /z/, and the value of V (t) is large only with voiced sound

(/z, Z, u/). Also, the value of Is(t) is increased by /s/ alone,

and the value of Iz(t) is increased by /z/ alone.

Fig. 1. The values of F (t), G(t), V (t), Is(t), Iz(t).

IV. CONCLUSION

We divided the characteristics of alveolar frictional conso-

nant into fricativeness, articulation point, voicing, and created

an index to measure them. Thereby, we created s-indicator

and z-indicator with feature values that can be interpreted

easily, and confirmed that they work properly. This index is

used for speech training of hearing loss people. As a future

work, we intend to create features that can be interpreted for

other friction consonants. In addition, we want to apply to the

field of the speech training and to carry out a demonstration

experiment.
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Abstract—In FM-radio on motor vehicles, there exists an
interference called as a beat noise which is caused by equipped
electronic control units. We propose a method which suppresses
a beat noise using VAD (Voice Activity Detection) and ALE
(Adaptive Line Enhancer). The ALE adaptively eliminates the
beat noise in noise-only segments obtained by VAD. The ALE
whose coefficients are automatically fixed when the variance of
the ALE estimation error becomes sufficiently small in noise-only
segments. In speech existence segments, the fixed ALE is used.
Since the proposed ALE is automatically fixed after convergence,
it can reduce speech degradation caused by misjudgement of
VAD. Unfortunately, the ALE often adds a pseudo beat noise
in speech existence segments. Thus, when the variance of the
output signal is greater than the variance of the input signal,
we remove the ALE. Simulation results show that the proposed
method improves SNR in comparison to a conventional method.

Index Terms—FM-radio, Beat Noise, Adaptive Line Enhancer

I. INTRODUCTION

An FM radio receiver in a motor vehicle is an important

device that provides the driver with useful information. Re-

cently, many electronic devices exist in a motor vehicle and

they generate electromagnetic noise which interferes with FM

radio [1], [2]. Such interference is called as a beat noise. A

beat noise degrades the sound quality of FM radio. This paper

focuses on a software approach to suppress the beat noise.

We conventionally proposed to suppress a beat noise using

VAD (Voice Activity Detection) and two ALEs (Adaptive Line

Enhancers) [3]. With the energy of an input signal to the ALE,

the VAD judges a noise-only segment or a speech segment

which includes the speech signal. In the conventional method,

the first ALE adaptively eliminates the beat noise in the noise-

only segments. The first ALE coefficients are copied to the

second ALE at certain intervals in the noise-only segments.

In the speech segments, the second ALE is used as a fixed

filter. Since the second ALE coefficients are copied from the

first ALE in noise-only segment, the second ALE does not

work well when the first ALE coefficients are copied before

convergence. The main problem is that the coefficient update

of the second ALE is done independently with the convergence

of the first ALE. To avoid such undesired situation, the ALE

coefficients used in the speech segments should be related with

the convergence of the ALE coefficients.

In this paper, we improve the beat noise suppression capa-

bility by using a single ALE, while the conventional method

requires two ALEs. In the proposed method, the ALE adap-

tively eliminates the beat noise in the noise-only segments,

and its coefficients are automatically fixed when the ALE

estimation error variance becomes sufficiently small. In the

speech segments, the ALE is used where the ALE coefficients

are not updated to eliminate the beat noise and let through the

speech signal. Unfortunately, the ALE often increases noise for

some reasons, e.g., the beat noise frequency is changed, the

ALE coefficients are not appropriate. Hence, when the ALE

output variance is greater than the input variance, we remove

the ALE.

II. BEAT NOISE SUPPRESSION USING ALE

Let m(t) be a broadcasting signal at continuous time t. We

have the FM signal xFM (t) as [3]

xFM(t) = Ac cos

{
2πfct+ βf

∫ t

0

m(τ)dτ

}
, (1)

where Ac and fc are the amplitude and frequency of the carrier

signal, respectively. The parameter βf is a constant to adjust

the power of m(t).
In the FM demodulation process, the two signals are ob-

tained from FM signal as [3]

I(n) =
Ac

2
cos{

n∑
i=0

m(i)}+
P∑

p=1

Ap

2
cos{θp(n)}+ ω(n),

(2)

Q(n) =
Ac

2
sin{

n∑
i=0

m(i)}+
P∑

p=1

Ap

2
sin{θp(n)}+ ω(n),

(3)

θp(n) = 2π(fp − fc)n+ ϕp, (4)

where I(n) and Q(n) denote In-phase signal (I signal) and

Quadrature-phase signal (Q signal) respectively. Ap, fp, φp

denote amplitude, frequency, and initial phase of the pth beat

noise, respectively. Here, the beat noise is modeled as a

sinusoid. The number of the beat noise is P . ω(n) represents

the additive white Gaussian noise. We remove the respective

noise signals from I and Q signal.



Similar to [3], we use the VAD to judge noise-only segments

and speech segments based on the energy of I signal. The

proposed method updates the ALE coefficients when the

variance of the ALE estimation error is large in the noise-

only segment.

Let a variance of white Gaussian noise be σ2
w. We calculate

the variance of the ALE estimation error as

σ̄2
e(n) = λσ̄2

e(n− 1) + (1− λ)e2(n), (5)

e(n) = I(n)− IALE(n), (6)

λ = 1−
1

2K
, (7)

where IALE(n) is the ALE output of I signal and e(n) is

the ALE estimation error. K denotes the filter order of the

ALE. When the ALE completely removes the beat noise in

the noise-only segments, we have σ2
e(n) = σ2

w where σ2
e(n)

is the true variance of the ALE estimation error. Hence, we

stop the update of the ALE coefficients when σ̄2
e(n) ≤ σ2

w,

where we assume that σ2
w is known.

The energy-based VAD may not absolutely catch the first

part of an utterance as the speech segment, because the energy

of the first part is usually small. In such part, σ̄2
e(n) > σ2

w may

be satisfied, since the input signal involves speech signal. But,

it is better to not update the ALE in such part.

We attempt to give the ALE the robustness against the VAD

misjudgement. In the proposed method, to update the ALE

again in the noise-only segments, it requires to continuously

satisfy σ̄2
e(n) > σ2

w in a certain time length Ta. The time

length Ta should be set greater than the time length of the

VAD misjudgement on the first part of utterance.

In speech segments, we never update the ALE. When

the beat noise frequencies are not changed, the beat noise

suppression is appropriately performed. Unfortunately, when

the beat noise frequencies are changed in the speech segments,

the ALE works to add a pseudo beat noise as an adverse effect.

To solve this problem, we remove the ALE when σ̄2
e(n) is

greater than the variance of I(n), σ2
I (n). Thereby, we can

avoid the undesired effect by the ALE, although it cannot

eliminate the beat noise whose frequencies are changed in the

speech segments. The remained beat noise is eliminated by

the ALE which works in the next noise-only segments.

III. SIMULATION

We carried out the simulations to confirm the effectiveness

of the proposed method by comparing with the conventional

method under a virtual environment. The sampling frequency

32kHz is employed. We put the beat noise frequencies as 4kHz

and 10kHz for 0s-6s. The number of the beat noise is changed

from two to one at 6s, and the changed beat noise frequency

is 2.5kHz. We put the filter order as K = 4000,Ta = 0.2s, the

carrier to noise ratio as 90dB, and σ2
w as 4.5× 10−13.

The spectrograms of simulation results are shown in Fig.

1, where (a) shows the demodulated signal without noise sup-

pression, and (b) shows the noise suppression result with the

conventional method, (c) shows the result with the proposed

method. From Fig. 1 (b), we see that three beat noise signals

(a) without noise suppressionpp

(b) noise suppression result with the conventional methodpp

(c) noise suppression result with the proposed method

Fig. 1. Spectrograms of demodulated signals

exist from 6s to the next noise-only segment. From Fig. 1 (c),

we see that the two beat noise signals are eliminated, although

the beat noise of 2.5kHz remains.

We evaluate the noise suppression performance by using

the signal to noise ratio(SNR). SNR is objective evaluation

and a large value denotes a good result. With the conventional

method, the SNR of the demodulated signal is 19.0dB. With

the proposed method, the SNR is 23.6 dB and improved 4.6

dB from the conventional method.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a beat noise suppressor using the

ALE whose coefficients are updated when the ALE estimation

error variance is greater than the variance of white Gaussian

noise in noise-only segments. The simulation results show that

the proposed method improves SNR of 4.6 in comparison to

the conventional method.
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Abstract—This paper proposes adaptive direct blind equaliza-
tion under noisy environment. There is direct blind equalization
corresponding to noisy environment using Rayleigh Quotient [2]
as one of the conventional method of direct blind equalization
method. It is known that the conventional method is higher
precision even when the observed signals is included the noises.
However, the conventional method has the problem that there
is many computational complexity because this method have
to calculate inverse matrix. In this paper, for solving this
problem, we propose adaptive direct blind equalization under
noisy environment. The features of proposed method are (i)
realization of high performance and stable equalizer estimation
with Data Least square(DLS) and (ii) reduction of computational
complexity using gradient method. We show the effectiveness of
the proposed method using computer simulation.

Index Terms—Direct Blind Equalization, Data Least Square,
Zero-Forcing, Gradient method, Noisy environment

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, in digital communication, we need the communi-
cation technology which fast sending and receiving to digital
data. In wireless digital communication, the transmitted signals
are distorted by the reflection and diffraction. This is called
Fading, and the solution of this problem is studied actively.
There is direct blind equalization corresponding to noisy
environment using Rayleigh Quotient [2] as one of the method
for solving this problem. It is known that the conventional
method is higher precision even when the observed signals
is included the noises. However, the conventional method
has the problem that there is many computational complexity
because this method have to calculate inverse matrix. In this
paper, for reducing the computational complexity, we propose
adaptive direct blind equalization under noisy environment. We
show the effectiveness of the proposed method using computer
simulation.

II. PREPARATION

In this section, we describe about the system model of
digital communication and blind ZF equalization. We use
system model in single input multiple output. Here, we apply
L-times Over-sampling to the received signals. The observed
signals vectors xN (n) with which N is stacking number are
as follows:

xN (n) = [ x(n) x(n− 1) · · · x(n−N + 1) ]T

= HsN (n) + vN (n), (1)

where H is block toeplitz matrix consist of channel vectors,
sN (n) are the transmitted signals vectors and vN (n) are the
noises vectors. We discribe Zero-Forcing(ZF) criterion. ZF
criterion is satisfied by

AHg = eLN+1 =[0· · ·0 1 0· · ·0]T , (2)

where

AH =[R11−W12R+
22W21

... u
... W12R+

22W21]
H

and, each elements are as follows:

R11 = E[xN (n)xH
N (n)] ,

R22 = E[xM (n− d)xH
M (n− d)] ,

R12 = E[xN (n)xH
M (n− d)] ,

R21 = RT
12,

W12 = E[xN (n− 1)xH
N (n− d)] ,

W21 = WT
12,

u : The right singluar vector

corresponding to maximum singluar value of

R12R+
22R21 − W12R+

22W21

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
and eLN+1 is the vector that LN + 1th element is 1 and

the other elements are 0. Here, we use matrix AH instead of
H. In (2), using pseudo channel matrix of left pseudo inverse
matrix A+, g is as follows:

g = A+eLN+1. (3)

When the observed signals xN (n) are not included the
noises, It is known that we obtain the high recovery signals
using (3). However, because the conventional method is not
considered the noises which are included the observed sig-
nals, the recovery performance of signals is lower when the
observed signals xN (n) are included the noises. Next section,
to solving this problem, we propose direct blind equalization
method with suppressing the noises.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we propose Adaptive Direct Blind Equal-
ization under noisy environment. The signals of recovery
performance is lower in case of the observed signals is
included the noises, because AH is included he noises. To
solving this problem, we need construct new model which
was able to suppress the noises in AH . In Fig.1, we show the



Fig. 1. input-output model for suppressing noises

TABLE I
THE COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

conventional method proposed method
step.1(A) (LN)3 + (LN)2 + (LM)2

+(LN)× (LM)× (LN + LM + 1)
step.2(g) 2(LN)3 2(LN)3 + 2(LN)2

+2(2LN + 1) +10(LN) + 6
×(LN)2

+2(LN)
×(2LN + 1)2

+2(LN)2 − (LN) + 4
total 15(LN)3 4(LN)3

+(LM + 12)× (LN)2 +(LM + 7)× (LN)2

+(LN + 1)× (LM)2 +(LN + 1)× (LM)2

+(LM + 1)× (LN) + 4 +(LM + 11)× (LN) + 6

model of input-output system for suppressing noises. From
Fig.1, we can assume input of system to AH . Here, there is
DLS algorithm as the method which is suppressed noises of
AH . By applying this algorithm to Direct Blind equalization
method, we can obtain direct blind equalization method with
suppressing the noises. The cost function of DLS algorithm is
as follow:

JDLS = ‖ΔAH‖2F =
g̃HCHCg̃

g̃HDg̃
, (4)

where

g̃ = [gT − 1]T ,

C = [AT
... eLN+1],

D =

[
I 0

0T 0

]
.

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ (5)

Using gradient method to (4), the update of equalizer g
suppressing the noises is as follow:

gn =gn−1

− α[{(AT )HAT −λI}gn−1−(AT )HeLN+1], (6)

where

λ =
g̃HCHCg̃

g̃HDg̃
. (7)

IV. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we evaluate the proposed method using
computational complexity and Bit Error Ratio (BER).

A. computational complexity

In this section, we evaluate the computational complexity
of proposed method. We show the computational complexity
of conventional method and proposed method in Table I. Fig.2
shows computational complexity by diagram. As a result,
we confirm that the proposed method is lower computational
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complexity and lower calculate time than the conventional
method. The computational complexity is lower because the
proposed method calculate the equalizer based on gradient
method.

B. Bit Error Ratio

In this section, we evaluate the proposed method using
BER. Fig.3 shows simulation results. As a result, we confirm
that the performance of proposed method is nearly equal
the performance of conventional method. We prove that the
proposed method has stable higher recovery performance of
signals and few computational complexity because of a result
of Fig.2 and Fig.3.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed adaptive Direct Blind Equaliza-
tion under Noisy Environment and comfirmed the effectiveness
of proposed method.
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Abstract—Band-gap reference (BGR) is one of the important
and indispensable analog circuits in integrated circuits.The design
of BGR has been widely known. In most cases, the power supply
voltage is assumed to be a constant value with a variation of
±10%. However, in the case of energy scavenging, the input
voltage, which will be converted to the power supply voltage,
varies in a wide range. Linear regulator such as Low Drop-Out
Regulator (LDO) is used to produce the power supply inside the
chip, however, the BGR cannot use LDO output as it power
supply voltage since LDO uses BGR output as its reference
voltage. In near field communication (NFC) systems, the input
voltage varies with the distance between the reader and device.
This work assumes the implementation of BGR in an NFC
system where the supply voltage of BGR varies from 0V to 5V.
A BGR start-up mechanism for a wide input voltage range is
proposed. The proposed start-up mechanism is implemented in
0.18um CMOS process and verified using Spectre simulation.
The proposed BGR operates at 1.35∼5.5V input voltage range.
The temperature coefficient at a 1.7-V input voltage and a
temperature range from −25 to 80

◦C is 21ppm/◦C.

Index Terms—band-gap reference, energy scavenging, near
field communication, start-up circuit, temperature compensation

I. INTRODUCTION

Band-Gap Reference (BGR) produces a reference voltage

independent of Process, Voltage and Temperature (PVT) vari-

ations. In an energy scavenging system such as wireless power

transfer, the input power supply voltage of the system may

varies in wide range thus it is necessary to design a BGR which

can tolerate wide variation of input voltage. Power supple

insensitive BGR uses self biasing technique which requires

start-up mechanism. As an example, Banba’s BGR [1] uses

POR signal produced by the LDO regulator to start the BGR.

However, this approach is not feasible in an energy scavenging

system where BGR should be ready before the LDO operates.

This paper proposes a BGR dedicated for energy scavenging

system with a soft start-up mechanism. The proposed BGR is

implemented using enhancement type MOS devices with thick

oxide in a standard CMOS process.

II. BANBA’S BGR

Assuming a first order temperature characteristic, the output

voltage Vref is given by

Vref =
R3

R1R2
[R1ΔV (1 + αT ) +R2Va(1 + βT )] (1)

M1 M2 M3

R1 R1

R2

R3

I1 I2 I3

I1a I2aI1b I2b

N

VbVa

Va

Vb

Vref

Vc

Fig. 1. Conventional BGR by Banba et.al. [1]

where, ΔV = VT ln(N), α = 0.086mV/◦C, β = −2mV/◦C.
In order to make the temperature coefficient of Vref equal to

zero,

R1

R2
= −

Vaβ

ΔV α
= −

βln(I1a/Is0)

αln(N)
≈ 23.26 ln(

I1a

Is0
−N).

Note that I1a/Is0 should be larger than N to get a positive

resistance ratio. Banba’s BGR uses a Power On Reset (POR)

signal to start it up. However, POR signal is commonly

activated when LDO’s output reaches a given threshold. Thus,

it is not possible to use POR signal to start the BGR in an

energy scavenging system. Furthermore, Banba’s BGR uses

depletion type MOS transistor as the input stage of the opamp

to reduce the power supply voltage.

III. PROPOSED BGR

The proposed BGR is shown in Fig.2. The proposed BGR

utilizes the Banba’s BGR core, but R1 is splited into two

resistors R1a and R1b and the input of opamp is taken from

the node between R1a and R1b. This will lower the common-

mode input voltage of the opamp and thus allowing the use of

enhancement type MOS transistors at the input of the opamp.

The opamp uses a self bias topology and need a start-up

mechanism. Banba’s BGR uses a POR signal to forcefully

pull Ve down and start the circuit. However, this start-up

technique is not feasible in an energy scavenging system.

Ma,Mc,Md, Ra ∼ Rd creates a self start-up circuit for the

proposed BGR. During the start-up, Va = 0V and Rd will pull

Vg to VIN . It will turn Md on and pull Ve down to 0V. As a

result currents will start to flow in the circuit and pull Va up

until Mc turns on and pulls Vg down near 0V such that Md

is turned off.



Vref

VIN

C2

Va Vb

Ve

Vc Vd
Va

Vc Vd

start-up operational amplifier BGR core

C1

Ma MbMdMc

C3

C4

Me

N

Vf VgVSENSE

Ra

Rb

output stage

Rc Rd

R1a

R1b

R1a

R1b

R2

R3

Fig. 2. Proposed BGR

The output voltage Vref is held to 0V by Mb until VIN

reaches a sufficient threshold voltage to turn the LDO on. The

value of the threshold voltage Vtl is given by

Vtl =
Ra +Rb

Rb

Vthn (2)

where Vthn is the threshold voltage of the nMOS transistor.

The proposed BGR uses thick oxide device (3.3V) to allow

an input voltage up to 5.5V.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed circuit is simulated using Spectre and 0.18um

CMOS process parameters. The specifications for the BGR

are summarized in Tab.I. Figure 3 shows the output voltage

characteristic when the input voltage is swept from 0 to 5.5V. It

also shows that the minimum input voltage of proposed BGR

is 1.35V. For a typical 1.8V LDO regulator, the minimum

operation voltage will be 1.7V. The output voltage variation

for input voltage from 1.7 to 5.5V is approximately only 8mV.

TABLE I
BGR SPECIFICATIONS

Parameter Value

VIN ∼5.5V
Vref 0.9V±10%
Bias current ≤10uA
Temperature range –25∼80◦C

Figure 4 shows the simulated temperature characteristic

of the proposed BGR for input voltages from 1.7 to 5.5V.

At VIN = 1.7V, the output voltage variation is only 2mV.

The average temperature coefficient of Vref is approximately

21ppm/◦C. The typical bias current is 5.8uA at VIN = 1.7V

and 8.9uA at VIN = 5.5V. The minimum PSRR at 27.12MHz

is 37dB.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A BGR start-up mechanism for a wide input voltage range is

proposed. The proposed start-up mechanism is implemented in

0.18um CMOS process and verified using Spectre simulation.
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Fig. 3. Simulated DC characteristic (VIN = 0 ∼ 5.5V)
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The proposed BGR operates at 1.35∼5.5V input voltage range.

The temperature coefficient at a 1.7-V input voltage and a

temperature range from −25 to 80◦C is 21ppm/◦C.
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Abstract—In this paper, I propose the multi-output Octagonal
MOSFET for the common device of both sensor and circuit
design. In previous works, one sensor device designs using a
resistor, capacitor, etc. So, it is very difficult to design sensors
and circuits together using the common device. However, multi-
sensing operation and normal circuit operation are both available
for proposed octagonal MOSFET. Moreover, reconnecting the
output terminals of octagonal MOSFET, the size ratio, W/L, of
it can change and I realize it can easily design both sensors and
circuits using only one kind of common device.

Index Terms—octagonal MOSFET, multi-sensor, multi-output
MOSFET, circuits and sensors design

I. INTRODUCTION

IC and LSI have been used in many electronic devices, such

as a car, mobile phone, etc. In IC and LSI, some sensors

and circuits are available [1]- [3]. In previous works, the

sensor device designs using a resistor, capacitor, etc. So, it is

very difficult to design sensors and circuits together using the

common device. However, multi-sensing operation and normal

circuit operation are both available for proposed octagonal

MOSFET [4] [5]. By making the MOSFET sensor structure

an octagonal shape, the electrode arrangement becomes a

line symmetrical and point symmetrical, and an effect of

suppressing deviation of terminals at the time of manufacturing

can be expected. It has been shown that it can be used as a

stress detection element or a temperature detection element as

a previous study [4] and it can be expected to be utilized as

a multi-sensor [5].

In this paper, multi-output Octagonal MOSFET for the

common device of both sensor and circuit design is proposed.

Especially, I evaluate the changing the inversion voltage with

the size ratio W/L of MOSFET using the inverter circuit.

II. OCTAGONAL MOSFET

Fig.1 shows the device layout and microphotograph of the

octagonal MOSFET. This device is designed and fabricated

by the 2.0μm 1-poly 2-metal CMOS process. In general,

MOSFET has only Gate, Drain, Source, and Bulk electrode.

But, octagonal MOSFET has additional 6 output electrodes,

which are located along the side of a regular octagon radially.

These electrodes, which are O1 to O8 in fig.1, can be defined

source, drain, one pair of hall effect detection outputs, which is

perpendicular to drain current direction, and the other pair of

temperature sensing output, which is parallel to drain current

direction, arbitrarily.

Multi-output octagonal MOSFET has three types of operat-

ing modes.

1) Operation as the normal MOSFET.

2) Differential operation between two opposite sides for the

detection of the magnetic field and the stress.

3) Differential operation only a single side for the detection

of temperature, current, etc.

Using these modes, both sensors and circuits can be designed

using only this device.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

For evaluating, the simple inverter, which is composed of

only octagonal MOSFETs, is designed and fabricated. In fig.2,

Vdd and GND are connected to p315 and n45 terminals,

respectively. However, this device has 8 terminals. Thus, if

these terminals can be reconnected to Vdd or GND, the size

ratio, W/L, of MOSFET is easy to change without redesigning

the device size. The inversion threshold voltage is shifted

because the W/L of nMOS and pMOS are changed. Other

methods are connecting two or four terminals to GND. Fig.3

and 4 show the result of the input-output characteristics of

the octagonal MOSFET inverter and the result around the

threshold voltage of inversion in the inverter, respectively.

From these results, the maximum changing size ratio can be

3.47 times as large as the normal inverter.

This device operates as the multi-sensor in previous research

[5]. For example, fig.5 shows the electrical measurement

method. VTEMP and VHALL are temperature and magnetic

field output voltage, respectively. Fig.6 shows the results of

the multi-sensing operation. T is the temperature of fig.5

measured using thermocouple gauge, and the other data are

from voltages of hall effect and temperature measurement

terminals. From the result of temperature, ΔVTEMP and T

are almost the same behavior. Thus, both hall effect and

temperature detection are available in the proposed device.

From these results, both sensors and circuits can be designed

by only 1 kind of the proposed common device, multi-output

octagonal MOSFET.
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Abstract—This paper presents an analog front-end circuit for
an optical receiver, which consists of a trans-impedance amplifier
(TIA), a limiting amplifier (LA) and an output buffer fabricated
in a low-cost 0.18 μm CMOS technology. The introduced TIA
uses a floating active inductor (FAI) based on gyrator-C structure,
which is why it can increase the bandwidth while occupying
a smaller chip area. The proposed transimpedance amplifier
achieves a transimpedance gain of 41 dBΩ and −3 dB frequency
of 10 GHz with 0.1 pF total input capacitance. In addition, the
TIA with the post limiting amplifier increases the gain to over
70 dBΩ and the bandwidth is still above 10 GHz.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the amount of information exchanging has

been increasing, and the optical fiber communication systems

and networks have been developing rapidly. Optical fiber

communication with light wave as carrier and optical fiber

as the transmission medium has become one of the important

ways for people to exchange data information. The analog

front-end, the most critical module of optical receiver, consists

of a trans-impedance amplifier (TIA) and a limiting amplifier

(LA) and aims to amplify the weak current received from the

photo-diode to a recognizable voltage with digital swing.

In this design, the proposed TIA can provide −3 dB

bandwidth greater than 10 GHz and transimpedance gain of

41 dBΩ. Due to the use of FAI, the occupied area of the

TIA is greatly reduced, almost 18.8% of the conventional

TIA area in Reference (1), and the floating active inductor

does not increase power dissipation. In order to make the

gain more desirable, the TIA must followed by additional

amplifying stages that boost the signal swing to logical levels.

In our proposed front-end circuit, a modified Cherry-Hooper

amplifier with resistive loads is used, which cascades an output

buffer.

II. TRANSIMPEDANCE AMPLIFIER

The conventional TIA is shown in Fig. 1, where L1 and

L2 are spiral inductors. In this design, we change L2 from a

spiral inductor to a floating active inductor, which allows the

TIA to increase the bandwidth while reducing the chip area

occupied by the TIA. In addition, unlike the conventional TIA

Figure 1. Schematic of the conventional TIA.

in reference (1), we assume that L1 is constructed by bonding

wire in this work. It is well known that in general process, the

inductance value of 1 mm bonding wire is between 2 nH and

2.5 nH. In order to reduce the negative impact of the parasitic

inductance of bonding wire and reduce the area, we use the

bonding wire as the inductor L1, which is not on-chip. So

we cannot find L1 in the layout diagram as shown in Fig. 2

(a). Fig. 2 (b) shows the post-layout frequency response of the

proposed TIA, and we can see from the simulation results that

no matter what value L1 takes between 2 nH and 3 nH, the

performance of this design is in an acceptable range. Fig. 2

shows that the occupied area of only TIA core is 180 μm ×
118 μm.

An active inductor is constructed with a small number of

transistors for the implementation of the the gyrator. The

gyrator consists of two back-to-back connected transconduc-

tors [2]. A gyrator-C network is said to be lossless when

both the input and output impedances of the transconductor

of the system are infinite, and the transconductances of the

transconductors are constant.

III. PROPOSED ANALOG FRONT-END AND SIMULATION

RESULTS

Figure 3 depicts a schematic diagram of the proposed analog

front-end network. In this design, an unbalanced pseudo-

differential TIA with one photodetector is used, as shown in
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Figure 3. Schematic of the proposed analog front-end.

Fig. 3. This part consists of a single-ended main TIA and a

matching replica TIA (a.k.a dummy TIA). The replica TIA

simply produces a DC voltage that tracks the dark level of the

voltage over process, voltage and temperature. To alleviate the

gain-headroom trade-off, we use the modified Cherry-Hooper

amplifier, where the resistors provide part or all of the bias

current of the input differential pair. In this LA, RH must be

much greater than the input resistance of the second stage to

avoid degarding the gain. In order to achieve the matching

with the subsequent circuits and achieve the maximum power

output, the LA must use the output buffer unit to achieve

output impedance matching and improve the driving capability

of the circuit.

The simulated frequency response of the analog front-end

is shown in Fig. 4. The −3 dB frequency of this circuit is

10 GHz and the conversion gain is about 70 dBΩ.
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Figure 4. Frequency response of the proposed analog front-end.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the design of a broadband optical

receiver analog front-end circuit in a low-cost 0.18 μm CMOS

process. It contains an unbalanced psedudo-differential TIA

with floating active inductor, a LA of modified Cherry-Hooper

amplifier, and a differential output buffer stage. The proposed

AFE circuit achieves −3 dB frequency of 10 GHz and gain

of 70 dBΩ. Instead of using spiral inductors, active inductors

are utilized in this design. Thus, the chip area can be greatly

reduced. The proposed architecture is suitable for low-cost

application.
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Abstract—Significant progresses have been made to face recog-
nition algorithms in recent years. The progresses include the
improvements of the solutions and the availability of more chal-
lenging databases. As the performance on previous benchmark
databases, such as MPIE and LFW, saturates, more challenging
databases are emerging and keep driving the advancements of
face recognition solutions. The loss function considered in the
solution usually plays the most critical role. We compare a few
latest loss functions with the same feature embedding network by
evaluating their performance on two recently-released databases,
the IARPA Janus BenchmarkB (IJB-B) [1], and IARPA Janus
BenchmarkC (IJB-C) [2], and highlight the directions for the
next phase research.

Index Terms—Face recognition, loss function, deep learning,
convolutional neural network

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning approaches have been advancing the face

recognition technology in an unprecedented pace. A typical

deep learning approach includes a deep convolutional neural

network (CNN) and a database for the training and testing of

the CNN. The loss function is a core part of the CNN that

can determine how well the targeted task, e.g., classification

or regression, is solved. The softmax function that computes

the cross-entropy loss is commonly used when solving a

classification problem. The improvements or modifications to

the softmax loss is an active research with the goal of finding

more effective loss functions.

We have selected several latest loss functions, including

the Triplet Loss [3], the Center Loss [4], the Marginal Loss

[5] and the Angular Softmax Loss [6], and compared their

performance on two challenging databases, the IARPA Janus

BenchmarkB (IJB-B) [1] and IARPA Janus BenchmarkC (IJB-

C) [2]. The comparison is based on the same CNN architecture

and only the loss function is replaced by each specific one.

Note that although the performances of the selected loss

functions are reported in their papers, many are studied on

other databases instead of the IJB-B and IJB-C.

II. SELECTED LOSS FUNCTIONS

The loss functions selected in this study include the Triplet

Loss [3], the Center Loss [4], the Marginal Loss [5] and the

Angular Softmax Loss [6]. As these loss functions consider the

Softmax Loss as a core reference, we introduce the Softmax

Loss first and the others follow. The Softmax Loss function

can be written as follows:

L1 = −
1

Nb

Nb∑
i=1

log
e
WT

yi
xi+byi∑n

j=1 e
WT

j
xi+bj

(1)

where xi ∈ R
d denotes the deep feature of the i-th sample,

belonging to the yi-th class. Wj ∈ R
d denotes the j-th column

of the weight W ∈ R
d×n and bj ∈ R

n is the bias term. The

batch size and the class number are Nb and n, respectively.

The softmax loss is widely used in deep face recognition

[7]. However, the softmax loss function does not explicitly

optimize the feature embedding to enforce higher similarity

for intra-class samples and diversity for inter-class samples,

which motivates the developments of other loss functions.

A. Triplet Loss

The goal of the triplet loss is to ensure that the deep feature

vector fa
i = f(xa

i ) of an anchor image xa
i is close to the

feature f
p
i = f(xp

i ) of a positive data x
p
i , which has the same

identity as of xa
i , and is far away from fn

i = f(xn
i ) of a neg-

ative data xn
i that has a different identity than xa

i . The triplet

loss is implemented in the FaceNet [3], a face recognition

system made by Google, as: L = 1
N

∑N

i max(‖fa
i − f

p
i ‖

2 +
α− ‖fa

i − fn
i ‖

2, 0), where α is the margin enforced between

the positive and negative pairs.

B. Center Loss

Center loss [4] was proposed to improve the softmax loss

for face verification. It learns a center for the features of each

class and meanwhile tries to pull the deep features of the same

class close to the corresponding center. Given the deep feature

[xi] in a batch, the center loss can be computed as: Lc =
1
2

∑N

i=1 ‖xi − cyi
‖
2
2, where cyi

∈ R
d is the center of class yi.

During training, the center loss encourages instances of the

same classes to be closer to a learnable class center. However,

since the parametric centers are updated at each iteration based

on a mini-batch instead of the whole dataset, which is very

unstable, it has to be under the joint supervision of the softmax

loss during training. Therefore the combined loss is formulated

as: L = LS + λLc, where LS is the softmax loss, which is

widely employed when solving typical classification problems,

and λ is a hyper-parameter that balances the two losses.

C. Marginal Loss

The Marginal Loss function [5] was proposed to simulta-

neously maximize the inter-class distances and minimize the

intra-class variations, both being desired features of a loss

function. The Margin Loss function focuses on the marginal

samples and is computed as follows,

LM =
1

m2 −m

m∑
i,j,i �=j

(
ξ−yij

(
θ−

∥∥∥ xi

‖xi‖
−

xj

‖xj‖

∥∥∥2
2

))
(2)



The term yijε{±1} indicates whether the faces xi and xj are

from the same class or not, θ is the distance threshold to

distinguish whether the faces are from the same person/class,

and ξ is the error margin besides the classification hyperplane

[5]. The final Marginal Loss function is defined as the joint

supervision with regular Cross-Entropy (Softmax) Loss func-

tion and is given as follows: L = LS +λLM , where LS is the

Softmax Loss. The hyper-parameter λ balances the two losses.

The coupling with the cross-entropy loss provides separable

features and prevents the loss from degrading to zeros [5].

D. Angular Softmax Loss

The Angular Softmax Loss was proposed to improve some

issues with the softmax loss [6]. The issue of the bias

bj = 0 is handled by transforming the logit [8] as WT
j xi =

‖Wj‖ ‖xi‖ cos θj , where θj is the angle between the weight

Wj and the feature xi. The issue with the individual weight

‖Wj‖ = 1 is handled by taking l2 normalization to make

the predictions only depend on the angle between the feature

vector and the weight. To make it discriminative, the authors

generalize it to the following Angular Softmax (A-Softmax)

Loss, and call their solution ”SphereFace”.

L3 = −
1

N

N∑
i=1

log
e‖xi‖ cos(mθyi )

e‖xi‖ cos(mθyi ) +
∑n

j=1,j �=yi
e‖xi‖ cos θj

.

(3)
where θyi

has to be in the range of [0, π
m
].

III. EXPERIMENTS

The MS-Celeb-1M dataset [9] can be the largest face

recognition dataset so far and contains about 10M images

for 100K subjects. However, this dataset has many mislabeled

images, and we need to clean it beforehand. We have extracted

5.8M face images from 85K subjects by some semi-automatic

processing for training.

The IJB-B [1] and IJB-C [2] can be two of the most

mainstream and most challenging face databases. IJB-B has

76.8K face images from 1,845 different individuals. IJB-C

has 148.8K face images from 3,531 different individuals.

These two datasets contain face images of different conditions

regardless of subject conditions (pose, expression, occlusion)

or acquisition conditions (illumination, standoff, etc.). We

tested the selected loss functions on both databases. For

preprocessing the training and testing data, we employ the

MTCNN [10] to detect the facial areas and landmarks. The 5

detected landmarks (two eyes, nose and two mouth corners)

are used to crop the whole facial images, and each cropped

face is normalized to 64×64. For a fair comparison, we employ

the same CNN architecture, ResNet100 [11], as the embedding

network. We follow the best settings reported in [3], [4], [5],

[6], and compute the cosine distance of two features to obtain

the similarity score.

The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 1 as the ROC

(Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves. The SphereFace

with A-Softmax loss outperforms all other loss functions on

both databases. The second best is the Marginal Loss, then the

Fig. 1. Performance for 1:1 verification on the IJB-B (left) and IJB-C (right)
datasets.

Center Loo, and then the Triplet Loss. At false positive rate

10−4, the SphereFace gives true positive rate 81% (86%), the

Marginal Loss 73% (80%), the Center Loss 68% (74%) and

the Triplet Loss just 54% (58%) on the IJB-B (IJB-C).

IV. CONCLUSION

Verified on two latest benchmark datasets, we have com-

pared the performances of several state-of-the-art loss func-

tions embedded in the same CNN networks. The difference

between the best and the worse can be more than 20% in the

1:1 verification, revealing the strength of a properly designed

loss function. It can be interesting to analyze the data failed

to be handled by one but successfully handled by the other,

extending our understandings toward the influences of the

loss functions. The analysis may also help design better loss

functions to deal with the data hard to handle by all selected

loss functions.
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Abstract—Security cameras have increased in public facilities.
The number of crimes has decreased by security cameras, but
we will have too much data of cameras. In this paper, we have
aim of security improvement. First, we search whether there
are humans in images by OpenPose. We then obtain position of
human’s hands. Finally, we detect dangerous objects around the
hands by image classification.

Index Terms—VGG, OpenPose, security camera, pan-tilt cam-
era, transfer learning

I. INTRODUCTION

In public facilities, security cameras have increased. The

reasons are crime prevention, protecting people and offering

data after a happening. Actually, there has been a report [1]

that crimes were decreased by security cameras as many as

possible. From these, it is important that we install security

cameras in public areas. However, we expect to increase too

much data of movie by increasing cameras too.

This paper explains managing security cameras and im-

provement of security using data of cameras. When a human

has dangerous objects, we define the situation as dangerous.

First, we detect humans in camera’s images. Because only

tools are not dangerous. Second, we detect hands of humans

by skeleton detection. We cut out the rectangle around the

position of hands. If the dangerous objects are in the rectangle,

the situation is dangerous. In this paper, we define what

“dangerous objects” is a kitchen knife (knife). The reason is

that knives are tools held by hand and have the ability to kill

people.

II. MEASUREMENT

A. OpenPose [2]

OpenPose is an algorithm that detects skeleton data of

human by deep learning. OpenPose can detect skeleton in 2D

images. The aim of this paper is to detect dangerous situations

in images by security cameras. We think it is suitable for this

aim, therefore we use OpenPose. First, we detect skeleton by

OpenPose. Fig. 1 shows an example of skeleteton detection.

By such a skeleton detection, we judge whether or not there are

humans in a scene image. We obtain the position of the hands

in detected skeleton. We cut out a rectangle region around

hands. We try to detect dangerous objects in cut out images.

B. VGG-16 [3] [4]

VGG-16(VGG) is a model of CNN(Convolutional neural

network) composed of 13 convolution layers and 3 fully

Fig. 1. An example of skeleton detection by OpenPose.

Fig. 2. An example of cut out image by pan-tilt camera. This image is very
blocky.

connected layers. VGG performs image recognition and image

classification. VGG is relatively simple, but the model has

deep layers and extracts features well. We detect dangerous

objects by VGG in a cut out image.

When we detect dangerous objects in the image (Fig. 2),

the situation is dangerous. Keras, which is a neural network

library, has VGG models that have weights trained by Im-

ageNet [5]. These models can classify objects according to

1,000 classes. There is a knife label (“cleaver”) in the 1,000

classes.

III. TRANSFER LEARNING FOR KNIFE DETECTION

A. Pan-tilt camera

The camera used for the experiment is a pan-tilt camera.

The pan-tilt camera can move the direction of camera lens.

We can obtain a wide view by pan and tilt functions.

In this paper we propose a countermeasure of too much data

and cameras for security. This proposed method may reduce

increasing cameras by getting wide views of this camera.

Furthermore, this camera has a zoom function. When objects



will be magnified, it will be easy to detect the objects that

humans hold with their hands.

We detected a knife by VGG of Keras. However the target

objects were very small in size and blocky (Fig. 2). Therefore,

we constructed a VGG model that could detect a small object.

We created a new model of the VGG by transfer learning. We

explain about training of a new model in the next subsection.

B. VGG transfer learning

We created a VGG model. Relearning labels were knives

and cellphone that human have with hands. A learning dataset

consists of 349 images obtained from imageNet dataset and

78 images by a pan-tilt camera. Pan-tilt camera’s images were

increased by transferring the values of RGB, transferring the

value of gamma, and flipping horizontal. Total training data

of knives were 427 images. Negative data were “cellphone”

images by imageNet dataset. The transfer VGG model was

trained after the 15th layer. We thought that a model of VGG

could be constructed by this transfer learning.

C. VGG model evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluated the transfer learned VGG

model. We prepared test images that were other training data.

The test images were constructed by 50 images with a knife

and 50 images without a knife.

Precision was 95.2% and recall was 80% as a result for those

data. Next, we experimented this VGG model with images by

a pan-tilt camera.

D. Experimental setup for knife detection

We used pan-tilt camera’s images. The images were con-

verted from a movie. A 20s male who had a knife was in the

movie. The total images were 446 images that were in around

his hand with a knife and without a knife. We detected a knife

with the above VGG model.

IV. RESULT AND CONSIDERATION

A. Result

Precision was 58.5% and recall was 54.3% for the pan-tilt

camera images. We used a movie by pan-tilt cameras. The

reason of low precision is due to high FP (False Positive) and

the reason of low recall is due to high FN (False Negative).

We considered why the values of FP and FN were high.

B. Consideration

Table II is the result about Precision and Recall. Firstly, we

consider the values of TP (True Positive) and FN. According

to visual contact, the VGG model could not recognize knives

that were very black or very white. It is apparent that the

color of a knife was shifting by metallic luster. Therefore, the

color transferred images were added to the training data. For

example, HSV conversion and changing the values of RGB

were carried out. For the reason, other color conversion will

be carried out to the test images too. Because we defined a

dangerous object as a knife, it is necessary that we think color

change by metallic luster.

Secondly, we consider the values of TN (True Negative)

and FP. We used skeleton imges obtained by Openpose. Fig.

3 is an example of the sletlton images. Detection results of

human’s other parts were also inputs to the VGG model as a

part of the image. We thought the value to FP increased owing

to circles or lines in skeleton images. 62 images out of all FP

results were skeleton images.

Fig. 3. An example of the FN images. Green ,orange and yellow lines are
skeleton detection results.

TABLE I
RESULT OF DETECT KNIFE BY A VGG MODEL.

TP 121 FP 86

TN 137 FN 102

Total 446

TABLE II
PRECISION AND RECALL

Precision 58.5%(121/(121+86))
Recall 54.3%(121/(121+102))

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed a method of knife detection for security

improvement with images of security cameras. It was shown

that the relearned VGG model could recognize small and

blocky objects in this paper. We used a pan-tilt camera for

getting data, because we thought to be able to solve managing

too much data by pan and tilt functions. We recgnized knives

in images with VGG. However, we couldn’t use a VGG model

of keras.For the reason, we carried out transfer learning. We

trained a VGG model with a dataset that was increased the

number of images by changing the values of RGB. As a result,

Precision was 58.5% and Recall was 54.3% for the pan-tilt

camera images.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a zero-phase impulsive noise
suppression method with an iterative phase reconstruction. A
zero-phase signal is obtained as IFFT of FFT spectral amplitude,
and the impulsive noise suppression is achieved on the zero-
phase domain. So, the zero-phase impulsive noise suppression
is a process of the FFT spectral amplitude, and the spectral
phase is unprocessed. To improve the noise suppression capa-
bility, we introduce an iterative phase reconstruction method to
the zero-phase impulsive noise suppressor. The iterative phase
reconstruction generates spectral phase with no contradiction
on FFT overlap-add method. Simulation results showed that the
introduced iterative phase reconstruction improves PESQ value
in comparison to the conventional zero-phase method.

Index Terms—zero-phase signal, impulsive noise, noise sup-
pression, phase reconstruction

I. INTRODUCTION

In many single channel noise suppression methods, FFT

is performed for each analysis frame, and noise spectral

amplitude is suppressed where the spectral phase is usually not

processed [1]–[4]. Noise suppression processing is performed

independently in each frame, and the noise suppressed spec-

trum is converted to a time domain signal based on an overlap-

add method. Unfortunately, since the spectal amplitude is

changed and the spectral phase is not changed, there is no

guarantee that the frames are properly connected.

To connect the frames with no contradiction, Gliffin and

Lim proposed an iterative phase reconstruction method (we

called it as ‘GL’) [5]. The GL method is a batch processing,

and cannot implemented as an online system. Based on GL,

online phase reconstruction methods are proposed [6], [7].

They iteratively reconstruct spectral phase by frame-by-frame.

Phase reconstruction technique is important in the area of

impulsive noise suppression especially in low SNR environ-

ment, because impulsive noise makes a linear phase. The linear

phase works to concentrate energy of signal in a short duration

in time domain. Hence, we have to process not only spectral

amplitude but also spectral phase for impulsive noise removal.

In this paper, we introduce an iterative phase reconstruction

method into a zero-phase impulsive noise suppressor [1], [2].

The zero-phase signal is obtained as IFFT of FFT spectral

amplitude. In the zero-phase domain, the energy of impulsive

noise concentrates around the origin. Impulsive noise suppres-

sion is acheved by replacing zero-phase signals around the

Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed method.

origin [1]. Since zero-phase signal is obtained from spectral

amplitude, the impulsive noise suppression is effective only

on the spectral amplitude.

As phase reconstruction medhods to be introduced to the

zero-phase impulsive noise suppressor, we use RTISI (Real-

Time Iterative Spectrogram Inversion) [6] and RTISI-LA

(RTISI with Look Ahead) [7]. Since these methods are online

algorithm, we can easily introduce into the zero-phase impul-

sive noise suppressor. RTISI is a method of reconstructing the

spectral phase by repeating FFT and IFFT for the current frame

and the past frame. Also, RTISI-LA, which is an extended

version of RTISI, reconstructs spectral phase referring to future

frames as well as the current frame and the past frames. Hence,

in RTISI-LA, an output delay occurs depending on the number

of future frames to be referenced.

Simulation results showed that the introduction of the iter-

ative phase reconstruction to the zero-phase impulsive noise

suppressor improves PESQ value, which is an objective test

recommended by ITU-T [8].

II. ZERO-PHASE IMPULSVE NOISE SUPPRESSION WITH

ITERATIVE PHASE RECONSTRUCTION

The block diagram of the proposed method is shown in

Fig.1. Let an observed signal at frame l be xl(n), where

0 ≤ n < N and N is the frame length. Similarly, sl(n) and

dl(n) be speech signal and noise, respectively, and we assume

xl(n) = sl(n) + dl(n).
Xl(k), Sl(k), Dl(k) denote FFTs of xl(n), sl(n), dl(n),

respectively. We have Xl(k) = Sl(k)+Dl(k), where 0 ≤ k <

N . Xl(k) is also written as Xl(k) = |Xl(k)| exp(j∠Xl(k)),
where | · | and ∠{·} denote spectral amplitude and spectral

phase, respectively, and j =
√
−1.

The zero-phase signal x
(0)
l (n) is obtained by taking IFFT

of |Xl(k)|, where x
(0)
l (n) = s

(0)
l (n) + d

(0)
l (n) under the



strict assumption |Xl(k)| = |Sl(k)| + |Dl(k)|. Here s
(0)
l (n)

and d
(0)
l (n) are the zero-phase signal of sl(n) and dl(n),

respectively.

An impulsive noise exists only around the origin in zero-

phase domain, i.e., d
(0)
l (n) = 0 (n ≥ L) where L denotes

an index around the origin. On the other hand, voiced speech

signal maintains a periodicity in zero-phase domain. In [1],

samples around the second peak are copied to around the

origin. When d
(0)
l (n) = 0 around the second peak, the

impulsive noise is suppressed. Taking IFFT of the processed

zero-phase signal gives a noise suppressed spectral amplitude

|Ŝl(k)|.

Next, we apply RTISI [6] to |Ŝl(k)|. We assume that the

current frame index is l and the past noise suppressed speech

signal in time domain, ŝm(n) (m < l), is already fixed. Using

∠Xl(k) as an initial phase, IFFT of |Ŝl(k)| exp(∠Xl(k))
gives a time domain signal. It is overlap and added to

ŝm(n). After that, we apply FFT to it and get the com-

plex spectrum A1(k) exp(jθ1(k)). Here, |Ŝl(k)| and A1(k)
are different, and ∠Xl(k) and θ1(k) are also different. We

make |Ŝl(k)| exp(jθ1(k)). Taking IFFT of it, and overlap

and added to ŝm(n). Again, taking FFT of it, we have

A2(k) exp(jθ2(k)). We make |Ŝl(k)| exp(jθ2(k)), and repeat

the procedure. When the i-th iteration, we have θi(k) which

is more appropriate to connect the frames in comparison to

the initial phase [6]. RTISI refers only single past frame for

the iteration. Its extended version, RTISI-LA refers some past

and future frames for the iteration.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

We carried out an impulsive noise suppression for a male

speech signal sampled at 16kHz, where we artificially added

40 impulse noises for generating an observed signal. We put

N = 512 and overlap is 7/8. The impulse noise suppression

result is shown in Fig.2, where (a) shows observed signal,

(b) shows the output signal of the conventional zero-phase

impulsive noise suppression (ZPS) [1], (c) shows the output

of ZPS with RTISI (RTISI) where the iteration was 10 times.

We see from (b) that the impulse noises remain, where these

noises are caused from the linear phase of the impulse signal.

On the other hand, from (c), the residual noises are reduced

as an effect of the iterative phase reconstruction.

For objective evaluation of noise suppression capability, we

used PESQ [8]. In the objective evaluation, 50 male and 50

female speech signals were used where they were respective

added 40 impulse noises. The evaluated noise suppression

methods are ZPS, ZPS with RTISI (RTISI), ZPS with RTISI-

LA (RTISI-LA), ZPS with Griffin and Lim method (GL). 10

iterations applied to RTISI and RTISI-LA, and 100 iterations

applied to GL. We note that only GL cannot be implemented

as an online system.

Averaged values of PESQ for 100 speech signals are shown

in Fig.3, where the observed signal was 0.8. ZPS acheved

PESQ of 2.46. Other phase reconstruction methods improved

about 0.1∼0.2 of PESQ in comparison to ZPS.

Fig. 2. Waveforms of noise suppression results. (a) observed signal, (b)
conventional method (ZPS [1]), (c) Proposed method (RTISI).

Fig. 3. Averaged PESQ values for ZPS [1], RTISI [6], RTISI-LA [7], GL
[5]. Averaged PESQ for observed signal was 0.8.

IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed an impulsive noise suppressor which is based

on a zero-phase signal replacement and an iterative spectral

phase reconstruction method. The introduction of the phase

reconstruction method RTISI or RTISI-LA to the zero-phase

impulsive noise suppressor was useful to improve PESQ value.
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Abstract—It has been attracted attention to a hearable device
which is one of wearable devices on human ears for communica-
tions, entertainment, health coaching, and so on. For human-to-
human speech communication, an important issue of the hearable
device is to enhance a target speech signal in an environment
where multiple speech signals exist. In this paper, we propose a
method to extract the target speech signal under the assumption
that the target speaker be the nearest and the front to the
hearable device user. The proposed method separates an observed
speech mixture to each speech signals and estimates the target
speech signal based on a variance of a phase difference between
both ears. The proposed method can be implemented as a batch
algorithm or an online algorithm. We evaluate the capability
of the proposed method on both algorithms, and show that the
online algorithm is more effective to a hearable device.

Index Terms—source extraction, distance estimation, online

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, hearable devices have attracted attention. Hearable

devices are small and ear-mounted devices to assist or enhance

human hearing in a variety of acoustic environments [1]. One

of the important feature of hearable devices is improving

speech communication in an environment where multiple

speech signals exist. There is ILRMA [2] as a blind source

separation method for such environment. This method shows

high separation performance when N ≤ M , where N is the

number of sources and M is the number of microphones.

However, it is difficult to apply ILRMA when N > M . In

recent years, source separation method based Deep Neural

Networks (DNN) also have been studied [3], and it has been

reported that high performance can be obtained. However,

DNN-based methods require training data in advance. On

the other hand, as a method which does not require prior

learning without depending on the number of sources, there is

a source separation method by Time-Frequency masking(T-F

masking) [4] [5]. These methods are equally separated without

considering the importance of source. When we obtain not

only the separation but also the distance and direction of each

source, we can extract only the target voice based on such

information.

In this paper, target speech signal extraction is derived by

introducing distance estimation and direction estimation based

on variance of phase difference [6] to the conventional method

[4]. We assumed that only the nearest source to the front is

the target source. The proposed method can be implemented

as a batch algorithm or an online algorithm.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

The flow of the proposed method is shown in the Fig.1.

Here, x(t) = [x1(t), x2(t)]
T is the observed signal at time t,

and the subscript indicates microphone index.

First, x(t) is transformed into the time-frequency domain by

short-time Fourier transform (STFT). The observed spectrum

is expressed as

X(τ, f) = Hk(f)Sk(τ, f) +N(τ, f), (1)

where X(τ, f) = [X1(τ, f), X2(τ, f)]
T , and Xj(τ, f) and

Sk(τ, f) represent the STFT of xj(t) and the k-th source

signal, respectively. Also, τ and f indicate the frame index

and frequency, respectively. Hk(f) = [H1k(f), H2k(f)]
T ,

and Hjk(f) is the STFT of the impulse response from source

k to microphone j. N(τ, f) is a noise term. Next, single

voice activity (SVA) detection is applied to the observation

signals. Then, Leader-Follower clustering (L-F clustering) is

performed on the SVA frames. The direction and distance

estimation are performed by using the phase difference of each

cluster obtained by L-F clustering.

When only direct sound exists, the phase difference φ(f) is

expressed as

φ(f) = af + 2nπ, (2)

where a is slope of phase difference, n is an arbitrary integer.

Here, assuming that the sound velocity v and the distance D

between the microphones are constants, the direction θ of the

sound source can be obtained as follows.

θ = sin−1(av/2πD) (3)

In other words, the direction θ of the sound source can be

obtained from the slope a of the phase difference. From

Eq. (2), phase difference φ is proportional to the frequency

when only direct sound exists. However, reverberation actually

exists. Due to the effect of the reverberation, the linear

relationship between φ and f is disturbed and variance occurs.

According to reference [6], it is reported that the variance

of the phase difference increases as the distance between the



Fig. 1. Flow of the proposed method

Fig. 2. Arrangement of source and microphone.

microphone and the sound source increases. Using this result,

the nearest source is identified.

The specific way of obtaining the target source is as follows.

The slope a of the phase difference is can be obtained as

a = arg min
k

ε(k), (4)

ε(k) =

M∑
i=0

(φi − kfi + 2nπ)2, (5)

where fi is frequency, φi is phase difference value at fi
obtained from the cluster, and M is the number of frequencies.

Also, variance of phase difference is defined as

V = ε(k)/M. (6)

It is determined that the distance is closer as the variance is

smaller.

Finally, the cluster of the target source is extracted from the

results of variance of phase difference and direction estimation

of each obtained cluster. Only clusters in front are selected

from the result of direction estimation. Here, the range that is

judged to be the front is −5 degrees to 5 degrees. When there

are multiple clusters in the front direction, the cluster with the

smallest variance is selected as the target cluster. A separated

spectrum is obtained by creating a T-F mask of this cluster and

multiplying it with the observed spectrum. Separated signal in

the time domain is obtained by inverse STFT of the separated

spectrum. This system can be implemented as batch or online

algorithm.

III. EVALUATION

In order to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed

method, we carried out speech extraction simulation. To create

the observed signals, the speech signals were convoluted the

impulse response which was measured in the arrangement

TABLE I
EXPERIMENT CONDITIONS

number of sources N = 3
number of microphones M = 2
Sampling frequency 16kHz

STFT frame size 4096
STFT frame shift size 256

TABLE II
EXPERIMENT RESULT

Batch Algorithm Online Algorithm

SDR[dB] 5.35 6.20

shown in Fig.2. In the simulation, 5 male and 5 female

Japanese speech signals in the ATR speech database [8] were

used. The experimental conditions are shown in Table I. The

observed signals were prepared for a total of 720 combinations

(6 combinations of the placement of each speaker and 120

combinations of speakers). Source separation performance is

evaluated by the SDR [7]. The results are shown in Table II.

We see that the online algorithm has higher performance. The

processing time of the online algorithm was measured, it was

8 seconds for speech of about 40 seconds. From this, it is

prospected that the proposed method can work in a real time.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, we proposed a method to extract the near-

est source in the front direction by distance estimation and

direction estimation using phase difference variance. The ef-

fectiveness of the proposed method is clarified by experiments.

We confirmed that the online algorithm improves 0.85 over the

batch algorithm in SDR.
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Abstract—Distributed Compressed Video Sensing (DCVS),
which consists of Compressed Sensing (CS) and Distributed Video
Coding (DVC), is an encoding scheme transferring computational
burden from encoder to decoder. By assuming that given signals
are sparse, the CS enables accurate decoding only referring
low dimensional observations which are obtained by low-rank
random projection of original signals. The DVC divides image
sequences into key and non-key frames and regards the decoding
of the non-key frames as error correction using the key frames.
The quality of the non-key frames depends on the design of the
dictionaries. Then, many studies optimize dictionaries with con-
vex optimization solvers for functions consisting of the weighted
sum of two terms: l2-norm error estimation term and l1-norm
regularization term. This paper proposes to use l1-norm error
instead of l2-norm to increase the robustness against outliers.
We apply ADMM (Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers),
which is a convex optimization solver, to minimization the cost
function. Simulation results show the proposed method generates
better quality images than the conventional method.

Index Terms—Distributed Compressed Video Sensing, ADMM,
Dictionary learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed Compressed Video Sensing (DCVS) [1] is an

encoding scheme. It consists of Compressed Sensing (CS) and

Distributed Video Coding (DVC) and transfers computational

burden from the encoder side to the decoder side. The CS

enables accurate decoding only referring low-dimensional ob-

servations which are obtained by low-rank random projection

of original signals. The sparseness of coefficient vectors is

measured with l0-norm, and this problem is classified into

an NP-hard problem. Therefore many studies relax l0-norm

problems to l1. The DVC divides image sequences into

key and non-key frames and regards the decoding of the

non-key frames as error correction using key frames. The

quality of non-key frames depends on the design of the

dictionaries. Then, many studies designed dictionaries with

convex optimization problems that consist of the weighted

sum of two terms: l2-norm error estimation term and l1-norm

regularization term [1]. In this paper, we use l1-norm error

instead of l2-norm to increase the robustness against outliers

[3].

A conventional method applies Alternating Direction

Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [4] to solve minimization

problem and obtain dictionaries [1]. ADMM is a convex opti-

mization solver divided into three steps: an error minimization,

a coefficient-norm minimization, and a dual variable update of

an augmented Lagrangian. This paper proposes ADMM ap-

plies to the problems, and adopts the Fast Iterative Shrinkage-

Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [5] for the minimization

step.

II. DISTRIBUTE COMPRESSED VIDEO SENSING

A given video sequence is divided GOP (Group of Picture)

which consists of a key frame fK and non-key frames fNK .

The former is reconstructed by the CS, and the latter is

reconstructed by fSI , which is predicted by reconstructed key

frame’s motion compensated interpolation (MCI). This paper

assumes GOP is key, non-key, key, non-key, key...; then, fSI

of a fNK is predicted by using a half motion vectors of the

motion vectors generated by the previous and the following

key frames of the fNK . Both fK and fNK are divided into

non-overlapped blocks and a block of fK is reconstructed by

the following convex optimization problem:

x̂ = arg min
x

1

2
‖yK −ΦKΨx‖

2
2 + μ‖x‖1, (1)

where Ψ ∈ R
N×N is the DCT matrix x ∈ R

N is a

sparse coefficient vector using Ψ for the block, μ is a weight

parameter to balance the two terms, ΦK ∈ R
M×N is an

observation matrix, and yK ∈ R
M (M < N) is an observation

vector. The observation matrix is shared with both encoder and

decoder sides, and only yK is sent to the decoder. Decoders

estimate the solution x̂ of (1), and generate f̂K = Ψx̂. A

fNK block is reconstructed as follows:

x̂ = arg min
x

1

2
‖yNK −Dx‖

2
2 + μ‖x‖1, (2)

where yNK ∈ R
M is the observation vector which is mul-

tiplied a block of fSI ∈ R
N by ΦNK , and D is a learned

dictionary.

III. CONVENTIONAL METHOD

In the conventional method, the dictionaries are designed by

K-SVD algorithm [2]. However, [6] shows that the dictionary



obtained by using ADMM is faster than that designed with K-

SVD whereas PSNR values using ADMM are slightly lower

than those of K-SVD. Therefore, we design dictionaries using

ADMM as the same manner of [6], and the problem is given

by

min
x,D

λ1

2
‖fSI −Dx‖

2
2 + μ‖x‖1, (3)

where λ1 and μ are parameters. To apply ADMM, firstly we

divide (3) into the x minimization and the D minimization

problems:

min
x

λ1

2
‖fSI −Dx‖

2
2 + μ1‖x‖1 (4)

min
D

λ1

2
‖fSI −Dx‖

2
2 + is(D), (5)

where is is the indicator function which projects each column

vector of D onto unit sphere. The solutions x and D are

computed alternately until their convergence.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method replaces the l2 fidelity term with l1-

norm and considers following minimization problem:

min
x,D

λ1

2
‖fSI −Dx‖1 + μ‖x‖1. (6)

The optimization scheme is same as the problems using l2
fidelity term, and (6) is divided into the following two sub-

solutions:

min
x

λ1

2
‖fSI −Dx‖1 + μ1‖x‖1 (7)

min
D

λ1

2
‖fSI −Dx‖1 + is(D). (8)

To solve the two problems alternatively, we adopt the Fast

Iterative Shrinkage-Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [5] for

the minimization step. Please see details in [7].

V. EXPERIMENTS

The performance of our method is evaluated on the video

sequence ”foreman” with 256×256 pixels. The parameters are

as follows: μ = 1 in (1), μ = 0.1 in (2), λ1 = 1 in (4)(5)(7)(8).

We changed the value of the parameter μ1 in (4)(5)(7)(8) from

0.01 to 1 in 0.01 increments. Let ΦK and ΦNK be random

matrices generated by the standard normal distribution. We

definined measurement rate (MR) of measurement matrix,

which is the ratio between its height and width as follows:

MR =
M

N
. (9)

The MR to the key frames and the MR of non-key frames are

fixed to 0.5. Figure 1 shows that average PSNR of conventional

method and proposed method when the value of the parameter

μ1 are varied. Figure 2 compares reconstructed images of both

method at MR=0.5, and also shows high quality of our method.

Figure 3 shows generated dictionaries of these images in Fig.2.

Fig. 1. Average PSNR when the value of the parameter μ1 are varied

(a) conventional method
PSNR=31.30 dB
SSIM=0.853

(b) proposed method
PSNR=34.64 dB
SSIM=0.928

Fig. 2. Reconstructed images for MR=0.5

(a) DCT (b) conventional method (c) proposed method

Fig. 3. Generated dictionaries

VI. CONCLUSION

This study has proposed that dictionary learning of non-

key frames in distributed compressed video sensing replacing

l2-norm fidelity term with l1-norm in minimization problem.

Empirical experiments show that our method reconstructed

better quality images than the conventional method. In future,

we will find better parameters to reconstruct images.
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TABLE I: Relevant Sizes FOR the Metasurface LCD Controlled Antenna 

Frequency Total Length Height Width Waveguide 

28 GHz 96.36 mm 10.19 mm 8.37mm WR34 

Elektrotechnik und Informationstechnik der Technischen 
Universität Darmstadt, 2009.
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Abstract—Cardiovascular diseases have a high morbidity,
and remain the leading cause of mortality. In the past two
decades, developing an intelligent auscultation system has at-
tracted tremendous efforts from the field of signal processing
and machine learning. We propose a novel framework based on
wavelet representations and deep recurrent neural networks for
recognising three heart sounds, i. e., normal, mild, and severe.
The Heart Sounds Shenzhen corpus (n= 170) is used to validate
the proposed method. The experimental results demonstrate the
efficacy of the proposed method in a rigorous subject independent
scenario, which can reach an unweighted average recall at 43.0 %
(chance level: 33.3 %).

Index Terms—Heart Sound, Healthcare, Cardiology, Wavelets,
Deep Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular diseases (CVD), cause 45 % of all deaths in

Europe annually [1]. On one hand, as a simple, convenient, and

less-expensive method, auscultation is widely used in clinical

and medical practice. On the other hand, physicians need

tremendous and extensive training for gaining experiences and

skills in auscultation [2]. In addition, it was reported that, only

approximately 20 % of the medical interns on average can

make an efficient use of the stethoscope to measure a subject’s

heart status [3]. In the past two decades, plenty of endeavours

were made in the field of developing an intelligent auscultation

system, which can facilitate an automatic analysis of the heart

sound for monitoring the health status of the subject [4]. From

a recent literature survey [4] on heart sound classification we

can see that, the previous work has achieved encouraging and

promising results, which demonstrated the feasibility of using

state-of-the-art techniques from signal processing and machine

learning to automatically monitor a subject’s health status from

the heart sound, or the respective Phonocardiogram (PCG).

However, there are still some limitations among the existing

This work was partially supported by the Zhejiang Lab’s International
Talent Fund for Young Professionals (Project HANAMI), P. R. China, the
JSPS Postdoctoral Fellowship for Research in Japan (ID No. P19081) from the
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work: Firstly, publicly accessible heart sound databases are

extremely limited. The PhysioNet Cinc Challenge database [5]

is the biggest one currently. Nevertheless, this database was

combined by multiple medical centres, which share incon-

sistent data acquisition, annotation, and pre-processing meth-

ods. Secondly, most of the previous work ignored subject

independence, which renders results overoptimistic. Thirdly,

advanced signal processing methods, e. g., wavelets combined

with deep learning methods were not comprehensively studied.

Therefore, we propose a novel framework based on wavelet

representations and deep recurrent neural networks (DRNNs)

for the task of heart sound classification. To the best of our

knowledge, it is the first time to investigate the capacity of

combining multi-resolution analysis and deep sequential learn-

ing for heart sound classification. In addition, the experiments

were implemented in a publicly accessible database, i. e., the

heart sounds Shenzhen (HSS) corpus, which makes this study

reproducible and comparable. The remainder of this paper will

be organised as follows: First, a relation to prior work will be

given in Section II. Then, we will introduce the database and

methods in Section III. Subsequently, the experimental results

are given in Section IV. Finally, we conclude the study in

Section V.

II. RELATION TO PRIOR WORK

In our previous studies, wavelets had been found to be effi-

cient for extracting robust representations from body acoustical

signals, e. g., snore sounds [6]. In this study, we first introduce

wavelet energy features (WEF) into the field of automatically

recognising heart sounds. In addition, we investigate the per-

formance of sequential learning by DRNNs, which has been

ignored in the aforementioned studies.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. HSS Database

The HSS corpus was first released in the INTERSPEECH

2018 COMPARE challenge heart beats sub-challenge [7]. This

study was approved by the ethics committee of the Shenzhen

University General Hospital. There were 170 participants (fe-

male: 55, male: 115, 65.4±13.2 years, 21 to 88 years) involved

in the data collection (the heart sounds were annotated as

normal, mild, and severe). To make a subject independent



TABLE I
THE DATA SET PARTITIONING OF THE HSS CORPUS.

# Train Dev Test Σ

Normal 84 32 28 144
Mild 276 98 91 465
Severe 142 50 44 236
Σ 502 180 163 845

evaluation, and taking the gender, age, and class distributions

into account, we split the whole database into train, develop-

ment (dev), and test sets (see Table I). All the heart sound

recordings were collected with an electronic stethoscope (Eko

CORE, USA) set up via a Bluetooth 4.0 at a 4 kHz sampling

rate. The average length of the recordings is 30 s (from 29.8 s

to 30.2 s), which results in a whole length of approximately

423 min with 845 recordings.

B. Features and Classifier

We use WEF [6] as the low-level descriptors (LLDs) for rep-

resenting the characteristics of the heart sounds. Compared to

the traditional Fourier transformation, wavelet transformation

can provide a multi-resolution analysis of the signal [8]. We

further chose gated recurrent unit (GRU) cells [9] to overcome

the vanishing gradient issue when training a DRNN [10]. The

WEF based LLDs are extracted from 1 s length frames (with

50 % overlap) segmented from one recording, and stacked as

a sequence when feeding into the DRNN model.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

We selected ‘coif3’ as the wavelet type for extracting WEF

(dimension: 287) from 7 decomposition levels (refer to [11])

by experiments on the development set. The DRNN model was

optimised to have three hidden layers (512-256-128) with the

‘Adam’ optimiser. The learning rate, batch size, and iteration

number was set to .001, 64, and 500, respectively. To improve

the reproducibility of this work, we set the random seed as

12 in the experiments. To evaluate the performance of the

proposed model, the unweighted average recall (UAR), i. e.,

the averaged recall for each class of heart sounds, was used

due to the imbalanced distribution of HSS.

B. Results

The confusion matrix of the proposed model on the test

set is shown in Fig. 1. Generally speaking, the wavelet based

DRNN works for the three-class heart sound recognition task

(UAR: 43.0 %, Chance Level UAR: 33.3 %). We can see that,

the model has an excellent performance for recognising the

mild class. However, its capacity in classifying normal, and

severe needs to be improved. In particular, it is difficult for

the current model to distinguish normal and mild, or severe

and mild.

Fig. 1. Confusion Matrix of the Proposed Model on the Test Set.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed a novel framework based on

wavelet representations and deep recurrent neural networks for

classifying heart sounds into normal, mild, and severe. The

experiments showed the encouraging and promising perfor-

mance of the model. In future work, we will involve more

sophisticated methods like attention based models [12].
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A Generation Method of a Two-Dimensional

Optical ZCZ Sequence with the Zero-Correlation

Zone (4n− 2)× (4n− 2)
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new generation method
of a two-dimensional (2D) optical zero-correlation zone (ZCZ)
sequence with the size of ZCZ (4n−2)×(4n−2). The 2D optical
ZCZ sequence consists of pairs of a binary sequence which takes
1 or 0 and a bi-phase sequence which takes 1 or −1, and has a
zero-correlation zone in the two-dimensional correlation function.
Because of these properties, the 2D optical ZCZ sequence can be
used for optical code-division multiple access (OCDMA) system
using an LED array having a plurality of light-emitting elements
arranged in a lattice pattern. The OCDMA system using the
2D optical ZCZ sequence can increase the data rate and can
suppress interference by the light of adjacent LEDs. By using
the proposed generation method, we can improve the peak value
of the autocorrelation function of the sequence. This means that
the BER performance of the OCDMA system using the sequence
can be improved.

Index Terms—optical wireless communication, optical code-
division multiple access (OCDMA), optical zero-correlation zone
(ZCZ) sequence, two-dimensional sequence, correlation function

I. INTRODUCTION

The two-dimensional (2D) optical zero-correlation zone

(ZCZ) sequence is a 2D sequence set consisting of pairs of a

binary sequence which takes 1 or 0 and a bi-phase sequence

which takes 1 or −1, and its correlation function has ideal

correlation property in a certain shift zone around shift 0 which

called a zero-correlation zone [1]. Because of these properties,

the 2D optical ZCZ sequence can be used for optical code-

division multiple access (OCDMA) system using an LED

array having a plurality of light-emitting elements arranged

in a lattice pattern. The OCDMA system using the 2D optical

ZCZ sequence can increase the data rate and can suppress

interference by the light of adjacent LEDs [2].

The 2D optical ZCZ sequence with the size of ZCZ 1× 1
has been proposed [1], however, it is desirable to be able to

select various sizes of ZCZ considering various applications.

In addition, 2D optical ZCZ sequences can be easily generated

by the product of 1D sequences, but the BER performance

of OCDMA systems using the sequence is low performance

because of the low peak value of the autocorrelation function

of the sequence.

This work is supported by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Sci-
ence (JSPS), Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C)(18K04145), and the
Telecommunications Advancement Foundation (TAF) Grant.

In this paper, we propose a new generation method of a 2D

optical ZCZ sequence with the size of ZCZ (4n−2)×(4n−2)
which has a high peak value of its autocorrelation function.

II. DEFINITION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL OPTICAL ZCZ

SEQUENCE

Let Z be a 2D optical ZCZ sequence set of M pairs con-

sisting of a bi-phase 2D sequence z
j
Ny,Nx

of length Ny ×Nx

whose elements take 1 or −1 and a binary 2D sequence ẑ
j,d
Ny,Nx

whose elements take 1 or 0, which can be expressed as

Z =
{
(z0Ny,Nx

, ẑ
0,d
Ny,Nx

), · · · , (zjNy,Nx
, ẑ

j,d
Ny,Nx

),

· · · , (zM−1
Ny,Nx

, ẑ
M−1,d
Ny,Nx

)
}
, (1)

z
j
Ny,Nx

= [zjNy,Nx,y,x
∈ {1,−1}]

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
z
j
Ny,Nx,0,0

· · · z
j
Ny,Nx,0,Nx−1

z
j
Ny,Nx,1,0

· · · z
j
Ny,Nx,1,Nx−1

...
. . .

...

z
j
Ny,Nx,Ny−1,0 · · · z

j
Ny,Nx,Ny−1,Nx−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

(2)

ẑ
j,d
Ny,Nx

= [ẑj,dNy,Nx,y,x
∈ {1, 0}], (3)

where j is the sequence number and 0 ≤ j ≤ M − 1, d is

the bit data and d ∈ {1, 0}, M is the number of sequences

and is called the family size, and y, x are the ordinal variable,

0 ≤ y ≤ Ny − 1, 0 ≤ x ≤ Nx − 1 and denotes a value of

module Ny or Nx i.e., y = y mod Ny and x = x mod Nx.

The periodic 2D correlation function between a bi-phase 2D

sequence z
j
Ny,Nx

and a binary 2D sequence ẑ
j′,d
Ny,Nx

for shifts

y′, x′ of the optical 2D ZCZ sequence is given by

ρ
z
j

Ny,Nx
,ẑ

j′,d

Ny,Nx
,y′,x′

=

Ny−1∑
y=0

Nx−1∑
x=0

z
j
Ny,Nx,y,x

ẑ
j′,d
Ny,Nx,y−y′,x−x′

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(−1)dw ;x′ = y′ = 0, j = j′,

0 ;x′ = y′ = 0, j �= j′,

0 ; |y′| ≤ Zczy, |x
′| ≤ Zczx,

j �= j′,

(4)

where 0 < w < NyNx. In this paper, the above 2D correlation

function ρ
z
j

Ny,Nx
,ẑ

j′,d

Ny,Nx
,y′,x′

is called the autocorrelation func-

tion for j = j′ and the cross-correlation function for j �= j′.



III. CONSTRUCTION OF 2D OPTICAL ZCZ SEQUENCE

WITH ZCZ SIZE(4n− 2)× (4n− 2)

A. Conventional Method

Let A be a 1D optical ZCZ sequence set [3] of length N =
N1N2, N1 = 4n1−1 and N2 = 2n2 , family size M = N2−1
and ZCZ size 4n1 − 2, which can be expressed as

A = {(a1N , â
1,d
N ), · · · , (ajN , â

j,d
N ), · · · , (aMN , â

M,d
N )}, (5){

a
j
N = (ajN,0, · · · , a

j
N,i, · · · , a

j
N,N−1),

â
j,d
N = (âj,dN,0, · · · , â

j,d
N,i, · · · , â

j,d
N,N−1),

(6)

where a
j
N,i ∈ {1,−1} and â

j,d
N,i ∈ {1, 0}. In general, a 2D

optical ZCZ sequence of ZCZ size (4ny − 2)× (4nx − 2) is

obtained as a product of 1D optical ZCZ sequences of ZCZ

sizes 4ny − 2 and 4nx − 2 of (5) and (6), and is given by{
z
j
Ny,Nx

= [zjNy,Nx,y,x
] = [a

jy
Ny,y

· ajxNx,x
],

ẑ
j,d
Ny,Nx

= [ẑj,dNy,Nx,y,x
] = [â

jy,d

Ny,y
· âjx,dNx,x

],
(7)

where the ZCZ sizes of (a
jy
Ny,y

, â
jy,d

Ny,y
) and (ajxNx,x

, â
jx,d
Nx,x

) are

4ny − 2 and 4nx − 2, respectively, and the family sizes of

those sets are My and Mx, respectively, and sequence number

j is given by j = Mx(jy − 1) + (jx − 1). The periodic 2D

correlation function of the optical 2D ZCZ sequence is given

by

ρ
z
j

Ny,Nx
,ẑ

j′,d

Ny,Nx
,y′,x′

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(−1)dNyNx(Zczy+2)(Zczx+2)

16(Zczy+1)(Zczx+1) ;x′ = y′ = 0, j = j′,

0 ;x′ = y′ = 0, j �= j′,

0 ; |y′| ≤ 4ny − 2,
|x′| ≤ 4nx − 2, j �= j′.

(8)

B. Proposed Method

Let (mN1
, m̂N1

) be a perfect sequence pair of length

N1 whose autocorrelation function is impulse, which can be

expressed as{
mN1

= (mN1,0, · · · ,mN1,i, · · · ,mN1,N1−1),
m̂N1

= (m̂N1,0, · · · , m̂N1,i, · · · , m̂N1,N1−1),
(9)

where a binary sequence mN1
is a Legendre sequence [4]

of length N1 = 4n1 − 1 or an M-sequence of length

N1 = 2n1+1 − 1 with positive n1,
∑N1−1

i=0 mN1,i = 1,

mN1,i ∈ {1,−1} and m̂N1,i = (1 + mN1,i)/2 ∈ {1, 0}. Let

(bN1y,N1x
, b̂N1y,N1x

) be a 2D perfect sequence pair of length

N1y ×N1x, which can be expressed as{
bN1y,N1x

= [bN1y,N1x,y,x] = [mN1y,y ·mN1x,x],

b̂N1y,N1x
= [b̂N1y,N1x,y,x] = [m̂N1y,y · m̂N1x,x].

(10)

On the other hand, let HN2
be an Hadamard matrix of length

N2 ×N2, which can be expressed as

HN2
=
[
h0
N2

, · · · , hj
N2

, · · · , hN2−1
N2

]T
, (11)

h
j
N2

=
(
h
j
N2,0

, · · · , hj
N2,i

, · · · , hj
N2,N2−1

)
, (12)

where N2 = 2n2 with positive n2, h
j
N2,i

∈ {1,−1},∑N2−1
i=0 h

j
N2,i

= 0 and T denotes the matrix transposition, and

h
j
N2

is called a Hadamard sequence. Let (cjN2y,N2x
, ĉ

j,d
N2y,N2x

)
be a 2D optical Hadamard sequence pair of length N2y×N2x

and family size M = (N2y − 1)(N2x − 1) , which can be

expressed as⎧⎨⎩ c
j
N2y,N2x

= [cjN2y,N2x,y,x
] = [h

jy
N2y,y

· hjx
N2x,x

],

ĉ
j,d
N2y,N2x

= [ĉj,dN2y,N2x,y,x
] = [

1+(−1)dcj
N2y,N2x,y,x

2 ],
(13)

where j = (N2x − 1)(jy − 1) + (jx − 1), 1 ≤ jy ≤ N2y − 1,

1 ≤ jx ≤ N2x − 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ M − 1. Finally, a 2D optical

ZCZ sequence of ZCZ size (4n1y−2)×(4n1x−2) is obtained

as a product of a 2D perfect sequence pair of (10) and a 2D

optical Hadamard sequence pair of (13), is given by

z
j
Ny,Nx

= [zjNy,Nx,y,x
]

= [bN1y,N1x,y mod N1y,x mod N1x
· cjN2y,N2x,y mod N2y,x mod N2x

],

(14)

ẑ
j,d
Ny,Nx

= [ẑj,dNy,Nx,y,x
]

= [b̂N1y,N1x,y mod N1y,x mod N1x
· ĉj,dN2y,N2x,y mod N2y,x mod N2x

].

(15)

The periodic 2D correlation function of the optical 2D ZCZ

sequence is given by

ρ
z
j

Ny,Nx
,ẑ

j′,d

Ny,Nx
,y′,x′

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(−1)dNyNx(Zczy+2)(Zczx+2)

8(Zczy+1)(Zczx+1) ;x′ = y′ = 0, j = j′,

0 ;x′ = y′ = 0, j �= j′,

0 ; |y′| ≤ 4ny − 2,
|x′| ≤ 4nx − 2, j �= j′.

(16)

Therefore, from (8) and (16), the peak value of the autocor-

relation function of the sequence by the proposed method

can be doubled compared with that of the sequence by the

conventional method.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new generation method

of a two-dimensional (2D) optical zero-correlation zone (ZCZ)

sequence with the size of ZCZ (4n− 2)× (4n− 2). By using

the proposed method, we can improve the peak value of the

autocorrelation function of the sequence. This means that the

BER performance of the OCDMA system using the sequence

can be improved.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a repetition control method
using terminal mobility to alleviate the packet collision for uplink
grant-free (GF) ultra-reliable and low-latency communications
(URLLC). Because the time diversity benefit within repetitions
is basically dependent on a fading correlation, the proposed
approach determines the number of necessary repetitions using
a fading correlation easily obtained from the terminal speed.
Using the proposed repetition control, the number of repetitions
can be reduced especially in low fading correlations, alleviating
packet collision. The effectiveness of our proposed method is
demonstrated in terms of latency by computer simulations.

I. Introduction

Demand for mobile broadband services has increased expo-

nentially and fifth-generation mobile communications systems

(5G) are slated to provide diversified services, including in-

ternet of things (IoT) and intelligent transport system (ITS)

applications [1]. In 5G, ultra-reliable and low-latency com-

munications (URLLC) are considered to be a new use case

especially for ITS, which requires a target block error rate of

1 × 10−5 or less within 1 ms [2].

For uplink URLLC, grant-free (GF) transmission is con-

sidered to be an attractive approach because latency can

be reduced by eliminating scheduling requests and dynamic

grant required for grant-based transmission [3]. Moreover, to

improve reliability with low latency, the K-repetitions method

which transmits the same packet a predetermined number of

times until a feedback from the base station (BS) has been

adopted for 3GPP Release 15 [4]. However, this approach

has a potential problem in that the improved reliability is

restricted by packet collision among mobile stations (MSs)

with excessive repetitions [5]. Therefore, the new method

must reduce the packet collision while retaining the improved

reliability.

In this paper, we propose a repetition control method using

terminal mobility to alleviate packet collision for uplink GF

URLLC. The proposed method is inspired by the fact that the

effect of the K-repetitions depends on fading correlation deter-

mined by terminal mobility. Considering the recent advances

in sensor-related technologies in mobile terminals, including

smart phones and vehicles, terminal speed can be easily and

precisely detected, which can be used to theoretically derive

the fading correlation. Taking advantage of this correlation,

the proposed method reduces the number of repetitions under

a relatively low fading correlation, contributing to packet

collision reduction. The effectiveness of the proposed method

is demonstrated in terms of latency by computer simulations.

II. ProposedMethod

In the K-repetitions method for uplink GF URLLC [4],

a MS generally transmits the same packet K times until a

feedback is received from the BS, which improves reliability

with a time diversity benefit. However, if the repetitions are

excessive, intra-cell interference increases due to packet colli-

sion among the MSs, resulting in decreased reliability. Thus,

excessive repetitions must be prevented while retaining the

improved reliability. Herein, we propose a repetition control

method using terminal mobility to reduce packet collision. The

proposed approach determines the number of necessary repe-

titions using a fading correlation obtained from the terminal

speed because the time diversity benefit depends on the fading

correlation.

Figure 1 shows the K-repetitions method under a different

terminal mobility. As shown in Fig. 1(b), high terminal mo-

bility causes large fading variation within the K-repetitions,

which can exploit the large time diversity benefit. In this case,

the number of repetitions K can be reduced while retaining

reliability.

Figure 2 shows the overall concept of the proposed method,

where Ts is the symbol duration. The MS calculates the

fading correlation from the terminal speed and determines

the number of repetitions K using the correlation. Assuming

Rayleigh fading channel, the fading correlation is given by

ρ(Δt) = J0(2π fDΔt) [6], where Δt and J0(·) denote the time

difference and Bessel function of the first kind of order zero,

respectively. Moreover, the maximum Doppler frequency fD
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Fig. 1. K-repetitions method under a different terminal mobility.
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Fig. 2. Concept of the proposed method.

TABLE I
Simulation Parameters

Modulation QPSK / OFDM

Number of sub-carriers N 512

Guard interval length TG 64

Forward error correction
(FEC)

Turbo coding / Max-log-MAP
decoding (R = 1/2)

Channel model
16-ray exponentially decaying

Rayleigh fading

Delay spread τrms 1.0Tsam

Normalized maximum Doppler
frequency fDTs

0.001–0.2

Packet combining scheme Chase combining

Combining criterion Maximal ratio combining (MRC)

Channel estimation Perfect

is determined by the terminal speed. In the proposed method,

if the fading correlation |ρ(Ts)| exceeds the threshold Th, a

large number of repetitions are required (e.g. K = 4) because

the time diversity benefit cannot be exploited. In contrast, if

|ρ(Ts)| is less than Th, the number of repetitions can be reduced

(e.g. K = 2) thanks to the large time diversity benefit. In this

manner, the proposed method properly controls the number of

repetitions to prevent packet collision.

III. Numerical Results

In this section, we verify the effectiveness of the pro-

posed method in comparison with the traditional K-repetitions

method by computer simulations. Table I shows the simulation

parameters used herein. In the performance evaluation, the

maximum Doppler frequency normalized by OFDM symbol

duration fDTs is uniformly distributed from 0.001 to 0.2 and

the average CNR is set to be 16 dB.

Figure 3 shows the complementary cumulative distribution

function (CCDF) of latency normalized by Ts in the proposed

method. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that our proposed method

improves the latency performance with decreased threshold

Th. Table II shows the use rate of the number of repetitions K

in each threshold Th. The proposed method increases the use

rate of K = 2 by 17.5% while retaining the target block error

rate of 1 × 10−5 and latency within 4Ts.

0 1 2 3 4 5
10-7

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

1

C
C

D
F

Latency [Ts]

 Proposed (Th = 0.65)
 Proposed (Th = 0.7)
 Proposed (Th = 0.75)

QPSK / OFDM
N = 512, TG = 64Tsam
Turbo coding /
Max-log-MAP decoding
R = 1/2
16-ray exponentially decaying
Rayleigh fading channel
τrms = 1.0Tsam
Average CNR = 16 dB
Perfect channel estimation

Traditional (K = 2)

Traditional (K = 4)

Fig. 3. Complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of latency.

TABLE II
Use Rate of the Number of Repetitions K

K = 2 K = 4

Traditional (Th = 0.0) 0.0% 100.0%

Proposed (Th = 0.65) 1.0% 99.0%

Proposed (Th = 0.70) 9.0% 91.0%

Proposed (Th = 0.75) 17.5% 82.5%

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a repetition control method

which featured terminal mobility for uplink GF URLLC. The

number of necessary repetitions is determined using a fading

correlation easily obtained from the terminal speed, which can

prevent excessive repetitions especially under high terminal

mobility. The numerical results showed that the method pro-

posed herein can reduce the number of repetitions by setting

the appropriate threshold for the fading correlation while

achieving the target block error rate and latency. Hence, the

proposed method has the potential to prevent packet collision

among MSs.
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Abstract—As an image prior for image restoration, the use of the

sum of the morphological gradient for an image has been proposed. In
this paper, we propose a method of optimizing the structuring element

(SE) for each pixel, in particular, by greatly reducing the computational

burden for optimization by adopting a new evaluation method for the SE
in simulated annealing. By optimizing the SE for each pixel, edges of the

image can be faithfully evaluated, and the improvement of restoration

accuracy can be expected. An experimental result shows the effectiveness
of the proposed method.

Index Terms—morphology, morphological gradient, total variation,

regularization, image restoration, simulated annealing

I. INTRODUCTION

The image restoration problem in which an original image from

only the observation image is estimated, such as a noisy image, is

an ill-conditioned problem. Therefore, a regularization term defined

from prior information of an image is used. The objective function

of the restoration problem is defined by the sum of the regularization

term and the fidelity term, that is, the sum of the squares of the

differences between a restored image and an observed image, and

the restored image is obtained by minimizing this sum.

As a regularization term, the total variation (TV) norm [1] and an

image prior consisting of a morphological gradient (MG) [2] have

been proposed. In the conventional method [3], the combination of

the TV norm and the MG is adopted. The use of the MG by selecting

an appropriate structuring element (SE) can make the regularization

term more suitable for an image and may bring about an improvement

in restoration accuracy. However, in these methods, only the edges

of a specified direction in the whole image are evaluated. Therefore,

it is ill-suited to evaluating various textures and edges in the image.

In this paper, we propose a method for restoring an image via SE

optimization for each pixel. By optimizing of the SE for each pixel,

it is possible to select the optimum SE for various edges. Therefore

an improvement in restoration accuracy can be expected. We use

simulated annealing (SA) for SE optimization. The experimental

result shows the effectiveness of the proposed method in image

restoration.

II. REGULARIZATION WITH MORPHOLOGICAL GRADIENTS

Let an N ×N original image and the observed image be denoted

as g
o

and y, respectively. The observed image is given by

y = Hg
o
+ e , (1)

where H is a degradation matrix and e is additive noise. The image

restoration problem is the inverse problem of estimating g
o

from y.

Part of this research was financially supported by a JSPS Grant-in-Aid for
Scientific Research (C) (No. 17K06450).

If H is known and e is Gaussian noise, the estimated image ĝ is

obtained by solving the following regularization problem:

ĝ = arg min
g

{
1

2
‖Hg − y‖

2

2 + λP (g)

}
, (2)

where ĝ is a restored image. In (2), the first term is a fidelity term

consisting of the sum of squares of differences between the restored

image and the observed image, and the second term includes an image

prior P (g) and a regularization parameter λ. As λP (g), we adopt

λP (g) = λTV PTV (g) + λMGPMG(g) , (3)

where PTV (g) and PMG(g) are a TV norm [1] and an image prior

that consists of the MG [2], respectively.

Let S be the set of coordinates constituting a flat SE. The MG,

GMG ◦ gi,j in S, is defined as GMG ◦ gi,j = D
S
◦ gi,j −E

S
◦ gi,j ,

where the dilation D
S

◦ gi,j and erosion E
S

◦ gi,j are repre-

sented as D
S

◦ gi,j = max
(k,l)∈S

gi+k,j+l and E
S

◦ gi,j =

min
(k,l)∈S

gi+k,j+l, and “min” and “max” indicate the minimum

and maximum values of an element, respectively. The sum of the

MG is given as

PMG(g) =
∑

1≤i≤N

∑
1≤j≤N

GMG ◦ gi,j . (4)

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The conventional method [3] employed a genetic algorithm (GA) to

optimize an SE, however, the GA cannot be applied for the proposed

method because of its large computational burden. In particular, an

evaluation of the SE (the calculation of fitness) in [3] requires much

computation. To reduce the computational burden, we employ SA

instead of the GA, and a new method for the evaluation of the SE is

proposed.

A. New evaluation method in SE optimization

1) Definition of solution space: Exploration of the search space

by SA is insufficient compared with that by the GA. Therefore, a

probability of finding the optimal solution in the solution space is

lower in SA. If a restricted search space that includes the optimal

solution can be given, we may be able to find the optimal solution

by SA. In the proposed method, we assume that the value of the MG

obtained using the most appropriate SE is lower than that obtained

using other SEs.

Under this assumption, we set the search range as follows. The

two-pixel SE, which has a pixel at the center position and the other

pixel in an L × L window, is considered. We calculate the sum of

the MG of an image using each SE and select M SEs in descending

order. The search range is created by superimposing these SEs.
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Fig. 1: Examples of generating solution candidate.

2) Evaluation of SE: To reduce the computational burden, the

evaluation method of the SE is changed. First, we obtain an initial

estimation image, g̃, by minimizing

1/2 · ‖Hg − y‖
2

2 + λPTV (g) . (5)

Using the initial estimation image, the evaluation value is obtained

by

E(Si,j) =
1

2
‖Hg̃

i,j
−y

i,j
‖

2

2+λTV PTV (g̃
i,j
)+λMGPMG(g̃i,j

,Si,j),

(6)

where Si,j is the SE for the local region whose center is (i, j), g̃
i,j

is a D × D local region of g̃, centered around (i, j), and y
i,j

is

also a D×D local region of the observed image y, centered around

(i, j). In (6), the first and second terms are made constants by fixing

g̃
i,j

. Then, we evaluate E(Si,j) = PMG(g̃i,j
,Si,j).

3) Generation of solution candidate: We describe a method of

generating a solution candidate. For a current candidate, we select

one of the following three cases with equal probability: 1) add the

pixel to the current candidate; 2) remove the pixel from the current

candidate; or 3) change only the position of pixels in the current

candidate.

In cases 1 and 2, the mask array is used for generating the solution

candidate. For each element in the search range, the probability

pm, which indicates whether or not each element is included in

the solution candidate, is given by pm =
V −Gm∑

M

k=1
(V −Gk)

, where

V =
∑

M

k=1
Gk and Gm is the sum of the MG using the SE that

consists of the center pixel and mth pixel.

Using pm, an L × L mask array W for generating the solution

candidate is considered. The value of the mask at index m, {W }m,

is defined as

{W }m =

{
1, rm ≤ pm

0, rm > pm
, (7)

where rm is a random number that satisfies 0 ≤ rm ≤ 1. The solution

candidate St+1 is generated from the current candidate St using W .

For case 1, St+1 is given by the logical sum of St and W for each

element. For case 2, St+1 is given by the logical product of St and

W for each element. Examples of both cases for M = 10 are shown

in Fig. 1.

B. Algorithm of image restoration

The proposed method consists of the optimization of the SE by

SA and the image restoration for each pixel using the obtained SE.

The procedure for the optimization of the SE is shown.

1) The solution space is defined by the method above. Let t = 1

and k = 1. The inital temperature T1 and the initial solution

candidate S1 are given. Equation (5) is minimized to obtain an

initial image, and the evaluation value E1 of S1 is calculated

using this initial image.

TABLE I: MSEs of restored images in the experimental result.

Image TV [1] [3] Proposed

Lenna 53.24 50.61 50.34

Barbara 131.9 129.0 106.0

Hill 71.69 71.65 69.97

Bark 167.4 167.5 167.3

Brick wall 116.8 112.8 110.5

Straw 205.7 188.9 181.1

2) According to the method above, a new solution candidate St+1

is generated and its evaluation value is calculated.

3) The acceptance rate of St+1, A(Et, Et+1, Tk), is calculated

using the Metropolis standard given as

A(Et, Et+1, Tk) =

{
1, Et+1 − Et < 0

exp(−
Et+1−Et

Tk

), Otherwise
.

(8)

If the solution candidate is accepted, then go to 4), otherwise

let St+1 = St, Et+1 = Et, and go to 4).

4) Let t = t + 1. If the number of iterations is within the

predetermined threshold, then let Tk+1 = γTk, k = k + 1,

and go to 5). Otherwise, go to 2).

5) If the termination condition is satisfied, the algorithm is termi-

nated. If not, go to 2).

After the optimization of the SE for each pixel, we carry out the

image restoration for each pixel using the obtained SE. That is, the

image of the D ×D local region g̃
i,j

is restored by minimizing (6)

using the obtained SE. Let the center pixel value of g̃
i,j

be the pixel

value at (i, j) in the whole restored image; then we obtain the whole

restored image.

IV. EXPERIMENT

Experiments were conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of

the proposed method. In this experiment, we treated the restoration

problem for the images degraded by Gaussian noise. The images used

for the experiment were grayscale images of 256 levels with a size of

512×512 pixels. As additive noise, white Gaussian noise with mean

μ = 0 and standard deviation σ = 20 was used. The parameters

were set to D = 25, M = 10, TK = 1000, L = 5, and γ = 0.8.

Table I shows the mean square error (MSE) of the restored images

in the experimental result. It is found that the restoration accuracy

improved for all images.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a method of SE optimization for each

pixel by SA. The proposed method can restore an image while

preserving the signal of various textures, edges and details. By

optimizing the SE for the local regions that include each pixel, we

obtained excellent results compared with the conventional method in

an experiment of reducing of Gaussian noise.
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Abstract—General sparse representation schemes for image
signals divide given images into non-overlapped patches, and
discuss dictionaries and/or sparse coefficients for the patches.
A convolutional sparse representation provides an alternative
approach, in which an entire image is represented by the sum of
convolutions with dictionary filters. This work tackles designing
of the dictionary filters with the l1 norm error criterion in the
data fidelity term to improve robustness against outliers. This
paper also applies smoothed l0 norm to estimate sparseness of
coefficient vectors.

Index Terms—Convolutional sparse representation, l1 error
fidelity, smoothed l0 norm regression

I. INTRODUCTION

Sparse representations [1] [2] are widely used for very broad

fields of signal and image processing applications, in which an

entire image is generally divided into non-overlapped patches,

and the patches are represented with linear combination of

dictionary vectors. A convolutional sparse representation pro-

vides an alternative approach, which models an entire signal

or image as the sum of convolutions with dictionary filters. In

both patch-based and convolutional sparse representation, the

cost function to design dictionaries and to obtain coefficient

vectors consists of the weighted sum of two terms: data

fidelity and regularization terms. The former and the latter

are generally estimated with l2 norm error and the l1 norm of

coefficient vectors respectively. To improve the robustness of

the dictionaries against outliers, this study employs l1 norm

error for the fidelity term and smoothed l0 norm regression

for the sparseness to fast implementation.

II. PRELIMINARIES

For a given signal sk ∈ R
N , where N is the number of

pixels, a convolutional sparse representation expresses sk with

the sum of the set of M dictionary filters dm ∈ R
N (m =

1, 2, . . . ,M) and coefficients xk,m ∈ R
N as

sk =
M∑

m=1

dm ∗ xk,m. (1)

We update dm and xk,m alternatively as the following proce-

dures [3]. For a given set of K images for dictionary learning,

the convolutional dictionary learning is defined as

arg min
{dm}

1

2

K∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣

M∑
m=1

xk,m ∗ dm − sk

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

2

s.t. dm ∈ CPN ,

(2)

CPN = {y ∈ R
N : (I − PPT )y, ||y||

2
≤ 1}. (3)

Equation (3) means that the zero-padded dictionary dm is

same as PPTdm and is projected onto the unit sphere. Here,

P ∈ R
N×B is the zero-padding matrix for a original filter

PTdm ∈ R
B . Rewriting Eq.(2) and (3), we obtain

arg min
{dm}

1

2

K∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣

M∑
m=1

xk,m ∗ dm − sk

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

2

+
M∑

m=1

ıCPN
(gm)

s.t. dm − gm = 0, (4)

where ıCPN
(gm) is 0 when gm ∈ CPN , ∞ otherwise. We

solve this problem with respect to dm and gm alternatively

with Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM),

one of convex solvers.

The l0 norm is discontinuous and indifferentiable; then,

[4] approximates the l0 norm to a smoothed l0 norm with

a Gaussian function as

||x||0 ≈ N −

N∑
n=1

e
−

xn
2

2σ2 . (5)

Since the approximation goes to equal when σ → 0, σ

decreases as the update to dm and xk,m update proceeds. The

update of xk,m is shown as

arg min
{xk,m,n}

KMN −
K∑

k=1

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

e
−

xk,m,n
2

2σ2

s.t.

M∑
m=1

dm ∗ xk,m = sk. (6)

We solve Eq.(6) with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), and

the approximation error is evaluated by

arg min
{x

′

k,m
}

1

2

M∑
m=1

∣∣∣∣x′

k,m − xk,m

∣∣∣∣2
2
+

λ

2

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣

M∑
m=1

dm ∗ x′

k,m − sk

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

2

. (7)

The first term constrained x′

k,m to the neighbor of xk,m

because without this term Eq. (4) does not change dm.



III. PROPOSED METHOD

In the conventional method, the influence of outliers appears

in the dictionary filters. To solve this problem, our method

evaluates the data fidelity term with the l1 norm.

By applying l1 norm error, Eq. (4) is changed:

arg min
d

||Xd− s||1 + ıCPN
(d), (8)

Xd = IFFT (X̂d̂),

d =
(
d1 d2 · · ·dM

)T
, s =

(
s1 s2 · · · sM

)T
,

where X̂ means X in the Fourier domain. We again formulate

this to solve by ADMM as

arg min
g0,g1

||g0||1 + ıCPN
(g1) s.t.

(
X

I

)
d−

(
g0
g1

)
=

(
s

0

)
.

(9)

ADMM obtains the dictionary for fixed coefficients as the

following iterative manner

d(j+1) = arg min
d

∣∣∣∣∣∣Xd− g
(j)
0 − s+ h

(j)
0

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2
+∣∣∣∣∣∣d− g

(j)
1 + h

(j)
1

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2

(10)

g
(j+1)
0 = arg min

g0

||g0||1 +
ρ

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣Xd(j+1) − g0 − s+ h
(j)
0

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2

(11)

g
(j+1)
1 = arg min

g1

ıCPN
(g1) +

ρ

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣d(j+1) − g1 + h
(j)
1

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2

(12)

h
(j+1)
0 = h

(j)
0 +Xd(j+1) − g

(j+1)
0 − s (13)

h
(j+1)
1 = h

(j)
1 + d(j+1) − g

(j+1)
1 . (14)

The optimization problem to obtain the coefficients xk for

the dictionary is shown as

arg min
x

′

k

1

2
||x′

k − xk||
2
2 + λ ||Dx′

k − sk||1 , (15)

Dx = IFFT (D̂x̂),

xk =
(
xk,1 xk,2 · · ·xk,M

)T
, x′

k =
(
x′

k,1 x′

k,2 · · ·x
′

k,M

)T
,

and is also rewritten to solve with ADMM as

arg min
x

′

k

1

2
||x′

k − xk||
2
2 + λ ||yk||1 s.t. Dx′

k − yk = sk.

(16)

The solution is given by the following iteration

x
′(j+1)
k = arg min

x
′

k

1

2
||x′

k − xk||
2
2 +

γ

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣Dx′

k − y
(j)
k − sk + u

(j)
k

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2

(17)

y
(j+1)
k = arg min

yk

λ ||yk||1 +

γ

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣Dx
′(j+1)
k − yk − sk + u

(j)
k

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2

(18)

u
(j+1)
k = u

(j)
k +Dx

′(j+1)
k − y

(j+1)
k − sk. (19)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the proposed method, we design the dictionary

filters for five images. The size of every image is 512×512

pixels in gray scale quantized to 8 bits. The images are prepro-

cessed the average of pixel values to be zero. The filter size is

8×8, and its number is 64. The initial dictionary is generated

by the standard normal Gaussian. The parameter σ is changed

15 times by multiplying by 0.9. The designed dictionary is

applied for Lenna, which is not used for dictionary design;

then, PSNR versus l0 norm performance is compared in Fig. 1

and 2. The parameters of the conventional method are μ = 1,

λ = 0.1, and ρ = 0.1; and those of proposed method are

μ = 1, γ = 10, λ = 0.1, and ρ = 1.

(a) Original image (b) Restored by con-
ventional method

(c) Restored by pro-
posed method

Fig. 1: Original image and restored images

Fig. 2: The relationship between PSNR and the l0 norm

The experiment results show that our method restore high

PSNR images with less l0 norm.

V. CONCLUSION

We improve the robustness of dictionaries against outliers

by employing l1 norm for the fidelity term, and this method

increases sparseness in the same PSNR. Future works include

development of variable length filters.
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Abstract—Convolutional sparse representation extracts fea-
tures of given signals. Conventional methods employ Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) to design dictionaries.
However, their convergence is slow and computational cost is
burden. This paper proposes a faster design method of the dic-
tionaries by using Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) instead of
ADMM, where the l0 norm of coefficient vectors is approximated
by a smoothed l0 norm function similar to conventional methods.
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is
faster and less iterations than a conventional method.

Index Terms—convolutional dictionary learning, smoothed l0

norm, projected gradient decent

I. INTRODUCTION

Sparse representations [1] are widely used for very broad

fields of signal and image processing, in which non-overlapped

blocks of a given image are generally approximated by linear

combination of dictionary vectors. A convolutional sparse

representation provides an alternative approach, which models

an entire signal as the sum of convolutions with dictionary

filters.

II. PRELIMINARIES

For a given image sk ∈ R
N , a convolutional sparse

representation expresses sk by convolutions of a set of M dic-

tionary filters dm ∈ R
N (m = 1, 2, · · · ,M) and coefficients

xk,m as

argmin
{xk,m}

M∑
m=1

L (xk,m) s.t.

M∑
m=1

dm ∗ xk,m = sk, (1)

where L(xk,m) is a function to estimate the sparseness of

xk,m, and the following smoothed l0 norm is used:

‖x‖0 ≈ L(x) = N −
N∑
i=1

e−x2

i
/2σ2

. (2)

The dictionary dm and its coefficients xk,m are updated

alternately so that xk,m are sparse. Please note that the original

dimension of dm is less than N but is padded with zeros to

be dm ∈ R
N .

To optimize xk,m for a fixed dm in Eq.(1), it is rewritten

in Fourier domain as

argmin
{xk,m}

M∑
m=1

L (xk,m) s.t. D̂x̂k,m = ŝk, (3)

where

D̂ =
(
diag

(
d̂1

)
· · · diag

(
d̂M

))
, x̂k,m =

⎛⎜⎝ x̂1

...

x̂M

⎞⎟⎠ . (4)

The vectors x̂k,m, d̂m, and ŝk ∈ C
N are Fourier domain vec-

tors of xk,m,dm, and sk ∈ R
N respectively. The convolution

xk,m ∗ dm is expressed as diag (x̂k,m) d̂m. The sparseness

term in Eq.(3), namely L(xk,m), is updated with PGD[3], and

the gradient descent is

xi ← xi − μxie
x
2

i

2σ2 , (5)

where xi is each component of xk,m, and μ is a learning

rate. If xk,m satisfies D̂x̂k,m = ŝk, the dictionary can not be

changed at the dictionary update procedure. Then, [2] does

not obtain the solution of D̂x̂k,m = ŝk, and the convolutional

approximation is replaced with the following formula using a

weight parameter λ as

argmin
x̂

′

k,m

∥∥x̂′

k,m − x̂k,m

∥∥2
2
+ λ

∥∥∥D̂x̂′

k,m − ŝk

∥∥∥2
2
. (6)

The dictionary optimization for K training images is shown

argmin
{dm}

1

2

K∑
k=1

∥∥∥∥∥
M∑

m=1

xk,m ∗ dm − sk

∥∥∥∥∥
2

2

s.t. dm ∈ CPN , (7)

CPN =
{
x ∈ R

N : (I − PPT )x = 0, ‖x‖2 ≤ 1
}
, (8)

where CPN means that a zero-padded dictionary dm ∈ R
N

is same as PPTdm and is projected onto the unit sphere.

Here, P ∈ R
N×B is the zero-padding matrix for a original

filter PTdm ∈ R
B . Equation (7) is solved with ADMM in

the Fourier domain. This computational cost is the sum of

two terms: FFT and the solution of Eq.(7) using ADMM.

The former is O(KMN logN) and the latter depends on the

update procedure of dm: O(KM3N) in Gaussian Elimination

or O(K2MN) in Sherman-Morrison Algorithms. Please see

[1] for details. The conventional method iterates Eq.(5), the

solution of (6), and that of (7) with ADMM.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

This paper replaces ADMM for the dictionary update with

PGD, and reduces the computational burden. Firstly, the

proposed method replaces Eq.(6) with

argmin
x̂

′

k,m

∥∥x̂′

k,m − x̂k,m

∥∥2
2

s.t.

∥∥∥D̂x̂′

k,m − ŝk

∥∥∥2
2
= 0, (9)



to obtain the point projected from the previous solution x̂k,m

onto the space satisfying D̂x̂k,m = ŝk in the Fourier domain.

The solution is given by the Lagrange multiplier as

x̂k,m ← x̂k,m − D̂H
(
D̂D̂H

)
−1

(D̂x̂k,m − ŝk). (10)

Next, we apply PGD to the approximation error shown in

Eq.(7) in the Fourier domain, which is expressed as

f̂(d̂) =
1

2

K∑
k=1

∥∥∥X̂kd̂− ŝk

∥∥∥2
2

(11)

where

X̂k = (diag (x̂k,1) · · · diag (x̂k,M )) , d̂ =

⎛⎜⎝ d̂1

...

d̂M

⎞⎟⎠ , (12)

and this gradient is

∇
d̂
f̂ =

k∑
k=1

X̂H
k

(
X̂kd̂− ŝk

)
. (13)

We obtain the gradient ∇dm
f by Inverse-FFT of Eq.(13), and

the gradient descent of dictionary dm is given by

dm ← dm − α∇dm
f, (14)

where α is the learning rate. The projection of dm onto the

set of CPN in Eq.(8) is shown as

dm ←

{
PPT

dm

‖PPTdm‖
2

(‖PPTdm‖2 > 1)

PPTdm ( otherwise )
. (15)

The whole update process is the iteration of the update

procedures of Eq.(5), (14), (15), and (9). Please note that the

error ‖
∑M

m=1 dm ∗ xk,m − sk‖
2
2 is not zero at the first three

steps, namely from Eq.(5) to (15); then, dm can be changed

in this process. Also, the computational cost at each iteration

is given by O(KMN logN) of FFT.

Our method varies the parameter σ at every iteration as

σ ← cσ with a constant c < 1. We give σ a maximum of

initial coefficients as initial value like [3].

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We designed the M = 256 dictionary filters for five

images ”Barbara”, ”kodim”, ”monarch”, ”sail”, and ”tulips”

to evaluate the validity of our method by using [4]. The five

images are 256 × 256 arrays quantized to 8-bit gray scale.

The number of dictionary filters is B = 12 × 12 = 144,

and the filters are quantized to signed 8 bit gray scale. We

optimized the sparse coefficients for ”Lenna” and ”couple”

using the dictionary designed for the above five images. Figure

1 compares the iterations of the proposed and the conventional

methods showing the similar l0 norm and SSIM, where inverse

SSIM of its vertical axis expresses 1− SSIM. Table 1 shows

the execution times of both methods. The parameter of the

conventional method is set λ = 0.01, and those of proposed

method are set μ = 1 and α = 1. Figure 3 depicts that
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Fig. 1: Comparison of relation of l0 norm and SSIM

Fig. 2: Comparison of execution time
proposed method (30 itrs) conventional method (100 itrs)

execution time 177.3s 1000.1s

(a) conventional method (b) proposed method

Fig. 3: Comparison of dictionary filters

the dictionary filters of both methods, and they are different.

However, we have not estimate the effect of the dictionaries

yet.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a first convolutional sparse dictionary

learning method. Experimental results demonstrate that the

proposed method is faster and less iterations than a conven-

tional method. The authors would like to validate the proposed

method for a large scale data set including high definition

images in the future.
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Abstract—This paper proposes two techniques in enhancing the
robustness of a joint image encryption and data insertion method
against lossy compression [1]. Safety zone is first introduced to
ensure that pixel values representing ‘0’ are separated from those
representing ‘1’ with a gap in between. This empty gap serves
as a buffer so that pixels from both groups do not cross and
eventually affect the extraction process. Next, majority vote is
also adopted so that error can be further suppressed, although
reducing number of bits that can be inserted. Results suggest that
both strategies can suppress error caused by lossy compression.

Index Terms—JEDI, safety zone, majority vote, bit error rate

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently researchers consider various means to achieve joint

encryption and data insertion (JEDI) method [1] for image.

JEDI method allows content administration without knowing

its actual semantic. For example, in cloud storage, image

is encrypted to protect owner’s privacy, while the inserted

data can be extract from the encrypted image for indexing

or hyper-linking purpose. Similar, in video surveillance, video

is encrypted to protect unauthorized viewing, while the in-

serted authentication data can be extracted for verification

purpose [2].

For such purposes, instead of maintaining quality, Ong et

al. [3] treat data embedding with the aim to distort image.

Associated histogram bins are first defined, then each image

pixel value is modified to the corresponding pixel value based

on the data to be inserted. Liu et al. [4] encrypt an input

image by transferring the MSB planes to LSB planes through

complex swapping, followed by the subblocks permutation.

The vacated space is then utilized for data embedding. Re-

cently, we proposed a separable encryption and data insertion

method [1], where an image is divided into 2 non-overlapping

parts for manipulation purpose. Specifically, the first part (i.e.,

bit planes of high significance value) is manipulated to mask

the perceptual semantic of the image, while the other part (i.e.,

the remaining bit planes) is manipulated to hide data using

histogram matching technique [5]. While the aforementioned

methods are able to hide data into encrypted image, robustness

of the inserted data against compression is not discussed,

i.e., the encrypted image may undergo lossy compression.

Therefore, in this work, 2 techniques are put forward to

improve our previous JEDI work [1], with the aim to make

the inserted data robust against lossy compression.

(a) Method A

(b) Method B

Fig. 1: Illustration of safety zone for τ = 3.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Safety Zone

Lossy compression often causes loss of image data, which

deteriorates the quality of the inserted data in the encrypted

image. As a result, the inserted data, which is of low quality,

might lead to failure in authentication, ownership dispute, etc.

To address this issue, this paper introduces a region called

safety zone in the histogram of pixel values. Safety zone is an

emptied area defined as a range of pixel value, where no pixel

can assume any value in the defined range. said range any

value these values. Recall that in [1] the adjustable parameter

τ is the number of bit planes utilized for data insertion. Let

d be the size of safety zone for 0 ≤ d ≤ 2τ/2, and two

implementations of safety zone are shown in Fig.1 for τ = 3.

Specifically, 2 selected bins (i.e., 3 and 4 in Fig. 1) are vacated

by means of distributing their elements (i.e., pixels) to other

bins, i.e., changing the pixel values. Specifically, Method A

restricts the distribution process to the immediate adjacent

bins, while Method B uniformly distributes the elements to

all other non-safety-zone bins. When a pixel value is changed

due to lossy image compression or filtering, it is unlikely to

spill over the boundaries due to the introduced safety zone

(viz., barrier).

B. Majority Vote

Our previous method [1] considers a binary image as the

data to be inserted. Therefore, the original image and the data

to be inserted are of the same size. To further suppress bit



(a) Safety Zone - Method A. (b) Safety Zone - Method B (c) Majority Vote

Fig. 2: BER for different d value when creating safety zone.

TABLE I: Lowest BER and its corresponding d value for each τ considered.

τ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

BER(a) 0.4992 0.4989 0.4784 0.4084 0.3095 0.1515 0.0526

d 0 1 2 4 8 16 31

BER(b) 0.4992 0.4989 0.4806 0.4190 0.3293 0.1890 0.0709

d 0 1 2 2 4 9 15

BER(c) 0.5043 0.4955 0.4341 0.2573 0.1111 0.0182 0.0013

d 0 0 2 4 8 16 27, 32

error rate of the inserted data after lossy image compression,

the data size is first reduced to 25% and repeatedly inserted

into the image for 4 times. Data extracted are then corrected

by using these 4 sets of data. With this construct, majority

vote is introduced here. If there is a tie, a majority result is

taken over a 3 × 3 subimage around the target pixel. In the

case when there is undecided pixel, a random value, 0 or 1,

is considered.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed method is implemented in Matlab (version

R2018b Update 4 9.5.0.1067069). The image processed by

our method (i.e., encrypted and contains data) undergoes

JPEG compression with a quality factor setting of 75. The

Lenna image (512 × 512) is considered here to verify the

basic performance of the proposed method. The data extracted

from the compressed image is compared with its original

counterpart to compute the bit error rate (BER), i.e., the ratio

of total error bit to data size. Here, smaller BER value implies

better performance, and vice versa.

Figure 2 shows the BER values calculated from the original

and extracted data for different d. Note that d = 0 implements

our original method [1]. For both Method A and B, results

suggest that BER is reduced when safety zone is introduced.

In addition, BER decreases when d increases, but increases

again after a certain point, depending on τ . The corresponding

d yielding the lowest BER, denoted by d̂, is recorded in

Table I for each τ . Results suggest d̂ occurs around half of the

largest d value that can be considered, which agrees with our

design. Furthermore, it is observed in Fig. 2(a) and (b) that

BER reduces when safety zone is adopted. Moreover, BER is

further reduced when majority vote is adopted as suggested

by Fig. 2(c).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Two strategies are put forward in this work to improve the

robustness of the inserted data against image processing such

as lossy compression. Although the size of the binary image

data is reduced to 25% of the original size, the bit error

rate observed in the extracted data is empirically shown to

be improved after applying the proposed strategies. As future

work, we want to extend our strategies to address other form

of attacks to make the inserted data more robust against image

processing.
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Abstract—The speech recognition technology makes it possible
for people to communicate with intelligent electronic devices.
However,existing speech recognition algorithms are overly com-
plex for small intelligent electronic devices (e.g., mini speakers,
intelligent toys, intelligent remote controls, etc.). For this, an
efficient speech recognition algorithm is proposed. Firstly, the
Mel-scale Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) is applied to
extract features of voices. Secondly, the Support Vector Machines

(SVM) is used to train speech classification models. Finally, a
speech database is collected to validate the proposed algorithm.
The speech database contains 500 audio files of 10 speech
commands for an electric motor car driving assistant and 550
audio files of 11 speech commands for a intelligent remote control.
The proposed method is evaluated via a 5-fold cross-validation,
and experiments show that the propose method acquires 94.20%
and 88.73% average accuracy rates for the electric motor car
driving assistant and the intelligent remote control, respectively.

Index Terms—MFCC, SVM, Speech Recognition

I. INTRODUCTION

The speech recognition technology allows people to com-

municate friendly with intelligent electronic devices. But, gen-

eral speech recognition algorithms have a large computation

load that usually completed on a remote server, which are

not suitable for small intelligent electronic devices (e.g., mini

speakers, intelligent toys and intelligent remote controls, etc.).

Because these small intelligent electronic devices are cost

controlled so that they can not accept a large computation load

and additional communication chips. Therefore, it is urgent

to design an efficient speech recognition algorithm for small

intelligent electronic devices.

Erlin et al. [1] analyzed discriminative features of voices

in detail, including loudness and tonal harmony, and designed

the audio classifier according to the nearest neighbor (NN)

criterion. Guo and Li [2] designed a SVM based multi-stage

audio classifier. Lu et al. [3] proposed a hidden Markov model

based audio classification method. Based on the work of Guo

and Li [2], Lin used the wavelet transform to extract sub-band

energy and pitch frequency [4] as features of voices.

In this paper, an efficient speech recognition algorithm is

proposed. It uses Mel-scale Frequency Cepstral Coefficients

(MFCC) for representing voices and applies Support Vector

Machines (SVM) to classify speeches. Moreover, a speech

* Jianqing Zhu is the corresponding author.

Fig. 1. The flow chart of the proposed method.

database containing 500 audio files of 10 speech commands

for an electric motor car driving assistant and 550 audio files

of 11 speech commands for a intelligent remote control is

collected to validate the proposed algorithm via a 5-fold cross-

validation. The experiments show that the proposed method

acquires 94.20% and 88.73% average accuracy rates for the

electric motor car driving assistant and the intelligent remote

control, respectively.

II. METHOD

As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed approach consists of two

steps(i.e., MFCC and SVM), which are introduced as follows.

A. MFCC

Due to MFCC [5] having an anti-noise ability, it is applied

to extract features of speeches in this paper. Due to the paper

length limitation, we can not detailly introduce MFCC. The

details of MFCC can be found in [5]. However, one important

step of MFCC should be noted. Because of the differences

in speed and content of speech commands, the data lengths

of speech commands are different, which is harmful to the

following SVM. For this, during the MFCC step, frame energy

is descending sorted, and only top-128 frames are selected to

construct features of speeches, making each speech holds the

same dimensional feature vector.

B. SVM

In practice, the interaction between human and small in-

telligent electronic devices does not require complex speech

commands. The kinds of speech commands are limited to a

specific electronic product. Therefore, we transform the speech

recognition task as a classification task that aims to predict the

class label of an input speech file. Considering that the SVM

[6] has high efficiency and accuracy, it is applied to finish

the speech classification task for small intelligent electronic

devices in this paper.



TABLE I
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS PF SPEECH COMMANDS IN THE SPEECH

DATABASE.
electric motor car driving assistant (Part I)

1.the intelligent assistant 2.intelligent photography 3.start recoding video

4.stop recoding video 5.start the recoding 6.stop the recoding

7.electronic rearview mirror 8.lock video 9.return to the video

10.yadi yadi

intelligent remote control (Part II)

1.open the lock 2.closed lock 3.open the headlight

4.close the headlight 5.hello, xiao bao 6.please bright red

7.please bright yellow 8.please bright green 9.please bright blue

10.please bright purple 11.please run lantern mode

TABLE II
ACCURACY RATE (%) OF THE PROPOSED METHOD.

dataset fold-1 fold-2 fold-3 fold-4 fold-5 average

Part I 97.00 97.00 98.00 89.00 90.00 94.20

Part II 90.90 90.00 94.55 85.45 82.73 88.73

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Database

In this paper, a new speech database is collected to validate

the proposed method. This speech database includes two part,

the Part I is for an electric motor car driving assistant and Part

II is for an intelligent remote control. As shown in Table I, both

Part I and Part II consists of simple speech commands, and the

language is the Chinese mandarin. 50 volunteers (i.e., 25 men

and 25 women) from different provinces of China contribute

their speeches to construct this database. As a result, the Part

I contains 500 audio files of 10 speech commands, and the

Prat II includes 550 audio files of 11 speech commands.

B. Implementation Detail

The hardware is a notebook with an i5-6300HQ CPU and

8.00 GB memory. The software is MATLAB 2016b. Regarding

to the MFCC step, the cepstrum coefficient is 12; alpha value

is 0.97; the frequency range is 100-800 Hz. Regarding to the

SVM step, the libsvm [6] toolbox is applied. The linear kernel

is used and the penalty factor C is set as 1.5. The 5-fold cross-

validation is implemented to evaluate the proposed method.

C. Experimental Result

As shown in Table II, on the Part I (i.e., electric motor car

driving assistant ), the average accuracy rate of the proposed

method is 94.20%, and on the Part II (i.e., intelligent remote

control), the average accuracy rate of the proposed method is

88.73%. Moreover, Fig. 2 shows the confusion matrixs of Part

I and Part II. It can find that only a small number of samples

are not on the diagonal, which shows that most of samples are

classified correctly.

In addition to the accuracy rate, for processing one sample,

the average time cost of the MFCC step is 12.80 ms and

the SVM step is 2.87 ms. Consequently, the total time for

processing one sample is only about 16 ms, which shows that

the proposed method is able to be expected to run on small

intelligent electronic devices.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an efficient speech recognition algorithm

using Mel-scale Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and

Support Vector Machines (SVM) is proposed. Experiments

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Confusion matrixs. (a) is for the Part I (electric motor car driving
assistant) and (b) is for the Part II (intelligent remote control).

are evaluated on a newly collected speech database by a 5-

fold cross-validation. The speech database contains 500 audio

files of 10 speech commands for an electric motor car driving

assistant and 550 audio files of 11 speech commands for

a intelligent remote control. The proposed method acquires

94.20% and 88.73% average accuracy rates for the electric

motor car driving assistant and the intelligent remote control,

respectively.
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Abstract—A transformation technique has been designed,
where the encoding result of the polar code can be transfered to
an low-density parity-check (LDPC) code. The belief-propagation
decoding can be applied to the received sequence according to
the parity-check matrix of the LDPC code. The transfered polar
code can provide the same error-rate of the LDPC code, and its
performance can be further improved if the success-cancellation
decoding is avaliable.

Index Terms—Belief propagation, error-control codes, polar
code, low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Infinite-length polar code [1] have been proven to achieve

the capacity for binary-input symmetric memory-less channels,

but it cannot outperform low-density parity-check (LDPC) [2]

code with limited code length using successive cancellation

(SC) decoding. Although the error-rate performance can be

improved by using CRC-list-SC decoding [3], these SC-based

decoding schemes suffer from longer latency, and the through-

put is limited due to their serial nature. On the other hand,

belief propagation (BP) [4] decoding has the intrinsic advan-

tage of parallel processing, and can be a potential solution for

high throughput. However, the original BP decoding applied

to polar code is based on the bipartite graph of encoding,

it cannot provide the parity-check feature and achieves only

limited performance.

In [5] and [6], a short LDPC code is used as an outer

code and is concatenated with an inner polar code. Its error-

rate performance is comparable to that of the CRC-list-SC

decoding with eight CRC bits and list size equals to two

(CRC-8, L=2), but the rate of overall concatenated code is

lower than the original polar code, and both polar and LDPC

decodings must be processed in order to achieve the final

decoding results.

In this paper, an alternative solution has been proposed.

A transformation matrix has been designed and serves as

an inner code. The encoding result of the outer polar code

can be transfered to an equivalent LDPC code, then the

BP decoding for LDPC code can be directly applied to the

received sequence. If the equivalent LDPC code cannot be

successively decoded, SC decoding of the polar code can be

used and the remaining error bits are possibly solved.

II. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED TRANSFER MATRIX

The system model is presented in 1. The generator matrix

of the polar code is denoted as Gpolar, it can be achieved

after removing the rows corresponding to the frozen bits. For

a (N,K) polar code, the size of Gpolar is K-by-N . The parity-

check matrix of the LDPC code is denoted as Hldpc, its size

is (N −k)-by-N . The transfer matrix is denoted as T, its size

is N -by-N , then the overall concatenated code can be kept as

R = K/N .

Fig. 1. System model of the proposed polar code decoder.

GpolarTinnerHT
ldpc = 0 (1)

In order to decode the received sequence using BP decoding

of LDPC code, the condition of (1) must be satisfied. Consider

the polar code of R = 1/2. Gpolar can be represented as a

combination of two N/2-by-N/2 sub-matrices GL and GR.

A similar representation is shown for Hldpc, whose left and

right helf parts are denoted as HL and HR, respectively. Then

(1) can be re-writen as (2), the transfer matrix Tinner is

separated into four N/2-by-N/2 sub-matrices, the upper-right

and lower-left ones are all zero matrices, and the upper-left

and lower-right ones are denoted as U and D, respectively.

[
GL GR

] [U 0

0 D

] [
HT

L

HT
R

]
= 0, (2)

GLUHT
L + GRDHT

R = 0, (3)

GLUHT
L = GRDHT

R. (4)

U = (GL)
−1

GRDHT
R

(
HT

L

)−1
(5)

U = (GL)
−1

GRHT
R

(
HT

L

)−1
(6)

Follow the process from (2) to (6), and set D as an identity

matrix, the transfer matrix that can convert a polar code to an

LDPC code is derived.

In this work, the transfer matrix Tinner surves as a rate-

1 inner code. If the received sequence cannot be successfully



Fig. 2. The representation of the (Tinner)
−1 transformation.

Fig. 3. Graph connection of (Tinner)
−1 and Hldpc.

decoded using the BP decoder based on Hldpc, the LLR values

of the temparly decoding result can be transfered following the

message passing algorithm according to the bipartite graph

corresponding to (Tinner)
−1, and the SC decoding of polar

code can be used to further improve the performance. The

operations of the message passing based on (Tinner)
−1 is

shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, where the circle and square nodes

respectively denote the processes of variable nodes and check

nodes in LDPC code.

III. NUMBERICAL EVALUATION

When a (1024,512) polar code is evaluated in an AWGN

channel, the performance of block-error rate (BLER) and bit-

error rate (BER) are respectively presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

The simulation results shows that if only LDPC decoding of

20-iterations is used, the the proposed method can provide a

similar FER performance compared to that of [6] and CRC-

list-SC with L=2. The SC decoding can slightly improve the

BLER performance. If the 50 iterations is avaliable, the BLER

can be significantly improved. However, as shown in Fig. 5,

due the error propagation, the BER of SC decoding is even

worse than that of only use LDPC decoding.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we present a design flow to transfer a polar

code to an LDPC code. Although the application of this design

flow is limit to rate-1/2 polar code, the simulation results show

that the high throughput BP decoding is possible to achieve

Fig. 4. The BLER performance for the (1024,512) polar code.

Fig. 5. The BER performance for the (1024,512) polar code.

a competitive error-rate performance compared to that of the

CRC-list-SC decoding.
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Abstract—In the signal processing field, there is a growing
interest in speech enhancement. Recently, a lot of speech en-
hancement methods based on the deep neural network have
been proposed. Mostly, these networks, such as SEGAN, Wave-U-
Net, adopt the autoencoder structure. In this paper, we propose
the cross conditional network for speech enhancement based
on SEGAN architecture. The proposed network has two Auto-
Encoder, where the mutual latent vector is composed of the
concatenated vector of these encoder outputs. In the experiments,
we show that the proposed method exceeds SEGAN in terms of
the objective evaluation measure by PESQ.

Index Terms—Speech Enhancement, Deep Neural Network,
Autoencoder, Generative Adversarial Nets

I. INTRODUCTION

The speech enhancement is often used as the front-end

processing for speech communication devices such as music

players, smartphones, and hearing aids. The speech enhance-

ment is an important signal processing technique which aims

to improve the speech quality and intelligibility of noisy

speech. Even now, many researchers are striving to establish

fundamental solutions for this problem.

Recently, a speech enhancement architecture using Deep

Neural Network (DNN) [1] has been proposed. DNN auto-

matically learns the representation of the relationship between

data and label data which are paired by a lot of data set. It

was reported that the speech enhancement using DNN can

provide higher speech quality than the conventional model-

based methods. Among speech enhancement using DNN, the

waveform-based autoencoder such as SEGAN [2], Wave-U-

Net [3], and so on, is an excellent architecture providing

particularly outstanding performance.

In this paper, we propose a new structure of the Auto-

Encoder to gain the speech enhancement performance.

II. SPEECH ENHANCEMENT

GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK

In this paper, Speech Enhancement Generative Adversarial

Network (SEGAN) [2] is used as a base architecture. SEGAN,

which has been proposed by S. Pascual et al., is one kind of

the supervised adversarial generative model modified for the

speech enhancement task.

SEGAN consists of two DNNs, which are the generator

and the discriminator. The generator is based on the end-

to-end autoencoder, which outputs a waveform directly from

the input waveform. The discriminator outputs ”0” or ”1”

xx

x̃, ñ ñ, x̃

x̂ n̂

Gs Gn

Gs Gn

Fig. 1. Generator Architecture.

correspondingly to whether the input is the real distribution

or the generator output. In most of the DNN based speech

enhancement including SEGAN, model training is based on

only the information of the clean speech waveform. In other

words, there is no mechanism to learn any other features such

as the information of noise. Therefore, we aim to improve

the speech enhancement performance by introducing a new

network to learn the noise information.

III. CROSS CONDITIONAL NETWORK

FOR SPEECH ENHANCEMENT

We show the proposed network architecture in the Fig. 1.

The generator consists of two symmetric autoencoders. The

two networks play the roles of the clean speech generator

and the containing noise generator, respectively. The left-side

network, Gs, generates the estimated speech x̂ from the input

noisy speech x. The right-side one, Gn, generates the esti-

mated noise n̂ from the input noisy speech. The latent vector

in each network is composed of not only the own encoder

output but also the another encoder output. Focusing only on

the one-side network, this concatenation of the latent vector is

similar to conditional adversarial network [4]. Thus we call the

proposed architecture cross conditional network. The number

of dimensions per layer, being it samples by features, is



TABLE I
PESQ MEASUREMENT.

Noisy SEGAN Proposed

PESQ 1.97 2.16 2.22

16382×1, 8192×16, 4096×32, 2048×32, 1024×64, 512×64,

256×128, 128×128, 64×256, 32×256, 16×512, 8×1024. The

activation function is the Parametric Rectified Linear Unit

(PReLU) except for the output in the generator, and Leaky

ReLU in the discriminator. At the output layer, the activation

function is tanh function.

On the basis of SEGAN, the objective function of the

proposed network is defined by the followings.

min
Gs,Gn

V (Gs, Gn) =
1

2
Ex,xc∼pdata(x) [‖Ds(Gs(x, ñ),xc)− 1‖1]

+
1

2
Ex,n∼pdata(x) [‖Dn(Gn(x, x̃),n)− 1‖1]

+ λ‖Gs(x, ñ)− x‖1

+ λL1 + λ2L2 + λ3L3, (1)

where

L1 = ‖Gn(x, x̃)− n‖1,

L2 = ‖‖Gs(x, ñ) +Gn(x, x̃)‖1 − ‖x‖1‖1,

L3 = ‖x̃− x̃c‖1 + ‖ñ− x̃n‖1. (2)

In the above (1) and (2), x is noisy speech, xc is clean

speech, and n is noise. The variable with the tilde ã means

the generator output with the input a. Gs, Gn are the gen-

erators for speech and noise, respectively, and Ds, Dn are

the discriminators for speech and noise, respectively. λ is the

regularization factor. The objective function of the proposed

method consists of three loss functions as well as the original

loss function of SEGAN, where the three losses are the

reconstruction error of speech, L1, the reconstruction error of

noise, L2, and the approximation error of latent vectors, L3.

pdata indicates the dataset distribution. E[·] is the expectation

operator. Unlike SEGAN, the first two terms on the right side

are absolute errors.

The settings for training in this experiment are the fol-

lowings: the number of epochs is 100 and the batch size is

200. The optimization method is AdaBound [7], the learning

rate of the generators is 0.0005 and one of the discriminators

is 0.00001, the weight decay rate is 0.0005. Training of

discriminators follow the reference [2].

IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Setup

In this experiment, we evaluate the speech quality of the

enhanced speech. The same data set as SEGAN is used as

follows. As the speech data, we use 30 speakers from the Voice

Bank Corpus [5] for learning and 2 speakers for test. The noise

data for training is constructed by 8 types of noise selected

from [6] and 2 types of artificially generated noise. The noisy

speech for training is artificially created by mixing the speech

and noise so that Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) is 15, 10, 5, and

0 [dB], respectively. The test dataset is a pair of noise-mixed

speech and its clean speech that are artificially added to the

SNR of 17.5, 12.5, 7.5, and 2.5 [dB] from [6], respectively. All

of the sounds are down-sampled from 48 [kHz] to 16 [kHz].

The two datasets used in training and test are different.

For evaluating the quality of the estimated speech, we adopt

the broadband version of Perceptual Evaluation of Speech

Quality (PESQ) [8] standardized by ITU-T. PESQ takes from -

0.5 to 4.5, and 4.5 indicates no deterioration from the original

signal. In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed

method, we compare PESQ for noisy speech, SEGAN, and

the proposed method.

B. Result

Table I shows PESQ for noisy speech, SEGAN, and the

proposed method. From the table I, PESQ of the proposed

method is 2.22, which is higher than SEGAN by 0.06 points.

This indicates that the speech quality can be improved by

learning noise information.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, by learning not only the speech information

but also the noise information, the speech quality of the

proposed method exceeded that of SEGAN.

Future work, we aim to improve speech enhancement per-

formance by using other speech features and changing the

discriminator structure. Furthermore, we will apply our cross

conditional architecture to Wave-U-Net.
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Abstract—This paper presents the performance evaluation of
heterogeneous cluster for satellite data processing. The proposed
system consists of a master and eight slaves of the heteroge-
neous system connected to a start-network switch. The metric
performance is used for satellite data processing algorithm. For
the performance evaluation, the overall processing time is 102.85
seconds. Additionally, comparisons with the related work show
better than 1.6 times of processing time compared with the
previous work.

I. INTRODUCTION

The heterogeneous cluster aims to address these issues
by incorporating different types of processors and/or specific
hardware in a single system [1]. In each cluster is the hetero-
geneous system more than one connected through a network
system. The generally heterogeneous system architecture in
the heterogeneous cluster as shown in Fig. 1 includes general-
propose processor "GPP", coprocessor "COP", hardware accel-
erators "HW-ACC", local memory "Local MEM", and shared
memory "SH. MEM". Some advantages of the heterogeneous
cluster are as high-performance computing, energy efficiency,
and scalability.

The principle design of heterogeneous system architecture
(HSA) in [2] based on hardware-software computer archi-
tecture design is used. There are four layers including 1)
an application layer is a software or program used for data
processing that providing for users, 2) the application pro-
gramming interface (API) layer is the software management
between an application layer with the operating system layer
such as OpenCL, OpenMP, MPI, etc., 3) the operating system
(OS) layer is the software operating between an API layer
with the hardware layer as known as a Linux open-source
operating system, and 4) the hardware layer is the devices in
the commercial market such as an embedded system board

Fig. 1. The generally heterogeneous cluster.

and the single board computer.
The satellite data or satellite imagery is information about

the earth in the space, gathered by man-made satellites in
their orbits. The most common use of satellite data processing
is earth observation, satellites deliver information about the
surface and weather changes on the planet earth. An example
of satellite data processing in the Thailand Meteorological
Department (TMD) [3] that is used to supply weather forecasts
for the entire country and publicize disaster warnings to
fulfill the requirement from administration and management
in natural disaster mitigation.

II. PROPOSED HETEROGENOUS CLUSTER

The proposed heterogeneous cluster architecture design
based on [6] composes the master heterogeneous system "MA-
HS" and 8-slave heterogeneous system "SL-HS" are connected
to a network switch which is star topology as shown in
Fig.2(a). There are four layers described below.

A. Hardware Layer & OS Layer

The hardware layer employs the Microserver Parallella
board [4] as shown in Fig. 2(b). This device has two different
types of processors between a ZYNQ SoC (ARM and FPGA
are inside) processor, which is the ARM processor called
“a host processor” and a 16-cores Epiphany RISC coproces-
sor called “a coprocessor”. A round of processors includes
1GB memory, Gigabit Ethernet, and 32GB μSD storage. The
Parabuntu from Adapteva Inc. is an operating system.

Fig. 2. The proposed heterogeneous cluster.



B. API Layer & Application Layer

APIs use COPRTHR SDK and Epiphany SDK that pro-
vides a collection of the library (e.g., OpenCL, MPI,
Epiphany−C/C++, etc.) for implementing in the host pro-
cessor, and, a coprocessor. The application using to evaluate
the performance our heterogeneous cluster is the satellite data
processing algorithm in the next section.

III. SATELLITE DATA PROCESSING ALGORITHM

In this paper, the satellite data from the TMD using to
quantitative precipitation estimation rainfall over Thailand by
Himawari-8 satellite observation every 10 minutes by cloud
service.

The rainfall rate RR [5] in mm/hr. is the relation between
rain and temperature, which is defined as:

RR = α× 10β×temp
γ

k , (1)

where α, β and γ are the coefficients which depend on
different climatic and locations. tempk is temperature in
Kelvin from satellite data.

The normalization of temperature Ntempc
is defined as:

Ntempc
=

{
zero ; tempk − δ > ε

temp5k ; tempk − δ < ε
(2)

where δ = 273, ε depends on color bar monitoring.
The proposed satellite data processing (SDP) algorithm is

introduced in Algorithm 1. Line 1 shows an initial satellite
data and input the network common data form as satellite
data called “.nc file” to host processor; Line 2 shows the
conversion between .nc file to the common data form language
called “.cdl file” and send to the coprocessor; Line 3 shows
searching process for finding tempk in .cdl file; Line 4-6 show
the decision of rain rate and send back to host processor when
finished; Line 7 shows the conversion process .cdl file back to
the .nc file; and Line 8 shows the results of data processing
which is .nc file.

Algorithm 1 Satellite data processing (SDP) algorithm

Host processor
1: INPUT satellite data .nc file
2: CONVERT .nc file to .cdl file

Coprocessor
3: SEARCH tempk in .cdl file
4: If Ntempc = zero do RR ⇐= Ntempc

5: else RR ⇐= α× 10β×temp
γ

k

6: end if
Host processor

7: CONVERT .cdl file to .nc file
8: OUTPUT satellite data processing to .nc file
9: END

IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An experiment of the heterogeneous cluster proposed
and performance are measured by SDP algorithm. An
algorithm proposing is implemented programming by
Epiphany−C/C++, complied by E-GCC/G++ on a hetero-
geneous cluster. Fig. 3 shows the output from SDP algo-
rithm satellite imagery over Thailand on 10/09/2016, where

Fig. 3. The satellite imagery on 10/09/2016 processed by SDP algorithm.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

System Processing time (seconds)

Hostprocessor Coprocessor Overall

The proposed system 95.13 7.72 102.85

The system in [6] 164.16 - 164.16

α = 1.1183, β = −0.036382, γ = 0.5, and ε = −25
which is the high temperature displayed in red tone color
and low temperature shown in blue tone color. While, shade
of color is translated with (1) followed the GrADS default
rainbow sequence. The performance evaluation results are
shown in Table I, and compared with [6]. The proposed system
shows the processing time of the host processor. The overall
processing time is better than 1.73 times and 1.60 times of
processing time compared with previous work in [6].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the performance evaluation of heterogeneous
cluster is proposed for SDP algorithm. Proposed system con-
sists of a master and 8-slave of the heterogeneous system are
connected to a star-network switch. For the performance eval-
uation results, the overall processing time is 102.85 seconds.
Additionally, comparisons with related work show better than
1.60 times of processing time compared with previous work.
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Abstract— Recently, in wireless communications a trans-
mission rate degradation due to the increase of traffic
becomes a serious problem. To deal with this problem, the
number of users is an important parameter. To the estimation
of the number of users, a probability distribution of backoff
is applicable with the maximum likelihood approach. In
this paper, an analysis method is proposed to derive the
probability distribution of backoff considering frozen backoff
in time axis. The analysis and simulation results are compared
to show the validity the proposed method.

Index Terms— CSMA/CA, DCF, IEEE802.11, Backoff time

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, with the development of wireless communi-

cations, the demand for wireless communication devices

such as smartphones and tablets is increasing. Most of

these devices use wireless LAN and a packet transmission

is controlled by CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Ac-

cess with Collision Avoidance) as MAC (Medium Access

Control) protocols.

In the wireless communications, users communicate

with other users by a relay access point(AP). When access

is concentrated to the same AP due to the increase of users,

the communication quality will be degraded by a packet

drop. The best AP selection methods in multiple AP’s are

proposed in [1]-[3].

To deal with the problem, the number of users is an

important parameter. In [4], the estimation of number

of users is based on an extended Kalman filter with

measured number of collisions. In [5], the number of

users is estimated by the maximum likelihood estimation

using probability distribution of backoff time. However, an

estimation error increases as the number of users.

II. CSMA/CA

In CSMA/CA, when a user has a data frame to transmit,

it has to wait until channel becomes idle for a period

of time called IFS (Inter Frame Space). Then, it uses

a random number generator to set a backoff time. In

IEEE802.11, backoff time follows as

b = r · s, (1)

Fig. 1. Time axis analysis of N = 2

where r is a random integer generated from a uni-

form distribution of [0, CW − 1], and s is a slot time.

CW(Contention Window) is an integer between CWmin

and CWmax, and determined by

CW = CWmin × 2i, (2)

where i is a number of collision. The determined backoff

time decreases for each slot time in the case of channel

idle, and when it reaches 0, the user transmits a data frame.

In the case of channel busy, the backoff time is frozen and

carried over to the next transmission opportunity.

III. BACKOFF ANALYSIS

Fig.1 shows the time axis analysis when the number of

users is 2. A window size is set to 15 which is employed



Fig. 2. Time axis analysis of N ≥ 3

in IEEE802.11a, and the backoff stage is not considered.

Users A and B are attempting to transmit a data frame to

the AP. At time t−1, it is assumed that the backoff time’s

are set to 7·s for user A and 3·s for user B, where s denotes

a slot time. At time t, user A is set to 4 ·s, which has been

frozen, and user B is reset to x · s(x : [0, 1, · · ·CW − 1]).
Similarly, for all possible backoff slot combinations, the

relation between time t− 1 and time t is expressed by

P
(t)

α,β
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

K (α = β = 0)

K + (

CW−1∑
i=α

P
(t−1)

i,i−α
)× 1

CW

+(

CW−1∑
j=β

P
(t−1)

j−β,j
)× 1

CW
(otherwise),

(3)

where P
(t)
α,β is the occurrence probability of the combina-

tion of backoff slots of users A and B at time t, and

K = (

CW−1∑
i=0

P
(t−1)
i,i )×

1

CW 2
, (4)

Based on (3), numerical calculations are executed until the

steady state is obtained.

Fig.2 shows the time axis analysis when the number of

users is 3 or more. Let B be the number of backoff slots

in one user, and A be the minimum number of backoff

slots in the other N − 1 users. We assume the statistical

independence among probability distributions. At time t,

let Pt(x | N) be the probability that the number of backoff

slots in one target user becomes x when the number of

user is N , and let P ′

t (x | N − 1) be the probability that

the minimum number of backoff slots in other N − 1
users becomes x. Numerical calculations executed until

Pt(x | N)× P ′

t (x | N − 1) becomes steady state, and the

probability distribution of backoff time is derived.

When the number of users N is 2, the probability

distribution of observed backoff is completely consistent

with the simulation results. Fig.3 shows the probability

distribution of observed backoff when the number of users

N is 5 and 20. From Fig.3, the peak of probability is found

Fig. 3. The probability distribution of observed backoff

at x = 1, and it is noted that a tail of the probability is

a large x decreases as the number of users, N , increases.

The analysis and simulation results are compared to show

the validity the proposed method.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the analysis model has been presented

to derive the probability distribution of backoff time with

frozen backoff in time axis. For 2 users, the Markov state

transition diagram for all possible combinations of backoff

times gives the relation of distribution at time t − 1 and

time t. For 3 users or more, a time axis analysis has

been extended by assuming statistical independence of

probability distribution in the target user and other users.

The analysis and simulation results have been compared

to show the validity the proposed method.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an accurate modulation
classifier without the knowledge of noise variance for OFDM sys-
tem. In order to estimate the amount of phase rotation caused by
flat fading, we investigate to adopt iterative closest point, which
is a kind of template matching technique. Combining the least-
squares based phase estimation, the classification performance of
the proposed method can be improved significantly.

Index Terms—Modulation Classification, Least Square, Itera-
tive Closest Point, and Channel Characteristics

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic modulation classification is an essential tech-

nique to detect the modulation scheme of received signals [1].

For modulation classification, most of classifiers require the

prior knowledge of channel state information (CSI) such as

noise variance. Unfortunately, the classification performance

is seriously degraded when the CSI is unknown or estimated

incorrectly [2] [3]. In this paper, we propose a new robust

modulation classification method which requires no CSI.

The proposed method compensates the phase of the received

signal corrupted by fading channel. The least squares (LS)

method and iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm are used

for estimating the amount of the phase shift.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Robust Modulation Classification

The proposed method is based on [4]. The procedure of

the modulation classification is as follows. At first, we use the

constellation folding and then estimate one signal centroid SM

by the Automatic Constellation Grid Segmentation (ACGS) in

the IQ complex plane. The centroid can be calculated from

the mean of received samples rn after folding. For BPSK, we

assume that the centroid is spaced over the positive real axis.

For QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM, we also assume that the

centroid is spaced in the first quadrant with common values

of both the real part and the imaginary part. Next, we calculate

two likelihood functions which are related with distance and

phase, respectively. They are defined as

D(r|HM) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

I

{
|r̂n − SM| <

RM

IM

}
, (1)

P (r|HM) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

I{|| tan−1(r̂n)|− tan−1(SM)| <
RM

IM
},

(2)

respectively, where HM is the modulation schemes, M is the

modulation order, I{·} is an indicator function which returns

1 if the input is true and 0 otherwise. R
M

I
M

is the test radius

determined by the threshold RM . The classification result is

decided according to the maximum likelihood criterion, which

is defined as

ĤM = arg max
H

M

(D(r|HM) + 0.5P (r|HM)). (3)

In actual situations, however, the performance of this

method is degraded by the affect of fading. Therefore, we

propose a new phase correction method that works well in flat

fading environments.

B. LS Method

We firstly introduce a simple method based on the LS

method. The procedure is as follows.

1) Rotate received signal points xn by Δθ as(
Re(x̂n)
Im(x̂n)

)
=

(
cosΔθ − sinΔθ

sinΔθ + cosΔθ

)(
Re(xn)
Im(xn)

)
(4)

2) Find an optimal rotation angle θ̂ that minimizes the

phase shift as

θ̂ = arg max
Δθ

N∑
n=1

1
√
2
|Im(x̂n)−Re(x̂n)|

2, (5)

3) Correct the phase using the obtained rotation matrix.

The correction accuracy increases as the number of data

points obtained increases. On the other hand, the matching

performance drops significantly when the number of data

points is inadequate and the error distribution does not fol-

low the Gaussian distribution. Thus, for further performance

improvement, we combine the ICP algorithm.

C. ICP Algorithm

The ICP algorithm is usually used for matching two sets

of point cloud data. It sequentially calculates the amount of

displacement between two point groups. We recognize signal

sparce representations in communication as point cloud data

so that the ICP algorithm can be applied to phase correction.

It is known that the ICP algorithm can be implemented simply

using singular value decomposition if the correspondence

between point cloud data is known [5].

The ICP algorithm in this method is performed in the

following steps.



1) Create 2 × N coordinate matrices from the received

signal point group and the constellation diagram, respec-

tively, where N is the data length of the point group.

2) Calculate W by multiplying those matrices and decom-

pose W by singular value decomposition.

3) Multiplying the left-singular matrix U and the right-

singular matrix V, obtain a rotation matrix R = UV T .

4) After correcting the point group of the received signal

using R, calculate the norm error of each point between

the point groups and repeat steps 1-4 until the error

converges.

In order to cope with the problem that the accuracy depends

on the initial correspondence between point groups, which is

a drawback of the ICP algorithm, we use the phase correction

result of the LS method as a good initial value.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We verify the phase correction performance of two methods;

LS method and LS method + ICP algorithm, in a flat fading

environment. Figures 1 and 2 show the results of rotating the

received signal point to which only white noise is added by

30◦, calculating the rotation angle corrected by each correction

method, and evaluating the error with different signal scores.

The modulation schemes used here are 64QAM. Fig.3 and 4

show the probability of the correct classification at several

SNRs when each correction is performed in a flat fading,

where four types of modulation schemes: BPSK, QPSK,

16QAM, and 64QAM are used. From these results, we can see

that as compared with the method using only the least squares

method, the method combining the LS method with the ICP

algorithm does not deteriorate the accuracy of the phase

correction even if the number of signal points decreases. The

averaged calculation times for one trial of 500 trials are 7.05[s]

in LS method and 7.30[s] in LS + ICP method. Comparing

with LS method, the calculation time of the proposed method

is increased by only 3.5%.

IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed a new modulation classification technique

with phase correction. The experimental results revealed that

the proposed method can mitigate the influence of phase

fluctuation due to flat fading. Future work is to investigate

the effect of the frequency selective fading for our method.
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Fig. 1. Phase correction error for two methods with signal length N=64.

Fig. 2. Phase correction error for two methods with signal length N=256.

Fig. 3. Classification probability on flat fading channels by phase correction
for two methods with signal length N=256.

Fig. 4. Classification probability on flat fading channels by phase correction
for two methods with signal length N=64.
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Abstract—Interaction-aware prediction is a critical component
for realistic path planning that prevents automated vehicles from
overly cautious driving. It requires to consider internal states
of other driver such as driving style and intention, which the
automated vehicle cannot directly measure. This paper proposes
a probabilistic driver model for response prediction given the
planned future actions of automated vehicle. The drivers internal
states are considered in an unsupervised manner. The prediction
model utilizes mixture density network to estimate future accel-
eration and yaw-rate profile of interacting vehicles. The proposed
method is evaluated by using real-world trajectory data.

Index Terms—action conditioned prediction, mixture density
network, response prediction, autonomous vehicle

I. INTRODUCTION

In most motion planning studies [1]–[3] for autonomous

vehicles, the robot first makes predictions of surrounding

vehicles and then plans the trajectory based on the predictions.

These approaches tend to make the vehicle overly cautious

because they consider surrounding vehicles not as interacting

objects but as obstacles to avoid.

For naturalistic driving, An automated vehicle is required

to have the ability to interact with surrounding vehicles while

driving. When the automated vehicle tries to merge into dense

traffic, the success of the attempt depends on the concession of

the traffic participant. In other words, the other human driver’s

action can influence to the autonomated vehicle’s action, and

vice versa shown as Fig. 1.

In this context, it is important to predict responses of human

taking into account uncertainty arising from the interaction or

driver’s internal states (e.g. intentions, preference and driving

style). From this point of view, the main contributions of this

paper are:

• Developing a model to predict the response of the human

driver given the planned action of the automated vehicle.

• Considering internal states of the human driver in an

unsupervised manner.

• Predicting both the response and its uncertainty.

This work was supported by the Industrial Strategic Technology Develop-
ment Program(10079730, Development and Evaluation of Automated Driving
Systems for Motorway and City Road) funded By the Ministry of Trade,
Industry & Energy(MOTIE, Korea).

Fig. 1: Various situations that require inter-vehicle interaction

II. PROBABILISTIC HUMAN DRIVER MODEL

A. Problem Formulation

The goal of response prediction problem is learning a poste-

rior distribution of human responses, uH , under planned action

of robot, uR, initial states, x0, and internal states of human,

z. This distribution can be written as P (u
0:Np

H |u
0:Np

R , x0, z)
where uk

H = [akR, ψ̇
k
R]

T , uk
R = [akH , ψ̇k

H ]T and x0 =
[x0

env, x
0
R, x

0
H ]T . a is acceleration and ψ̇ is yawrate. In this

representation, superscript means time horizon and subscript

means the agent. Since the trajectory appears through the in-

ternal states of driver, it is assumed that the internal states can

be estimated from past history of action u
−Nh:−1
H , u

−Nh:−1
R

where Nh is length of history. In short, inputs and expected

outputs of the response prediction problem are as follows:

• Inputs: u−Nh:−1
H , u−Nh:−1

R , x0
R, x0

H , x0
env , u

0:Np

R .

• Output: P (u
0:Np

H |u
0:Np

R , x0, z).

B. Model

In order to consider the sequence, we adopt a Sequence-

to-Sequence Variational Auto-encoder [4] in our framework.

While this model generally consists of encoder and decoder,

proposed model has additional state embedding part consid-

ering initial states for robot and human. The encoder takes

past histories of robot and human as inputs, and generates

latent vector of size Nz . History sequence and reversed history

sequence are fed into encoder. As a results, the encoder

compresses the historical information into latent vector, z,

which follows N ∼ [μ, σ]. To summarize this part, latent

vector, z, is defined as random vector conditioned on action

history.



Fig. 2: An example of predicted distribution of human re-

sponses. The red dots represent ground truth of human re-

sponses for each future time step.

The decoder predicts uk
H corresponding to uk

R for every

horizon step k. The distribution of uk
H is modeled by the Gaus-

sian Mixture Model (GMM) with M gaussian distributions

p(uk
H |u0:k

R , x0, z) =
∑M

i=1 π
k
i N (μk

i ,Σ
k
i ), where πi represents

the mixture weights of the GMM. Fig. 2 shows an example

of predicted response distribution in two seconds.

C. Loss function

The objective of training for this model is to minimize

the three kind of loss functions: the Prediction loss, Lp,

the Kullback-Leibler Divergence Loss, LKL, and the Weight

regularization loss for Wy:

Lp = −
1

Np

Np∑
k=0

log(

M∑
i=1

πiN (uk
H |μk

i ,Σ
k
i )) (1)

LKL = −
1

2Nz

(1 + σ − μ2 − exp(σ)) (2)

Ll2 =
∑
i,j

(wy)ij
2

(3)

where (wy)ij is the (i, j) element of matrix Wy .

The total loss function is a weighted sum of losses men-

tioned above:

Ltotal = Lp+ wKLLKL + wl2Ll2 (4)

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Dataset

We use the public Next-Generation Simulation (NGSIM)

datasets collected from US Highway 101 [5]. In order to make

interacting robot-human pairs from the dataset, we manually

extract the vehicles that attempt to change the lane. The

vehicle trying to change lane is assumed as robot and the

most interacting vehicle in the situation is assumed as human

driver.

B. Evaluation Metric and Baselines

In order to evaluate the future response prediction problem,

predicted control inputs are compared. we evaluate mean and

maximum absolute error for acceleration, a, and yawrate, ψ̇,

at a future point in two seconds.

The following models are selected for comparison:

TABLE I: Quantitative prediction results

a absolute error [m/s
2] ψ̇ absolute error [rad/s]

mean max mean max

proposed 0.32 2.81 0.008 0.085

LSTM-ED 0.54 5.12 0.04 0.11

CTRV 0.31 5.78 0.04 0.21

• Proposed: Proposed model with M = 10 Gaussian

mixtures and size of latent vector Nz = 80.

• LSTM-ED: A LSTM encoder-decoder model directly

predicting human inputs using initial states and planned

robot inputs.

• CTRA: A constant turn rate and acceleration model.

C. Results

Table I shows the prediction errors of proposed method and

baseline models. For acceleration error, CTRA model has best

performance in terms of mean absolute error. This is because

the number of data with large acceleration change within 2

seconds is relatively small considering the natural characteris-

tic of vehicles driving on highway. However, CTRA model has

poor performance in terms of maximum acceleration error. It

seems that CTRA model cause large acceleration errors in the

situation where deceleration is required through interaction.

For yawrate error, the proposed methods perform better than

others in terms of both mean and maximum error. Compared

with LSTM-ED, the performance of the proposed method,

which uses latent vector, performed better in all aspects.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the probabilistic human driver model is

proposed to predict the control input response of human driver

to the planned control inputs of automated vehicle (robot).

The proposed model estimates the latent vector representing

drivers internal states first and then predicts the future control

input response of human driver with uncertainty by using the

latent vector. The uncertainty is modeled as a Gaussian mixture

model with mixture density network. The simulation results

demonstrate that the proposed method predicts the future

response of human driver accurately in terms of acceleration

and yawrate errors.
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Abstract—This paper describes a novel multilayer image clas-
sification method based on a nuclear norm of dictionary atoms
minimization; in each layer, the method designs dictionary atoms
for training dataset by solving a nuclear norm regularized convex
optimization problem. The problem promotes non-orthogonality
of dictionary atoms and makes coefficient vectors non-negative;
these contribute to the improvement of classification accuracies.
Experiments result shows that our method is superior to the
conventional KLT (Karhunen-Loéve Transform) based multilayer
classification method in classification accuracy.

Index Terms—image classification, nuclear norm, dictionary
learning

I. INTRODUCTION

CNNs (Convolutional Neural Networks) have great progress

in not only image recognition but also various fields [1];

in image classification tasks, a multilayer structure which

consists of linear convolutional operations and nonlinear ac-

tivate functions such as the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)

are attributable to high classification accuracy. Kuo et. al

proposes a concept of the REctified-Correlations On a Sphere

(RECOS) transform [2] to interpret the CNNs structure by

projection and rectification of vectors, and the multilayer Saak

(subspace approximation with augmented kernels) transform

[3], which retrieves negative information eliminated by the

ReLU function. Instead of the ReLU function, this transform

adapts the Sign-to-Position (S/P) conversion which expresses

a real number as a two dimensional positive vector: if the

number is positive, it appears in the first element, else its

magnitude appears in the second element. Additionally, the

Saak transform designs atoms in each layer by the KLT

(Karhunen-Loéve Transform), and the atoms cross orthog-

onally each other. We focus on designing dictionary atoms

and formulate nuclear norm regularized convex optimization

problems in each layer. By this approach, the nuclear-norm

regularization of a dictionary promotes non-orthogonality of

the dictionary atoms. We expect this scheme contributes to

higher classification accuracy.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this paper, we formulate a nuclear norm regularized

convex problem; a nuclear norm of a matrix W ∈ R
K×L

is expressed as ‖W‖∗ =
∑N

i=1 σi, where σ1, σ2, · · · , σN are

singular values of the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

of W = Udiag(σ1, ..., σN )tV . Both matrices U ∈ R
K×N

and V ∈ R
L×N are orthogonal. Then, this norm regularizes

the rank of the matrix W , and we can obtain its proximal

operator in a easy way: the SVD of W and the element-wise

shrinkage for each σi (i = 1, ..., N).
An indicator function ıA(a) expresses whether an input

vector a is in a set A: if a ∈ A, ıA(a) = 0, else ıA(a) = ∞.

The proximal operator of an indicator function is a convex

projection if the set A is convex. The non-negativity indicator

function defined as

ı[0,∞)(Xi,j) =

{
0 (Xi,j ≥ 0)

∞ (Xi,j ≤ 0)
, (1)

which is applied to each layer’s optimization problem instead

of the ReLU function. The �2-norm-ball indicator function is

used to normalize each dictionary atoms and is defined as

ı‖·‖2≤r(a) =

{
0 (‖a‖2 ≤ r)

∞ (‖a‖2 > r)
. (2)

We use ADMM (Alternating Direction Method of Multipli-

ers) [4] to solve the proposed problem; ADMM can solve a

convex problem formulated as

argmin
x,z

f(x) + g(z) s.t. z = Ax, (3)

where x ∈ R
N , z ∈ R

M , A ∈ R
N×M , and both f : RN → R

and g : RM → R are convex functions. ADMM introduces an

augmented Lagrangian function:

Laug = f(x) + g(z)+ < y, Ax− z > +
ρ

2
‖Lx− z‖22, (4)

where y is the Lagrange Multiplier vector, and solve minLaug

with respect to each variable alternatively.

The conventional single layer Saak transform firstly divides

an input image into non-overlapping patches and obtains dic-

tionary atoms by conducting the KLT to the patches. Secondly,

the input patches are projected onto designed atoms, and the

layer obtains coefficient vectors. At last, the S/P conversion is

applied to the coefficient vectors, and the output is transferred

to the next layer as its input. Figure 1 illustrates the first stage

Saak transform.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The Saak Transform obtains only orthogonal dictionary

atoms, and we consider this is too strong constraint in fea-

ture extraction. The proposed method designs non-orthogonal

dictionary atoms flexibly by regularizing a nuclear norm of a

dictionary atom matrix to improve the classification accuracy.



Fig. 1. The first stage Saak transform: the output in the figure is the input
of the second stage Saak transform.

The proposed method formulates each layer’s optimization

problem as

arg min
X,W

‖Y −WX‖2F + ı[0,∞)(X) + ı‖·‖2≤1(W ) + λ‖W‖∗,

(5)

where Y ∈ R
M×N , W ∈ R

M×K , and X ∈ R
K×N are

an input matrix, a dictionary atom matrix and a coefficient

matrix; each column of the matrices expresses an input vector,

a dictionary atom, and a coefficient vector respectively; ‖ · ‖F
means the Frobenius norm, and the parameter λ controls the

trade off between the data fidelity term and the regularization

term. It is difficult to optimize the problem (5) for two

variables X and W at the same time, then our method divides

the problem into two sub-problems formulated as,

argmin
X

‖Y −WX‖2F + ı[0,∞)(X), and (6)

argmin
W

‖Y −WX‖2F + ı‖·‖2≤1(W ) + λ‖W‖∗. (7)

Both problem (6) and (7) are convex problems which can be

solved by ADMM, and our method optimizes these two prob-

lems alternatively. Figure 2 illustrates the first stage transform

of the proposed method.

Fig. 2. The first stage of proposed method

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate our method and the conventional one, we

compare classification accuracy on MNIST handwritten image

dataset [5] which consists of 10 classes and 32 × 32 arrays

quantized to 8 bit gray scale. We use 600 images for each digit

for the training, and 1,000 images for the test. Both methods

employ the Support Vector Machine (SVM) as the classifier.

The training stage has three steps; (i) design of the dictionary

atoms by solving problem (6) and (7) alternatively, (ii) selec-

tion of coefficients of whole layers used in classification stage

based on following f value defined as

f =
between-group variability (BGV)

within-group variability (WGB)
, (8)

and (iii) training the SVM.

The test stage firstly obtains coefficients by solving the

problem (6) for test images, and selects coefficients by the

f value. Next, the SVM classifies the input using selected

coefficient vectors. In all experiments, we set the five layer

model, which have 3, 4, 7, 6, and 8 dictionary atoms in each

layer respectively. The spatial size of patches is 2 × 2 pixels.

The number of coefficients selected by the f value is set to

32, 64, 96, 128, 160, 192, 224, 256, 288, 320, 352, 384, 416,

448, 480, and 512.

Fig. 3. Comparison of classification accuracy: the horizontal and vertical axes
mean the number of selected coefficients and the the classification accuracy
respectively.

Experimental result in Fig.3 shows our method can classify

more correctly than the conventional method in all situations

except for at the number of selected coefficients is 32.

V. CONCLUSION

We propose a novel multilayer image classification method

which regularizes the nuclear norm of a dictionary atom matrix

to promote non-orthogonality between the atoms. The exper-

imental result shows our method improves the classification

accuracy on MNIST dataset. Future tasks are validation on

other datasets, comparison other regularization method, and

the use of other classifiers.
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Abstract—The authors are developing a novel vital sensing
system for real-time exercises using image-assisted routing (IAR),
which requires the accurate detection of humans wearing sensor
nodes in aerial images captured by a camera mounted on an
UAV for sensor localization. To achieve real-time human detection
for IAR, this paper proposes the embedded implementation of
an accurate human detection scheme, which is constructed with
informed filters using only color features and can achieve higher
accuracy than deep learning for sports scenes.The experimental
results for the actual aerial images of a sports scene revealed that
our implementation on the NVIDIA Jetson Xavier board could
process a 3840× 2160 image in approximately 44.93 ms.

Index Terms—Human detection, edge computing, informed-
filters, NVIDIA Jetson Xavier

I. INTRODUCTION

The authors are trying to build a novel vital sensing system

that enables real-time sensing during exercises using multi-hop

sensor networking [1]. To this end, a novel routing scheme

based on vision-based sensor localization, namely, image-

assisted routing (IAR), is proposed. This is an improvement

over existing routing schemes using the RSSI or GPS, which

may not be suitable for real-time sensing during exercises be-

cause the density and speed of the sensor nodes are excessively

high in some cases. For sensor localization, IAR uses the aerial

images captured by UAVs. Because the sensor nodes are worn

by humans, the IAR estimates the humans’ location in each

frame to localize the sensors.

The IAR consists of visual human detection and tracking:

the detection process finds humans in the captured images,

and the tracking process resolves the identification problem

over multiple images. Our previous study demonstrated that a

simple tracking scheme can provide practical results for sports

scenes [2]. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the localization system

used in IAR. As can be seen, fixed cameras may occasionally

be used in addition to cameras mounted on UAVs.

Therefore, one of the most significant problems to be solved

is the accurate and fast computation of human detection, which

is carried out on edge-computers to reduce the amount of data

transmitted through wireless networks.

To solve this problem, this paper proposes the embedded

implementation of a human detection scheme on the NVIDIA

Jetson Xavier board using only color features selected by

Input
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•
 •

 •
•
 •

 •

•
 •

 •
•
 •

 •

Estimated
Location

Color Images
Detection

Result

Fig. 1. Overview of system used in IAR.

informed-filters during the training process. This approach

has better accuracy compared with recently proposed schemes

using deep learning to process sports scenes.

II. IMPLEMENTATION

Some of the authors have proposed the parallel implemen-

tation [3] of a human detection scheme [4], which uses a

classifier comprising weak-classifiers trained with informed

filters using only color features. The objective of the previous

implementation was to measure the processing speed using a

large-scale graphics processing unit (GPU) on a desktop per-

sonal computer (PC). Therefore, the previous implementation

could not accept input images obtained at run-time.

To realize run-time human detection on the NVIDIA Xavier

board, the GPU-based implementation was ported to a board

and camera interface that accepts image sequences at run-

time. Tab. I shows the specification of the Jetson AGX

Xavier processor [5]. The implemented software executes the

following operations:

1) Transfer of input image from the camera.

2) Exhaustive search based on sliding windows.

3) Classification of extracted sub-windows using the

trained classifier.n

4) Region-merging for multiple results for the detection

target by NMS [6].

5) Generating a list of positive samples for the input image.

6) Iterating from (1) to execute the next frame.



TABLE I
SPECIFICATION [5]

Board Jetson AGX Xavier

GPU 512-core Volta GPU with Tensor Cores

CPU 8-core ARM v8.2 64-bit CPU, 8MB L2 + 4MB L3

Memory 16GB 256-Bit LPDDR4x — 137GB/s

Storage 32GB eMMC 5.1

Fig. 2. Detection result.

III. EVALUATION

This section discusses the evaluation of the human detector

implemented on the Xavier board.

A. Training and detection

The classifier used in the experiment was constructed in

the same way as our previous work [4]. The depth of the

weak classifier was one, the number of weak classifiers was

two hundred, and the final classifier was constructed using

Adaboost.

Fig. 2 shows an example image of the detection results,

where the red rectangles indicate positive detections. As can

see, there was no false detection and no detection misses in this

frame. Fig. 3 shows the DET curve obtained by the classifier

trained with informed-filters using only color features. In this

figure, the left and bottom have high accuracy, which indicates

that the detection accuracy for the actual images is also quite

high.

These results reveal that, in the actual scenes, the humans

on a field could be accurately detected by the classifier, whose

quantitative performance was assessed only with the 3D CG

dataset [7]. Thus, it was found that the detection accuracy

improved compared with recently proposed schemes based on

deep learning.

B. Processing speed

To evaluate the processing speed of the proposed imple-

mentation, the time usage per image was measured with the

Actual Image Dataset, which has a resolution of 3840×2160.

The time usage per image by the medians was 44.93 ms

for one thousand frames. This indicates that, for the actual

image, the processing speed is sufficient to operate the system

in real-time.

Fig. 3. Det Curve.

IV. CONCLUSION

This study evaluated the processing speed of human detec-

tion with an NVIDIA Xavier board by implementing a classi-

fier trained with informed-filters using only color features. The

experimental results showed that the implemented software

could accurately detect the target humans captured from UAV.

The processing speed was reached approximately 23 frames

per second even though the image size was 3840× 2160.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a generation
method of visually protected images and its application
to privacy-preserving machine learning. Images gener-
ated by the proposed method hold the gradient direc-
tion information of the original images, but have no the
information. Histogram-of-Oriented-Gradients (HOG)
features are extracted from the protected images, and
the features are applied to machine learning algorithms.
In addition, the proposed generation method is an
irreversible one, so there is no need to manage secret
keys, unlike encryption methods. In an experiment, a
face classification task is carried out under the use of a
support vector machine algorithm with the HOG fea-
tures to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method.

I. Introduction

In recent years, cloud computing has been rapidly
spreading in many fields. However, cloud environments are
generally semi-trusted, so there are some security concerns
such as unauthorized use of data and privacy compromise.
To solve the security concerns, machine learning with
encrypted data has been researched [1]–[3].

In this paper, we propose a generation method of visu-
ally protected images (referred to as “protected images”)
which hold the spatial information of images. Moreover, we
propose an extraction method of Histogram-of-Oriented-
Gradients (HOG) [4] features from the protected images
for machine learning. The generation of protected images
is performed by generating random pixels under certain
restrictions, and is irreversible. Therefore, the proposed
method has no need to manage secret keys. Furthermore,
since the protected images retains the spatial information
of the original image, it can be applied to not only simple
image recognition but also object detection. In an exper-
iment, image recognition with a support vector machine
algorithm is carried out to confirm the effectiveness of the
proposed method.

II. Proposed Method

A. Overview of Proposed Method

Figure 1 shows a privacy-preserving image recognition
system considered in this paper. In both training and
testing phases, each user generates protected images in the
user’s local before sending the images to a cloud server.

Fig. 1. Privacy-preserving image recognition system.

Fig. 2. Relation between A and A
′

js

. Two pixels A′
i−1,j

and A′
i,j−1

were calculated prior to A′
i,j+1

and A′
i+1,j

.

Then the cloud server carries out an image recognition
algorithm with HOG features extracted from the protected
images.

B. Generation of Protected Image

1) Restriction of The Protected Image: Now, let A ∈
R

I×J and A
′

js

∈ R
I×J be an original image and the

protected image, and let Ai,j and A′i,j be pixel values at
a position (i, j) of A and A

′

js

, i, j ∈ Z respectively.
In Fig.2, we focus on a position (i, j) to explain the re-

striction between two images, A and A
′

js

. At the position
(i, j), the gradient direction θi,j is defined for A as

θi,j = tan−1(yi,j/xi,j) , (1)

where xi,j = Ai,j+1 −Ai,j−1 and yi,j = Ai+1,j −Ai−1,j .
Similarly as θi,j , the gradient direction θ′i,j is defined for

image A
′

js

as
θ′i,j = tan−1(y′i,j/x′i,j) , (2)

where x′i,j = A′i,j+1 −A′i,j−1 and y′i,j = A′i+1,j −A′i−1,j . If
the relation

θ′i,j = θi,j , (3)

is satisfied, A
′

js

has the same gradient direction as A at
the position (i, j). In this paper, A

′

js

is designed under
978-1-7281-3038-5/19/$31.00 2019 IEEE
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Fig. 3. Attention order of a po-
sition (i, j) in A

′

js

Fig. 4. Cell and block definition

Eq.(3).
2) Generation of A

′

js

: In Fig.3, a position (i, j) with
θ′i,j in A

′

js

is illustrated. There are attention positions
every two columns, where the initial value of the attention
positions is decided by the parameter js ∈ {1, 2}, and the
attention position moves in the order of the arrow. At
a position (i, j), four pixel values: A′i−1,j , A′i,j−1, A′i,j+1,
and A′i+1,j have to be decided under the condition of
Eq.(3), where two pixels A′i,j+1 and A′i+1,j are the pixels
randomly generated under the condition of Eq.(3). The
remaining two pixels A′i−1,j and A′i,j−1 were generated in
the previous processing.

C. HOG Feature Extraction

Next, we propose a method of extracting HOG features
from a protected image A

′

js

as follows.
step-1 gradient direction map : The gradient direc-

tion map θ′ ∈ R
I×J is calculated in accordance with

Eq.(2).
step-2 histogram voting map : The histogram voting

map M ′ ∈ R
I×J is generated by using js as

M ′

i,j =

{
0 (j ∈ {js + 2m | m ∈ Z})

1 (the others)
, (4)

where M ′

i,j is a pixel value of M ′ at a position (i, j).
step-3 histograms of gradient direction : As shown

in Fig.4 (a), maps θ′ and M ′ are commonly divided into
small grids called "cells" with NC ×NC pixels, and then,
θ′i,j is quantized and its histogram, hp,l is made up per
each cell, where (p, l) is a index of the histogram. The
quantization level of θ′i,j is b, and the votes are weighted
by M ′

i,j . In this paper, NC = 8 and b = 9 are chosen as
parameters.

step-4 block normalization : Let us define "blocks"
as the concatenation of 2 × 2 cell histograms, allowing
overlapping of the middle cells (see Fig.4 (b)). Each block
is normalized by the L2 norm, and the HOG feature of
A
′

js

is the vector produced by concatenating all blocks.
The difference between the proposed HOG feature ex-

traction and the conventional one [4] is that the proposed
one uses the histogram voting map M ′ instead of the
gradient strength map G as the weight for voting hp,l in
step-3.

III. Experiment

A face recognition experiment was carried out using the
Extended Yale Face Database B with a support vector

Fig. 5. Original images and their protected images.

TABLE I
Face recognition performances with SVM

feature set EER

Set-1: conventional with non-protected HOG 0.0033
Set-2: proposed with protected HOG 0.0049
Set-3: conventional with non-protected Eigen Face 0.0742

machine (SVM) algorithm. This dataset contains 38 indi-
viduals and 64 frontal facial images with 168× 192 pixels
per each person. The images for each person were divided
into 16 for training and 48 for testing. Fig.5 shows two
samples from the dataset and the protected images.

TABLE I shows the experimental result. To evaluate
the effectiveness, equal error rate (EER), which is the
point at which false reject rate (FRR) is equal to false
accept rate (FAR), was used. EER is acquired by changing
the threshold of classiication score. Set-1 is a set of HOG
features extracted with the conventional method [4], and
Set-2 is a set extracted with the proposed one. Set-3 is
“Eigen Face” [5] features (150 dimension) which is an
representative one for face recognition.

TABLE I indicates that the proposed method (Set-2)
has a good performance than Set-3. The difference of
EER values between Set-1 and Set-2 is caused due to no
information on gradient strength.

IV. Conclusion

We proposed a generation method of visually protected
images, which allows us to extract HOG features from
the protected ones without any keys, while maintaining
a reasonable performance.
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Abstract—The significant target in the image shows how much
people pay attention to certain objects in the image when
viewing the image. These significant targets will affect human
perception of image quality when quality change occurs. But
in recent years, most of the image quality perception research
based on elsctroencephalography(EEG) were not considered of
these significant targets. Therefore, this paper obtains the EEG
signals of the subjects through an image rendering experiment
for the presence or absence of significant targets, and compares
the signal differences. The experimental results show that there
is no significant effect on the image quality perception in the
perceptible range. If there is a large degree of distortion, whether
there is significant target has an important impact on the image
quality perception.

Index Terms—Electroencephalography, Significant target, Im-
age quality.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image degradation often occurs during the acquisition pro-

cess. Therefore, how to make more objective and accurate

quality assessment of images has broad application prospects.

The significant target in an image refers to the degree to which

a person as an observer pays attention to certain objects of the

image while viewing the image. These significant goals affect

human perception of image quality as quality change occurs.

In recent years, image quality assessment research based on

electroencephalography (EEG) has become a hot topic because

it more fully considers human visual characteristics. However,

in most of the research, the significant target in the image is

not separately considered.

Lea Lindemann et al. [1] used three images of baboon,

peppers, and flower as stimulating materials when using EEG

to study the quality perception of compressed images. The

results of baboon and flower were similar, only the results

of peppers is different from the others. Lea Lindemann et al.

[2] also used the images of three different scenes ramp, cafe,

and girl as the stimulation materials in the process of using

event-related potential to study video artifact perception. The

results showed that there was no significant difference in the

EEG signals. Simon Scholler et al. [3] used the inconspicuous

checkerboard image as a stimulus in order to avoid the

influence of image content when they studied video quality.

The paper is structured as follows. The details of the exper-

imental design and implementation is introduced in section 2.

The section 3 analyzes the experimental results. Finally, the

section 4 describes the conclusions and future work.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Participants

Eighteen subjects (11 males and 7 females, with an average

age of 24 years) participated in the experiment. Subjects had

normal vision or corrected vision. The participants confirmed

the agreement before the experiment.

B. Stimuli

Two 768 × 432 pixel images sky and airplane (Fig.1) were

used as stimulus. The image sky has no significant goal. In

the other image airplane, the aircraft is a significant target.

Six different jpeg compression levels were set for these two

images, including one original image and five compressed

images with quality parameters of 32, 20, 12, 7, and 4.

The experiment started with a 500ms fixed screen and a red

gaze point was displayed in the center of the screen. This was

followed by a picture rendering screen with a total duration of

2.5s, first rendering the original image, presenting the original

image and then a distorted image at random time points

between 1-1.5s. Random time allowed the participants to

concentrate and avoid habitual judgment. Next was a judgment

screen, the subject should judge whether there was distortion

through the left and right keys of the arrow keys on the

keyboard.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. The two test images sky and airplane.

C. Procedure

Participants should judge whether the image is distorted by

pressing the button after each image disappeared. During one

experiment, the subject only viewed one of the two images.

Each level of image is presented 60 times, and each image

is presented in 6 levels, so the subject needed to observe



720 experimental stimuli. Experimental stimulation sequence

is random.

D. Data acquisition

The subjects sat in front of the computer screen 48cm

according to the international standard distance [4], the entire

picture was visible. EEG signals were recorded from 64 scalp

electrodes. In addition, horizontal and vertical EEG were

recorded, and the EEG signal of the mastoid was recorded

as a reference. The acquired data was high pass filtered at a

frequency of 30 Hz to eliminate DC offset.

III. RESULT

Fig. 2 shows the EEG signals obtained at different distortion

levels for the experimental image sky (The result of airplane

is similar). As can be seen from the figure, as the degree of

image distortion increases, the peak of the P300 is higher.

Fig. 2. The starts of the image distortion elicits P300. The higher the distortion
level, the higher the peak of P300.

Fig. 3 compares the EEG signals of the two images and

analyzes each distortion level. From the perspective of human

visual perception, at a low level of distortion (LQ2 and LQ3),

it is already apparent that the image is distorted. When the

degree of distortion is already large(LQ4, LQ5 and LQ6), it is

almost impossible to distinguish the image content. Therefore,

for the corresponding EEG signals, we analyze that within

the range of perceptible image content, the EEG waveforms

obtained by the two images are not much different(Fig.3 (a)),

so that whether there is significant target has little influence on

the distortion judgment, which is in line with the results of the

subjective rating. In the case of a large degree of distortion,

the peak value of the EEG signal obtained by the two images

has a significant difference(Fig.3(b)), and the peak of the EEG

signal obtained by the image with a significant target is smaller

than the peak of the EEG signal obtained by the image without

the significant target. Therefore, significant targets at this time

have an impact on image distortion judgment.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a comparative experiment was carried out to

study the influence of the presence or absence of significant

targets on image quality perception. The results showed that

in the perceptible range, whether there was a significant target

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. At a low level of distortion (LQ2 and LQ3), the EEG waveforms
obtained by the two images are not much different (a). When the degree of
distortion is already large(LQ4, LQ5 and LQ6), and the peak of the EEG
signal obtained by the image with a significant target is smaller than the peak
of the EEG signal obtained by the image without the significant target(b).

had little effect on the image quality perception; and in the case

of a large degree of image distortion, whether there was the

significant target affected the judgment of the image distortion.

However, only the influence of jpeg distortion was studied

in this paper. Future work considers the same comparative

experimental study on other kinds of distortion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, monitor for the health condition of a driver during
driving a car is actively studied [1]. Especially, pulse wave
(PW) is studied to monitor the health condition of a driver
during driving a car. Conventionally, the observed signals are
assumed instantaneous mixture of PW and noise, and the
separation precision with conventional method is lower [3].
Therefore, the observed signal may be convolutive mixtures.
In this paper, in order to improve separation precision, we
propose the method based on frequency domain Blind Source
Separation (BSS) for convolutive mixture. We evaluate the
advantage of the proposed method by computer simulation.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we describe the proposed method. First,
observed signals are mapped to the frequency domain, and
observed signals on frequency domain are separated PW with
nonstationary noise (NSnoise) and stationary noise (Snoise)
with NSnoise using frequency domain BSS. Next, NSnoise
is removed from two separated signals. As a result, PW and
Snoise are generated. We select PW by using characteristic
of amplitude spectrum for two generated signals. We map
frequency spectrum corresponding to amplitude spectrum of
PW into time domain. From the above, we can extract PW
accurately. We use block processing because it is difficult to
process in real time when we process to use all data.

A. Blocking of data

We assume that an observed signal is convolutive mixture
model of PW with NSnoise and Snoise with NSnoise. A
column observed signal vector x2(n) is defined by

x2(n) =
[
x(1)(n), x(2)(n)

]T
. (1)

The observed signal is expressed by

x2(n) =

M−1∑
m=0

a2,2(m)s2(n−m), (2)

where, a2,2(m) is the mixing matrix and s2(n−m) is a source
signal vector.

Blocking of data is required. Because, in the proposed
method, real time processing is performed in frequency do-
main. In order to regenerate L data of PW for each block,
we use 2L data of observed signals for each block because
we perform block processing with overlap. Letting the block

observed signal matrix constructed of column vector x2(n) be
x̃
(l)
2,2L, x̃(l)

2,2L is given by

x̃
(l)
2,2L =

[
x2(lL−

L

2
), · · · ,x2(lL+ L− 1 +

L

2
)

]
(3)

=
[
x̃
(l)
(1),2L, x̃

(l)
(2),2L

]T
, (4)

where, row vectors x̃
(l)
(i),2L denote[

x(i)(lL− L
2 ), · · · , x(i)(lL+ L− 1 + L

2 )
]
, (i = 1, 2). 2L is

the block length and l is the block number.

B. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)

Letting the matrix constructed of row vector
X̃

(l)
(i),2L =

[
X̃

(l)
(i)(0), · · · , X̃

(l)
(i)(2L− 1)

]
= DFT

[
x̃
(l)
(i),2L

]
,

(i = 1, 2) be X̃
(l)
2,2L, X̃(l)

2,2L is expressed by

X̃
(l)
2,2L =

[
X̃

(l)
(1),2L, X̃

(l)
(2),2L

]T
(5)

=
[
X̃

(l)
2 (0), · · · , X̃

(l)
2 (2L− 1)

]
. (6)

where, column vectors X̃
(l)
2 (k) is expressed by

X̃
(l)
2 (k) =

[
X̃

(l)
(1) (k) , X̃

(l)
(2) (k)

]T
, (0 ≤ k ≤ 2L− 1), (7)

k is a frequency.

C. Signal separation

Column separated signal vectors Ỹ
(l)
2 (k) for each fre-

quency k is calculated by

Ỹ
(l)
2 (k) = W

(l)
2,2(k)X̃

(l)
2 (k) , (0 ≤ k ≤ 2L− 1). (8)

Where, Ỹ (l)
2 (k) denote

[
Ỹ

(l)
(1) (k) , Ỹ

(l)
(2) (k)

]T
. The separa-

tion matrix in frequency domain W
(l)
2,2(k) is expressed by

W
(l)
2,2 (k) =

(
W

(l)
11 (k) W

(l)
12 (k)

W
(l)
21 (k) W

(l)
22 (k)

)
, (0 ≤ k ≤ 2L− 1). (9)

The observed signals are separated PW with NSnoise and
Snoise with NSnoise. We use the method of Ref. [2] to update
W

(l)
2,2 (k), W

(l)
2,2(k) is as follows:

W
(l+1)
2,2 (k) = W

(l)
2,2(k) + η[diag

〈
ϕ
(
Ỹ2 (k)

)
Ỹ H
2 (k)

〉
− ϕ

(
Ỹ2 (k)

)
Ỹ H
2 (k)]W

(l)
2,2(k) (10)

(0 ≤ k ≤ 2L− 1),



where, η is a step gain. PW is the Super-Gaussian distribution.
Therefore, the nonlinear function ϕ

(
Ỹ2(n)

)
is expressed by

ϕ
(
Ỹ2 (k)

)
= tanh

(
Ỹ

(R)
2 (k)

)
+ j tanh

(
Ỹ

(I)
2 (k)

)
, (11)

where, Ỹ (R)
2 is real part of Ỹ2 and Ỹ

(I)
2 is imaginary part of

Ỹ2.

D. NSnoise reduction

Letting the separated signal matrix constructed of column
vectors Ỹ

(l)
2 (k) be Ỹ

(l)
2,2L, Ỹ (l)

2,2L is expressed by

Ỹ
(l)
2,2L =

[
Ỹ

(l)
2 (0), · · · , Ỹ

(l)
2 (2L− 1)

]
(12)

=
[
Ỹ

(l)
(1),2L, Ỹ

(l)
(2),2L

]T
. (13)

Where, row vectors Ỹ
(l)
(i),2L is given by

Ỹ
(l)
(i),2L =

[
Ỹ

(l)
(i) (0), · · · , Ỹ

(l)
(i) (2L− 1)

]
, (i = 1, 2), (14)

where, i is the signal sequence number. Letting amplitude
spectrum vector of Ỹ (l)

(i),2L be Ŷ
(l)
(i),2L, Ŷ (l)

(i),2L is given by

Ŷ
(l)
(i),2L =

[
Ŷ

(l)
(i) (0), · · · , Ŷ

(l)
(i) (2L− 1)

]
, (i = 1, 2). (15)

Here, if the data length is sufficiently long, the amplitude
of NSnoise is small. Therefore, in order to reduce NSnoise,
the following processing is performed for Ŷ (l)

(i) (k),

Ȳ
(l)
(i) (k) =

{
Ŷ

(l)
(i) (k) (Ŷ

(l)
(i) (k) > th)

0 (otherwise)
(16)

(0 ≤ k ≤ 2L− 1 , i = 1, 2).

The amplitude spectrum row vectors Ȳ
(l)
(i),2L without

NSnoise is given by

Ȳ
(l)
(i),2L =

[
Ȳ

(l)
(i) (0), · · · , Ȳ

(l)
(i) (2L− 1)

]
, (i = 1, 2). (17)

E. Signal selection

Either Ȳ (l)
(1),2L or Ȳ (l)

(2),2L is PW, and the other is the Snoise.
Therefore, we have to select PW. For the selection, we use
the characteristic that the amplitude spectrum of PW has
regularity. First, the local maximum value is detected for each
amplitude spectrums. Next, amplitude spectrum with regularity
at the local maximum value is PW.

F. Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform(IDFT)

Letting frequency spectrum corresponding to amplitude
spectrum Ȳ

(l)
(i),2L of PW be Y

(l)
2L , the row regenerated signal

vector y(l)
2L = IDFT [Y

(l)
2L ] is given by

y
(l)
2L =

[
y(lL−

L

2
), · · · ,y(lL+ L− 1 +

L

2
)

]
. (18)

The proposed algorithm is a block processing with overlap.
Therefore, L central portions of y(l)

2L are picked out. Then, the
regenerated signal vector y(l)

L of PW is represented by

y
(l)
L = [y(lL), · · · ,y(lL+ L− 1)] . (19)

III. COMPUTER SIMULATION

In this section, we describe computer simulation. The sim-
ulation conditions are as follows: cutoff frequency of analog
filter is 200Hz, sampling frequency is 480Hz, cutoff frequency
of digital filter is 10Hz, block length 2L is 5760, step gain η

is 0.01, threshold th is 400. Moreover, an initial separation
matrix is as follows:

W
(l)
2,2 (k) =

(
1.0 0.5
0.5 1.0

)
. (20)

Fig.1 shows simulation result. It is observed and separated
signals in the driving state. Conventional BSS in the Fig.1
is used the method of Ref. [3]. Two sensors (#0, #1) are
the observed signals obtained from the left thigh. A sensor
(#Finger) is a data attached to the left index finger for
confirmation. Here, we used a piezoelectric PW sensor (AYA-
P, TAIYO YUDEN CO., LTD.) for observation.

Fig. 1. Raw waveforms and separation results during driving

In the Fig.1, the NSnoise is generated at 67-70sec. The
conventional method can’t remove NSnoise. On the other
hand, the proposed method can remove it. From the result,
the proposed method can obtain PW with high separation
precision compared to the conventional BSS.

IV. CONCLUSION

The conventional method is assumed that observed signal
is instantaneous mixture model. Therefore, the separation
precision is lower. Then, we assume that observed signal
is convolutive mixture model, and we propose separation
algorithm for convolutive mixture model. When the proposed
method is used, the separation precision is improved compared
with the conventional method. The future work is to consider
the decision method of threshold for NSnoise reduction.
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Abstract—For the purpose of speech enhancement, SEGAN,
which is one of deep generative models, has attracted attention
due to its high performance. In this paper, we propose a method
to sparse latent vectors to further enhance the noise suppression
effect of SEGAN.

Index Terms—speech enhancement, generative model, SEGAN,
sparse modeling

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the spread of mobile communica-

tion terminals such as smartphones and tablet-type terminals,

the opportunity to make a call in a noisy environment has

increased, and the improvement of the noise suppression

performance is desired. Speech enhancement has been studied

for a long time, and various methods have been proposed. A

classical approach is based on estimating and removing noise

components contained in the input signal in the frequency

domain.

Typical approaches for speech enhancement include the

Wiener filter, the MMSE-STSA method [1], and so on. These

techniques are known to be effective against stationary noise.

On the other hand, their performance in non-stationary noise

is degraded, but improved by combining a weighted noise es-

timation method [2], etc. Inherently, it is difficult to accurately

estimate the spectrum of non-stationary noise, and problems

remain due to the estimation error.

Recently, in such a situation, a deep neural network (DNN)

approach has attracted attention. In the approach, the noise-

containing signal is given as the input and the clean signal

is used as the target output for learning. As a result, the

difference between noise and voice characteristics can be

automatically acquired in the network, and the non-stationary

noise can be removed accurately.

Among the methods involving deep learning, Speech En-

hancement GAN (SEGAN) [4] based on a generative adver-

sarial network (GAN) [3] is particularly effective. There are

two networks in SEGAN; Generator (G) and Discriminator

(D). G is a network that generates enhanced signals, and D is

a network that determines whether the input signal is a signal

generated by G or the clean signal. While G tries to minimize

the objective function, D tries to maximize the objective

function. By this minimax principle, learning progresses while

G and D compete with each other, and as a result, it is possible

to generate a highly emphasized signal.

In this paper, we propose a method to sparsify latent vectors

in order to further enhance the noise suppression effect of

SEGAN.

II. SEGAN AND SPARSIFICATION

A. Overview of SEGAN

Here we give an overview of SEGAN. Structure of

SEGAN’s G is different from GAN’s, which is based on Auto-

Encoder. Speech enhancement is achieved by inputting the

noise-containing speech waveform to G and learning so that

the clean speech waveform is output. The objective function

of SEGAN is based on Least Squares GAN (LSGAN) [5] in

which the square error is applied to the objective function of

GAN.

However, the objective function for G adds the L1 norm

term of the error between the G-made signal and clean signal

to reduce their difference. The objective functions in D and G

are shown below, respectively,

min
D

VSEGAN(D) =
1

2
Ex,x̃∼pdata(x,x̃)[(D(x, x̃)− 1)2]

+
1

2
Ez∼pz(z),x̃∼pdata(x̃)[D(G(z, x̃), x̃)2]

(1)

min
G

VSEGAN(G) =

1

2
Ez∼pz(z),x̃∼pdata(x̃)[(D(G(z, x̃), x̃)− 1)2]

+ λ‖G(z, x̃)− x‖1

(2)

where x is the clean signal, x̃ is the noisy signal, and λ is

a hyper-parameter that determines the magnitude of the L1

norm.

B. Structure of Generator

Fig. 1 shows the specific structure of SEGAN’s Generator.

SEGAN’s G is composed of a fully convolutional network us-

ing only dilated convolution, and there are no fully connected

layers or pooling layers.

After the noisy signal is input to G, we have the following

procedures.

1) The noisy signal x̃ is input to the G’s encoder (Genc),

and the dimension reduction is compressed by the con-

volutional layer.

2) After the dimension reduction, the vector c is output

by the encoder, the size of which is the same as the



Fig. 1. Structure of SEGAN’s Generator

random vector z. c and z are concatenated to obtain a

latent vector.

3) The obtained latent vector is input to G’s decoder

(Gdec), and dimensional restoration is performed to

obtain the enhanced signal G(x̃). At this time, the

encoder sends the fine structure of the voice to the

decoder by skip connections.

The generated signal is convoluted again by D, and it is

judged whether it is the clean signal or a signal created by

G. Based on the error, Back Propagation makes the enhanced

signal created by G close to the original signal. In this way,

SEGAN learning is performed. SEGAN can exhibit the high

rejection performance against non-stationary noise, but weak

noise can not be removed, which may remain in the enhanced

signal.

C. Sparsification of Latent Vectors

To sparsify the latent vector, we add the L1 regularization

term of the latent vector to the objective function of G. That

is, the objective function is newly given by the following

equation:

min
G

VSEGAN(G) =
1

2
Ez∼pz(z),x̃∼pdata(x̃)[(D(G(z, x̃), x̃)− 1)2]

+ λ1‖G(z, x̃)− x‖1 + λ2‖c‖1
(3)

where λ2 represents a hyper-parameter that determines the

strength of regularization for the latent vector.

The regularization term added here is minimized together

with the original objective function by Back Propagation. As a

result, the component of the latent vector with small values be-

comes 0, and only the component with large values functions

to contribute to the reconstruction in the decoder. However, if

the value of λ2 is set to be large, the important component

of the latent vector will be close to 0, thus the performance

TABLE I
OBJECTIVE EVALUATION (PESQ, SNR)

PESQ SNR [dB]

Input 2.67 5.50

Conv. 2.76 16.48
Prop. (λ2 = 1) 2.74 17.19

Prop. (λ2 = 1.05) 2.87 17.15

may be deteriorated. Therefore, proper adjustment of λ2 is

important.

III. EXPERIMENT

The data set used in the experiment is the same as Pascual

et al. [4]. 14 male speakers and 14 female speakers are used as

training data, one male and one female are used as test data.

Both the conventional SEGAN and the proposed method

are trained for 100 epochs. The value of λ1 during training is

set as 100 according to [4]. In addition, the value of λ2 for

the proposed method is prepared as λ2 = 1, 1.05.

Table I shows PESQ and SNR in each method. Each value is

an average of evaluations for all test data. Focusing on PESQ,

the proposed method (Prop.) (λ2 = 1.05) provides 0.11 points

better than the conventional method (Conv.). Prop. (λ2 = 1)

has a slightly worse value than Conv. On the other hand, in

SNR, Prop. (λ2 = 1) improves by 0.71 dB over Conv., which

is the best result. In SNR, Prop. (λ2 = 1.05) also shows better

results than Conv. From the above, it can be seen that the noise

suppression performance of the proposed method is superior

to that of the conventional method in terms of PESQ and SNR.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a method of sparsifying

latent vectors in order to improve the noise suppression

performance of SEGAN. By adding the L1 norm regularization

term to the objective function and sparsifying the latent

vectors, the components of the latent vectors unnecessary for

restoration become 0, leading to a performance improvement.

We confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed method by

experiments.

Future work will be to conduct experiments while changing

the value of λ2, and to investigate the numbers that give

better results. It is also necessary to evaluate subjectively and

improve the performance furthermore.
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Abstract— Due to a large amount of data, videos are encoded 
(data volume reduction) before transmission and storage. 
However, coded videos have degradations. One of them is called 
‘block noise’ that appears block shape degradation on the 
image. Block noise can be usually reduced by a deblocking filter 
that reduces the block boundaries. However, the conventional 
deblocking filter has an issue that it cannot be applied to 
cropped video with the block noise. Although the deblocking 
filter reduces the block noise, it also causes blur on the edges in 
the video. In this paper, we propose a novel deblocking method 
that can reduce block noise for cropped videos by keeping the 
edges. 

Keywords—signal processing, block noise, smoothing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Videos contain substantial data. Therefore, they are 
encoded to reduce data volume before transmission and 
storage. H.264/MPEG-4 AVC is a commonly used encoding 
standard [1]. However, encoded videos cause degradations 
disturbing our watching. One such degradation called “block 
noise” causes block-shaped degradation in the video. 

Block noise can usually be reduced using a deblocking 
filter[2]. A deblocking filter reduces block boundaries via the 
smoothing process. However, conventional deblocking filters 
blur the edges on the cropped video. No method exists for 
reducing block noise on cropped videos at present. 

Herein, we propose a novel deblocking method that can 
reduce block noise in cropped videos while retaining the 
edges.

II. PROBLEMS OF CONVENTIONAL METHODS 

This chapter explains conventional deblocking filters and 
their problems. In the case of uncropped videos, block 
boundaries appear every 8 pixels or 4 pixels both horizontally 
and vertically at equal intervals. Conventional deblocking 
filters smooth these [2]. This paper discusses the case of 8 
pixel intervals. The smoothing strength of the filter is 
determined using the quantization scale (QS), which is a 
parameter generated when the video is encoded and saved or 
transmitted with the encoded data. QS is related to the 
compression level, which is nearly equivalent to the 
degradation level. QS is used to decode the video; however, it 
is lost after decoding. Conventional deblocking filters use QS 
during video decoding. 

However, conventional methods cannot be applied to 
cropped videos. It blurs edges of the video. Although block 
boundary positions in cropped videos possess a cyclic pattern, 
they also possess a phase shift at the end of the screen. 
Additionally, QS, which is necessary to determine the 
smoothing strength, is unavailable in cropped videos because 
the video is already decoded before cropping. Fig. 2 shows a 
zoomed image of a part of the image processed using the 
conventional deblocking method that does not consider the 
block boundary phase shift. Here, the smoothing strengths are 
set to constant values at all block boundaries. Edges such as 

the tree branch (shown in the red frame) are blurred as 
compared to the image before processing. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

This chapter proposes a novel deblocking method that can 
be applied to cropped videos. The proposed method first 
detects block boundaries, and then applies a smoothing filter 
to the detected block boundaries while excluding the edges 
from the smoothing process. 

Fig. 3 shows the block diagram (from the input image to 
the output image) of the proposed method. First, block 
boundaries in the input image are detected (1) using the 
existing block boundary detection algorithm [3]. Then, a 
deblocking filter is applied to the detected block boundaries 
(2). Since the input image is already decoded and cropped, the 
QS is unavailable. Therefore, each smoothing strength is 
determined using the differences between two-pixel values 
facing the block boundary. The input image (A) has unblurred 
edges that the original image possesses, but which suffers 
from noticeable block noise. Conversely, the deblocked image 
(B) has blurry edges but reduced block noise. Using these 
features of images (A) and (B), we can exclude the edges from 
the deblocking process. 

By compositing both images, (A) is assigned to areas 
having edges and (B) is assigned to areas having no edges. The 
composition ratios are determined on a per-pixel basis using 
the coefficient  related to the edge detection results. 
Subsequently, (A) is multiplied by  per pixel and (B) is 
multiplied by 1 −  per pixel. Then, both images are added. 
The  coefficients are generated by nonlinearly converting the 
outputs of the edge detection and clipping them between 0 and 
1. In areas having edges,  values are close to 1; therefore, 
final output pixel values are similar to the input image pixel 
values. In contrast, in areas having no edges,  values are close 
to 0; thus, final output pixel values are similar to the deblocked 
image pixel values. The abovementioned process is repeated 
for each frame of the video sequence. In the next section, we 
explain the details of edge detection during the composition. 

A. Edge Detection 

We can detect the edges by applying the Sobel filter [4]. 
Results of the Sobel filter contain real edges that the original 
image possesses together with block boundaries generated via 
video encoding. Fig. 4 shows the results of edge detection for 

 
Fig.1. Block noise 

 
Fig.2. The result of the conventional 

deblocking filter (cropped video) 

 
Fig.3. Block diagram of the 

proposed method 



the image shown in Fig. 1; here, the brighter is the pixel, the 
higher is the output value. The image shown in Fig. 4 have 
real edges such as tree branches and block boundaries that 
generally appear as a lattice; e.g., the lattice that can be 
observed in the right upper side of the image. The block 
boundaries in the edge detection results cause unnecessary 
deblocking exclusion at the block boundaries in the 
composition process. Therefore, they must be eliminated. 
During block boundary elimination, real edges that cross or 
overlap with the block boundaries are considered. 

Fig. 5 shows an example of block boundaries elimination 
from the edge-detected image. It presents a zoomed-in view 
of the area near the horizontal block boundary. Each cell 
represents a pixel and provides the corresponding Sobel filter 
output values. Two columns in the center show the extracted 
block boundary together with a real edge diagonally crossing 
the boundary. To eliminate the block boundaries, we 
overwrite block boundary pixel values in the red frame with 
an average of six adjacent pixel values in the blue frame 
(reference pixel values). In Fig. 5, the values in the red frame 
are overwritten by the values calculated as (0 + 20 + 20 + 20 
+ 20 + 0) / 6 = 13. When the reference pixel values are large 
(indicating the presence of some edges near the block 
boundary), overwritten values become large; consequently, 
real edges can be retained. Conversely, when the reference 
pixel values are small, overwritten values become small; thus, 
block boundaries are eliminated. The same process is applied 
to all horizontal and vertical block boundaries. Using the 
abovementioned process, we can eliminate block boundaries 
from the edge-detected image while retaining the real edges. 

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 

Herein, an experiment was conducted to evaluate the 
proposed method’s effectiveness on deblocking cropped 
videos. Block noise was generated in the input video 
sequences by encoding them with H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, 
followed by cropping. We applied both conventional method 
by all block positions (8x8=64 patterns) and proposed method 
to the cropped videos. We used PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise 
Ratio) for image quality evaluation. Four video sequences 
comprising 100 frames and 4SIF (704 × 480 pixel) resolutions 
were used (Fig. 6); panning and camera shaking was included. 

Table I shows the maximum and the average PSNR 
improvement. Column 1 presents the video sequence number. 
Columns 2-5 list PSNRs or their range measured after being 
processed by either the conventional method and proposed 
method. For example, the maximum improvement of PSNR 
in video 2 stays between +0.00dB and +0.49dB by the 
conventional method (64 patterns). However, the proposed 
method improves PSNR to +0.73dB at most.  Although the 
average improvement of PSNR stays between +0.29dB and 

+0.34dB by the proposed method, the proposed method 
improves average PSNR to +0.46dB. Also in other video 
sequences, the proposed method improved the PSNR better 
than the conventional method. Fig.7 shows PSNR 
improvement of both methods. Vertical and horizontal axis 
indicates PSNR improvement and video number, respectively. 
The average PSNR improvement of the conventional method 
(64 patterns) is presented by box and whisker plot. Red and 
blue lines indicate the maximum and average PSNR 
improvement by the proposed method, respectively. PSNRs 
of the proposed method are higher than those of the 
conventional method. Fig.8 shows PSNR fluctuations in video 
3. The horizontal and vertical axes indicate the frame number 
and PSNR. The blue dash-dotted line shows the PSNR before 
processing, and the red line shows the PSNR of the proposed 
method. The gray area shows range of the PSNR by 64 
patterns of the conventional method, and the green dashed line 
represents the average of that. In every frame, the proposed 
method improved the PSNR.  

V. DISCUSSION 

Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed 
method improved the PSNR, thereby proving its 
effectiveness. Where the conventional method’s smoothing 
filter blurred the edges because of the block boundary phase 
shift, the proposed method retained the edges via block 
boundary detection and smoothing process exclusion. In 
particular, the PSNR of video 2 (dusk), which contained many 
horizontal edges, showed better effects than others. Similar 
results are expected for videos containing numerous vertical 
edges. However, the PSNR of video 4 (whale), which image 
is complicated, stays around +0.2dB improvement. Also, 
though processing time is about 24 minutes by the 
conventional method that processed all 64 block position 
patterns, the proposed method costs only about 50 seconds. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we proposed a novel deblocking method for 
cropped videos while retaining the edges. From experimental 
results, we concluded the proposed method is effective. 
Although, further algorithm improvement is necessary for 
videos which has a complicated image pattern. 
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Method, and Block-Noise Detection Program”, JP2009270349, 2009 

[4] Pooja Sharma, et al., “Different Techniques Of Edge Detection In 
Digital Image Processing”, International Journal of Engineering 
Research and Applications Vol.3, Issue 3, 2013, pp.458-461 

 
Fig.7. PSNR 
improvement 

TABLE I PSNR IMPROVEMENT 

 
Fig.4. The result of Sobel Filter 
(combine horizontal with vertical) 

 
Fig.5. Block boundary removal 

 
video 1 (jumbo) 

 
video 2 (dusk) 

 
video 3 (leaves) 

 
video 4 (whale) 

Fig.6. Video sequences used in the experiment Fig.8. PSNR fluctuations in video 3 
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a nail image analysis
method to evaluate accumulated stress using fuzzy reasoning. The
proposed method consists of three stages: measurement, feature
extraction, and stress evaluation. In the measurement, we take a
nail image. In the feature detection, we extract the lunula of the
nail to calculate its height. In the stress evaluation, we evaluate
accumulated stress using fuzzy reasoning. The experimental
results suggest that the proposed method can determine the
presence or absence of accumulated stress.

Index Terms—fuzzy reasoning, stress evaluation, nail image

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a social problem such as the increase in

the number of mental illnesses and suicides have occurred.

There have been many studies that measured stress. Most

of them were measured stress using blood, saliva, and urine.

These samples of stress measurement were difficult to measure

accumulated stress because these samples were subject to

daily fluctuations and only reflected cortisol levels relative

to the minutes to hours prior to collection [1]. Therefore,

hair samples and nail samples for measurement stress are

considered. In particular, a nail sample is considered to be

useful samples for measurement stress because it was easy

to collect and had little deterioration [2]. However, a method

using the nail sample is difficult to measure stress on a daily

basis. Then, we focus on the change of state on the nail. The

change of state on the nail was used to confirm the health

status and predict disease [3]. Therefore, it has a chance of

evaluating the accumulated stress by analyzing the changes

of state on the nail. Although the relationship between nail

changes and stress is unknown, in this paper, we propose a

method to evaluate accumulated stress using the change of

nail for college students.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed method consists of three stages: measurement,

feature detection, and stress evaluation

A. Proposed method

In the measurement, we take nail images of thumb using the

iPhone 6s and fix the environment. In the feature detection,

we extract the lunula of the nail to calculate its height [4]. In

the stress evaluation, we employ a fuzzy reasoning technique.

The proposed method creates membership functions for fuzzy

reasoning based on the changes in height during experiments.

The mean value of the extraction height is calculated weekly.

The membership functions are composed of three factors; a

difference between max-min height, a sum of the derivative

of the change in the mean on a weekly basis, and a degree of

the accumulated stress. The difference values between max-

min height(Diff) are calculated by computing the difference

between the maximum and minimum values of the lunula

height during experiments. The proposed method has two

membership functions for the Diff. The membership function

whether the Diff is large or not(DiffLarge) and the Diff is

small or not(DiffSmall) are as follows:

DiffLarge =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0 Diff ≤ TH1

slop×Diff + inter Diff ≤ TH2

1 otherwise
(1)

DiffSmall =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1 Diff ≤ TH1

slop×Diff + inter Diff ≤ TH2

0 otherwise
(2)

where Diff , slop, and inter are the Diff, the slope of the

membership function, and the intercept, respectively. The sum

of the derivative of the change in the mean on a weekly

basis(SDC) is calculated by computing on mean values of

height values during experiments. The proposed method has

two membership functions for the SDC. The membership

function whether the SDC is large or not(SDCLarge) and the



SDC is small or not(SDCSmall) are as follows:

SDCLarge =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0 SDC ≤ TH1

slop× SDC + inter SDC ≤ TH2

1 otherwise

(3)

SDCSmall =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1 SDC ≤ TH1

slop× SDC + inter SDC ≤ TH2

0 otherwise

(4)

where SDC is the sum of the derivative of the change in the

mean on a weekly basis. The slop and inter as the same as

the variables in equation 1, respectively. Table I shows the

values assigned to parameters slop, inter, TH1, and TH2,

respectively. In the proposed method, four rules are used.

Listing 1 shows the source code of the fuzzy rules.

1 NoneGrade = AND(DiffLarge, SDCLarge);
2 LowGrade = AND(DiffSmall, SDCLarge);
3 ExiGrade = OR(AND(DiffLarge, SDCSmall), AND

(DiffSmall, SDCSMall));

Listing 1. Fuzzy Rules

where the DiffLarge, DiffSmall, SDCLarge, and

SDCSmall are the degree of conformity whether the Diff is

large or not, the Diff is small or not, the SDC is large or not,

and the SDC is small or not, respectively. The NoneGrade,

LowGrade, and ExiGrade are the degree of conformity: the

accumulated stress is little or none, low, and existent, respec-

tively. In the degree of the accumulated stress, the degrees

are calculated by computing the center of a trapezoid. Listing

2 shows the source code of center calculation trapezoid. The

center of a trapezoid is calculated as follows:

1 for (double i : setSyn)
2 num = num + i * size;
3 den = den + i;
4 size += 0.05;
5 if (den != 0.0)
6 cent = num / den;
7 else

8 cent = 0.0;

Listing 2. Center calculation of trapezoid

where setSyn and cent are the synthetic trapezoid and the

center of the trapezoid, respectively.

B. Experimental conditions

The subjects were 7 volunteers (mean age: 22.4 years)

from Tokushima University in Japan. All subjects consented

to take pictures of the nails of the thumb of Dominant hand.

The experiments adopted the writing graduation thesis as the

stress task because almost all students felt strong stress during

making the graduation thesis. Then the volunteers divided into

subjects who gave the stress task and subjects who did not give

the stress task.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Table II shows the Diff, SDC, and accumulated stress

degree of each subject. Deg. Stress in Table II indicates the

accumulated stress degree. The mean of the reasonable results

TABLE I
VALUES ARE SET TO SLOP, INTER, TH1, AND TH2.

Listing ang b TH1 TH2

1 1/30 -2/3 20 50

2 -1/30 5/3 20 50

3 1/16 1/2 -8 8

4 -1/16 1/2 -8 8

TABLE II
DIFF, SDC, AND ACCUMULATED STRESS DEGREE OF EACH SUBJECTS.

Task Subject Diff SDC Deg. Stress

A 48.7 -9.3571 0.79
stress B 48.3 -8.5547 0.79
task C 37.5 -3.5 0.55

D 42 -4.57 0.52

E 24.3 3.3215 0.46
nonstress task F 24.4 5.5357 0.46

G 36.5 2.5356 0.42

in the subjects who gave the stress task was 0.66. Then, the

mean of the reasonable results in the subjects who did not give

stress tasks was 0.44. The Diff of the subject who gave the

stress task was larger than the Diff of the subject who did not

give the stress task. This result suggested that the change of

lunula may occur by giving a stress task. Then, the mean of the

accumulated stress degree of the subjects A-D was larger than

the mean of the accumulated stress degree of the subjects E-F.

These results suggested that the proposed method can classify

the subjects who gave the stress task and the subjects who did

not give the stress task. Thus, it is considered the proposed

method expressed the stress received every day as 0.42-0.46.

On the other hand, the stress level of the subjects who gave

the stress task was higher than 0.46, because the subjects A-D

had the stress received every day in addition to the stress task.

Therefore, these results suggest that the proposed method can

evaluate the accumulated stress degree.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a method to evaluate accu-

mulated stress for university students using a nail image.

The proposed method consisted of three stages: measurement,

feature extraction, and stress evaluation. In the measurement,

we took a nail image. In the feature detection, we extracted

the height of lunula. In the stress evaluation, we evaluated

accumulated stress using fuzzy reasoning. The experimental

results suggest that the proposed method can determine the

presence or absence of accumulated stress.
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Abstract—This paper discusses a Distributed Compressed
Video Sensing (DCVS) framework using Convolutional Sparse
Coding (CSC). CSC is a technique to represent a signal as
convolutions of filters and corresponding coefficients. Conven-
tional block based DCVS methods divide a given video sequence
into key and non-key frames. The key frames are decoded
independently like still images, and the non-key frames use Side
Information (SI) generated with previously decoded key frames.
The sparse dictionaries of the non-key frames are designed with
the SIs. However, in CSC based methods, a non-key frame can use
the dictionary of the nearest key frame in the temporal domain
since the dictionary filters, namely features, are robuster against
motions than those of block based methods.

Index Terms—distributed compressed video sensing, dictionary
learning, convolutional sparse coding

I. INTRODUCTION

The cardinal features of Distributed Compressed Video

Sensing (DCVS) are: (a) Computational burden is transferred

from the encoder side to the decoder side; (b) DCVS divides

a video sequence into Groups Of Pictures (GOPs) which

consist of a key frame and non-key frames and decreases

the dimension of images with random projection to send the

decoder side; and (c) In the decoder side, the low dimensional

signal is recovered with compressed sensing. Please note

that the dimension reduction is a kind of compression, but

this paper denotes this compression as random projection or

dimensional reduction to avoid confusion with compressed

sensing. Decoeders of conventional block based DCVS re-

construct the randomly projected non-overlapped blocks of

key frames independently. On the other hand, the non-key

frames are reconstructed with the dimension reduced signal

and Side Information (SI) which is generated with already-

decoded key frames to design dictionaries of the non-key

frames. This paper focuses on Convolutional Sparse Coding

(CSC) [2] for sparse representation of compressed sensing.

In CSC, the dictionaries indicate the features of a signal,

and the coefficients express the distribution of the features.

In adjacent frames, the features do not change drastically,

and motions of objects can be expressed with changes of

feature distribution. Then, CSC based DCVS can directly

apply key frame dictionaries to non-key frames, which means

this method does not need SI whereas block based DCVS

needs SI to compensate motions of objects. Furthermore, CSC

makes no block artifact and increases subjective quality of

reconstructed images. This paper narrows the target only non-

key frame reconstruction.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Block based DCVS decoders divide each frame into non-

overlapped blocks. The i-th block of a non-key frame is

denoted as fNK,i and its dimension is decreased with the

random projection as yNK,i = ΦNKfNK,i. The encoders only

send yNK,i to decoders. The decoders try to reconstruct fNK,i

under the assumption that fNK,i is expressed with the sparse

dictionary D as fNK,i = Dxi; then, the reconstruction is

formulated as follows:

arg min
fNK,i,D,xi

1

2
||yNK,i − ΦNKfNK,i||

2
2 +

λ1

2
||fNK,i −Dxi||

2
2 + λ2 ||xi||1 + λ3h(fNK,i),

(1)

where xi is a coefficient of D on fNK,i and λ1, λ2, and λ3

are weight parameters. The dictionary D is learned with SI.

The last term of the above equation h(fNK,i) = ||Ψ(fNK,i−
fSI,i)||1 is a regularization term inspired from the frequency

correlation noise model [1], where Ψ is the Discrete Cosine

Transform (DCT) matrix and fSI,i is the same position block

in fSI as fNK,i.

In CSC, convolution of dictionary filters dm and sparse

coefficients xm to express a signal s is shown as

s =
M∑
m

dm ∗ xm, (2)

where M is the number of dictionary filters and coefficients.

For a fixed dictionary, the sparse coefficients xm is estimated

from

arg min
xm

1

2

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
m

dm ∗ xm − s

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

2

+ μ

M∑
m

||xm||1 , (3)

where μ is a weight parameter. To solve xm in the Fourier

domain, let us define matrixes Dm such that Dmxm = dm ∗
xm, and denote Dm, xm, and s in the Fourier domain as D̂m,

x̂m, and ŝ respectively. By defining

D̂ =
(
D̂0 D̂1 . . .

)
x̂ =

(
x̂T
0 x̂T

1 . . .
)T

x =
(
xT
0 xT

1 . . .
)T

,

(4)

Eq. (3) is rewritten as

arg min
x

1

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣D̂Fx− ŝ

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2
+ μ ||x||1 , (5)

where F is the Fourier transform matrix. The solution of Eq.

(5) indicates the distribution of the feature dm on s.
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III. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method replaces linear combination of the

dictionary filters and the coefficients in DCVS by CSC. As

objects in a non-key frame have the same features as the

previous key frame, the dictionary filters of the previous frame

are effective to reconstruct the current frame. Thus, Eq. (1) is

changed as

arg min
xm

1

2

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣Φ

M∑
m

dm ∗ xm − yNK

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

2

+ μ

M∑
m

||xm||1 , (6)

where yNK is the randomly projected whole non-key frame

which is not a block-divided, Φ projects an original signal

to yNK , and dms are the dictionary filters learned in the

reconstructed key frame. The dictionary filters for the non-

key frame in Eq. (6) are designed for the previous key frame

as follows:

arg min
dm,xm

1

2

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
m

dm ∗ xm − fK

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

2

+ μ

M∑
m

||xm||1

s.t. ||dm||2 = 1,

(7)

where fK is the reconstructed key frame. The solution dm

of the above equation should have the same features as the

current non-key frame. By using Eq. (5), Eq. (6) is rewritten

as

arg min
x

1

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣yNK − ΦF ∗D̂Fx

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2
+ μ ||x||1 , (8)

where F ∗ is the inverse Fourier transform matrix. Formulation

of Eq. (8) is called Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection

Operator (LASSO) which consists of a data-fidelity term

and an l1 norm regularization term. Fast Iterative Shrinkage-

Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [3] is one of iterative meth-

ods which can solve LASSO. Then, we solve Eq. (8) with

FISTA.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To compare the reconstructed non-key frames of the pro-

posed method with those of a conventional method, we con-

duct experiments with two video sequences “foreman” and

“coastguard”. Each GOP consists of a key frame and a non-

key frame. The key frames are compressed and reconstructed

by JPEG to 20% quality, and the compression rates of both

Φ and ΦNK are the same at 0.5. We solve Eq. (8) to obtain

the solution of coefficients x with FISTA and reconstruct the

non-key frame fNK using the solution x and dm designed for

the previous key frame. In experiments, we refer convolutional

sparse coding and dictionary learnining library ”SPORCO” [4]

to implement our method and compare the proposed method

with the conventional block based method which uses the key

frame as SI. In general, block based DCVS makes SI with

motion compensation vectors between the previous and the

following key frames of the current non-key frame; however,

this study refers only the previous key frame as SI to evaluate

the robustness of convolutional filters against motions. Figure

1 shows reconstructed images of both methods. The left

images include block noise and the boundaries between the

blocks appear. On the other hand, the right images have no

(a) The conventional

block based method

(b) The proposed CSC

based method

(c) The conventional

block based method

(d) The proposed CSC

based method

Fig. 1: Reconstructed non-key frames

block noise and preserve smoother texture. Table 1 summarizes

average PSNRs of 10 reconstructed non-key frames in each

method. The results show that the proposed method recon-

TABLE I: Average PSNR of 10 GOPs [dB]

Dataset The block based method The proposed method

foreman 21.41 21.70

coastguard 22.26 24.47

structs better euqality non-key frames than the conventional

block based method. In particular, CSC represents simple

features, e.g. surface of a sea and surface of a wall, well. The

above results show that the convolutional dictionaries based

DCVS reconstructs the compressed images smoother without

block noises than the conventional block based DCVS without

the SI.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a DCVS framework using CSC. The

proposed method expresses the motion of the objects with CSC

without SI, and the reconstructed frames have no block noise

and preserve smoother texture. We confirm that our method is

effective to represent simple features in a signal particularly.

One of our future works is key frame reconstruction with CSC.
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Abstract—Data retrieval methods from printed images have recently

been proposed. However, these methods have problems in terms of data
capacity and flexibility. We propose a method of solving these problems

using image recognition based on image features and a data-embedding

method in the frequency domain. This makes it possible to include
different information in the same image and greatly increase the amount

of information that can be acquired. In the experiment, we show the

effectiveness of the proposed method.

Index Terms—data-embedding, DCT, AKAZE, image recognition,

printed image

I. INTRODUCTION

The technology of obtaining information through printed images

is attracting attention [1], [2]. Such methods include embedding

information in the printed image itself [1] and extracting information

by identifying the image using image recognition [2]. The former

technique can embed different information even in the same image,

but the amount of data obtained from the image is only 14 bytes,

which is insufficient for several applications. The insufficient amount

of data is because of the severe deterioration of the image resulting

from printing of the image and capturing by mobile terminals, and

the amount of embedding should be limited to keep the detection rate

high. The latter technique can obtain a large amount of information

because information is extracted from a database in which the image

and the information are related. However, since only the information

related to the image in the database can be supplied, different

information cannot be obtained from the same image.

In this paper, we propose a method in which a data-embedding

technique [1] and an image identification technique based on image

recognition [2] are integrated. In this method, image features are

extracted from the embedded images and the images are identified

by matching the vector consisting of the numbers of keypoints of

image features in each local region using a database that has been

previously prepared. Then the embedded data is extracted from

the image so that different information can be obtained from the

same image. Furthermore, a method of improving the data detection

rate of the data-embedded image using information of an original

image obtained by image identification is also considered. Finally,

experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Embedding algorithm

Figure 1 shows an overview of the data-embedding algorithm in the

proposed method. The data-embedding is the same as in the method

described in [1]. First, the number of block divisions is set to N ,

Part of this research was financially supported by a JSPS Grant-in-Aid for
Scientific Research (C) (No. 17K06450).

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed embedding algorithm.

and the luminance component of the original image is divided into

blocks of N ×N . After a two-dimensional discrete cosine transform

(2D-DCT) is performed on each block, data of 7 bits are embedded

into each block. From the data, the bit sequence to be embedded

is generated by a method based on multiplexing of Walsh codes

of 64 bits. Data-embedding is performed by adding the generated

bit sequence multiplied by a gain to the DCT coefficients at a

specific position of the block in the original image. This gain controls

the image quality and detection accuracy. When the embedding

is complete, an inverse 2D-DCT is performed, and each block is

integrated to obtain an image in which data is embedded. Hereinafter,

this image is referred to as an embedded image. Also, a frame border

is added around the embedded image to be used for image correction

during detection.

B. Detection algorithm

Figure 2 shows an overview of the detection algorithm in the pro-

posed method. The detection algorithm first performs frame detection

for the luminance component of a captured image. A corrected image

is obtained by restoring the geometric shape of the image by the

correction process. The correction process consists of lens distortion

correction and projective transformation. After the image correction,

the frame border is removed.

First, the corrected image is converted to a predetermined resolu-

tion (600×600) for feature detection and then divided into blocks of

8× 8. The image feature, AKAZE (Accelerated KAZE) [3], is used

for each block to calculate local features and to obtain a vector in

which the numbers of obtained keypoints are arranged in raster scan

order. The correlation coefficient between this vector and the feature



Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed detection algorithm.

vector stored in the database in advance is calculated, and the image

name with the maximum correlation coefficient is extracted from the

image database.

We also extract the embedded data from the captured image. Here,

we use a modified version of the method described in [1]. The

corrected image is converted to the same resolution as that when

the data was embedded. This image is divided by the same number

of blocks as that when the data was embedded, and a 2D-DCT

is performed on each block. The DCT coefficients at the position

where the bit sequence is embedded are extracted from each DCT-

transformed block and are denoted by DW .

In this method, since the image name is identified by feature

detection, the DCT coefficients of the original image, which act as

noise, can be used in the detection. This information is stored in the

image information database and extracted as image information.

The detection of the 7-bit data is accomplished by calculating

the correlation between the extracted DCT coefficients and the

multiplexed Walsh codes in the same way as in [1]. Here, instead

of DW , we use D̂W , which reduces the influence of the original

image. D̂W is calculated by

D̂W = DW − αD, (1)

where D is the DCT coefficient of the original image and α is the

scaling parameter determined by the kind of image and the average

intensity of the captured image.

III. EXPERIMENT

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, an experiment

was performed on six color images (512 × 512 pixels, 256 gray

levels for each color). The following equipment was used for the

experiment: a Canon LBP9600C printer and a Samsung SM-T700

tablet for image capture. The data to be embedded was the same,

1110000, for each block. The experiment was performed ten times for

each image. We evaluate the detection performance of the embedded

data using the detection rate Dr:

Dr[%] =
Bd

Bt

× 100, (2)

where Bd is the number of bits detected correctly and Bt is the

number of embedded bits (in this case, a total of 112 bits are

embedded).

TABLE I
AVERAGE DETECTION RATES AND PROCESSING TIMES.

detection rate (%) processing time (ms)

Image [1] proposed [1] proposed

Airplane 95.88 98.04 792 1786

Lenna 94.64 99.64 625 1689

Mandrill 96.79 99.11 977 1913

Milkdrop 93.21 95.71 560 1813

Pepper 97.23 98.57 610 1650

Sailboat 78.30 96.70 573 1539

Table I shows the average detection rates of 10 trials by the

conventional [1] and proposed methods and each processing time.

In the experiment, the names of all images were correctly identified

by the image recognition method in the proposed method, and image

information was extracted successfully. From this table, we see that

the average detection rates of the proposed method are superior to

those of the conventional method with reasonable processing times.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a method for acquiring data from images by integrat-

ing data-embedding technology and image identification technology

using image features. In the proposed method, a system that can

present different information to the user even with the same image

can be constructed by integrating the two technologies. In addition,

on the premise of a database search for image identification, we can

reduce the effect of the DCT coefficients of the original image, which

act as noise in embedded data detection. The experimental result

shows the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Abstract— The advances in communication technology not 
only ushered in an era of visual image explosion, but also led to 
the emergence of the “visual generation” who are heavily image-
reliant in their quotidian existence. Photography is a form of 
visual arts that sets great store by human visual perception. It 
brings aesthetic delight by connecting human vision with 
psychological experiences. Every captivating or heart-touching 
photograph has its sui generis context or story, and gestalt 
theory may be the key to this kind of mystery. However, people 
have simply a limited knowledge of their viewing mechanism, 
and compelling evidence for the links between viewers’ inner 
feelings and visual cognition remains wanting. To remedy this 
deficiency, this study takes the angle of positive aesthetics and 
employs the eye-tracking method to investigate the influence of 
photographic compositions’ gestalt on the subjects’ visual 
cognition, so as to grasp how they look at, interpret and 
appreciate photographic works. By manipulating the gestalt 
elements, calculating the dispersion degree of the subjects’ scan 
paths, and collecting the subjects’ opinions on the aesthetic 
quality of each photographic work, we found that the works 
embodying the gestalt principles tend to confine the subjects’ 
scan paths to a unified context, while those violating the 
principles do not. Enhancing the foundation of photography and 
developing a new eye-tracking method with positive aesthetics, 
this study will stimulate photographers’ artistic creativity, 
promote arts education, improve students’ aesthetic literacy, 
and produce useful teaching material on the pedagogy and 
theories of photography. 

Keywords— gestalt principles, eye-tracking, photography 

I. INTRODUCTION 
As a form of visual art that attaches great importance to 

human visual perception, photography provides viewers with 
aesthetic delight by connecting visual perceptions with 
psychological experiences. Photography has been closely tied 
to artists and artistic creation since the early development of 
gestalt theory. Examples of applying gestalt theory to 
photography courses can be found at home and abroad (e.g. 
Zakia, 2002). The theory-based teaching focuses not so much 
on blindly applying the principles of gestalt perception as on 
invoking them creatively and flexibly. Gestalt psychology and 
semiology thus significantly improve photographers’ ability 
in visual expression. As a matter of fact, every captivating or 
heart-touching photograph has its sui generis context or story. 
Gestalt psychology and semiology may be the key to this kind 
of mystery apart from being helpful for beginners to overcome 
the problem of unrigorous composition. As a crucial 
psychological approach, the eye-tracking analysis has been 
employed extensively in applied psychology. Conducting a 
psychological eye-tracking experiment, this study seeks to 
investigate the variation in the frequency, position and 
distribution of the subjects’ gaze on gestalt photographs, 
insofar as to grasp people’s psychological processes and 
patterns of admiring photographic works. 

II. RESEARCH METHOD

Adopting the eye-tracking method, this study not only 
analyzes the gestalt properties and the psychological process 
of vision, but also explores the connections between 
photographic techniques and viewing modes as well as those 
between gestalt composition and people’s visual perception. 
By virtue of the eye-tracking experiment, this study 
manipulates the photographs’ gestalt elements, so as to 
identify the key factors behind viewers’ visual perception and 
subjective aesthetic judgement about photographic works. 

Fig. 1. The Research Design 

    This study recruits 30 university students for the experiment 
which features a random display of stimuli and a “within 
subject design,” that is, each subject needs to partake in every 
step of the experiment. The pictures to be displayed are 
derived from renowned photographers’ oeuvres and carefully 
selected by experts and scholars of photography, so as to make 
sure that they conform the gestalt principles. These pictures 
are divided into four groups according to four gestalt 
principles (i.e. closure, similarity, accessibility, and 
continuity), and each group consists of 10 photographs, hence 
a total of 40 pictures. Each of these pictures has a pixel 
resolution of 1024*768, and will be displayed for 10 seconds 
one by one. The scan paths of each subject will be recorded 
when the subject is viewing these pictures. This experiment 
takes 10 minutes. 

The experiment manipulation is described as follows: 

Independent variables: gestalt principles (closure, similarity, 
accessibility, and continuity) 

Dependent variables: eye-tracking indicators (total gaze 
frequency, total saccade range, average saccade range, and 
saccade frequency) 

Fig. 2. An example of the experiment stimuli (closure) 



Fig. 3. A flowchart of the experimental steps. 

III. CONCLUSION

This study provides empirical evidence from the 
perspective of experimental aesthetics. To draw a tentative 
conclusion, we argue that understanding human vision and 
gestalt principles, mastering photographic composition, 
grasping common viewing patterns and processes, and 
knowing how to attract viewers’ attention are necessary 
commodities for photographers and photography learners if 
they are going to give viewers a common focus, enhance their 
visual perception and delight, and ergo create brilliant works 
in a more objective, accurate fashion that bring viewers better 
admiring experience and greater aesthetic pleasure. 
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Abstract—A merge mode-based data embedding technique is
proposed for SHVC compressed video. Inter-prediction block
merging candidate selection decision is manipulated to embed
data based on the pre-defined mapping rules. Experimental re-
sults show that encouraging payload is achieved at the expense of
slight bit rate increment and negligible degradation in perceptual
video quality. In the best case scenario, the sequence PartyScene

can embed 84.4 kbps with an average 1.1% bit rate overhead
for the LDB configuration.

Index Terms—Block merging, data embedding, SHVC, ad-
vance motion vector prediction

I. INTRODUCTION

H.264/SVC [1] and Scalable High Efficiency Video Coding

(SHVC) [2] are the current video coding standards that offer

scalable features to support video communication over varying

network conditions, unknown bandwidth, video of different

quality, as well as devices with different hardware capabilities.

As the number of video content increases, these scalable coded

videos need to be managed effectively. Data embedding tech-

nique offers several ways to manage videos, including copy-

right protection, authentication, fingerprinting, hyper-linking

related videos and tamper detection. Here, different data can

be embedded in different ways to serve different purposes.

The conventional methods for HEVC and previous video

standards manipulate the syntax elements in intra prediction,

motion compensated prediction, as well as quantized coeffi-

cient to embed data [3]. However, these techniques cannot be

directly applied to SHVC because SHVC exploits inter-layer

redundancy by utilizing the reconstructed picture and motion

information of the base layer (BL) picture as references to

predict those in the enhancement layers (ELs). Our previous

work [4] puts forward an error compensation embedding tech-

nique during intra prediction by cancelling errors introduced

in the reference layer for SHVC video. Recently, we also

manipulate the parity bit of the motion vector prediction

indices in SHVC and utilize threshold-guided technique to

improve payload [5].

II. PROPOSED DATA EMBEDDING TECHNIQUE

In this work, the inter-prediction block merging candidate

selection decision is manipulated to embed data based on

This work was partly supported by Fundament Research Grant Scheme
(FRGS/1/2018/ICT02/MUSM/02/2) by Ministry of Education Malaysia.

Fig. 1. Quad-tree Partitioning and Merging Block Structure.

Fig. 2. Example of Mapping Rule for Merge candidates.

some pre-defined mapping rules. Note that adjacent blocks

containing object with similar motion are likely to be predicted

by using the same motion vector. Hence, merge mode in

SHVC reuses motion information from the adjacent blocks. An

illustration of possible merge block is depicted in Fig. 1, where

the merge blocks are marked with blue borders. The advantage

of manipulating merge block for data embedding is that the bit

rate overhead can be kept to the minimum while payload can

be increased because the number of blocks associated with

skip/merge CUs is > 50% as compared to other prediction

mode [6].

To embed data, merge candidates are divided into two

groups, where one is associated with bit ‘0’ and the other

associated with bit ‘1’. An example of the mapping rule is

shown in Fig. 2. To determine the merge candidate block for

the current block (CurrBlk), the neighboring blocks which are



(a) bit rate. (b) video quality.

Fig. 3. Changes in bit rate and video quality after data embedding.

mapped to the message bit m (dependent on mapping rule) are

considered, where the one with the best rate distortion (RD)

cost is coded. The proposed method follows the steps below

to embed data into a SHVC video:

1) Construct a list of merging candidates from spatial,

temporal and inter-layer candidates as shown in Fig. 2.

2) For each merging candidate, check if the candidate block

is mapped to m. If YES then go to step 3, otherwise

proceed to the next merging candidate.

3) Perform motion compensation and residual prediction,

then calculate RD cost.

4) If the RD cost is less than the best RD cost, then set the

current block as the best merge candidate.

5) Repeat step 2∼ 4 until the best merge candidate is

selected for the PU.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed data embedding technique is implemented by

modifying the SHVC reference software SHM-12.0 [7]. Five

standard test video sequences (i.e., RushHour@30Hz (960 ×
540, 1280 × 720), FourPeople@60Hz and BlueSky@24Hz

(640 × 360 , 1280 × 720), and BasketballDrill@50Hz and

PartyScene@50Hz (416 × 240, 832 × 480)) are utilized for

evaluation. Experiments are conducted using two layers spatial

scalability with GOP of 4. The zero motion setting for inter-

layer reference picture is enabled. The remaining parameters

are set to the SHM’s default scalable configuration for LDP

(low delay P) and LDB (low delay B).

The impact of data embedding to the bit rate for the pro-

posed (labelled as LDP and LDB) and our previous method [5]

are shown in Fig. 3(a). Note that [5] is based on MVP, and

it manipulates the indices of motion vector predictor while

the MVD-based technique manipulates the difference between

motion vectors to embed data. Results suggest the proposed

method achieves higher payload when compared to the MVP-

and MVD-based techniques at the expense of some bit rate

overhead. This is because there are more prediction blocks

associated with skip/merge mode, which can provide more

syntax elements for manipulation. Lower bit rate overhead is

observed for [5] due to its low embedding capacity. The effect

of the embedded payload on the video quality in term of PSNR

is shown in Fig. 3(b). Both techniques show comparable video

quality, and the degradation is negligible. For all cases, the

drop is PSNR value is ≤ 0.04% and the drop in SSIM value is

insignificantly. In the best case scenario, the perceptual quality

for the sequence PartyScene drops at most by 0.01 dB while

embedding up to 84.4 kbps with an average 1.1% bit rate

overhead for the LDB configuration.

IV. CONCLUSION

A merge mode-based data embedding technique is proposed

for SHVC video. Merging candidate is chosen based on the

predefined mapping rules to embed data without significantly

compromising the perceptual video quality. Experimental re-

sults show that payload can be increased at the expense of

higher bit rate as compared to [5].

As future work, we want to jointly utilize the other syntax

elements in SHVC to further improve of payload and refine

our work for actual application.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a hybrid sturdy-MASH-21 (SMASH-

21) delta-sigma modulator (DSM) chip design. We employ dif-

ferential opamps in the hybrid SMASH-21 DSM chip to reduce

even-mode harmonics. The proposed circuit is realized in TSMC

0.18-μm CMOS technology. It consumes 2.58 mW of power.

The sampling rate is 5.9976 MHz and the over-sampling ratio

is 136. The achieved SNDR of the chip is 72.48 dB. The chip

occupies an area of 1.68 mm
2.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many electronic systems require analog-to-digital converters

(ADCs). Among various types of ADCs, delta-sigma modula-

tor (DSM) ADCs are suitable for converting low-to-medium-

bandwidth analog signals to digital signals with medium-to-high

resolution. Let L denote the order of the DSM, Δ denote the

step size of the quantizer, and OSR represent the over-sampling

ratio that is defined as a half of the sampling rate divided by the

signal bandwidth. Then the in-band quantization noise power is

approximately q
2

rms = (π
2L

Δ
2
)/[12(2L + 1)OSR

2L+1
] [1].

Thus, increasing either the OSR or the order of the DSM can

raise the SQNR. However, increasing the DSM order leads to a

stability concern when a single-loop DSM structure is employed.

Hayashi et al [2] proposed a multi-stage noise-shaping

(MASH) DSM structure to avoid handling the stability issue in

a high-order single-loop DSM. An N -stage MASH DSM can

eliminate the quantization noise produced in its first N − 1

stages only when the DSM employs high accuracy integrators.

In contrast, the sturdy MASH (SMASH) DSM has an advantage

that its SQNR performance is less sensitive to the integrator

impairments than that of its conventional MASH counterpart

[3]. However, a two-stage SMASH structure cannot eliminate

the quantization noise of its first stage. Thus, when the inte-

grators used in a two-stage SMASH DSM possess sufficiently

high accuracy, the SMASH DSM’s SQNR performance is 3 dB

worse than that of the conventional two-stage MASH structure.

We modify the SMASH structure by using both non-

inverting integrator and inverting integrator and call it a hybrid

SMASH (HSMASH) DSM. The two-stage HSMASH structure

can eliminate the quantization noise in its first stage while re-

taining the insensitivity to the accuracy of the integrators used

in the DSM. In an HSMASH-21 DSM chip design using TSMC

0.18-μm CMOS process, the measured SNDR reaches 72.48

dB, which approximates a 11.75-bit ENOB.

2. THE HSMASH-21 DSM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 shows the proposed HSMASH-21 DSM structure, in

which g1, g2, and g3 are used to prevent all three integrators

from overloading. The obtained output Y is derived as

Y =
(H + 1)zFH

2
X + [zH − (H + 1)]E1 + E2

(zFH2 +H + 1)(H + 1)
. (1)

When H is ideal, zH = 1 +H , and when the bandwidth of the

LPF F is sufficiently large, we can obtain

Y ≈ z
−1

X + (1− z
−1

)
3
E2. (2)

H

−zH

−−−−
−−−−

z−1

−zH

g1

−−−−

g2=g1

−−−−

g3=g2

g3

g2E1

g3E2
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Y2
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g1 g1

F
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the HSMASH-21 DSM.
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Fig. 2. (a) The non-inverting SC integrator. (b) The inverting SC integrator.

Comparing (2) with the SMASH DSM result given in [3], the

first stage quantization noise (E1) of the proposed HSMASH

DSM is eliminated if the integrator realization is sufficiently ac-

curate.

2.1. Switched-Capacitor Integrator Impairments

Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b) show the switched-capacitor (SC) non-

inverting integrator and the SC inverting integrator, respectively.

Av represents the finite gain of the opamp and vos represents

the offset voltage of the opamp. The z-domain input-output

equations of the respective SC integrators are

Vout,n = Vin

gβz
−1

1− αz−1
+ Vos

gβ

1− αz−1
, (3)

Vout,i = Vin

−gβ

1− αz−1
+ Vos

gβ

1− αz−1
, (4)

where g = Cs/Ci, α = (Av + 1)/(Av + g + 1), and β =

Av/(Av + g + 1).

Using the simulation model presented in [4], we simulate

both SMASH-21 and HSMASH-21 structures with various Av

and measure the output SNDR results. The target application of

the modulator is to convert the audio signals. The simulation

scenario is: The system bandwidth BW = 22.05 kHz, the OSR =

136, the input frequency fi = 2.5 kHz, and the amplifier output

saturates at ±0.5 V. Both SMASH-21 and HSMASH-21 DSMs

employ the same scaling factors g1 = 0.05, g2 = 0.05, and

g3 = 0.025. Fig. 3 shows the obtained SNDR vs. amplifier

gain plot. When the amplifier gain is greater than 45 dB, the

HSMASH-21 structure outperforms the SMASH-21 structure by

6 dB approximately, better than the predicted value by (2). The

reason is that the same scaling factors have different effects on

different DSMs. Apparently, their effects on the new HSMASH

DSM are better.

3. HSMASH-21 CHIP DESIGN AND MEASUREMENTS

Fig. 4 shows the SC circuit schematic of the proposed HSMASH-

21 DSM, in which the scaling factors in previous simulations
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Fig. 4. SC circuit schematic of the HSMASH-21 DSM.

are employed. The supply voltage is 1 V and Vcm = 0.5 V. The

HSMASH-21 DSM chip is realized in TSMC 0.18-μm CMOS

technology. Fig. 5(a) shows the photo of the chip. The chip area

is 1.68 mm
2. In measurements, the sampling frequency was set

at 5.9976 MHz. The input sinusoidal signal frequency was first

set at 2.5 kHz and the input amplitude was set at 0.42 V. We used

the logic analyzer to read Y1 and Y2. We then calculated the

spectrum of Y , from which we could estimate the output SNDR

value. Fig. 5(b) shows the obtained spectrum. The output SNDR

value is 72.48 dB. The effective number of bits (ENOB) is equal

to 11.75 bits. Fig. 5(c) shows the plot of the output SNDR

values when the input signal amplitude equals 0.1 V, 0.15 V, 0.2

V, 0.25 V, 0.3 V, 0.35 V, 0.4 V, 0.42 V, 0.45 V, and 0.5 V. The

corresponding regression line is also shown in Fig. 5(c). We see

that the DSM chip performance shows moderate linearity when

the input signal amplitude is less than 0.42 V. The power con-

sumption of the DSM chip is approximately 2.58 mW. Finally,

we fixed the input amplitude at 0.42 V and scanned the input

frequency from 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2.5 kHz, to 5 kHz. Fig. 5(d)

shows the corresponding measured SNDR values. We see that

the measured peak-to-peak SNDR variation is approximately

1.14 dB.

Table 1 shows the performance comparison with the bench-
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Input frequency SNDR (dB)
500 Hz 71.46

1 kHz 71.51
2.5 kHz 72.48

5 kHz 72.6

(d)

Fig. 5. (a) Photo of the HSMASH-21 DSM chip. (b) The obtained spectrum of
Y when the input signal amplitude equals 0.42 V. (c) The obtained SNDR values
vs. various input amplitudes. (d) The obtained SNDR values vs. various input
frequencies.

Table 1. Performance comparison with the benchmark SMASH-22 DSM chip.

CMOS Archi- Band- OSR SNDR Power FOM
tech. tecture width

[5] 0.18 μm SMASH-22 625 kHz 16 74 dB 3.2 mW 0.625

This 0.18 μm HSMASH-21 22.05 kHz 136 72.48 dB 2.58 mW 16.97

work

FOM =

Power

2ENOB
× 2 × Bandwidth

pJ/step

mark SMASH-22 DSM chip [5]. The FOM of our chip is much

higher than the FOM of the work in [5]. The main reasons are

the power consumption and the total harmonic distortion (THD)

of the two-stage opamp we employed in this work are too high.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel HSMASH DSM architecture.

When the amplifier gain is sufficiently high, the integrator is ac-

curate enough and the proposed HSMASH DSM outperforms

the SMASH one by 3 dB in SQNR. We designed a HSMASH-

21 DSM chip using the TSMC 0.18-μm CMOS process. The

measured SNDR value reached 72.48 dB. The DSM chip perfor-

mance showed moderate linearity when the input signal ampli-

tude varied. When the input signal frequency varied from 500

Hz to 5 kHz, the measured SNDR fluctuation was not greater

than 1.14 dB.
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Abstract—Clock network design has become a great challenge
since it accounts for a huge portion of chip power budget and and
plays a crucial role determining circuit delay. Among different
methods, clock mesh provides high robustness to process, voltage,
and temperature (PVT) variations due to redundant paths. How-
ever, the mesh structure suffers from high power dissipation. By
contrast, conventional clock tree structure is commonly used due to
low power consumption, less routing resource usage. Nevertheless,
a tree-based network is highly sensitive to PVT variations. In this
paper, we propose to use the hybrid structure that combines tree-
based and mesh-based structures for power and skew trade-off
methodology. Experimental results suggest that hybrid-structured
clock network can minimize the total capacitance under skew
constrains.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the technology process continues to shrink below deep
nanometer nodes, clock networks synthesis faces several design
issues such as manufacturing variation, power supply noise, and
temperature. All these impacts on clock skew become more signifi-
cant. Higher skew directly reduces the clocking frequency and will
further influence the timing yield. In order to handle the clock skew
to make sure the timing signals are under the frequency constraint,
more clock resource and thus higher total capacitance is required,
leading to higher capacitance usage and thus great power dissipation.

Currently, there are two categories of clock network synthesis
techniques widely available: (1) tree-based clock synthesis [2], [3],
[4], [5], [7], [8], and (2) mesh-based clock synthesis [6], [9]. A
conventional clock tree is characterized by a tree-based topological
structure from the clock root to all sinks within the chip boundary.
Most of the sinks in the design share very few paths back to the
clock source. The less use of routing resource usage, the less power
consumption, and thus clock tree is commonly used as its simplicity
of implementation and simulation. However, tree-based architecture
is extremely sensitive to the process, voltage and temperature (PVT)
variation, especially in high-performance chip design. In contrast,
mesh-based clock network is another clock synthesis structure.
Instead of a few sharing path of clock tree, mesh-based clock
network fabricates a mesh structure as the sharing path among the
clock sinks from the clock source, and a top-level tree drives the
mesh structure. Therefore, clock mesh architecture provides robust
tolerance to PVT variations. However, mesh architecture with lots
of the sharing paths, as a result, will degrade the chip performance
due to much higher total wire capacitance. Furthermore, with a large
quantity of mesh nodes and unbalanced sink loading, clock mesh
analysis and automation is difficult.

In this paper, we propose a clock network synthesis flow with a
hybrid structure that combines tree-based and mesh-based structures
for simultaneous power and skew optimization, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Loading balance is considered to optimize sink loadings
among the lattices of the constructed mesh. Experimental results
suggest that hybrid-structured clock network can minimize the total
capacitance under skew constrains.

II. THE PROPOSED CLOCK TREE SYNTHESIS FLOW

A. Algorithm Flow

Fig. 2 shows the clock synthesis flow for the hybrid-structured
clock network. Given a set of sinks, we temporally determine

This work was partially supported by Synopsys, TSMC, and MOST of Taiwan under

Grant No. MOST 108-2636-E-011-002.

Fig. 1. An example of a hybrid structure clock network

Fig. 2. The proposed algorithm flow.

the initial pitch size of the clock mesh with local skew distance,
within which the clock skew of a pair of local sinks needs to be
considered [10]. Then, if the maximum sink loading in a lattice is
too large to be driven by the largest-sized buffer, we shrink the mesh
size to meet the drivability of the buffer. A loading balance process is
adopted to let the sink loading in each lattice more balanced. After
that, mesh reduction is performed to eliminate empty lattices and
lattices covered by obstacles. Having the constructed mesh, we build
the local tree for every mesh lattice based on the DME algorithm [1],
and the roots of local tree are regarded as the sinks of the top-level
tree. As the top-level tree have been built, we handle the obstacle
avoiding issue by adopting routing algorithm. In order to meet the
slew-rate constraint, buffers are inserted in the top-level tree in the
final stage. Due to the page limit, we detail the key steps highlighted
in Fig. 2 in the following subsections.

B. Local Tree Construction

For the local tree construction, we first generate the tree topology.
We use the concept of the Balanced Bipartition (BB) method which



TABLE I

Benchmark
[9] [6] Ours

Skew Cap CPU Skew Cap CPU Skew Cap CPU

ispd10-01 7.23 1168104 675 6.27 453183 0.84 7.39 422261 0.51
ispd10-02 7.35 2099811 2140 7.36 867581 3.83 7.44 768352 2.23
ispd10-03 3.95 93965 21 4.06 94846 0.20 4.11 89828 0.42
ispd10-04 7.25 125333 22 6.75 99179 0.18 7.32 109316 0.64
ispd10-05 7.27 74084 10 5.19 74973 0.07 7.16 50615 0.23
ispd10-06 6.79 87390 46 6.76 98924 2.76 7.21 42678 0.24
ispd10-07 5.97 128351 27 5.96 138757 3.31 6.71 143723 1.2
ispd10-08 5.37 97421 18 4.87 110876 3.14 6.28 113103 1.26

Comp. 0.95 1.61 329.93 0.88 1.24 2.64 1.00 1.00 1.00

Fig. 3. The process of the DME algorithm.

is first presented [1]. The BB method is a top-down method, dividing
the sink nodes recursively into two partitions with nearly equal total
loading capacitance. After the tree topology is constructed, we adopt
the deferred-merge embedding (DME) algorithm [1] to handle the
clock tree routing. The DME algorithm adopts a two-phase process.
A bottom-up phase constructs the candidate segment for the top-
down phase. Once the tree of segments has been constructed, the
exact embedding of internal nodes in the tree are chosen in top-down
manner.

Fig. 3 illustrates the overall DME flow. In Fig. 3(a), the given
topology which is generated from the BB method predefines the
connection order of sinks, where s1, s2, s3 and s4 are sinks to be
merged, n1, n2 are the nodes to be embedded, and root is the clock
source. In the Fig. 3(b), the bottom-up phase of DME starts with
all sink locations. Each sink location is taken as a zero Manhattan
arc. If two sinks have the same parent, a merging segments denoted
as ms(n1)/ms(n2) and represented as the solid line in Fig. 3(b), is
determined. According to the bottom-up merging order suggested
in Fig. 3(a), the merging segment ms(root) is determined by the
merging segment of ms(n1) and ms(n2), as shown in Fig. 3(c).
After all the merging segments of nodes and sinks are determined
in the bottom-up phase, the exact location of the internal nodes are
embedded within these merging segments in the DME top-down
phase, started with the root. The embedding process determines the
tapping point locations by selecting tge nearest points to achieve the
shortest wirelength tree, as shown in Fig. 3(d).

C. Top Tree Construction

At this stage, the local tree root is directly connected to the nearest
mesh spine and it will be treated as the lowest-level node for the top-
level tree construction. The capacitance of each node is the sum of
the loading capacitances, which is computed by accumulating the
sink loadings and routing wires in a local tree. An extended-DME
algorithm builds up the merging segments in the bottom-up phase,
and a top-down embedding phase determines the exact locations of
all nodes and handle the obstacle-avoiding routing in the final stage
by using the Dijkstras shortest-path algorithm.

D. Buffer Insertion

In order to meet the slew rate constraint, buffers are often needed
to insert in the routing path. The slew rate is approximated by
accumulating the capacitance from the latest inserted buffer. We
adopt a top-down manner, from the clock source to sinks, to insert
the buffers. Along a tree edge, once the accumulated capacitance
considering wire capacitance and the upstream capacitance is too
large to be driven by the largest buffer, we add a buffer on the
location.

III. EXPERIMENT

Our hybrid-structured clock network was implemented in C++
language, and experiments were conducted on a Linux machine with
2.10GHz CPU and 58GB memory. The ISPD 2010 Clock Network
Synthesis Contest benchmarks [10] and 45-nm technology nodes are
used. Monte Carlo simulation provided in the evaluation script is
performed to simulate the process variation.

Table I shows the experimental results on clock skew (Skew),
capacitance usage (Cap), and the running time (CPU). The skew
limitation is 7.5 ps for each circuit except for the third circuit
whose skew limitation is 4.9 ps. Compared with [9] that uses mesh
structure, the result of [9] has 5% lower clock skew, but it has 61%
higher capacitance usage. Compared with [6] that also uses mesh
structure, our clock skew is 12% larger since the tree structures
in the lowest-level suffer from lower variation tolerance than pure
mesh structures. However, mesh structures use more resource than
tree structures, and thus the total capacitance of our clock network
is reduced by 61% and 24% cimpared with [9] and [6]. On the
other hand, our runtime is 329.93X and 2.64X faster over [9] and
[6] approaches respectively. The results show that the proposed flow
can minimize the total capacitance under skew constraints.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this thesis, in order to minimize the total capacitance in clock
network, we use the hybrid-structured clock network on capaci-
tance optimization. Experimental results have shown that hybrid-
structured clock network have the superiority on capacitance min-
imization over pure mesh-structured clock networks.
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Abstract—Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) solid-state
drives (SSDs) provide high data transfer rates by the benefited
from the multi-queue interface and high-speed bus. With a
better tradeoff between power and performance, the NVMe
SSD is becoming ideal storage for embedded systems. Although
multiple dispatch queues supporting increased the data rates,
the interference between applications affects the response time
of applications which have latency constraints in the embedded
systems. In this study, we propose a latency constraint-aware
scheduler to manage the response time of applications while
maintaining the throughput of the NVMe SSD.

Index Terms—Non-Volatile Memory Express, Solid State
Drives, I/O scheduling, Storage Management, Storage Perfor-
mance

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-Volatile Memory Express based solid-state drives
(NVMe SSDs) have been applied the multi-queue interface
between block derivers and high-speed PCIe-based bus SSDs.
The new block device driver supports multiple application-
level I/O request queues, and each queue is accessible to
the host system and the SSD controller [1]. The default
scheduler for multiple dispatch queues is round-robin fashion
to maximize the total throughput. However, multiple dispatch
queues supporting introduces a significant resource contention
problem for multiple I/O requests accessing and results in
significant response delayed for applications with latency
constraints. Latency may be a critical consideration for cer-
tain applications in embedded systems. Different applications
would have varying data rates and latency requirements. This
raises a challenge to manage the response time of applications
while maintaining the throughput of the NVMe SSD.

With the increased need for SSDs, researches explored I/O
scheduling issues for SSDs to improve performance. Authors
in [2] proposed a dispatching algorithm to solve the internal
contention of SSDs. To reduce the access conflicts between I/O
requests, authors in [3] introduced access conflict detection
to the host I/O scheduler, and authors in [4] proposed to
check possible conflicts of fetched requests before dispatching
requests. Considering managing application response, authors
in [5] proposed bank reservations to satisfy the service level
of virtual machines on NVMe SSDs, and authors in [6]
proposed interference aware scheduler to provide fairness of
multiple applications. Different from previous studies, this

This work was supported in part by MOST Program under Grant MOST
107-2221-E-011-028-MY3.

study focused on the tradeoff between response and throughput
for applications with latency constraints in the NVMe SSD.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

This study explores scheduling issues on NVMe solid-
state drives (SSDs). The system consists of a set of different
workload applications. Each application APPi has multiple
read/write requests, and each request is denoted by operation
type, logical sector number (LSN), and data size [7].

The considered NVMe SSD supports multiple dispatch
queues, which can execute multiple I/O requests at the same
time when the requests access different physical addresses.
When multiple requests can be executed at the same time, the
interference between requests increases the response of appli-
cations. With the increased bandwidth of the SSD, the SSD has
been recently applied to embedded systems. Most applications
executed in embedded systems have latency constraints. The
latency constraints of applications might be violated when the
traditional round-robin schedule [8] is applied. As shown in
Fig. 1, by applying a round-robin scheduler, the request of
(R, 9, 1) from APP1 is delayed by the request of (W, 7, 3)
from APP2 on the same channel, and then APP1 misses its
latency constraint. This research is motivated by the above ob-
servation to explore an I/O scheduler to minimize the response
time of latency constraint applications while maintaining the
throughput of the system.

Fig. 1: Interference Between Applications

III. APPROACH

To manage the response time for applications with latency
constraints, in this study, we proposed a latency constraint-



aware scheduler (LCS). The idea is to set a higher priority to
the application with the shorter latency constraint. However,
to maintain the system throughput, instead of applying the
earliest deadline first scheduler, the weighted round-robin is
chosen to implement the latency constraint-aware scheduler.
The higher priority application can get higher weight, and the
weight among all applications is based on the ratio of the
inversion of the latency constraint.

For example, when the latency of applications are respec-
tively 100 ms and 200 ms, and then the weight of these
two applications are 2 and 1. After determining the weight
of applications, we schedule requests of the corresponding
application based on the given weight under the weighted
round-robin scheduler, and then serve the application with
the higher priority first. As shown in Fig. 2, after applying
LCS, we first serve the requests belong to APP1 twice (i.e.,
(R, 0, 1) and (W, 5, 1)), and then serve the requests belong to
APP2 once (i.e., (W, 1, 1)), and then repeat the procedures.
Although the response of APP2 is delayed by one read
request, the response of APP1 can be significantly shortened
(e.g., compared to Fig. 1) and meets the latency constraint.

Fig. 2: Latency Constraint-aware Scheduler

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

An event-driven and trace-based driven simulator, SSDSim
[9], is modified to support the multi-queue interface and is
used to evaluate the proposed approach. A 128 GB SSD with
16 channels and each channel employed 4 chips, and page
size is 4KB is considered in the experiment. The evaluated
workloads are Systor1, Systor2, DAPDS, Financial2, and
FIO. Systor1, Systor2, and DAPDS are collected from the
SNIA IOTTA trace repository [10], and Financial2 is collected
from OLTP applications running at financial institutions [11].
The synthetic workload FIO is generated by Flexible I/O
Tester [12] for evaluating the random access pattern. We
compared our proposed LCS with Baseline which schedules
requests based on round-robin.

We first consider read-intensive applications, including FIO,
Financial2, and DAPDS, where the write ratio in these traces
is between 10% and 30%. When FIO is defined as the shortest
latency constraint in this experiment, the response time of FIO
under LCS is 35% earlier than that of Baseline, while the

response time of DAPDS with the longest latency constraint
under LCS is only 14% later than that of Baseline. We then
consider read-write applications, including FIO, Systor2, and
Systor1, where the write ratio is between 30% and 60%. When
the FIO is defined as the shortest latency constraint in the read-
write application set, the response time of FIO under LCS is
59% earlier than that of Baseline, while the response time of
Systor1 with the longest latency constraint under LCS is only
15% later than that of Baseline when the garbage collection
is not considered. The garbage collection might introduce a
significant delay to shorter latency applications, so we will
continuously explore this issue in future work.

V. CONCLUSION

Executing multiple applications in the NVMe SSD intro-
duces longer interference which might significantly affect
the quality of service of applications. We propose a latency
constraint-aware scheduler to manage the response time of
applications. The evaluation results revealed that the response
of the applications with short latency constraints can be re-
duced by our proposed algorithm. For future research, we shall
further explore the parallelism maximization by managing
garbage collections and physical resource access conflicts.
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Abstract This paper presents a design of batteryless CMOS 
system-on-a-chip (SoC) with dual-mode programmable pulsed 
radio-frequency (PRF) stimulation, temperature detection, and 
wireless communication for trigeminal neuralgia alleviation on 
demand. The system is capable of providing square wave, 
sinusoid wave, and patterned stimulation waveform, and the 
stimulation parameters which include pulse frequency, 
amplitude, duty cycle, and pulse duration, can be wirelessly 
reconfigured by the external handheld device. The temperature 
sensor incorporated with analog front-end circuit can detect the 
temperature of body and SoC chip for the prevention of possible 
abnormal operation. All the information of stimulation 
parameters and temperature can be real-time monitored by a 
handheld device through wireless communication, which 
follows medical implanted communication system (MICS) 
standard. This SoC chip, whose dimension is 3.11 × 2.73 mm2, 
is fabricated in standard 0.35um CMOS process and mounted 
on a compact test board, whose size is 2.6 × 2.1 cm2, for 
delivering PRF stimulation in animal studies. 

Keywords Trigeminal neuralgia, PRF, Pain relief 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Trigeminal neuralgia has been known as a 
-threatening but very disabling and 

sufficiently painful for patients to commit a suicide [1-2]. This 
kind of extreme pain needs to be stopped or mitigated 
immediately when it occurs. Fig. 1 shows the application 
scenario of the proposed dual-mode PRF stimulation SoC. 
The device containing the PRF stimulation SoC chip will be 
implanted behind the ear and mandible to avoid interfering 
patient's daily activities, and the electrodes will be inserted 
close to the pain-causing nerve to ensure  the effectiveness. 
This implantable device can achieve prompt pain alleviation 
by simply controlling a handheld device to initiate the PRF 
stimulation when TN occurs to the patient. Stimulation 
parameters are designed to be configurable for fitting the 
practical requirement of each TN patient. Although PRF 
stimulation is such a non-destructive and reliable option for 
TN treatment, it is known for its short-term effectiveness on 
pain alleviation. Being incorporated with an implantable 
device will make this shortcoming minimized and enable TN 
patients to relieve pain anytime anywhere by themselves.  

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 depicts the system block diagram of proposed PRF 
Stimulation SoC consisting of a radio-frequency to direct 
current (RF-DC) converter, a voltage limiter, regulators, a 
clock generator, a micro-controller unit (MCU), a temperature 
sensor, an analog front-end circuit, a 10-bit SAR ADC, an 
envelope detector, a low power transmitter, and a stimulation 

pattern generator. Supply power comes from receiving 1MHz 
RF outside skin coupling, which is chosen by easy user 
alignment and good penetration depth. RF-DC circuit converts 
received RF power to dc voltage, and the subsequent voltage 
limiter limits the dc voltage level to a maximum of 5V, which 
can be regulated by regulators specified for each power 
domain. When system VDD is available, 10MHz clock 
generator starts to work and thus enable the micro-controller 
unit. Temperature information delivered by the temperature 
sensor will go to low-noise PGA, and then be digitized by the 
10-bit SAR ADC. These bio-information transmitted by 
403MHz signals following medical implanted communication 
system (MICS) standard can be real-time monitored by a 
handheld device. Users can also define stimulation parameters 
wirelessly in the same way. Pattern generator is able to 
provide programmable output stimulation pattern in either 
current or voltage mode. 

An instrumentation amplifier (IA) with large input 
impedance is responsible for handling the temperature signal 
and RF-DC output voltage. Traditional three op-amps IA 
suffers from limited input common mode range and 
insufficient CMRR due to mismatch of the feedback resistors. 
Further, because the sensing signals are at low frequencies in 
this system, the dominant in-band noises of analog front-end 
circuit are flicker noise and dc offset. Considering this point, 
the chopper technique along with rail-to-rail configuration is 
applied to the design of AFE so that it can achieve low noise 
while providing wide input dynamic range.The schematic of 
AFE, which comprises a rail-to-rail chopper instrumentation 
amplifier with resistive feedback and a third order Sallen-Key 
low-pass filter with 50 Hz bandwidth. The chopper IA is made 
of a rail-to-rail differential difference amplifier (RRDDA) 
with loop gain defined by the ratio of feedback resistors. Also, 
DDA-based architecture has two symmetric chopper switches 
in its input and hence reduces the residual offset caused by the 
spikes from input switches. The low-pass filter is added to 
eliminate the unwanted modulated noise and to further 
suppress the spikes from clock feedthrough and charge 
injection caused by the non-idealities of output chopper 
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Fig. 1.  System Architecture 



switches. To make the loop gain adjustable, an off-chip SMD 
resistor is used as the feedback resistor R2 here. 

The pattern generator in this system provides both voltage-
mode and current-mode waveform options to achieve the best 
effectiveness under well control. Voltage-mode square wave 
of PRF pattern is generated in MCU and connected to two 
basic inverter chains for double stimulating voltage and better 
driving capability. The inverting-based driver delivers square 
waves of constant voltage DVDD (3.3V), and the voltage 
across the nerve is going to be positive or negative DVDD 
alternatively [3]. Because of the uncertain impedance of the 
stimulated nerve, maximum output current has to be limited 
for safety. Thus two current-limit resistors are added in the last 
stage of inverter chain. The output stimulation current will be 
limited to 10 mA if the loading becomes unexpectedly low 
(several ohms). 

     According to previous experimental results, the PRF 
stimulation in sinusoid waveform will lead to less charge 
accumulation in neural ganglions comparing to that in square 
waveform. Hence a configurable active low-pass filter is 
added following the inverting-base driver to eliminate odd-
order harmonics and deliver pure sinusoid wave for 
stimulation. Further, Chebyshev filter is chosen for have a 
steeper roll-off around the cutoff frequency. Two cutoff 
frequency options, 250 kHz and 500 kHz, are designed to be 
compatible with pulse frequencies the square wave might be. 
As shown in Fig. 3, multi-feedback filter topology is used, 
and thus it makes the pulse amplitude of sinusoid wave 
delivered by the filter able to be configured as 0.5, 0.667, 
0.833, and 1Vpp.  

  Ion exchange between cells is one of the most significant 
mechanisms for lots of reactions in creatures. For this reason, 
current mode stimulation is considered as a favorable method 
for biological analysis, and consequently a 9-bit current-
steering DAC, as depicted in Fig. 2, is integrated in this 
system to provide current mode PRF stimulation. A typical 
folded-cascode OPamp is used to bring the reference voltage 
VREF comes from bandgap circuit (around 1.2 V) on the 
current path, and hence the reference current can be well 
defined as VREF divided by an external resistor RSET. The 
reference current is mirrored to current cells of 6-bit 
thermometer (8x8 array) and 3-bit binary combination to 

full-scale output current is about 1.5 mA. There are four 
switches on the output current path to change the output 
polarity, and thus the equivalent stimulation current could be 
doubled effectively. 

III. MEASUREMENT

This current-mode stimulation chip is fabricated in a standard 
0.35um CMOS process. Fig. 4 shows the die micrograph of 

the proposed trigeminal neuralgia alleviation chip whose size 
is 3.11 mm × 2.73 mm. Table I summarizes the measured 
performance of each block in this chip. Several specific 
power domains are designed and served by separate low-
dropout regulators to balance the circuit performance and 
power consumption. Multiple options of stimulation pattern, 
whose aiming diseases are trigeminal neuralgia and epilepsy, 
are built in the system. The research about epileptic seizure 
control is realized lately, and thus trigeminal neuralgia is 
chosen for demonstration in the following animal study. The 
stimulation patterns in 50%, 25%, 10%, and 5% pulse 
duration are effectively generated by the generator. Fig. 5 
shows measurement results in the modulations of other three 
stimulation parameters. 250KHz / 500KHz in pulse 
frequency, 2Hz / 4Hz in repetition rate, and 0.67Vpp / 1Vpp 
in pulse amplitude of modulations are also verified. All the 
PRF stimulation parameters in both current-mode and 
voltage-mode are successfully realized and generated, and all 
the options can be programmed wirelessly by the user's 
handheld device. 

Table I.  Basic PRF stimulation parameters and options 
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Technology

Chip Area 3.11 x 2.73 mm2

Power Consumption
R-Squared Value 0.999

Sense Range -20 ~ 120 

Power Consumption

Closed-loop Gain 60 ~ 80 dB
ICMR 0 ~ 2.75V
CMRR 137 dB

Unit-gain BW 1.7 MHz
Input referred noise 70nV/ Hz @10Hz

Offset Voltage
Chopping Freq. 10 KHz

Clock Rate 20MHz
Power Consumption 14.5mW @3V

Temperature Sensor

Analog Front-end

MCU

Resolution 10 bit
Conversion Rate 100 KSPS

DNL +0.62 / -0.74 LSB

INL +0.60 / -0.58 LSB
ENOB 9.17 bit @49.6KHz

Power Consumption

DAC Resolution 9 bit
DAC Output Range 0 ~ 1.54 mA

DNL +0.3 / -0.3 LSB
INL +0.6 / -0.6 LSB

Power Consumption
Voltage-mode: 2.05mW

@7Kohm
Current mode: 3 14mW

Operating Freq. 403 MHz
Output Power -12.9 dBm

Power Consumption 2.16mW @1.8V

SAR ADC

Pattern Generator

OOK Transmitter

Fig. 3.  Schematic of active filter  Fig. 4 Chip micrograph 

Fig. 5.  Stimulation output waveform(a) sinusoid (b) square 

Area: 3.11 x 2.73 mm2

A. RF-DC
B. LDO
C. Clock generator
D. UART digital circuit
E. MCU
F. Temperature sensor
G. IA / LPF
H. SAR ADC
I. PRF driver
J. DC-DC boost
K. Current-steering DAC
L. Active filter
M. OOK TX/RX

Fig. 2.  Schematic of DAC 
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Abstract—We analyze the problem of image quality assessment
from economics point of view with two main arguments: 1) Visual
contents is a kind of product (good/service) to be utilized by
consumers and therefore the image quality assessment process
can be modeled using the tools from economics, e.g the law of
diminishing marginal utility/returns, the expected utility theory
and the principle of risk aversion. 2) The subjective quality rating
of a given visual signal is better depicted with a probability
distribution than a deterministic value.

Index Terms—Image quality assessment, Marginal utility, Di-
minishing returns, Expected Utility, Risk Aversion

I. INTRODUCTION

In economics, the fundamental law of diminishing returns

states that increasing a single factor of production, while hold-

ing other factors unchanged, will lead to decreased marginal

(incremental) output of a production process. Nowadays, vi-

sual contents is a very common type of good (or service)

which consumers are willing to pay. Deeming visual contents

as a product, and its perceptual quality as the key factor, i.e.

the utility, then we can arrive at the conclusion that keep

increasing the perceptual quality, or Quality of Experience

(QoE) for certain amount, will at some point bring back

lower and lower returns. This observation is obviously true

because higher QoE generally requires better equipments,

more advanced processing techniques, bigger bandwidths, and

therefore higher costs. But the return does not increase equally

with the same amount of investment in improving the QoE. In

other words, for service and content providers, the utility is a

nonlinear function of visual quality. It is reasonable to assume

there is a “minimum quality” requirement for the consumers

to become willing to buy those visual contents for services. As

the visual quality increases, higher price can be charged, but

when quality reaches a certain level (e.g. Full HD), people

will not spend extra for even better visual results (e.g. 4K

HDR). And any risk aversion company will try to maximizie

the “minimum quality” for higher profit.

We can also analyze the process of visual content consump-

tion from the consumer point of view using the concept of

marginal utility. Utility is an important concept in economics

which is defined as the satisfaction for benefit derived from

consuming a product, here the visual contents. So marginal

utility is the increase of satisfaction or benefit gained from

watching the visual contents at certain quality level. Gossen’s

first law, or the law of diminishing marginal utility, suggests

that the amount of satisfaction of enjoying the visual content

also decreases with the same level of visual quality improve-

ment. The law of diminishing marginal utility is at the heart

of the explanation of numerous economic phenomena. The

“marginal decision rule” states that rational people consume

the product at a quantity when the marginal utility is equal

to the marginal cost. And this means that economically, for

visual contents, people will not always pursue higher quality

but prefer higher cost-effectiveness. The law of diminishing

marginal utility is similar to the law of diminishing returns

but with focus on the behavior of individuals.

The law of diminishing marginal utility is thought of being

irrefutably true in nature, following the axiom of human

action [1], and also finds its root in psychology, biology

and even neuroscience [2]. A research discipline so called

neuro-ecomonics is considered as a consilience of micro-level

neuroscience and social-level human decision making theory

[3]. Interestingly, recent research perceptual quality assess-

ment also resort to biology and neuroscience for motivation,

inspirations and explanations [4]–[6]. Also, tools that have

been widely used in economics, e.g. catatrophic models, has

been introduced to image quality assessment to explain the

nonmonotonicity between subjective and objective ratings [7].

In mainstream economics, utility is generally assumed as

quantifiable, that is, it can be measured and calculated. In

economics and game theory, the most popular approach to

the choice under uncertainty is the expected utility theory

which is also a general solution to decision making under risk.

Similarly, image quality assessment also aims to computed an

estimate of perceptual quality of visual media. So for a product

of visual contents, we can approximately equivalent its utility

to perceptual quality. Then current image quality assessment

approaches can be utilized for analysis from economic point

of view. On the other hand, the research of utility can also

lend some insights into the problem of perceptual quality

assessment. Generally, the concept of utility in economics

concerns the collective behavior of a group of people and

therefore it is more appropriate to deem perceptual quality

of given visual content as probabilistic rather than a single

deterministic value, as practiced in current studies.



II. ANALYSIS OF UTILITY AND RISK FUNCTIONS

A. Ucon: utility for consumers

As discussed, for the task perceptual quality assessment of

visual products, the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is equivalent

of utility. Luckily, there exist a large number of image quality

databases containing images with different type of distortions

as well as their subjective quality scores. On the other hand,

the law of diminishing marginal utility depends on a proper

measure of cost. For images corrupted with JPEG compression

artifacts, we can reasonably define the average bitrate (in bit

per pixel, or bpp) as a natural proxy of cost because higher

bit rate requires larger storage space and/or transmission

bandwidth.

Note that the saturation effect of subjective quality vs.

quality metrics are widely noticed in existing research. How-

ever, typically, saturation occurs at both very good and very

bad quality conditions and are explained with Just Noticeable

Difference (JND) theory (for high quality images) and masking

effects (for low quality images) and etc. But the argument

here is that if we deem quality as utility, and appropriately

define the term of cost, then the law of diminishing marginal

utility perfectly explains the one-side saturation phenomena in

perceptual quality assessment.

B. Upro: utility for providers

Now we continue our analysis of utility from the view points

of content/service providers. As we have mentioned in the

introductory section, higher visual quality does not always

guarantee better return. And the providers generally tend to

maximize the minimum quality rating from the consumers for

more subscription. In other words, utility for content/service

providers is a nonlinear function of quality.

If we write a provider’s utility function as Upro(Q) then we

can have the following two assumptions: First, the marginal

utility is positive, i.e. U ′

pro > 0. Second, the provider is

risk averse, which means that the provider dislikes decreasing

expected utility, i.e. E[U(Q + ε)] < U(Q), with ε a zero

mean random variable. The risk aversion behavior also follows

from Jensen’s inequality, if we assume that Upro is concave,

E[U(Q+ ε)] < U [E(Q+ ε)] = U [Q]. In fact, the equivalence

between concave utility function and risk aversion is a well-

known fact in economics.

We can now write the composed utility function as U(C) =
Upro(Q) = Upro(Ucon(C)). Taking the second derivative

of U(C), we have U ′′(C) = U ′′

pro(Ucon(C))U ′

con(C)2 +
U ′

pro(Ucon(C))U ′′

con(C). As we have discussed, since Ucon

and Upro are concave, i.e. U ′′

con < 0 and U ′′

pro < 0, and

the marginal utility is positive, i.e. U ′

pro > 0, so we have

U ′′(C) < 0. This suggests that the composed utility function

for the provider is also concave in terms of the cost C, and

therefore the provider is risk aversion in term of the cost.

C. Risk and Utility

Since that service providers are generally risk averters,

which means they dislike zero-mean risks, a natural way to

measure the level of risk aversion is to know how much

they want to pay to eliminate a zero-mean risk ε. This

quantity is known as the risk premium, π, which is defined

as E[U(C + ε)] = U(C − π). Usually the risk premium

is a complex function of ε, Q and U(·). If we consider

a small risk, and apply Taylor expansion to the both sides

of the above equation, then E[U(C + ε)] � E[U(C) +

εU ′(C)+ ε2

2 U
′′(C)] = U(C)+

σ2

ε

2 U ′′(C), and E[U(C−π)] �
E[U(C) − πU ′(C) = U(C) − πU ′(C). Then we can have

π � σ2
ε /2A(C), where A(C) = −U ′′(C)/U ′(C) is the

Arrow-Pratt measure of absolute risk aversion.

Mean-variance (σ − μ) analysis theory assumes that the

decision of the provider can be described by a preference

function V (μ, σ), over mean and variance of the utility, or

return of the cost, with the assumptions that ∂V (μ, σ)/∂μ > 0,

∂V (μ, σ)/∂σ < 0 can be interpreted as positive marginal

return and risk aversion if we deem variance as a measure of

risk. The σ − μ assumption will greatly simplify the analysis

and is therefore widely adopted in economics. However, with

the largely simplified preference function, the σ − μ analysis

and the expected utility theory are not necessarily equivalent

unless we restrict the utility function to be quadratic or limit

the return distribution to be normal [8]. Luckily, those two

restrictive conditions are not difficult to meet in practice for

the problem of visual quality assessment. The central limit

theorem states that as the number of independent random

variable added their sum tends towards a normal distribution.

As for of perceptual quality assessment, an ideal subjective

test scenario would be that a large number of independent

observers watch the visual stimuli and average their ratings. So

we have reason to assume a normal distribution for perceptual

quality scores. Since mean and variance are sufficient statistics

for normal distribution, the σ − μ analysis is optimal.
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Abstract—Single Image Super-Resolution (SISR) has been a
very attractive research topic in recent years. Breakthroughs in
SISR have been achieved due to deep learning and Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs). However, the generated image
still suffers from undesired artifacts. In this paper, we propose a
new method named GMGAN for SISR tasks. In this method,
to generate images more in line with Human Vision System
(HVS), we design a quality loss by integrating an IQA metric
named Gradient Magnitude Similarity Deviation (GMSD). To
our knowledge, it is the first time to truly integrate an IQA
metric into SISR. Moreover, to overcome the instability of the
original GAN, we use a variation of GANs named WGAN-GP.
Experiments show that GMGAN with quality loss and WGAN-
GP can generate visually appealing results and set a new state-
of-art.

Index Terms—Single Image Super-Resolution, Image Quality
Assessment, Generative Adversarial Network

I. INTRODUCTION

Single Image Super-Resolution (SISR) aims to recover

a high-resolution image from a single low-resolution one.

Despite the tremendous progress in SISR due to the fast devel-

opment of deep learning and Generative Adversarial Networks

(GANs) [1], there is still one problem: these learning-based

methods commonly use per-pixel based loss function MSE to

guide the training. Although MSE is easy to calculate and has

clear physical meaning, it is connected poorly with Human

Vision System (HVS). Thus it is urgent to find an alternative

more in line with HVS to guide the training. Besides, learning-

based methods facilitated with GANs suffer from training

instability.

In this paper, to solve the above-mentioned problems,

we propose a new method named Gradient Map Generative

Adversarial Network (GMGAN). To overcome the flaw of

MSE, we design a quality loss term from an IQA metric

named Gradient Magnitude Similarity Deviation (GMSD) [2].

To stabilize the training, we use a variation of GANs named

WGAN-GP [3].

II. GMGAN: A GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK

WITH A NOVEL QUALITY LOSS

The architecture of the discriminator remains the same as

SRGAN [4]. Compared with SRGAN, there are three main im-

*Corresponding author: cslinzhang@tongji.edu.cn

provements of the generator. (1) To combine both advantages

of the multi-level residual network and dense connections, we

replace the original residual block with Residual-in-Residual

Dense Block (RRDB) [5]. (2) To overcome the flaw of GAN,

we replace it with WGAN-GP. (3) As suggested in EDSR, we

remove BN layers to reduce computational complexity and

memory usage. Moreover, it helps improving generalization

ability.

Loss function is the optimization objective for learning-

based SISR methods. In general, the loss function for the

generator G is:

lG = lMSE + lP + lQ + lGA (1)

The loss function for the discriminator D is:

lD = lDA (2)

Here, we introduce MSE loss lMSE and perceptual loss lP
similar to SRGAN. Besides, we replace the original adversarial

loss with its improved one lA and propose the novel quality

loss lQ.

The quality loss lQ is inspired by an FR-IQA metric named

Gradient Magnitude Similarity Distortion (GMSD) [2]. Note

that GMSD has a meaningful derivative, while many others do

not, hence we cherry-pick it to form a loss term for training

the network.

The calculation of GMSD is as follows: first the Prewitt

filters along horizontal and vertical directions are defined as

hx and hy . Then they are convolved with the generated image

ISR and the ground truth IHR.

At location i, the gradient magnitudes of ISR and IHR,

denoted as mSR(i) and mHR(i), are computed as follows:

mSR(i) =
√
(ISR⊗hx)2(i) + (ISR⊗hy)2(i) (3)

mHR(i) =
√
(IHR⊗hx)2(i) + (IHR⊗hy)2(i) (4)

where symbol “⊗” denotes the convolution operation. To

acquire the Local Quality Map (LQM) of ISR and to reflect the

local quality of each small patch in ISR in pixel-wise manner,

the gradient magnitude similarity (GMS) map is computed as

follows:

GMS(i) =
2mSR(i) ·mHR(i) + c

m2
SR(i) +m2

HR(i) + c
(5)



TABLE I
PUBLIC BENCHMARK TEST RESULTS (PI/PSNR(DB)). RED INDICATES THE BEST AND BLUE INDICATES THE SECOND BEST PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF

PI. ALL COMPARISON RESULTS ARE ACQUIRED FROM PUBLISHED RESULTS.

Datasets Bicubic LapSRN EDSR+ EnhanceNet-E EnhanceNet-PAT SRGAN GMGAN

Set5 7.33/28.42 6.48/31.54 5.99/32.62 6.05/31.74 2.93/28.56 3.35/32.05 3.25/30.02

Set14 6.97/26.10 5.96/28.19 5.50/28.94 5.25/28.42 3.02/25.77 2.88/28.49 2.77/26.37

BSD100 6.94/25.96 5.81/27.32 5.39/27.79 5.49/27.50 2.91/24.93 2.35/27.58 2.29/25.46

The positive constant c is used to keep the numerical stability.

To estimate the image overall quality of the LQM, an average

pooling strategy is applied to the GMS map as follows:

GMSM =
1

N

N∑
i=1

GMS(i) (6)

where N refers to the total number of pixels in ISR. GMSM is

short for Gradient Magnitude Similarity Mean. To reflect how

the local quality degradation varies, the standard deviation of

the GMS map is computed as follows:

GMSD =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(GMS(i)−GMSM)2 (7)

The higher the GMSD score, the larger the distortion of ISR

and the poorer the image quality. Finally, the quality loss is

defined as:

lQ = GMSD((Gθ(ILR)), (IHR)) (8)

where GMSD represents the whole calculation process of

GMSD.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Training details

All the methods involved in our experiments were imple-

mented with Pytorch. The experiments were conducted on a

ubuntu workstation with a NVIDIA Titan Xp GPU.

As for datasets, DF2K dataset is used for training, while

Set5, Set14 and BSD100 are used for evaluation. DF2K dataset

is short for DIVIK + Flickr2K, consisting of 3450 high-quality

images in total. Set5, Set14 and BSD100 are three public

benchmark datasets.

B. Benchmark results

In this section, GMGAN is compared not only with

PSNR-oriented methods, including LapSRN, EDSR+ and

EnhanceNet-E, but also with perceptual-driven methods, in-

cluding SRGAN and EnhanceNet-PAT.

Traditional IQA criteria like PSNR and SSIM can only

reflect part of human perception, thus we attempt to find an

alternative for them: PI, which combines two no-reference

image quality metrics Ma and NIQE. In this setting, a lower

PI indicates a better perceptual quality. PSNR is also provided

for distortion reference.

Quantitive evaluation results of GMGAN on public bench-

mark datasets are provided in Table I. It can be observed that

GMGAN performs the best or the second best, which indicates

8023 from BSD100
PI/PSNR

HR LapSRN
6.16/30.09

EDSR+
6.21/31.12

Bicubic
7.35/28.50

EnhanceNet-E
5.90/30.29

EnhanceNet-PAT
2.71/25.71

SRGAN
3.17/28.77

GMGAN
2.63/29.30

296059 from BSD100
PI/PSNR

HR LapSRN
5.81/31.26

EDSR+
5.70/31.41

Bicubic
7.19/29.45

EnhanceNet-E
5.70/31.26

EnhanceNet-PAT
2.81/29.18

SRGAN
28.96/2.60

GMGAN
2.39/29.18

2.67/

2.39/

Fig. 1. Visual comparison for 4× SR on BSD100. GMGAN can generate
photo-realistic details with less undesired artifacts.

GMAGN can obtain comparatively the best perceptual quality

among these methods.

Besides quantitive evaluation, qualitative results are also

provided in Fig. 1. It can be inferred that GMGAN outper-

forms previous methods, reflecting in generating more natural

textures and suffering from less undesired artifacts.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, to address the problem of generating super-

resolution images with more realistic textures and less un-

pleasant artifacts, we design a new method named GMGAN

for SISR. In GMGAN, we integrate an IQA metric named

GMSD into the loss function and replace GAN with WGAN-

GP to stabilize the training. Experiments show that GMGAN

can produce images with more natural textures and suffer from

less unpleasant artifacts.
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